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Preface to ”Eye Movements and Visual Cognition”

This eBook is based on a Special Issue on the topic of “Eye Movements and Visual Cognition”

that was published in Vision. Our aim in putting together the Special Issue and eBook was to

attract a group of high-quality, original, and topical works by leading academic figures in the field of

human vision and visual cognition. In so doing, we aimed to stimulate and foster useful intellectual

exchange between individuals working primarily on basic theoretical issues, as well as those working

on more applied aspects of vision science. From the outset, we were particularly keen to attract

papers that review particular topics within this broad field, and we were successful in achieving

this. The present volume includes reviews that are narrative (critiquing and summarizing research

on a particular topic), tutorial (with a focus on methods and findings), empirical (e.g., meta-analytic),

and theoretically synthetic. Indeed, some articles represent a combination of several of these types

of reviews. We also included papers with new empirical content when this served to resolve an

undecided issue stemming from such a literature review, and we encouraged papers that build

bridges between theoretical and applied aspects and between behavior and its neural substrate. All

papers were subject to peer review and went through several rounds of revision prior to acceptance.

It is not at all contentious to suggest that eye movement recording is now a well-established

method in the field of experimental psychology. Techniques for recording eye movements have

changed quite markedly over the last half-century, with recording devices becoming increasingly

user-friendly, advanced data acquisition software becoming more flexible and more broadly available,

and data analysis software becoming more progressively efficient at dealing with vast data sets

that the method generates. Additionally, eye movement methodology has now come to be used

very widely to investigate many aspects of human visual and cognitive processes (and more

broadly, beyond the realm of visual cognition). Without question, this methodological approach has

significantly contributed to the current theoretical understanding of human vision and cognition.

The topics covered in this eBook reflect this breadth, ranging from aspects of relatively low-level

vision (unconscious attention, saccadic suppression, inhibition of return) to higher-order aspects

of cognition (serialism and parallelism in reading, higher-level comprehension issues, meaning in

scenes, and scene interpretation). Developmental themes also feature in relation to performance

change with age (children’s reading and older adult reading performance), and there is consideration

of eye movements in special populations (autism). It is also important to note that the contributions

that are represented here vary in the degree to which they focus on “blue skies” theoretical issues

(visual salience, inhibition of return, regressions in reading), with some work emphasizing a stronger

translational line running through it (medical image interpretation and X-ray baggage screening).

Again, this underlines the prevalent extent to which eye movement methodology is employed within

the field. In considering the work reflected in the contents of this eBook, what emerges is a clear

indication that eye movement research is currently in a very healthy state.

Before closing, it is important to acknowledge the support and assistance that we have received

from colleagues at MDPI. In particular, we would like to thank Meirong Duan, who has provided

excellent editorial support throughout, and of course, we would like to thank all the authors for

taking the time and making the effort to write such high-quality papers for the Special Issue.

Raymond M. Klein, Simon P. Liversedge

Special Issue Editors
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Associations and Dissociations between Oculomotor
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Abstract: The idea that covert mental processes such as spatial attention are fundamentally dependent
on systems that control overt movements of the eyes has had a profound influence on theoretical
models of spatial attention. However, theories such as Klein’s Oculomotor Readiness Hypothesis
(OMRH) and Rizzolatti’s Premotor Theory have not gone unchallenged. We previously argued that
although OMRH/Premotor theory is inadequate to explain pre-saccadic attention and endogenous
covert orienting, it may still be tenable as a theory of exogenous covert orienting. In this article we
briefly reiterate the key lines of argument for and against OMRH/Premotor theory, then evaluate the
Oculomotor Readiness account of Exogenous Orienting (OREO) with respect to more recent empirical
data. These studies broadly confirm the importance of oculomotor preparation for covert, exogenous
attention. We explain this relationship in terms of reciprocal links between parietal ‘priority maps’
and the midbrain oculomotor centres that translate priority-related activation into potential saccade
endpoints. We conclude that the OMRH/Premotor theory hypothesis is false for covert, endogenous
orienting but remains tenable as an explanation for covert, exogenous orienting.

Keywords: attention; covert; oculomotor readiness hypothesis; premotor theory; exogenous;
endogenous; eye abduction

1. Introduction

Covert spatial attention allows us to select important and/or behaviourally relevant visual inputs by
enhancing signals arising from attended locations and suppressing signals from unattended locations [1]
without actually moving the eyes to that location. Despite many advances in understanding the
cognitive processes involved in spatial attentional selection, an enduring issue is the mechanism by
which attention is moved from one location to another. It is generally agreed that the orienting of
spatial attention can occur in an automatic ‘exogenous’ mode in response to salient external events (e.g.,
the flashing lights of an emergency services vehicle) or a controlled ‘endogenous’ mode in response to
the observer’s goals (e.g., systematically scanning the road ahead to check for hazards) [2], and that
these systems are partially dissociable [3]. It is also widely accepted that eye movements (‘overt’ shifts
of attention) are preceded by a covert shift of attention to the saccade goal, known as ‘pre-saccadic
attention’. However, there is a long-running debate concerning the relationship between the mental
process involved in covert orienting of attention (i.e., attending to things that are not being gazed at),
and those involved in overt orienting of attention (i.e., orienting the eye to the stimulus of interest) [4].
One proposal, originally known as the Oculomotor Readiness Hypothesis (OMRH) [5] and later as
Premotor Theory (PMT) [6], proposed a complete functional overlap between spatial attention and
oculomotor control. OMRH/PMT is often used as shorthand to refer to the general idea that covert
attention is, in some way, linked to the oculomotor system. However, this usage does not do full justice
to the OMRH/PMT theory, which makes clear and testable predictions about the precise relationship
between oculomotor control and covert spatial attention. More specifically, OMRH/PMT holds that the
programming of a saccade is both necessary and sufficient for covert orienting of attention [7].

Vision 2019, 3, 17; doi:10.3390/vision3020017 www.mdpi.com/journal/vision1
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Despite being the original proponents of OMRH, Klein and colleagues concluded that endogenous
attention was in fact independent of saccade programming [5,8], although they speculated that OMRH
may still hold for exogenous attention. Subsequently, a number of other proposals suggesting differing
degrees of overlap between attention and saccade control have been put forward [9–11]. Following the
work of Klein and colleagues, we have pursued the idea that the relationship between covert attention
and saccade programming may indeed be dependent on the mode of orienting, such that OMRH/PMT
was only true when the exogenous mode of orienting was engaged [4]. In this review we outline the
main lines of argument for and against OMRH/PMT as a theory of endogenous covert orienting, then
explain why we believe that OMRH/PMT is false for endogenous covert orienting, but remains tenable
as a theory of exogenous, covert orienting.

2. The Case for OMRH/PMT

The case for OMRH/PMT draws on three main lines of evidence. Firstly, there is clear evidence
that saccadic eye movements are preceded by a mandatory ‘pre-saccadic’ shift of attention [12–18]
and a more efficient distractor suppression at non-saccade goals [19]. This pre-saccadic attentional
facilitation is clearly tied to the programming of an eye movement, as the effect grows larger with
proximity with saccade onset [20,21] and occurs even when the participant expects the probe to appear
opposite the saccade goal, implying that programming an eye movement is sufficient to trigger a shift
of covert attention [13]. Furthermore, shifts of attention appear to affect the trajectory of saccadic eye
movements, consistent with the idea that shifts of attention activate a saccade plan [16,22,23].

Secondly, eye movements and covert shifts of attention appear to activate similar networks of
brain areas, including the Frontal Eye Fields (FEF), the Lateral Intraparietal cortex, and the Superior
Colliculi (SC) [24–29](see Figure 1), and lesions to these brain areas are associated with deficits of
both covert orienting and saccade control [30–36]. Moreover, electrical stimulation of FEF neurons
in non-human primates elicited fixed-vector saccadic eye movements, and subthreshold stimulation
of the same neurons significantly enhanced perceptual discrimination, even though the monkey was
still centrally fixating [37,38]. Using a similar methodology, Moore and colleagues also demonstrated
that stimulation of FEF modulated the sensitivity of neurons in V4, an area of the visual cortex that
codes for colour, orientation and spatial frequency, and whose visual receptive fields overlap with the
motor field [39,40]. The effect of FEF microstimulation on neural responses in V4 was analogous to
that observed when the monkey endogenously attended the location [39]. These data suggest a causal
role for saccade programming in covert attention, as predicted by OMRH/PMT.

 

Figure 1. In red are the areas of the brain that are significantly activated in the covert shift of attention
task and in green the areas of the brain significantly activated in the overt shift of attention task.
In yellow are the areas of the brain activated in both the overt and the covert shift of attention task.
Reproduced with permission from [24].

A third line of argument draws on studies in which eye movements are impaired, experimentally
restricted, or experimentally modulated. For example, Craighero, Carta and Fadiga [41] observed
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that patients with a palsy of the VIth cranial nerve were unable to covertly orient attention only when
viewing stimuli with their palsied eye, suggesting that the endogenous shift of attention was impaired
when viewing with the damaged eye but not when viewing with the intact one. In line with this study,
Craighero, Nascimben and Fadiga [42] used an eye abduction paradigm (see Figure 2), where saccadic
eye movement programming is disrupted by forcing healthy participants to rotate the eye by 40◦ into
the temporal hemifield. In their experiment participants were presented with a classical Posner cueing
task in which a central predictive cue (i.e., a bar attached to the fixation square indicating left or right)
indicated in 70% of the cases the accurate position of the upcoming target, which could be either in the
nasal hemispace (i.e., at a position that can be reached by a saccadic eye movement) or in the temporal
hemispace (i.e., outside a position reachable by a saccadic eye movement). Visual acuity remained
unaffected but the attentional benefits typically observed with valid cues were reduced when stimuli
were presented in the temporal/eye movement restricted hemispace but not when presented in the
nasal hemispace. The authors concluded that, consistent with Premotor theory, covert orienting of
attention is subject to the limitations of the saccadic system such that attention cannot be deployed
at a location that cannot become the goal of a saccadic eye movement. This led to the proposal that
covert attention and saccadic eye movements share the same ‘stop limit’, which is the range of eye
movements, also referred to as Effective Oculomotor Range (EOMR).

Figure 2. Experimental setup for the eye-abduction paradigm used by Craighero et al. (2004).
Reproduced with permission from [42].

Other studies have used the saccadic adaptation technique to dissociate the perceived position
of a saccade target from the actual endpoint of the eye movement. In saccadic adaptation tasks the
participant makes a saccade to a peripheral stimulus, but during the saccade the stimulus jumps to a
new position (double-step task) [43]. At the start of the experiment the participant initially moves to the
original stimulus position then, unconsciously, makes corrective eye movements towards the second
stimulus position. However, over the course of many trials they adapt the amplitude of the saccade to
ensure it lands at the final position of the stimulus rather than its original position (for a review, see [44]).
OMRH/PMT predicts that saccadic adaptation should also result in the adaptation of covert shifts
of attention, such that the locus of attention should be at the final stimulus position, not the starting
position. To test whether attention focus is shifted towards the saccade target or the final eye position,
Ditterich et al. [45] asked participants to make a saccade towards a peripheral location and, before
the first saccade onset, they briefly flashed a discrimination target at one of four possible locations.
The discrimination performances were compared before and after the saccadic adaptation. Prior to
adaptation, discrimination performance was best at the goal of the saccade. After adaptation, optimal
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discrimination performance was still observed at the goal of the first saccade, and not at the endpoint
of the adapted saccade. This result is not consistent with OMRH/PMT, and Ditterich et al. concluded
that the attentional focus is always directed to the primary target position and not to the saccade
landing position [45]. However, Collins and colleagues argued that this conclusion was premature,
given that the magnitude of the adaptation effects observed by Ditterich. was somewhat small. In two
subsequent studies using more effective adaptation protocols they showed that saccadic adaptation
does indeed produce adaptations of pre-saccadic attention [46,47] and that pre-saccadic displacement
of attention would be shifted both to the position of the saccadic target and to the landing position of
the adapted saccades [48]. In a recent study, Habchi and colleagues claimed that saccadic adaptation
leads to changes in the allocation of covert attention, although these changes appear to be due to a
more general bias towards the side of adaptation, rather than a modulation of covert orientation per
se [49]. Overall, the evidence is consistent with the claim that saccadic adaption is associated with
adaptations of pre-saccadic attention, which has been interpreted as evidence for OMRH/PMT.

Further evidence for OMRH/PMT is the finding that covertly attending a location produces a
change in the trajectory of saccades, such that they deviate from the intended location [22]. Trajectories
of vertical and oblique saccades are never completely straight but curvilinear, even when aiming at an
isolated target [50,51], and it has been suggested that saccade curvature is determined by mechanisms
situated in the final pathway of eye movement generation [52]. In addition to this natural tendency,
other objects presented in the visual scene can influence the magnitude and direction of saccade
curvature. Several authors have found that presenting an irrelevant distractor stimulus near a saccade
target affects the saccade curvature [22,53–55]. In some instances, saccades can curve towards the
irrelevant stimulus, as in visual search tasks [56], when the location of the saccade target is highly
unpredictable, or for short-latency saccade [57], but in other cases, there is a tendency to deviate
from the position of the distractor, particularly when saccade latencies are long [55], whether the
saccade is reflexive or voluntarily triggered [53]. These trajectory deviations are typically attributed
to competition between saccade plans associated with the target and distractor, and evidence that
covert attention can also cause trajectory deviations [22,58–60] is therefore often cited as evidence for
OMRH/PMT.

To briefly summarize, OMRH/PMT argues that covert orienting of attention depends on the
activation of a saccade plan. Consistent with this hypothesis, there is a mandatory orientation of
attention to saccade goals; covert and overt attention activate overlapping brain areas and damage
to these areas causes problems with both overt and covert orienting. For example, ophthalmoplegic
patients have deficits of covert attention that seem to mirror their ocular deficit. Moreover, modulating
the gain of saccades also modulates the gain of pre-saccadic shifts of attention, and covertly attending
a peripheral location affects the metrics of overt saccades, such that their trajectories are deviated away
from the attended location. Altogether, these studies seem to offer clear evidence for a tight coupling
between attention and oculomotor control.

3. The Case against OMRH/PMT

On first inspection, the evidence for OMRH/PMT seems overwhelming (e.g., [61]). However,
we believe there are a number of reasons to be cautious about accepting these lines of evidence as
conclusive proof of the claim that saccade programming is necessary and sufficient for covert orienting of
spatial attention in the absence of an overt eye movement. Firstly, there is evidence that ‘pre-saccadic’
attention (i.e., the covert shift of attention that precedes an overt eye movement) is qualitatively
different to covert attention. Secondly, although neuroimaging and some neuropsychological studies
demonstrate associations between attention and oculomotor control, other studies have shown clear
evidence of dissociations between saccade programming and covert orienting. Thirdly, behavioural
studies that explicitly test the hypothesis that covert, endogenous attentional orienting is caused
by saccade programming largely fail to support this hypothesis. Finally, while the evidence of
interactions between saccade programming and covert attention suggests a relationship between the
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two processes, the evidence is not consistent with the claim made by OMRH/PMT, which is that covert
orienting of attention is caused by activation of a saccade plan. We expand on these critiques in the
following sections.

3.1. Pre-Saccadic Attention Is Not Equivalent to Covert Attention

The intention to make an eye movement produces radical changes in the receptive fields of neurons
throughout the visual system, such that they appear to respond to stimuli in their post-saccadic spatial
location before the saccade has begun [62]. This neurophysiological mechanism may well underpin
the perceptual benefits observed in the moments before a saccade that are typically attributed to covert
attention [63]. Critically, however, Duhamel et al. [62] also noted that this ‘pre-saccadic remapping’ did
not occur when attention was deployed without a saccade, so cannot be responsible for ‘pure’ covert
orienting (i.e., when the eyes remain fixated). If it is accepted that pre-saccadic remapping underpins
pre-saccadic attention, and that pre-saccadic remapping only occurs prior to a saccade, it must also be
accepted that pre-saccadic attention and ‘pure’ covert orienting of attention, which occurs when no
saccade is executed, are served by a qualitatively different mechanisms

The proposal that pre-saccadic perceptual enhancements are qualitatively different to covert
attention is consistent with neuropsychological evidence of a dissociation between covert attention and
pre-saccadic perceptual enhancement. For example, Ladavas [64] asked patients with visual neglect to
fixate and report target appearance using a button press response. Targets presented in the neglected
field summoned involuntary eye movements on 45% of trials, but only half of these trials were
associated with conscious detection of a target. When no saccade was made, only 4% of targets were
detected. They concluded that the target could activate the oculomotor system without a concurrent
shift of attention. In this case, the amplitude of the eye movements is not reported, so it is not clear
whether the saccades that were not associated with target detection actually fixated the target (i.e., they
might have fallen short, in which case the shift of attention could also have been hypometric). However,
similar results were observed by Benson et al. [65] in a single case study of a patient with hemispatial
neglect. In this study, a peripheral cue in the neglected hemifield summoned an eye movement but
was not consciously detectible, again suggesting that the programming of eye movements and the
orienting of attention can be dissociated. Blangero and colleagues [66] provided evidence of a double
dissociation between the two processes. They reported the case of patient O.K., who presented with
optic ataxia following a right parietal stroke, but no symptoms of neglect. Patient O.K. could make
accurate saccades into the left hemifield and showed the typical pattern of pre-saccadic attentional
enhancement at the saccade goal. However, the patient could not covertly attend to the same location
when saccades were suppressed, demonstrating a dissociation between pre-saccadic attention and
covert attention. Together, these studies suggest that pre-saccadic perceptual enhancements and covert
orienting of attention are mediated by different cognitive mechanisms. If this proposal is correct,
studies of pre-saccadic perceptual enhancement cannot be taken as evidence that shifts of covert spatial
attention that occur in the absence of any overt eye movement rely on saccade programming.

3.2. Association Is Not Causation

The second main line of evidence in favour of OMRH/PMT draws on neurophysiological studies
of non-human primates. These studies clearly showed that attention and eye movements share
some common neural substrate and elegant work, showing that microstimulation of FEF leads to
covert visual selection [37], is often presented as evidence for PMT. However, areas like FEF contain
several distinct populations of neurons, some of which are involved in visual selection but not motor
control, and others that are involved in saccade control but not visual attention [67–69]. Given
that microstimulation of FEF may affect both visual and motor neurons [70], it is impossible to
unambiguously attribute the attentional effects of microstimulation to the activation of motor programs.
Furthermore, other research has shown that attending a stimulus does not affect the trajectory of
microstimulation-evoked saccades [71], and concluded that covert attention is not necessarily associated
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with activation of a saccade plans, contrary to some of the behavioural findings reported in humans
(e.g., [22]). A neurophysiological dissociation between saccade programming and covert orienting has
also been observed using EEG in human participants by Weaver and colleagues [72]. The key finding
here was that participants could endogenously allocate attention to the target object even on trials
where the eyes were involuntarily directed to a salient distractor. This result is hard to reconcile with
the claim that saccade preparation is both necessary and sufficient for covert attention. Overall, at best
neurophysiological studies demonstrate an association between the brain areas required for saccade
programming and those required for covert attention, and the few studies that offer a strong test of the
key claim of PMT, which is that endogenous covert orienting is caused by saccade programming, seem
to argue against this position (e.g., [71,73]).

3.3. Saccade Programming Does Not Necessarily Produce a Shift of Attention

OMRT/PMT argues that saccade programming produces shifts of attention. However, dual
task experiments have repeatedly failed to observe attentional benefits at the goal of planned but
unexecuted eye movements. In a seminal study by Klein [5] participants were asked to perform a
variant of a go-no-go task. In the majority of trials participants were instructed to prepare a saccade
to the left or to the right, and execute the prepared saccade when an asterisk was presented at either
the left or right location. Participants were faster at executing saccades when the peripheral onset
was congruent with the saccade they had prepared. However, in occasional trials they were asked
to cancel the saccade and make a manual response instead. The key finding here was that manual
detection responses were not faster when probes appeared on the same side as they were instructed to
prepare a saccade, suggesting that saccade programming led to shorter saccadic latencies but not a
shift of attention. This result is incompatible with the claim that saccade programming is sufficient
for covert orienting. A similar result was reported by Remington [74], who found that luminance
detection was no better at a saccade goal than at a control location (although saccades were delayed
when the luminance change occurred at the control location). Converging evidence for independence
was provided by Stelmach and colleagues [75], using a Temporal Order Judgement (TOJ) task whereby
two stimuli are sequentially presented with various inter-stimulus intervals, and participants are asked
to indicate which stimulus appeared first. In this study endogenous attention to a peripheral location
created a prior entry effect, such that the attended stimulus was perceived as appearing before the
unattended stimulus. However, consistent with the findings of [5], planning a saccade to a peripheral
location did not produce prior-entry, suggesting that this programming was not sufficient to orient
attention. More recently, Born [76] used a stop-signal paradigm to confirm Klein’s claim that a saccade
that is programmed but successfully inhibited does not produce a shift of attention.

Other studies have shown that saccades directed towards an intermediate position between
two spatially close visual objects presented simultaneously in the periphery, referred to as ‘Global
Effect’ [72,77,78], are not preceded by a shift of attention to the midpoint between stimuli. Rather, there
is a subtle attentional enhancement at the location of both objects [73,79,80], even though the eventual
eye movement lands at neither location. These observations appear to rule out the mandatory coupling
of attention to the saccade landing point (but see Van der Stigchel and de Vries [81] for an alternative
interpretation). Thus, the activation of a saccade program alone does not appear sufficient to elicit
‘covert’ orienting. In a related study, Bedard and Song used a visuomotor adaptation paradigm to
dissociate the intended and actual endpoint of ballistic reaching movements [82]. They report that,
in the post-adaptation phase, attention was allocated to locations associated with both the intended and
the actual endpoint of movements, suggesting that endogenous covert attention can be decoupled from
motor programs. In fact, there seems to be very little empirical evidence from human observers that
preparing an eye movement is sufficient to produce a shift of attention when no saccade is executed.

Klein [5] conducted a second study to test the idea that attending a location was necessarily
associated with the activation of a saccade program targeting the attended location. In this variant of
the task, the primary response was a shift of attention, with saccades required on 20% of trials. The data
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show that attending a peripheral location produced faster manual responses but did not reduce saccade
latency. Klein therefore concluded that covert orienting of attention and saccade programming were
independent of one another. This conclusion was challenged by several authors, who argue that
methodological factors, such as the requirement to make two speeded responses to peripheral events,
mean the data are hard to interpret (e.g., [6]), but subsequent studies [8,83] addressed these issues and
again found no evidence of attentional facilitation at the saccade goal. However, in a footnote Klein
and Pontefract [8] noted that there was a long delay between the onsets of the cue and target, so it
remained possible that saccade programming did elicit a shift of attention, just not at the time point
measured by [5] or [8]. They speculate that OMRH/PMT might still be tenable for shifting, but not
sustaining attention.

The idea that saccade programming could be sufficient for orienting but not for maintenance
of attention was explicitly tested by Belopolsky and Theeuwes [84]. They observed that oculomotor
priming effects were significantly reduced when a saccadic target is unlikely to appear at a cued
location. Furthermore [9,84] demonstrated that participants could sustain attention at a location while
simultaneously suppressing saccade programming to that same location. In these experiments, both
exogenous and endogenous covert orienting were associated with the activation of a saccade motor
plan. However, in the case of endogenous attention, the saccade execution was rapidly suppressed
without disrupting the allocation of attention. In a recent study, we also observed that saccadic
priming was profoundly affected by the probability that a saccadic response would be required by
manipulating the proportion of catch trials in a cueing task. When there were many catch trials (30%),
we observed covert orienting without saccadic priming, but when catch trials were removed there
was both covert orienting and oculomotor priming [85]. Belopolsky and Theeuwes [84] proposed a
revision to OMRH/PMT that they called a ‘Shifting and Maintenance (S&M) account of attention’.
This revised theory, like that of Klein and Pontefract, retains the core assumption of OMRH/PMT
that endogenous orienting depends upon a saccade motor plan but argues that once attention has
moved an active saccade plan is not required to sustain attention. However, it is important to note that
demonstrating an association between orienting of attention and the activation of a saccade plan is
very different to demonstrating that the saccade programming causes orienting of attention. Indeed,
this evidence is equally consistent with the idea that attentional selection is a necessary precondition
for the programming of accurate saccades, as proposed by [14].

3.4. Impaired Oculomotor Control Disrupts Exogenous but Not Endogenous Covert Attention

Proponents of OMRH/PMT have studied patients with oculomotor problems and used
ingenious experimental designs to experimentally constrain saccade programming. For example,
Craighero et al. [41] argued that paralysis of the eye due to VIth nerve palsy was associated with deficits
of covert, endogenous orienting. However, subsequent studies with both ophthalmoplegic patients
and the eye-abduction paradigm reported results in conflict with Craighero and colleagues’ [41,42]
observations. Smith, Rorden and Jackson [86] reported the case of A.I., who suffered from chronic
ophthalmoplegia, a paralysis of the extraocular muscles that made her unable to make any eye
movements. They observed a deficit of covert, exogenous attention with intact overt, endogenous
orienting. Gabay and colleagues have shown similar effects in patients with Duane’s syndrome, a
developmental disorder associated with problems making abductive eye movements [87]. The claim that
defective oculomotor control is associated with impaired exogenous attention but preserved endogenous
attention is consistent with observations in patients suffering from Progressive Supranuclear Palsy
(PSP), a disease characterised by vertical paralysis of gaze [88]. For example, Posner et al. [89] examined
covert orienting in PSP using a predictive, peripheral cue. When the stimuli were aligned along
the horizontal axis, normal exogenous orienting was observed with a cue-target onset asynchrony
(CTOA) of 50 ms. However, when the stimuli were aligned along the vertical axis covert orienting
was not observed until a CTOA of 1000 ms, indicative of disrupted exogenous attention. Their
subsequent study [90] explicitly compared exogenous and endogenous attention using non-predictive
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peripheral cues to engage exogenous attention and a centrally presented, predictive arrow cue to
engage endogenous attention. As in the original study, there was a significant impairment of covert
exogenous orienting when stimuli appeared along the vertical axis compared to the horizontal axis,
whereas endogenous orienting was largely preserved along both axes. Furthermore, in a recent study
we demonstrated that this selective impairment of exogenous orienting in PSP can also be observed in a
visual search. More specifically, patients with PSP also suffer visual search deficits when targets appear
on the vertical axis, and this deficit was greater for a feature search than a conjunction search [91].

The same dissociation between saccade planning and endogenous covert attention was observed
in heathy participants using the eye-abduction paradigm [92]. We subsequently demonstrated that
the effect of eye-abduction generalised to visual search, such that feature search was disrupted in
the temporal hemispace while conjunction search was preserved [93,94]. Notably, the disruption of
saccade programming associated with eye-abduction [95,96] and PSP [91] is also associated with a
deficit of short-term spatial memory, which can be at least partly attributed to the failure to attend and
encode the relevant locations. On the basis of these results, we concluded that the balance of evidence
is more consistent with a weak view of OMRH/PMT that was only true for exogenous orienting.

An important caveat to this conclusion is that the interpretation of eye-abduction data is not
entirely straightforward. Firstly, one might argue that participants can still plan eye movements even if
they cannot be executed. However, an elegant experiment using eye-abduction demonstrated that the
general tendency of saccades to curve away from a distractor location [53] was greatly reduced when
the distractor was presented outside the oculomotor range [97]. Given that saccade curvature in a
target-distractor paradigm is generally accepted to reflect competition between different saccade plans,
this result strongly suggests that eye-abduction leads to impaired saccade programming. Secondly, and
more problematically, the pattern of results is rather inconsistent. For example, in a follow-up study to
Smith et al. [92], we examined the effect of eye-abduction on social attention (the reflexive shifts of
attention triggered by observing an agent change their direction of gaze, also called ‘gaze-cueing’),
non-predictive arrow cueing and peripheral cueing [98]. As in our previous study, we observed that
eye-abduction interfered with covert exogenous orienting. However, in this study the interference
effect was observed in the nasal, not the temporal hemifield. Furthermore, we also observed a reduced
cueing effect in the nasal hemifield in the arrow cueing task. Interestingly, eye-abduction had no effect
on gaze cueing, which was surprising given that gaze cues are known to activate the eye movement
system [99,100]. In addition, although not directly relevant to OMRH/PMT, Michalczyk et al. [101]
recently observed that eye-abduction disrupted IOR, a result contrary to our 2012 finding. The precise
reasons for these disparate findings are not entirely clear. We attributed the nasal-hemifield effect
to a reduction in the cost of invalid cues, but as MacLean et al., observed, multiple interpretations
are possible, which limits the strength of the conclusions we can draw based on eye-abduction [102].
Given that studies using eye-abduction only use a single Stimulus Onset Asynchrony (SOA), it is also
possible that exogenous orienting was delayed by eye-abduction rather than completely abolished
in these tasks (as was the case in the studies of patients with PSP [89,90]). A final problem is that
eye-abduction creates a very unusual oculoproprioceptive signal, and there is some evidence that
oculoproprioception plays an important role in spatial attention (e.g., [103]). It is therefore possible that
the impaired attentional orienting observed in ophthalmoplegic patients and studies of eye-abduction
was caused by disrupted oculoproprioception, rather than impaired saccade programming per se.

In order to address these issues and provide a more rigorous test of exogenous-only version of
OMRH/PMT we developed a new variant of the Posner cueing task in which cues and targets were
presented within or beyond the effective oculomotor range (EOMR) [104]. Eye-abduction is thought to
induce biased proprioception [105], which could lead to a bias in attention, although a recent study
has cast some doubt on this claim [106]; we nevertheless used Presentation in Extreme Periphery
(PEP), which has the advantage of presenting stimuli in the far periphery (up to 44◦ of visual angle)
while keeping the participant’s eye and trunk in their canonical, natural position. Each participant’s
Effective Oculomotor Range (EOMR) was computed in order to define the location of the placeholders
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in the different cueing tasks. In all three experiments reported, the target and placeholders could
appear either below or beyond the participants’ EOMR. The first experiment examined exogenous,
covert orienting using a peripheral cueing task and SOAs of 100, 200, 300 or 500 ms. Consistent
with studies with patients [86,87] or with the eye-abduction paradigm [90,92,94], exogenous cueing
effects were abolished at all SOAs when stimuli were presented beyond the participant’s EOMR, but
intact when stimuli appeared within the EOMR. In a second experiment, we tested endogenous covert
attention using a predictive, central cue. As with previously reported experiments [86,87,90,92,94], but,
contrary to [41,42], there was no deficit in attention when stimuli were presented beyond EOMR. In
a third experiment, we tested both exogenous and endogenous attention using a within-participant
design. In accordance with the first two experiments, exogenous, covert orienting to peripheral cues
was disrupted when targets appeared beyond the EOMR, whereas covert endogenous orienting was
preserved (see Figure 3). In a recent experiment we replicated this dissociation using visual search
tasks, such that a ‘pre-attentive’ search for feature singletons (which relies on the same cognitive
processes as exogenous attention) was only possible within the effective oculomotor range. When
feature search arrays were presented beyond the EOMR, participants had to engage in serial, attentive
searching to find the target [107]. These findings rule out the possibility that previous reports of
dissociations between endogenous orienting and saccade programming can be explained in terms of
abnormal oculoproprioception or in terms of delayed, rather than abolished, covert orienting.

Figure 3. The sequence of events in the endogenous cueing (a) and exogenous cueing (b) tasks.
The right panel shows the mean manual reaction time (RT) in ms as a function of Stimulus Onset
Asynchrony (SOA) and cue validity for below and beyond the EOMR separately for the endogenous
and exogenous cueing task (Exp. 3). Adapted from [103].

3.5. Saccades Curve away from Attended Locations

The observation that saccade trajectories are affected by covert attention is typically interpreted as
evidence in favour of OMRH/PMT (e.g., [59]). However, this interpretation is problematic, because the
studies classically report that saccades tended to curve away from the cued location [58]. The standard
interpretation for this effect is that participants need to inhibit the programmed eye movement to the
cued location in order to be able to execute a saccade towards the target location [53,108]. Saccade
curvature will depend on the distribution of neuronal activation produced both cue and target.
A curvature away from the cued location would result from an inhibition of the neurons coding for
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the irrelevant cued position, allowing the neuronal population coding for the actual target location
to take over. This inhibition is thought to come more particularly from projections from the Frontal
Eye Field (FEF) and Superior Colliculus (SC) (see [109]). This explanation is consistent with the broad
idea that covert attention and motor programming interact. However, it is much harder to reconcile
with the specific claim made by OMRH/PMT that shifts of attention are caused by motor programs.
In fact, the observation that covert, endogenous attention can be allocated to a location that is currently
inhibited in the oculomotor system is the opposite of what is predicted by OMRH/PMT. Studies of
saccade trajectory deviations therefore demonstrate an interaction between covert attention and saccade
preparation, but do not provide convincing evidence that covert orienting of attention is caused by the
activation of a saccade plan and therefore do not support OMRH/PMT. Furthermore, although the
mechanisms underlying curvature towards a distractor are clearly understood [109,110], there is less
consensus regarding mechanisms underlying curvature away from distractor. For example, curvatures
away from and irrelevant position are observed when participants have a prior knowledge of target
position [55], and the direction of the deviation appear to be dependent on response time, such that
short latency saccades tend to deviate towards an irrelevant position, whereas slow saccades tend to
deviate away [111]. This observation suggests that the oculomotor inhibition operates in the selection
process, leaving plenty of time for top-down preparation. Hence, the deviation away observed in the
case of covert endogenous shift of attention cannot be explained solely in terms of activation of the
oculomotor system.

4. An Oculomotor Readiness Hypothesis of Exogenous Orienting (OREO)

On the basis of these studies, we argue that the data are most consistent with an Oculomotor
Readiness Hypothesis that is specific to Exogenous Orienting (OREO). On a theoretical level,
the relationship between attention and eye movements can be understood in terms of Biased
Competition, such that activation of the motor system exerts a powerful biasing influence on competitive
interactions in the visual system [112]. In Biased Competition, the locus of attention arises from a
stimulus-driven competition between signals relating to stimulus salience (e.g., their brightness, size,
contrast, orientation), which can be biased by goal-driven factors such as the goals of the observer.
The competition takes places in a topographic map of space, called a priority map ([113]. The cortical
substrates of the priority map are thought to lie in the posterior parietal cortex a region that has dense
reciprocal connections with areas known to be directly involved in saccade control such as Frontal Eye
Field (FEF) and Superior Colliculus (SC) (for a review, see [114]) When a location is activated in the
priority map the activation is passed downstream to oculomotor structures, such as the SC, which
represent the prioritized location as the goal of a potential movement. These oculomotor signals are
then fed back into the priority map, thus further biasing activity in favour of the activated location [115].
This reciprocal feedback loop will typically produce very rapid selection of a peripherally cued location,
which will facilitate target detection, producing the rapidly developing perceptual advantage typically
associated with exogenous attention. When the oculomotor system malfunctions, or when targets
appear at locations that cannot become the goal of a saccade, the motor system exerts a much weaker
influence on the biased competition. If a target is associated with a persistently large salience signal
(e.g., in a feature search task in which the search array remains visible until a response is made), the
absence of reciprocal reinforcement from the oculomotor system should slow selection of the feature
singleton but will not necessarily prevent its selection. This is exactly the pattern we observed, such
that placing a salient feature beyond the EOMR delayed, rather than abolished the capture of attention
by the singleton [93,94,103]. If salience signal is transient (as in the peripheral cueing task), the absence
of reinforcement from the oculomotor system reduces the chance of the cued location ‘winning’ the
competition before the signal decays, and therefore reduces the probability of observing an exogenous
shift of attention to the cued location. We can therefore understand the relationship between exogenous
attention and saccade programming in terms of oculomotor inputs that bias competition on the priority
map in favour of the saccade endpoint. The demotion of the oculomotor system from being the sole
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arbiter of the locus of attention to being one of many potential influences on the process of biased
competition is a key difference between OREO and OMRH/PMT. Importantly it does not deny the
possibility that exogenous orienting can be driven by other inputs, such as stimulus salience [116].
Rather, OREO holds that optimally efficient exogenous orienting relies on activation of a saccade plan,
and when this activation is disrupted exogenous orienting becomes slower and less reliable.

OREO makes some clear and testable predictions about the interaction between covert, exogenous
orienting and saccade programming. Firstly, exogenous orienting should always be associated with
the activation of a saccade plan. Secondly, inability to plan a saccade should disrupt exogenous
orienting. Thirdly, factors that affect the properties of saccadic eye movements (e.g., their latency,
amplitude and direction) should also affect the speed and accuracy of covert exogenous orienting.
MacLean et al. [102] tested the first prediction using a variant of the dual task procedure developed by
Klein and Pontefract [8]. Contrary to the predictions of OREO, they observed no reduction in saccade
latency at peripherally cued locations and concluded that exogenous orienting was not associated
with saccade programming. However, this conclusion is premature, as MacLean et al. used a SOA
of 250 ms, allowing ample time for the suppression of saccade programming following a shift of
attention. Indeed, the authors concede that their results are more similar to those of Belopolsky and
Theeuwes [9,84], who previously argued that maintenance of attention was independent of saccade
programming. The MacLean study also utilises a very high proportion of ‘no-go’ trials, where a
cue appears but no saccade is permitted, and as we have already noted, a high proportion no-go
trials can mask saccadic priming effects caused by peripheral cues [9,107]. We examined the third
prediction by using instrumental conditioning of eye movements [117]. If exogenous orienting depends
on activation of the oculomotor system, then one might predict that a manipulation that modulates
saccade latencies should also affect covert exogenous attention. In our first experiment we found
that rewarding eye movements to a specific spatial location reliably reduced saccade latencies to that
location, and that this conditioning persisted for 180 trials once rewards were removed. However, in a
second experiment this modulation of the oculomotor system had no effect on the magnitude of covert,
exogenous orienting or Inhibition of Return. McCoy and Theeuwes [118] report a similar result in a
study in which participants learned to made saccades to a location associated with a large reward.
As with our study, the high-value location was associated with shorter saccade latencies. However,
this oculomotor facilitation did not translate into enhanced performance at the rewarded location in
a subsequent task that measured perceptual discrimination at the rewarded location while the eyes
remained at fixation. These findings may seem hard to reconcile with the third prediction of OREO,
but it is important to note that OREO predicts that reducing the latency of a saccade should lead to a
reduction in the rise-time of attention (i.e., the speed at which attention is oriented to the cued location)
rather than the absolute magnitude of the cueing effect. Thus, in our view, none of these studies offers
a strong test of the predictions of OREO. In contrast, McFadden, Khan and Wallman [119] reported
that it was possible to elicit adaptation of exogenous, covert orienting, which was accompanied by
an adaptation of subsequent eye movements, suggesting that the adaptation of exogenous attention
relied on changes in the oculomotor plans elicited by the peripheral onset. It is not known whether
endogenous, covert attention can be adapted in the same way, but such a study would provide a good
test of OMRH/PMT and OREO, and the former theories predict an effect of adaptation of endogenous
attention on saccade amplitude, whereas OREO does not.

5. Summary and Conclusions

To briefly summarize, OMRH/PMT argues that planning an eye movement is both necessary
and sufficient for covert, endogenous orienting of attention. Many studies suggest that there is an
association between covert attention and oculomotor control, but none of this evidence demonstrates a
causal relationship between saccade programming and covert, endogenous spatial attention. Studies
of pre-saccadic attention are problematic because they conflate peri-saccadic perceptual changes
(‘remapping’) with covert attention, and the results are equally consistent with the view that orienting
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attention is a necessary precondition for saccade programming (e.g., [120]). A single neuropsychological
study argues for an association between endogenous orienting and saccade programming, but there
are many other examples of double dissociations between oculomotor control and endogenous,
covert attention. Studies of healthy participants show no evidence that shifts of attention can be
achieved by programming an eye movement, and the weight of evidence from eye-abduction and other
manipulations suggests that endogenous covert orienting can be achieved in the absence of saccade
programming. Overall, there is surprisingly little evidence from human participants that saccade
programming is either necessary or sufficient for covert spatial attention. However, there is a growing
body of neuropsychological and experimental evidence that exogenous covert orienting is dependent
on the ability to plan and execute eye movements. Neuropsychological patients with paralysis of the
eyes reliably present with deficits of exogenous, covert attention and disrupting saccade programming
in healthy participants interferes with covert, exogenous orienting. In our view, these findings are
powerful and conclusive evidence against the central tenet of OMRH/PMT, which is that saccade
programming is necessary and sufficient for endogenous, covert orienting, and thus we should reject
OMRH/PMT as a theory of covert, endogenous attention. However, the data are consistent with OREO,
which holds that saccade preparation or ‘oculomotor readiness’ plays a fundamental role in covert,
exogenous orienting of attention.
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Abstract: An inhibitory aftermath of orienting, inhibition of return (IOR), has intrigued scholars
since its discovery about 40 years ago. Since then, the phenomenon has been subjected to a wide
range of neuroscientific methods and the results of these are reviewed in this paper. These include
direct manipulations of brain structures (which occur naturally in brain damage and disease or
experimentally as in TMS and lesion studies) and measurements of brain activity (in humans
using EEG and fMRI and in animals using single unit recording). A variety of less direct methods
(e.g., computational modeling, developmental studies, etc.) have also been used. The findings from
this wide range of methods support the critical role of subcortical and cortical oculomotor pathways
in the generation and nature of IOR.

Keywords: inhibition of return; oculomotor system; orienting

1. Introduction

An inhibitory aftermath of orienting was discovered in the early 1980s by Posner and Cohen [1]
and subsequently named “inhibition of return” (IOR) by Posner et al. [2]. In these early papers,
Posner and colleagues proposed a novelty-seeking function for IOR and in the next decade or two
the phenomenon was subject to intense investigation. Eventually, a variety of exciting behavioral
findings provided converging evidence for this proposal. Beginning with Posner et al. [2], a wide
range of neuroscientific tools have been utilized to explore the neural basis of IOR, and in some cases,
to resolve questions that arose primarily from behavioral studies. Our goal in this paper is to describe
what we have learned about IOR from this neuroscientific literature. To provide the context for our
coverage of this neuroscientific literature, we will begin with a brief overview of IOR’s behavioral
manifestations including its cause and effects, its spatial and temporal properties, its role as a foraging
facilitator (see [3], for a review that despite its age remains quite contemporary), and of disputes in the
IOR literature that neuroscientific evidence might help to resolve.

2. Behavioral Manifestations

In a review such as this one, it is prudent to begin by noting that there is no widespread agreement
about the nature of IOR [4]. The source of some disagreements (as anticipated by Klein [3]) may be
in overextension(s) of the term. Most notably, a cue-induced reaction time delay in the processing of
a subsequent target can be due to sensory adaptation when it is presented along the same pathway
traversed by the cue [5], particularly when the interval between cue and target onset is ~500 ms or
less. When such an “inhibitory” effect (also called “onset detection cost”) is conflated with IOR there is
bound to be confusion. Here, we will focus on the longer-lasting inhibitory aftereffect of orienting,
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which we believe comes in two forms (first clearly distinguished in [6]) depending on whether the
reflexive oculomotor system is in a suppressed or activated state when it is generated. As described
in their account of the history of IOR (Hilchey et al. [5]; see also [7]), this duality has engendered
confusion since the phenomenon was named by Posner et al. [2].

2.1. Causes and Consequences

Possible causes of IOR include prior orienting of attention, peripheral stimulation, and activation of
the oculomotor system. Posner and Cohen [1] rejected the attentional cause because they demonstrated
that prior endogenous allocation of attention did not generate IOR, a finding that has been subsequently
confirmed (e.g., Rafal et al. [8]). They endorsed sensory stimulation as the cause because they believed
that IOR was generated when peripheral cues were balanced around fixation. However, with better
control conditions, this finding was not supported [9] and Posner et al. [2] further demonstrated
that IOR could be generated by an endogenously directed eye movement in the absence of a unique
peripheral onset. Using visual, auditory, and tactile stimuli and a target-target design, Spence et al. [10]
found that as long as a target was presented in the same spatial position as the previous one (regardless
of whether the modality repeated or switched to a different modality), there was a reaction time delay
compared to when the spatial location changed. This finding, that IOR occurs cross-modally between
all pairings of vision, audition, and touch, suggests that IOR is not restricted to cues and targets being
delivered along the same sensory pathway. Early studies [2,8] suggested that the cause of IOR was
activation of the oculomotor system and even though endogenous preparation of an eye movement
does not cause IOR [11], this is still the most likely cause.

Three broad loci have been proposed for the effects IOR might have on subsequent behavior at,
or near the inhibited location—it could degrade or delay sensory processing, delay or discourage
spatial responses, or delay or discourage the orienting of attention. Of course, these possible loci
are not mutually exclusive and a direct inhibitory effect at one level of processing could result in
indirect inhibitory effects at other levels. Particularly, whether IOR affects input or output levels of
processing may depend on the activation state of the reflexive oculomotor system [12]. According to
this view, when this system is suppressed, inputs or attention are affected; when it is not suppressed,
IOR manifests as an output level response bias.

2.2. Spatio-Temporal Properties

The time course of IOR is usually measured in a paradigm wherein spatially uninformative
peripheral cues precede the target by varying intervals. In this paradigm, as demonstrated in Samuel
and Kat’s [13] review, IOR can last for at least three seconds. The apparent onset of IOR depends
on several variables, including the complexity of the task, whether the target is accompanied by
distractors, and the importance of shifting attention away from the cue. As noted by many authors:
“It is possible that inhibition is present but will not be seen in performance because its effects are
obscured by other processes (such as facilitation or a response-repetition advantage) operating at the
same time as the hypothesized inhibition” [3] (p. 141). Therefore, one explanation for the variability in
the apparent onset IOR depends on the time required for attention to disengage from the location of the
spatially uninformative cue where facilitation due to attentional capture might obscure any inhibitory
effects of the cue. Moreover, processes that have a negative effect on reaction time may masquerade as
IOR, leading to incorrect inferences about how early IOR begins when these processes operate as an
immediate consequence of the cue (e.g., sensory adaptation [5] and onset detection cost [14]).

In terms of the spatial extent of IOR, when generated by a stimulus at a particular location in
the periphery (i.e., the cue), many studies have reported a gradient of decreasing inhibition centered
on this location (e.g., [15]; for a recent review see [16]). Interestingly, when IOR is generated by an
array of a small number of cues, the location that seems to be most inhibited is the geometric midpoint
of the cues (likened to a “center of gravity”), even if no stimulus was presented there [9,17]. Using
a 50 ms interval between such an array of cues and a target calling for a saccade, Christie et al. [18]
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discovered an inverse effect. At this very short cue-target interval, rather than being inhibited, eye
movements were facilitated toward the center of gravity of the array. This finding provides evidence
for the proposal that prior activation of the oculomotor system is the cause of the subsequent IOR.

As first demonstrated by Maylor and Hockey [19], when the eyes move between the presentation
of a cue and a target, the target suffers from greater inhibition at the spatiotopic location of the
cue than at its retinotopic location. More recently, it has been demonstrated by Pertzov et al. [20]
and Hilchey et al. [21] that spatiotopic coding was present as early after the saccade as they tested,
and Yan et al. [22] demonstrated that spatiotopic recoding happens just before the eye movement.
Furthermore, when a cued object moves between the cue and target, IOR can be seen at the new
location of the cued object rather than, or in addition to the originally cued location [23]. From these
findings, it has been inferred that IOR is coded in a scene- or object-based representation. Supporting
this inference are the findings in both visual search (for a review see [24]) and cue-target paradigms [25]
that IOR is eliminated if the scene is removed when the target is presented.

2.3. IOR as Foraging Facilitator

In Posner’s seminal studies [1,2], the function of IOR was proposed to be novelty seeking, and
in [2] such novelty seeking was hypothesized to increase the efficiency of visual search by encouraging
orienting toward new items. This proposal was supported by later studies that looked directly for IOR
within visual search paradigms. Using a probe-following-search task, Klein [26] found inhibition at
the locations attention had presumably visited during a search to determine that the items (distractors)
were not the target. Klein and MacInnes [27] replicated this finding in a more ecologically valid,
“camouflaged” search paradigm, employing scenes from “Where’s Waldo”. One major finding of such
studies is that inhibition can be observed at multiple previously fixated locations. Based on these
findings, Klein elaborated on Posner and Cohen’s [1] proposal, theorizing that IOR acts as an inhibitory
tagging system that marks multiple previously attended locations and proposed that such a system
could function as a foraging facilitator [26,27]. For a review of IOR findings in visual search tasks,
see [24].

3. Neuroscience

Due to the temporal characteristics of IOR, neuroscientific research has been largely reliant on
the high temporal resolution of ERP techniques to investigate the neural substrate of IOR. However,
other methods have also been employed, including studies with patients who have subcortical brain
injuries, developmental studies on infants, fMRI, TMS, single-cell recordings of rhesus monkeys, and
computational modelling. Here, we review research in these areas.

3.1. Patient Studies

Early findings [2] from patients with subcortical damage due to progressive supranuclear palsy
and cortical lesions involving the parietal or frontal lobes suggested that subcortical, but not cortical,
systems were involved in the manifestation of IOR. The involvement of one subcortical structure that
is at the nexus of control of the oculomotor system, the superior colliculus (SC) was later confirmed
to be critical for the generation of IOR in patients with localized damage to this structure [28,29].
As described next, cortical involvement was later demonstrated to also be important for the coding of
IOR in environmental and object (or scene) coordinates. In retrospect, perhaps this is not surprising,
once IOR had been found to be represented in these coordinates, because the SC controls eye movements
in oculocentric (or retinotopic) coordinates.

Tipper and colleagues [30] employed the moving-objects paradigm in two split brain patients to
explore cortical contributions to object-based IOR. They demonstrated that an intact corpus callosum
is necessary to transfer object-based inhibitory tags from one hemisphere to the other. In a study of
patients with visual form agnosia, Smith et al. [31] demonstrated that although object-based facilitation
effects were impaired, object-based IOR remained intact.
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Sapir et al. [32] employed a version of the Maylor and Hockey [20] paradigm, in which a saccade
intervenes between the cue and target to explore environmental coding of IOR in patients with lesions
to the right intraparietal sulcus. A cue was presented above or below fixation and participants either
remained fixated or made a leftward or rightward saccade in response to a central arrow. Normal
participants and patients showed similar magnitudes of IOR in the stationary condition. When eye
movements were made, the target could appear at either the retinal or environmental location of the
cue. Normal participants showed IOR at both locations, but patients with right parietal damage only
exhibited inhibition at the retinal location of the cue. This finding suggests that circuitry in the parietal
lobes is responsible for preserving, in environmental coordinates, the inhibitory tags laid down by
the SC.

An interesting response modality dissociation was reported by Bourgeois et al. [33]. Patients
with damage to the right hemisphere were tested using a target-target paradigm in which IOR was
expected when the current target was presented in the same location as the previous target. One
condition required manual responses when a target was detected; the other condition required saccadic
responses to targets. In a group suffering from left neglect associated with right parietal damage
and/or disconnection of parietal from frontal regions, IOR was observed in the good (right) visual
field when saccadic responses were required. In striking contrast, when manual responses were made,
instead of suffering from IOR, repeated targets in the good visual field benefited from facilitation.
It was suggested that with manual responses, IOR depends on an intact cortical circuit (fronto-parietal
attentional network) in the right hemisphere whereas with saccadic responses, IOR might be mediated
by subcortical circuits (retinotectal visual pathway).

Smith et al. [34] tested a neurologically normal individual (AI) who was unable to make eye
movements due to congenital opthalmoplegia (oculo-muscular atrophy). Whereas AI could orient
her attention endogenously in response to informative central cues, her attention was not captured
exogenously by uninformative peripheral cues. Nevertheless, such cues did generate significant
IOR. Converging evidence for this dissociation (IOR without exogenous cueing) was obtained by
Smith et al. [35] using eye abduction in normal participants. With this manipulation, wherein cues
and targets can be presented at locations that the eyes cannot reach, normal IOR and endogenous
orienting were observed, but attention was not exogenously captured by peripheral cues. Although
we are aware of one study with conflicting results [36], the discrepancy may be rooted in the difficulty
of firm conclusions from the eye-abduction manipulation [37].

3.2. Developmental Studies

Although most research on IOR in normal individuals has been conducted with college age
participants, there are data on the early development of IOR and on how it might change with aging.
Research on the early development of IOR, as summarized by Klein [38] is illustrated in Figure 1,
along with Mark Johnson’s [39] analysis of the relative rates of development of neural circuitry that
controls orienting in adults. Among the important developmental findings is the observation of IOR
in newborns less than four days old [40,41]. Because subcortical pathways are operational in infants
whereas the cortex is still developing, this finding supports the conclusion from patient and behavioral
studies that the SC is critical for the generation of IOR. It is noteworthy that in these newborn studies
the effect of IOR was generated and measured with oculomotor behavior. Thus, in the context of the
2-forms of IOR described above, this form, almost certainly, would have been the output form.

Surprisingly, the IOR that is seen in newborns is absent in 1–2 month olds. According to
Johnson et al. [42], inhibitory projections through the basal ganglia and substantia nigra that regulate
SC activity become functional at around one month of age. It is thought that the development of this
pathway, which encourages obligatory attention and response repetition would work against IOR.
The subsequent development of frontal systems that control the inhibitory projections to the SC from
the basal ganglia/substantia nigra is thought to mediate the reappearance of IOR at around 3–4 months
of age. In later childhood, adulthood, and in studies of aging, IOR may not be seen or its appearance
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may be delayed when, for a variety of reasons, after capture of attention by the spatially uninformative
peripheral cue, attention lingers or fails to disengage from this location [38].

Figure 1. The relative time-course of maturation of different systems involved in orienting, as
discussed by Johnson [39], is shown by the rectangles below the timeline (dotted lines simply reflect
inter-individual variability in system maturation). These include the superior colliculus, the basal
ganglia (BG), the substantia nigra (SN), the MT, and the frontal lobes. All the experiments illustrated
here measured IOR using eye movements. Studies finding IOR (black rectangles) and failing to find
IOR (open rectangles) in infants of different ages with covert (no eye movement to the cue) and overt
(eye movements to the cue) orienting as the causal event are shown above the timeline. The split
rectangle of reflects the fact that IOR was obtained when target eccentricities were 10 deg, but not when
they were 30 deg. This figure has been redrawn from [38].

3.3. Human Brain Imaging

IOR has been extensively investigated with human brain imaging, particularly with
electro-encephalography (EEG) using the event-related potential (ERP) technique. The vast majority
of these studies have used a traditional Posner cueing task with peripheral stimuli requiring manual
responses to the targets. When this literature was reviewed by Martin-Arevalo et al. [43], it was
concluded that there was not one single ERP component that could serve as a “marker” for IOR.
Although reduction of the early sensory P1 component was often seen in the literature reviewed by
Martin-Arevalo et al. [43], P1 reductions are an unlikely reflection of IOR because, as was pointed out
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by Satel and colleagues [44,45], these modulations can occur without IOR and IOR can occur without
P1 reductions.

Martin-Arevalo et al. [43] excluded a few studies from their review that required participants
to make eye movements at some point during a trial. Indeed, in all included studies, participants
were instructed not to make eye movements and researchers typically removed the data from any
trials with obvious eye movements. One reason that there have been so few EEG studies investigating
IOR with activated oculomotor systems is that eye movements can contaminate the ERPs due to the
low signal-to-noise ratio of this technique [46]. However, as noted above, suppressing the reflexive
oculomotor system in this way might lead to IOR affecting the input stages of processing rather than
the output stages. These studies, which involved suppressed reflexive oculomotor systems have often
found a reduction in the amplitude of the P1 ERP component for cued relative to uncued peripheral
targets. Furthermore, this P1 effect has been shown to be correlated with behavioral measures of
IOR [43,44].

However, there have also been a few ERP studies that have allowed eye movements in response to
the cues, activating the oculomotor system on each trial. When cues and targets were both peripheral
stimuli and eye movements were made to cues [44], although P1 effects were still observed, the P1
modulation was not correlated with behavioral IOR, unlike the case when the eye movement system
was suppressed in this and in the earlier studies. Furthermore, this P1 cueing effect disappeared entirely
when there was no repeated peripheral stimulation (i.e., eye movements were made in response to
central arrow cues) [45], even though IOR was still observed behaviorally in response to the peripheral
targets. Similarly, when the spatiotopic location was dissociated from the retinotopic location with an
eye movement between cue and target, greater behavioral inhibition was observed at the spatiotopic
location than at the retinotopic location, however cue-related P1 reductions were only observed in the
retinotopic and not in the spatiotopic condition [46].

A later ERP component in the 220–300 ms post-cue period, the Nd, is also often modulated by
cueing in IOR paradigms [43]. In addition to being observed when eye movements are forbidden
and there is repeated peripheral stimulation, Nd modulations have also been observed when eye
movements were made in response to central arrow cues [45] and at spatiotopic, but not retinotopic
locations when an eye movement occurred between cue and target appearance [46]. However, these
Nd effects are even more inconsistent than those related to P1. They are not always present and
sometimes go in the ‘wrong’ direction, suggesting that although something is going on in this time
range, the Nd component may not be the most appropriate marker for IOR [45].

Other studies, e.g., [47,48] have explored the possibility of IOR modulating the amplitude or
latency of the N2pc component, which arises in a similar time range as the Nd component and is
assumed to reflect a shift of attention. In the first such study, McDonald et al. [47] discovered that
the N2pc component was reduced, but not delayed for targets presented at the cued location. Using
a visual search paradigm, Pierce et al. [48] obtained converging evidence for this finding. As yet,
we are not aware of any studies with eye movements that have investigated the association of N2pc
modulations with IOR.

The majority of these ERP studies have focused on the brain’s response to targets that might or
might not have been suffering from IOR. It is important to point out that, in the cue-target paradigm,
IOR is generated by the cue and measured by the target. The emphasis on the target in ERP experiments
is designed to elucidate the nature of IOR’s effect(s) on processing. Fewer studies have focused on
the brain’s response to the cues, an emphasis that, in principle, can tell us about the nature of IOR’s
cause(s). Using such an alternative approach to investigate neural activity during the cue-target
period, Tian et al. [49] developed a theoretical model of IOR. This work attempted to identify the
areas activated at different stages after cue onset using LORETA (low-resolution brain electromagnetic
tomography) source localization algorithms. The main idea is that attending to cued stimuli stimulates
neurons in early visual areas including the SC, which then sends signals to cortical areas such as the
parietal and frontal eye fields, generating inhibitory tags that represent previously attended locations.
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These tags then feed back down to the SC, inhibiting subsequent eye movements to the inhibited
locations (i.e., IOR).

Another alternative approach to investigating sensory activity during the cue-target interval
is to use the steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP) technique [50]. SSVEPs are periodic
electrophysiological signals in the input pathway that are evoked by periodic stimulation and that
share the same frequency as the stimulus. For visual stimuli, SSVEPs are observed over occipital cortex.
A number of studies have demonstrated that these SSVEP signals are modulated by spatial attention
(i.e., the signal is enhanced when attended), e.g., [51,52]. As far as we know, only one study [53] has
employed this technique to explore the sensory consequences of an uninformative peripheral cue. This
study found a biphasic pattern with enhanced signals from the cued location immediately after the
appearance of the cue reversing to suppressed signals beginning about 200 ms later. Although the latter
finding was assumed to be a reflection of IOR, this is challenged by the fact that IOR was observed
behaviorally (in simple RT to targets) at 1200 ms post cue onset while the SSVEP suppression at the
cued location was no longer present after 800 ms. We believe, therefore, that the SSVEP suppression
observed at the cued location might have been a reflection of sensory adaptation. Regardless of one’s
interpretation, further research using this powerful methodology would be welcome.

In addition to using EEG, a few studies have also used the fMRI technique in an attempt to
identify the neural circuits associated with IOR. Due to its low temporal resolution, fMRI is a poor
method for exploring IOR. Moreover, as noted by Klein (2004, pp. 552 [54]): “it is difficult to generate
a reasonable pair of conditions to generate a subtraction that might tap into the presence of IOR.
This is because IOR may be generated by a cue whether or not a target is presented and regardless
where it is presented and IOR is just as likely to follow orienting to a target as to follow orienting
a cue [6].” Müller and Kleinschmidt [55], however, conducted a clever fMRI experiment, aimed at
determining whether IOR might have a negative impact on processing in early visual pathways. They
avoided sensory cue-target interactions on cued trials by presenting the target close to the cue but on
the opposite side of the vertical meridian (i.e., opposite hemifield) and they compared the activity in
occipital cortex for cued versus uncued targets. Strongly supporting an input form of IOR, they found
that the responses in occipital areas stimulated by the target were reduced for targets suffering from
IOR. In this study, although participants were not given trial-by-trial feedback on their oculomotor
behavior in the magnet, they were trained with eye monitoring before the fMRI session and according
to the authors, made eye movements on less than 1% of the trials during training. Therefore, it seems
likely that their reflexive oculomotor systems were relatively suppressed during the fMRI recording
sessions. According to Klein and Redden’s view of the two forms of IOR [12], if an experiment like this
were repeated with the IOR caused by a pro-saccade to the cue, suppression of visual cortex activity at
the originally cued location would not be observed.

3.4. Manipulations Aimed at Exploring the Roles of Neural Structures and Pathways

Converging evidence for the special role of the superior colliculus in the generation of IOR can
be found in two methods that have been used to differentially access this structure: nasal/temporal
asymmetries and S-cone stimuli (for a review of the use of these methods in the study of visual
attention, see [56]).

The retinotectal pathway sends visual inputs via the optic chiasm directly to the superior colliculus
with more copious connections from the temporal hemifields (nasal hemiretinae) (for a review see [57]).
Rafal et al. [8] hypothesized that if the SC played a special role in the generation of IOR, then stimulating
a pathway with more copious connections to the SC ought to result in greater IOR. When they did this
(Experiment 1, [8]) by presenting cues and targets monocularly they found, in accordance with their
hypothesis, substantially more IOR when cues and targets were presented to the temporal hemifields
than when they were presented to the nasal hemifields. Given our emphasis on the importance of
the state of the reflexive oculomotor system for whether the input or output form of IOR might be
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generated, it is important to note that in this experiment eye position was not monitored and so it is
likely that the output form was operating even though the response modality was manual.

An alternative strategy is to use S-cone stimuli that bypass the retinotectal pathway. Although
such stimuli will not reach the SC directly, they will eventually get there via the geniculo-cortical
pathway. Sumner et al. [58] used this strategy by presenting cues that were either luminant or S-cone
followed 400–500 ms later by luminant targets. In one condition participants detected these targets
using manual responses, and in another condition, they made saccades to the targets. With the typical
luminant cues they found IOR regardless of the response modality. However, with S-cone cues, they
only observed IOR when the eyes remained fixated for the duration of the task and target detection
was signaled by a manual response. In other words, saccades were insensitive to the prior location
of S-cone cues. This pattern of results suggests that the retinotectal pathway plays a special role in
generating the output form of IOR when prosaccades are required. Moreover, if it is assumed that
the reflexive oculomotor system was suppressed in their manual response condition, it would be
reasonable to suggest that the input form of IOR was generated in the manual response condition.

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a powerful tool for inferring whether a targeted
brain structure plays an important role in a particular behavior. A few studies have employed
TMS in an effort to deduce which structures in the brain are integral to IOR. Three studies [59–61]
administered TMS pulses over various brain structures on each trial during the time between the
presentation of the cue and the target. Thus, if a certain structure was integral in generating IOR
(through exposure to a cue), the TMS pulse to that area should nullify its effect and IOR would not be
observed. Indeed, TMS pulses to the right frontal eye field [59], the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) [60],
and the right intraparietal sulcus (IPS) [60] interfered with IOR. Importantly, using TMS in conjunction
with a retinotopic/spatiotopic reference framing spatial cueing paradigm (as described in Section 2.2),
van Koningsbruggen et al. [61] found an asymmetrical functionality for the right anterior intraparietal
cortex. They showed that TMS pulses to this region diminished spatiotopic inhibition for targets both
ipsilateral and contralateral to the pulse. Conversely, pulses to the left anterior intraparietal cortex had
no effect on the usual IOR pattern. This finding provides strong converging evidence for the conclusion
from patient work [33] described earlier, that the right parietal cortex is the neural substrate responsible
for updating the locus of IOR to a spatiotopic representation in the presence of eye movements.

Seeking support for the response-modality dissociation reported in Section 2.2, Bourgeois et al. [62]
administered 1200 TMS pulses over a 20-min period to create a temporary and reversible lesion of
the right IPS or right TPJ. Similar to the findings from patients with neglect, for right-sided targets
TMS-mediated disruption of either area decreased or eliminated manual, but not saccadic, IOR.
By contrast, a later study by Bourgeois et al. [63], that used TMS to disrupt the left TPJ or left IPS
showed no change in the IOR pattern for either manual or saccadic responses. Taken together, these
results suggest both an asymmetrical control of visuospatial attention by the right parietal cortex and
add converging evidence for the view that IOR may depend on different neural circuits depending on
the activation state of the reflexive oculomotor system.

In an ingenious experiment, Gabay et al. [64] exposed the archer fish (which gets its name from the
fact that when foraging for food it shoots down prey on low hanging vegetation by spitting water) to a
Posner cueing paradigm. Fish are an interesting species for drawing inferences about neural structures
required for generating IOR because they have such an underdeveloped cortex. Cues and targets were
presented on a monitor mounted over the tank in which the fish were swimming and the latency of
accurate spitting was measured. When the fish successfully shot a stream of water at the target on the
screen, some food was dropped into the tank. Demonstrating IOR, when the interval between the
cue and target was greater than one second, the spitting was slower for targets at the cued than at the
uncued location. This finding supports the observation of IOR in newborn infants (see section above
demonstrating that the generation of IOR does not require a fully developed cortex). In a subsequent
study [65], archer fish were exposed to an endogenous version of the Posner cueing task in which the
color of a central stimulus indicated the likely side of the upcoming target. The archer fish showed early
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facilitation, which the authors attributed to learning rather than volitional control. Interestingly, IOR
was observed at later intervals. The authors concluded that when orienting is generated subcortically
(as would be the case in this primarily sub-cortical species), IOR is observed even if the cue had been
presented centrally.

3.5. Monkey Neurophysiology

A number of monkey single cell recording studies have recorded from oculomotor areas such
as the superior colliculus (SC), while the animals performed spatial cueing tasks. Dorris et al. [66]
demonstrated that at a CTOA of 200 ms, behavior was inhibited on cued trials as compared to uncued
trials (as with humans), and that the activity of neurons in the SC was attenuated at the cued location
(i.e., the target-related activity of neurons was lower when they had been previously been stimulated
by a cue at the same location). Furthermore, when the same neurons were stimulated electrically
(through the recording electrode), rather than by a visual stimulus to induce a saccade, facilitation
rather than inhibition was observed, suggesting that the SC was not directly inhibited [65]. In later
work [67], inhibition was observed behaviorally in monkeys at later CTOAs (100, 200, 500, and 1200 ms)
while recordings were collected from both visual and visuomotor neurons in the SC. As in the previous
study, target-related activity was reduced for cued neurons at 100 and 200 ms CTOAs, however, at the
longer CTOAs this input attenuation was eliminated. These results suggest that the reduced responses
of previously cued neurons in the SC at relatively short CTOAs are a reflection of sensory adaptation
in the pathway projecting to the SC, whereas behavioral IOR observed at longer CTOAs reflects delays
in pathways outside the SC.

Further neurophysiological data derived from recordings in monkeys provide additional
converging evidence that, although the SC is crucial to the generation of IOR, higher cortical areas
contribute importantly to output-based, oculomotor IOR. Mirpour and Bisley [68] recorded in the
lateral intraparietal cortex (LIP) of monkeys while they performed a visual foraging task that allowed
measurement of neural responses when new, or previously visited distractors entered the neuron’s
receptive field. Providing a neural correlate for the suggestion that IOR might function as a foraging
facilitator [2,26,27], it was found that responses were reduced for previously fixated as compared to new
distractors. More recently, when recording from the FEFs during such a search task, Mirpour et al. [69]
identified neurons that maintain increased activity throughout trials once the location they represent
had been fixated. The authors proposed that these neurons keep track of all fixated stimuli, later
sending these signals to priority maps in parietal cortex. Such priority maps in parietal cortex, driven
by FEF signals, are a likely locus for the inhibitory tags leading to the output form of IOR.

3.6. Computational Modeling

As noted by Klein [54]: “What is most needed to advance our cognitive-neuroscientific
understanding are some comprehensive and computationally explicit theories of the inhibitory
aftermath of orienting” (p. 556). In real-world applications of visual search, such as robot navigation,
inhibitory algorithms must be implemented in order to avoid perseverance on highly salient stimuli.
However, such computations are normally implemented by simply reducing the salience of previously
attended stimuli to zero for a few seconds [70], which is clearly not how the primate brain accomplishes
the task (see [71] for a recent review of such salience models).

Neurobiologically plausible computational implementations of IOR have tended to use dynamic
neural field models simulating the activity of neurons in the SC, based on data obtained from monkey
neurophysiology and human behavior [72]. This work has shown great success in reproducing
behavioral data in humans as well as monkeys and has played an important role in making predictions
for further empirical work. Early simulations attempted to determine the extent to which sensory
adaptation and emergent properties of saccade dynamics could account for the behavioral effects of
IOR [73,74]. Although a great deal of data could be reproduced with such implementations, it was
determined that IOR at CTOAs greater than around 1000 ms could not be explained or accurately
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reproduced with such input-based mechanisms. More recent implementations of this model have
incorporated a later inhibitory mechanism (i.e., IOR), presumably via pathways from cortical areas
such as the frontal eye fields and/or posterior parietal cortex [75].

In a complementary approach, diffusion modelling considers the accumulation of evidence toward
some decision threshold. Here, the delayed responses for targets suffering from IOR might be explained
by a variety of model parameters, e.g., see [76,77] including sensory-level effects (e.g., slower rate
of accumulation) or a later decision-level effect (higher evidentiary threshold). Although diffusion
modeling can be done without consideration of the neural circuits that mediate the behavior of interest,
such models can be fruitfully linked and applied to specific neural circuits [78].

4. Conclusions

The neuroscientific research described here points to the critical role of the oculomotor system in
the generation of output-based IOR that facilitates novelty seeking. IOR arising when the reflexive
oculomotor system is not suppressed, is probably generated by projections from the SC to cortical areas
(FEF, PPC [or LIP]) but not implemented in the SC. It is represented in spatiotopic coordinates, seems
to arise only after about 600 ms post-cue and is likely represented in cortical areas affecting spatial
responses regardless of the output modality (manual or oculomotor). When the reflexive oculomotor
system is actively suppressed, however, the input-based form of IOR is generated, affecting early
sensory pathways in retinotopic coordinates rather than response outputs. Early sensory adaptation
also occurs along input pathways but only affects behavior for up to around 600 ms post-cue, and only
when there is repeated peripheral stimulation. Further studies of the inhibitory aftereffects of orienting
should be careful to disentangle these multiple inhibitory cueing effects.
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Abstract: Across saccades, small displacements of a visual target are harder to detect and their
directions more difficult to discriminate than during steady fixation. Prominent theories of this
effect, known as saccadic suppression of displacement, propose that it is due to a bias to assume
object stability across saccades. Recent studies comparing the saccadic effect to masking effects
suggest that suppression of displacement is not saccade-specific. Further evidence for this account is
presented from two experiments where participants judged the size of displacements on a continuous
scale in saccade and mask conditions, with and without blanking. Saccades and masks both
reduced the proportion of correctly perceived displacements and increased the proportion of missed
displacements. Blanking improved performance in both conditions by reducing the proportion
of missed displacements. Thus, if suppression of displacement reflects a bias for stability, it is
not a saccade-specific bias, but a more general stability assumption revealed under conditions of
impoverished vision. Specifically, I discuss the potentially decisive role of motion or other transient
signals for displacement perception. Without transients or motion, the quality of relative position
signals is poor, and saccadic and mask-induced suppression of displacement reflects performance
when the decision has to be made on these signals alone. Blanking may improve those position
signals by providing a transient onset or a longer time to encode the pre-saccadic target position.

Keywords: saccades; masking; displacement perception; spatial stability; motion perception

1. Introduction

1.1. Saccadic Suppression of Displacement and Visual Stability across Eye Movements

In our everyday experience, we have the impression that no important change in our environment
escapes us. Contrary to this impression, it has been demonstrated that even large changes of the visual
scene can go unnoticed if the change is not accompanied by a visible and localizable transient that draws
attention towards it [1]. For instance, the change might be camouflaged when it occurs simultaneously
with a saccadic eye movement. In particular, small displacements (‘jumps’) of a visual object that
are easily seen during fixation may be missed when they happen during a saccade, even when the
object was the target of the eye movement [2–7]. This effect is known as saccadic suppression of
displacement. It is thought to be intrinsically linked to the problem of visual stability across eye
movements. There are several facets to this problem [8]. Most relevant to saccadic suppression of
displacement is the question how we can keep track of an object’s location across saccades, despite
the fact that each eye movement we make results in drastic shifts of the visual image projected onto
our retina. It has long been assumed that the visual system integrates extraretinal information about
the size of the saccade (e.g., efference copy or proprioceptive eye position signals) with the sensory
information about the object’s position, see [9] for a historical perspective. However, if we have such a
mechanism, why are small displacements nonetheless more difficult to detect or discriminate across
saccades than during fixation?
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1.2. The Blanking Effect

Probably the simplest explanation is that the addition of the extraretinal signal adds further
noise compared to a situation without concurrent eye movement. In a simple signal/noise ratio
model, this alone could explain the increase in displacement detection thresholds [5,10]. This simple
model has been challenged, however, by the observation that displacement perception is strongly
improved when the target is removed during the saccade, reappearing in its displaced position only
after the saccade has landed [6,11–16]. This so-called blanking effect described by Deubel, Schneider,
and Bridgeman in 1996 [6] has been a seminal finding in saccadic suppression of displacement. In the
current contribution, I will therefore focus on studies that have been published in or after 1996, see [8]
and related commentary for discussion of earlier work. The blanking effect suggests that location
information across saccades is more precise than initially presumed. There is now evidence that the
available information may even include the trial-by-trial saccadic motor error, that is, the difference
between the planned and the actual saccade size [17,18]. Thus, theories of saccadic suppression of
displacement do not only have to explain why displacement perception is worse during saccades than
during fixation. Maybe more importantly, they also have to explain the counter-intuitive blanking
effect; that is, why performance is better when the target is absent when the eyes land.

1.3. Saccadic Suppression of Displacement as the Result of a Bias for Stability

One prominent line of argument today posits that saccadic suppression of displacement reflects
a perceptual decision bias to assume stability across saccades [6,7,11–13]. Based on an object’s
pre-saccadic location and extraretinal signals of the size of the saccade, a prediction of the object’s
post-saccadic location may well be formed. In the case of the saccade target, the prediction does not
even need to incorporate extraretinal signals, as the target should always be located close to the fovea
after the eyes have landed [6,7,19]. The prediction could then be compared to the object’s incoming
visual signal after the saccade. However, it is assumed that this information is often not used, as long
as the target was found near the predicted location after the saccade. Unless the discrepancy between
prediction and incoming signal is very large (as is the case for larger jumps), the visual system per
default assumes the null hypothesis that no displacement has occurred [6,7,11–13]. Alternatively,
Niemeier and colleagues [16,20] have proposed a prior for stability that biases the perceived size
of displacements. The specific shape of the prior leads to underestimations of jump size over a
range of smaller displacements. For the smallest displacements, the prior leads to almost complete
superposition of the pre- and post-saccadic signals (‘contraction’). Consequently, the smallest jumps
remain undetected.

The idea of a perceptual null hypothesis has already been expressed earlier, for instance by
MacKay [21] as cited in [8]. The blanking effect, however, has helped the idea of a decision bias or prior
for stability to achieve widespread acceptance. To explain the blanking effect, it has been proposed
that the stability bias can be relaxed, when there is evidence suggesting a break in object continuity
or object correspondence across the saccade: for instance, if the target is not present upon saccade
landing, as in the blanking effect [6,11–16]. In other words, if the visual system has already one clear
indication that the object has undergone a change, signals that suggest a concurrent change in position
are more easily trusted or receive more weight in the estimation of the displacement.

1.4. Is the Stability Bias Saccade-Specific?

Although the proposed bias may not only be effective across eye movements, it is quite
remarkable that suppression of displacement is almost exclusively discussed in the context of saccades.
The specifications ‘saccadic’, ‘across saccades’ or similar terms are found in the titles of almost all
studies [6,7,11–16,22–26]. Moreover, the specific challenge of spatial updating across saccades, that is,
having to assess the displacement across a large shift of the entire retinal image brought on by the eye
movement, is mentioned in most introductory passages [7,11–16,19,20,22–26]. Due to this emphasis on
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the saccadic context, one may be tempted to assume that the proposed mechanisms are saccade-specific,
and closely related to the saccade-specific challenge of spatial updating. Taking the idea of a null
hypothesis of stability as an example, one may be tempted to assume that the saccadic context raises
the decision threshold for displacement perception: A difference in an object’s position signal may
be interpreted as a displacement during fixation, but a same-sized difference between the predicted
location of the object and its actual post-saccadic signal may not be sufficient to reject the perceptual null
hypothesis in the context of a saccade. However, many saccadic suppression of displacement studies
did not compare performance to any kind of non-saccadic control condition [11–15,20,22–26]. It remains
thus unclear whether similar mechanisms may operate during fixation and whether estimations across
eye movements are more prone to the suggested stability bias or not.

1.5. Saccadic Suppression of Displacement as the Result of Saccadic Suppression of Vision

It is important to note that estimations across saccades are not only difficult because of the large
shift of the retinal image. It is well established that saccades have detrimental effects on the visual
input stream, e.g., [27–29]. These effects have been termed saccadic suppression of vision or visibility
and have been largely examined separate from saccadic suppression of displacement, as they have
been linked more closely to another facet of visual stability across saccades (namely why we do not
perceive motion blur, that is, the entire scene sweeping across the retina, when we make saccades).
Nevertheless, vision is of course also impoverished during situations of saccadic suppression of
displacement. Thus, saccadic suppression of displacement may primarily reflect poor vision during
saccades. To assess how much of saccadic suppression of displacement can be explained by poor vision
and how much may be specific to the challenge of spatial updating, a fixation control condition with
similarly impoverished vision of the target jump may be helpful.

Indeed, recent experiments have reported difficulties in discriminating small jumps of a peripheral
target in a situation without saccades, when the jump was obscured by a full-screen pattern mask [30,31].
The effects were of similar magnitude as the saccadic effect. Further, prolonging the preview duration
of the target before the displacement led to similar improvements with masks and saccades [31] and
an improvement with blanking was also found in both conditions [30]. When it comes to masking,
the general take on observed performance decrements is not that they primarily reflect a bias, but that
they reflect the reduced visibility of the target [32]. Similarly, rather than highlighting a stability
bias, saccadic suppression of displacement may primarily reflect the saccade’s masking effect on
the visual input stream [30]. Specifically, the masking of transient onset or motion signals (usually
perceived when the target jumps) may play a crucial role. In this framework, saccadic suppression
of displacement reflects poor sensitivity due to missing clues, not a bias to assume stability. That is,
position signals alone are coarse to begin with, even without saccades, and especially when the time
available for their encoding is short [31]. Consequently, when having to rely on position signals alone
in saccade or mask conditions, displacement perception is poor [33]. In turn, the improvement with
blanking may not reflect a relaxed bias, but could be due to better visual evidence for a displacement,
for instance, by providing a clear onset transient when the target reappears [6,25,31], or by providing
more time for the pre-jump position to be encoded [31].

1.6. Do Saccades and Masks Affect Displacement Perception in Similar Ways?

In accordance with many saccadic suppression of displacement studies, displacement direction
discrimination tasks were used in previous masking experiments [30,31]. Participants had to decide on
each trial, whether the target had jumped forward (i.e., further out into the periphery) or backward
(i.e., towards fixation). Responses are hard to interpret in these tasks: If participants gave a false
response, did they truly see a jump opposite to the actual displacement, or did they just guess because
they did not see a displacement at all? Could it be that a higher decision threshold is applied during
saccades, whereas poor performance in masking conditions rather reflect more noise in the signal
compared to the control condition without mask? In the current experiments, I therefore asked
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participants to estimate the size of the displacement by indicating the target’s starting position through
a mouse click. Similar continuous measures have already been used to measure suppression of
displacement, but only in saccade conditions [16,20,26]. Continuous report techniques may provide
more information about the processes underlying the responses. For instance, in the literature on
visual working memory, continuous report techniques have successfully provided tools to quantify the
probability and fidelity of memory representations [34,35]. Similarly, a continuous report technique
may be better suited to assess the probability and fidelity of perceiving a displacement in control,
saccade and mask conditions.

2. Experiment 1: Displacement Estimates in Control, Saccade and Masking Conditions

Experiment 1 compares response distributions across control, saccade and mask conditions.
The procedure in Experiment 1 is illustrated in Figure 1A. Details on the methods can be found after
the General Discussion. Demo movies of the control (Video S1) and mask (Video S2) conditions can be
found in Supplementary Online Material.

Figure 1. Sequence of events in Experiment 1 (A) and Experiment 2 (B). Participants fixated the
central black square throughout a trial, or made a saccadic eye movement towards the red target bar.
The target was displaced either after 200 ms, * or as soon as the saccade was detected. At the end
of each trial, participants indicated the perceived displacement size by clicking on the target’s initial
(before displacement) position on the screen.

2.1. Direction Discrimination: Suppression of Displacement (Recoded Data)

First, to check whether changing the response mode from direction discrimination to mouse
pointing gives results that are comparable to previous suppression of displacement experiments, data
were first recoded into binary responses, that is, into reported ‘forward’ and ‘backward’ displacements.
Figure 2 illustrates the percentage of trials recoded as a reported ‘forward’ displacement for the two
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jump directions (‘backward’ or ‘forward’ as indicated by negative or positive numbers, respectively)
and four jump sizes (0.5, 1, 2, 3 deg) in the three conditions (control, mask, saccade). The slope of the
data pattern can be taken as an estimate of performance: The steeper the curve, the better participants’
discrimination of jump direction. To summarize performance, logistic functions were fit to the data
of each individual observer in the three conditions, using a maximum-likelihood method in Matlab
(see https://osf.io/atr6y/). Average slopes of these functions are illustrated in the bar graph of Figure 2.
A one-way ANOVA on these slope values revealed a significant main effect, F(2,54) = 30.56, p < 0.001,
partial η2 = 0.531, and subsequent paired-samples t-tests and Bayesian t-tests (default Bayesian t-tests
as offered in JASP [36,37]) confirmed significantly shallower slopes in the mask and saccade compared
to the control condition, ts(27) > 5.52, ps < 0.001, BF10 > 2762.75. Thus, by recoding the data, the classic
suppression of displacement effect emerged: We see impaired performance in direction discrimination
in the saccade, but also the masking condition, compared to control. The slopes in the mask and
saccade condition also showed a significant difference, t(27) = 2.67, p = 0.013, BF10 = 3.78, indicating a
slightly shallower slope in the mask compared to the saccade conditions. However, this difference was
much smaller compared to the large differences to the control condition.

Figure 2. Data from the control, mask and saccade conditions of Experiment 1, recoded into binary
displacement direction responses. Line graph shows actual displacements (negative: ‘backward’ vs.
positive: ‘forward’) against the percentage of reported ‘forward’ responses (dotted line: chance level).
Bar graph shows the average slopes of the logistic functions fitted to each participant’s individual data.
All error bars: between-subjects 95% confidence intervals. Brackets marked with * illustrate significant
differences in post-hoc paired-samples t-tests (p < 0.05).

2.2. Distributions of Displacement Estimates

Next, I visualized the distributions of the continuous mouse click responses. Figure A1 in
Appendix A shows the distributions separate for each displacement size. The essential aspect, however,
can also be appreciated in Figure 3 which shows the response distributions separated only by backward
(Figure 3A) and forward (Figure 3B) displacements. For the density functions, a kernel smoothing
technique based on a Gaussian kernel function (ksdensity in Matlab) was applied to the combined
data of all twenty-eight participants (kernel bandwidth: 0.15 deg). The shaded areas around each
line represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals (based on 1000 samples with replacement).
Distributions in the control condition (grey lines) are unimodal and responses around zero (i.e., misses)
or false responses (i.e., on the “wrong” side of the vertical line marking zero displacement) are rare.
In contrast, the curves in the saccade (magenta) and mask (green) conditions are clearly bimodal.
There is always one peak around zero, subtending approximately ±0.5 deg, with flanks falling off
symmetrically on both sides. The remaining part of the distributions fall under the one from the
control condition. The two peaks are separated by troughs, which suggests that the peak around zero
represents the proportion of trials on which participants completely missed the displacement, whereas
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the second peak represents the proportion of trials on which a displacement was perceived correctly
as a backward or forward displacement. (Figure A1 in Appendix A shows that the location of the
non-zero peak roughly follows the actual displacement size.) The graphs suggest that suppression of
displacement (Figure 2) for the saccade and mask conditions may to a large part be explained by higher
proportions of missed displacements compared to the control condition, as evident in the marked
peaks around zero. (Figure A1 in Appendix A also shows that the size of the peaks around zero scale
with displacement size: smaller displacements are more often missed. However, missed displacements
did not only occur for the smallest displacements.)

Figure 3. Distribution of responses in the three conditions (color-coded) of Experiment 1: Kernel density
functions showing data combined across participants (panels (A,B); shadings represent bootstrapped
95% confidence intervals), and proportion of responses falling into the specified bins showing data
averaged across participants (panels (C,D); error bars represent between-subjects 95% confidence
intervals). Brackets marked with * illustrate significant differences in post-hoc within-subjects paired
t-tests, p < 0.0017). Curly braces marked with BF01 illustrate Bayes factors in favor of H0, BF01 > 3.00.
Data are shown separately for backward (upper row) and forward (lower row) displacements.

To see whether the observed pattern is robust across participants, I split each participant’s
responses in the three conditions into five bins, defined post-hoc on the basis of the kernel density
function: The three central bins have the same size: [−0.75, −0.25], [−0.25, 0.25], and [0.25, 0.75],
representing missed displacements and the two adjacent bins where responses are ambiguous; the two
outer bins are larger [−6.00, −0.75] and [0.75, 6.00], representing the trials on which participants clearly
indicated a displacement, either in the correct direction, or in the wrong direction. The data (illustrated
in Figure 3C,D) was entered into a 2 (displacement direction: backward or forward) × 3 (condition:
control, saccade, mask) × 5 (bins) repeated measures ANOVA. Importantly, the three-way interaction
was significant, F(8,216) = 58.08, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.683. To examine how the different conditions
changed the distribution of responses across bins, post-hoc paired t-tests were conducted, with p-level
corrected to 0.05/30 = 0.0017. Significant differences on this level are highlighted in Figure 3C,D
with brackets and an asterisk. These reveal that in saccade and mask conditions, the proportion of
correctly reported displacements (i.e., >0.75 deg and in the right direction) diminished compared
to control, whereas the proportion of missed displacements in the range [−0.25, 0.25] increased
significantly. While these comparisons cannot attest that distributions were bimodal for all participants,
importantly, they do affirm that the peak around zero as found in the kernel density functions does
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not result from only a small subset of participants. No differences across conditions were found in
the bin in-between, corresponding to the trough in the kernel density function (i.e., [−0.75, −0.25] for
backward, and [0.25, 0.75] for forward displacements). Additionally, masking, but not saccades, led to
higher proportions of displacement reports in the wrong direction. Figure 3C,D also highlights which
comparisons resulted in Bayes factors in favor of H0 larger than BF01 > 3.00 (again: default Bayesian
t-tests as offered in JASP [36,37]). Those include the comparison between saccade and mask conditions
for the central [−0.25, 0.25] bin for both forward and backward displacements.

To summarize, saccades and masks modulated the response distributions in quite similar ways.
Both primarily seemed to increase the proportion of missed displacements. When taken in isolation,
the bimodality in the distributions in the saccade condition can be easily explained by accounts that
emphasize a stability bias across saccades [6,7,11–13,16]. A similar distribution was observed in the
masking condition, however. Thus, the bias does not seem to be contingent on the saccadic situation.

3. Experiment 2: Estimates of Displacement Size in Blanking Conditions with Saccades or Mask

If saccades result in a larger proportion of missed trials, how does a blank introduced during a
saccade produce a performance increase, as has been reported in many previous studies [6,11–15,30]?
One prominent explanation for the blanking effect in saccades posits that the absence of the target
upon saccade landing signals a break in object continuity e.g., [6,11,13,16]. As the visual system has
already one clear indication that the object has undergone a change, the strong bias towards spatial
stability is relaxed. Consequently, the proportion of reported misses should decrease. Given that
the mask condition produced a similar pattern of responses in Experiment 1, the same reduction of
misses may also be observed with masking. Further, one may wonder whether blanking has only
positive effects on displacement perception. It has been argued that a bias towards stability across
saccades could optimize perception by correctly discarding small mismatches between prediction and
actual post-saccadic position. In particular, small deviations between the extraretinal signals and the
actual saccade should result in the perception of small illusory jumps of the visual scene with almost
every saccade we make, as discussed e.g., in [8,12,19]. If the bias is relaxed, then this additional noise
should show through more often. In other words, the relaxed decision threshold should also lead to a
slightly higher proportion of trials in which participants report the wrong jump direction. Indeed,
it has been found that blanking conditions increase the false alarm rate in displacement detection
tasks [24]. To examine these issues, Experiment 2 compares blank and no-blank conditions in saccade,
but also mask conditions (see Figure 1B). A demo movie of the 300 ms blank with mask condition
(Video S3) can be found in Supplementary Online Material.

3.1. Direction Discrimination: Suppression of Displacement (Recoded Data)

Figure 4 illustrates the results when recoding the data into binary responses (backward/forward
displacement direction discrimination). In saccade and mask conditions, curves are steeper, that is,
discrimination performance increased when introducing a 300 ms blank after the saccade or mask.
The slope difference between the 0 and 300 ms blank conditions was larger in the saccade condition.
Figure 4A suggests that in the masking condition, facilitation by blanking only occurred for forward,
but not for backward displacements. A two-way ANOVA on the corresponding slopes (see bar graphs
in Figure 4) confirmed significant main effects of blanking, F(1,21) = 75.22, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.782,
and condition, F(1,21) = 20.65, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.496, and a significant interaction, F(1,21) = 29.62,
p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.585. Although smaller in the masking condition, subsequent paired-samples
t-tests confirmed a blanking effect, that is, a significantly steeper slope in the blanking condition in
both the saccade as well as the mask conditions, ts(21) > 4.37, ps < 0.001, BF10 > 114.20. Also, Figure 4
shows data from an additional Experiment 3 in which a fixation condition without mask was tested
with a 300 ms blank across the displacement (see Appendix B for the full data set; Video S4 for a demo).
Independent-samples t-tests comparing this 300 ms blank during control condition (light blue data) to
the 300 ms blank during masking condition revealed a significant result, t(48) = 2.10, p = 0.041, pointing
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to slightly better performance without masking, although the Bayes factor suggests that evidence in
favor of a difference was very weak, BF10 = 1.65. In contrast, the slopes of the psychometric functions
were significantly steeper, that is, performance was better, in the 300 ms blank during saccade than the
control condition from the additional experiment, t(48) = 3.80, p < 0.001, BF10 = 66.78.

Figure 4. Data from the 0 and 300 ms blank conditions in the mask (A) and saccade (B) conditions
of Experiment 2, recoded into binary displacement direction responses. Conventions as in Figure 2.
Thin blue lines and striped blue bars represent data from an additional experiment (see Appendix B)
with a 300 ms blank during fixation condition without mask.

3.2. Distributions of Displacement Estimates

Can the poor performance in saccade and mask conditions again be explained by a high
proportion of missed displacements? Is the improvement through blanking due to a reduction in
missed displacements? And does the benefit of blanking come at the expense of more false direction
responses in saccade or mask conditions? Figure 5 (left column) shows the distributions of jump size
estimates in each condition with data from all twenty-two participants combined.

In general, the curves show again two peaks: One around zero perceived displacement,
representing the proportion of missed displacements, and a second peak, representing the trials
on which a displacement was perceived in the correct direction. Comparing data from the no
blank (saturated colors) to the blanking conditions (lighter colors), the improvements in direction
discrimination performance indeed went along with an altered balance between those two peaks:
A lower proportion of missed trials and a higher proportion of perceived displacements. Entering the
corresponding proportions (see Figure 5, right column) into a 2 (displacement direction: backward
or forward) × 2 (condition: mask or saccade) × 2 (blank: 0 vs. 300 ms) × 5 (bins) repeated-measures
ANOVA, a significant four-way interaction emerged: F(4,84) = 8.62, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.291.
Conducting separate ANOVAs for the mask and saccade conditions still resulted in significant
three-way interactions in both cases: Fs(4,84) > 9.82, ps < 0.001, partial η2 > 0.319. Thus, although the
modulations in the saccade condition may be larger, there were also significant modulations in the
distributions of trials across the bins through blanking in the masking condition. Results of post-hoc
paired samples t-tests are illustrated by the brackets in Figure 5 (p-level corrected: 0.05/20 = 0.0025).
In the saccade condition, the change in balance (more correctly estimated displacements, less missed
displacements) resulted in significant differences for both jump directions (see Figure 5G,H; black
brackets). Further, the bin in-between correctly judged and missed displacement contained a similar
proportion of trials in blank and no blank conditions as indicated by Bayes factors in favor of H0, BF01

> 3.00 (black curly braces). In the masking condition, significantly more responses in the bin containing
the larger jump estimates, paired with significantly fewer responses around zero with blanking were
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only evident for forward displacements (see Figure 5F; black brackets). Due to small variations in the
distributions, Bayes factors in favor of H0, BF01 > 3.00 (black curly braces), were revealed only for two
bins not immediately relevant for the current questions. False direction responses remained overall
rare. (They occurred occasionally for small displacements in the masking conditions; see: distributions
for ±0.5 deg displacements in Figure A2 in Appendix A: they extend to values up to 2–3 deg to the
other side, although the proportions of those false direction estimates do not seem substantially higher
with blanking). In the saccade condition, however, distributions drop sharply on the ‘wrong’ side and
blanking did not evoke more false direction responses.

Figure 5. Distribution of responses in the saccade (magenta) and mask (green) conditions of Experiment
2, with (light colors) or without (saturated colors) a 300 ms blank: Kernel density functions (panels
(A–D), and proportion of responses falling into the specified bins (panels (E–H). Conventions as in
Figure 3. Thin blue lines and striped blue bars represent data from a 300 ms blank during fixation
condition without mask (Appendix B). Brackets marked with * illustrate significant differences in
post-hoc within-subjects paired t-tests (p < 0.0025). Brackets marked with † illustrate significant
differences in post-hoc between-subjects t-tests (p < 0.05). Curly braces marked with BF01 illustrate
Bayes factors in favor of H0, BF01 > 3.00.

The faint blue lines in Figure 5 and the striped blue bars represent data from the 300 ms blank
during fixation condition from the additional experiment without mask (Appendix B). In the masking
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condition, distributions are similar to the blank distributions with masking. When entering the
proportions of the two 300 ms blank conditions into a 2 (displacement direction: backward or forward)
× 5 (bins) × 2 (experiment: with or without masking) mixed-measures ANOVA, neither the main
effect nor any interaction with the between-subject factor experiment reached significance, Fs < 1.65,
ps > 0.205. Thus, one may say that for forward displacements, blanking after the mask improved
performance roughly up to the level without masking. This is further highlighted by the fact that most
bins show Bayes factors in favor of H0, BF01 > 3.00, for forward displacements (see blue curly braces in
Figure 5F; the central bin is at BF01 = 2.57). In contrast, comparing the 300 ms blank during fixation
condition to the blank with saccade condition, the corresponding ANOVA did reveal a significant
three-way interaction, F(4,192) = 5.74, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.107. The small effect size and the
post-hoc t-tests indicated that differences were subtle: None of the t-tests comparing proportions across
experiments reached significance for any of the bins when correcting for multiple comparisons (p-level
corrected: 0.05/20 = 0.0025). Figure 5G,H (see blue brackets illustrating significant tests at p < 0.05)
suggest the three-way interaction may be partly explained by less false direction responses in the
saccade compared to the blanking during fixation condition (see also Figure A2). Bayes factors in favor
of H0, BF01 > 3.00 (blue curly braces), occurred for the central bin for backward displacements and the
two adjacent, ambiguous bins for forward displacements.

In sum, blanking during saccades improved jump estimates and this improvement did not come
at the expense of false direction responses driven by noise: If the displacement was not missed
(which happened less often), its direction was picked up correctly. In fact, blanking after saccades led
to even better performance than blanking during fixation. This effect has already been reported by
Deubel and colleagues [6], but has received little attention in the literature, but see [16]. The authors
argued that the saccade brings the target close to the fovea where position signals are more accurate.
The advantage seems to be greater than the error in the extraretinal signal. In fixation conditions,
however, the comparison between two peripheral signals may introduce more spatial error. To my
knowledge, the current data is the first to replicate the finding. Note, however, that the lack of
replication for this saccade advantage up to date has a very simple reason: most (if not all) subsequent
saccadic suppression of displacement studies examining the blanking effect did not include a fixation
control condition [11–15,23–25,38].

Improvements with blanking in the masking conditions were smaller and restricted to forward
displacements. Performance never exceeded the level from a 300 ms blank condition without mask
(Appendix B), which is not surprising if one assumes that performance in the fixation condition reflects
the precision and accuracy limits of peripheral vision. Also, on a small proportion of trials, the direction
of small displacements was misjudged with masking, just as in fixation conditions without mask.
Thus, it seems that just as Deubel and colleagues [6] proposed, comparing two peripheral signals is
more error-prone than the comparison of a peripheral and a close-to-foveal signal, combined with
extraretinal information about the saccade.

4. General Discussion

When participants are asked to judge the ‘jump’ direction of a visual target, performance is
poor when the displacement occurs simultaneously with a saccadic eye movement [2–7], an effect
known as saccadic suppression of displacement. Prominent theories of saccadic suppression of
displacement postulate that the poor performance is to a large part due to a default assumption
or bias for stability across saccades [6,7,11–13,16]. However, not surprisingly, poor performance
in displacement perception can also be observed without saccades, for instance, when the jump
is obscured by a large pattern mask [30,31]. In the current experiments, I additionally examined
continuous judgments of the displacement’s size and direction. Results suggest that saccade- as well as
mask-induced suppression of displacement is primarily due to a larger proportion of trials on which
participants report to have entirely missed the displacement (compared to a fixation control condition;
Experiment 1). When introducing a 300 ms blank period straddling the jump, displacement detection
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was improved and the proportion of missed displacements reduced in the context of saccades and
masks (Experiment 2). Complementing previous masking experiments [30,31], the current findings
caution against the assumption of a saccade-specific stability bias.

4.1. A General Bias Revealed under Conditions of Impoverished Vision

The distributions of responses in the current experiments (and in particular the bimodality)
support the idea of a stability bias or prior. Most simply put, small jumps are often missed across
saccades and mask, but almost never in the control condition. In the saccadic context, this fits well with
the idea that small discrepancies between prediction and incoming post-saccadic signal are discarded,
in favor of a null hypothesis of stability [6,7,11–13]. It may also be in line with the more gradual
influence of the bias and ‘contraction’ of jump estimates observed by Niemeier and colleagues [16,20].
It is important to note, however, that the masking conditions showed similar response distributions.
This finding suggests that the bias for stability is not saccade-specific.

Estimating the size of a displacement across saccades is challenged by two things: On the one
hand, the visual system must integrate extraretinal signals or at least establish object correspondence
across a large shift of the retinal image. This challenge is saccade-specific. On the other hand,
visual perception is suppressed during saccades, as has been demonstrated in many previous studies,
e.g., [27–29]. This challenge is not specific to situations of self-motion. Studies of saccadic suppression
of displacement rarely made attempts to estimate the influence of those two challenges on performance,
but see, e.g., [16,25,30,31]. Moreover, given that the context in which suppression of displacement
is discussed is usually restricted to eye movements [6,7,11–16,19,20,22–26], one could have been
tempted to conclude that the proposed mechanisms are saccade-specific. For instance, one may have
assumed that the visual system adjusts the decision threshold for displacement perception across
saccades to compensate for imprecisions introduced through the spatial updating mechanism. In other
words, more evidence would be required across saccades for the perceptual null hypothesis to be
rejected. Such a saccade-contingent adjustment provides indeed an intuitive account during eye
movements. However, it is a less obvious explanation in the masking case when no spatial updating
occurs. Alternatively, the current masking results suggest that it is not the decision threshold that
is raised through saccades and masks, but that the visual evidence for a displacement is poorer.
Thus, with smaller displacements, there is a higher probability that the amount of evidence remains
below a general decision threshold, applied by the visual system across many situations and not
specific to saccades.

In the control condition of the current experiments, participants almost never missed displacements.
It seems as if evidence for a displacement in the control condition is abundant, almost never below the
threshold. (In line with this idea, small displacements were frequently overestimated: see Figure A1
in Appendix A.) How can saccades or masks so drastically impoverish this evidence? Note that the
target itself is highly visible, see [30] for a visibility control experiment. Then again, not the target,
but its displacement needs to be judged. It has been argued that saccades and masks both reduce
the offset and onset transients usually perceived when the target jumps [6,25,30]. These transient
signals alone might already facilitate the judgment of the displacement. Moreover, without strong
transients, the impression of apparent motion that accompanies the jump should also be greatly
reduced [6,25,30,33]. Perceived motion is a powerful cue, as it also conveys direction (which is all that
is needed in a direction-discrimination task). Further, numerous illusions attest the influence of motion
or apparent motion on position estimates [39–41]. In the control conditions, those signals are clearly
seen and can reinforce the perception of a displacement. When degraded through saccades, masks
or other circumstances, a crucial movement cue is lacking and thus displacements may be missed or
underestimated. Indeed, Gysen and colleagues [22] have found that the detection of trans-saccadic
jumps is better for a moving than a stationary object, demonstrating that violations along a smooth,
predictable motion trajectory can be detected more easily than simple jumps. It is important to note
that many authors have acknowledged that displacement estimates during fixation and saccades
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could rely on different sources of information: Whereas motion information is suppressed during
saccades, apparent motion, as well as position information, is available during fixation [6,16,25,33,42].
For instance, saccadic suppression of displacement in the model by Niemeier and colleagues [16] is not
due to a saccade-specific setting for the prior, but occurs due to a combination of suppressed motion
signals (i.e., sole reliance on position information) and the Bayesian prior for jumps: The poorer the
sensory information (e.g., due to motion suppression) the greater the influence of the Bayesian prior.
Nevertheless, although a role for the quality of sensory information has been acknowledged, the idea of
a stability bias has received much more attention in the saccadic suppression of displacement literature.

4.2. Improvement with Blanking: Relaxed Bias or Better Evidence?

Crucial for the prominent idea of a (variable) stability bias has been the improvement with blanking
across saccades ([6] as replicated in Experiment 2). This counterintuitive finding has been taken as
evidence that extraretinal signals seem to be more precise than initially assumed, but apparently not
used in the non-blank conditions because of the default assumption of stability [6,7,11–13]. In blanking
conditions, however, the stability bias is relaxed because the visual system has evidence that object
continuity has been broken. Thus, it is argued, a concurrent change in position becomes, a priori,
more likely as well, see also [16]. While the current findings do not speak against this account,
an alternative could be that the blank does not change the bias, but actually improves the quality of
the position signals. The blank makes it possible to perceive the onset transient upon reappearance
of the displaced target in saccade as well as mask conditions. Again, this has not been overlooked
in stability bias accounts. Quite to the contrary, the visible transient is thought to be one important
source of evidence for a break in object continuity responsible for relaxing the bias [6,11–13,16].
Alternatively, the transient signal could actually improve displacement sensitivity. One possibility is
that the transient enhances the precision of position signals, for instance, by engaging the magnocellular
pathway [25]. In line with this assumption, it has been shown that reducing the onset’s strength by
diminishing the target’s contrast to the background reduces or even abolishes the positive effect of
blanking during saccades [25]. Another possibility is that the blank interval puts the post-saccadic or
post-mask stimulus outside a critical temporal window for accumulation or integration of position or
motion information [30,31,42,43]. Zimmermann and colleagues [31] argue that precise encoding of the
pre-jump target location takes some time. The blank interval may provide that time. Further, they
demonstrated that saccade- as well as mask-induced suppression of displacement is reduced when the
pre-saccadic target is shown for a longer period of time before it is displaced. Others hypothesized
that saccades, as well as masks, may lead to temporary distortions in the incoming position signal
of the post-saccadic or post-mask target [44]. If the re-appearance of the target after the saccade or
mask is delayed, though, the processes responsible for the distortions have already ceased and thus
do not hamper displacement perception anymore. Additionally, blanking may also put pre- and
post-jump target outside a critical temporal interval for perceiving apparent motion. This could explain
why blanking during fixation (without mask) is detrimental to displacement perception ([6]; see also
the additional Experiment 3 in Appendix B). Further, blanking has been found to be detrimental to
transsaccadic displacement perception with moving objects [23], confirming that blanking interferes
with the integration of motion information.

Taken together, during fixation without any event or blank (control) we are most sensitive to
displacements as the offset and onset transients of the target and apparent motion are clearly perceived
(see Supplementary Video S1). Blanking during fixation probably reduces the motion signal somewhat
(see Supplementary Video S4), but the strong offset and onset transients are preserved. Without blank,
saccades and masks degrade the transients as well as the motion signal (see Supplementary Video
S2). Blanking during saccades and masks makes at least the onset signal available and delays the
post-jump target, thus improving performance in saccade and mask conditions (see Supplementary
Video S3). To explain any of these modulations, assuming a relaxation in the stability bias is not
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necessary. Thus, the ‘bias’ may, in the end, reflect a general, fixed perceptual or decision threshold
for displacements.

4.3. Saccade-Specific Effects?

One may argue that the current emphasis on the saccade context in the literature, although maybe
slightly misleading, is not really problematic. After all, if saccadic suppression of displacement reveals
a general stability bias that operates over a wide range of situations, it is, of course, legitimate to
examine it exemplarily in the saccadic context. However, as mentioned before, perception across
saccades does face the additional challenge of spatial updating. By not trying to disentangle effects due
to spatial updating from the results of poor vision, we may actually miss the opportunity to measure
truly saccade-specific effects.

In the current experiments, although masks had overall similar effects to saccades, only in the
saccade condition did blanking improve performance up to a level that was actually better than in
a blanking control condition (Experiment 2). Deubel and colleagues [6] had already observed that
performance in saccadic blanking conditions can be better than in blanking conditions during fixation.
They speculated that bringing the stimulus from the periphery into the fovea by means of the saccade
improves the spatial representation of the target after displacement. Combined with information
about the saccade amplitude, the judgment of the jump size could thus be more precise than when the
target remains entirely in the periphery. This may also explain why blanking effects were weaker with
masking, where stimuli remain in the periphery. Quite strikingly, there were only very few direction
errors in the saccade conditions. This could suggest that some weak directional or motion signal
survives across the saccade. Indeed, it has been shown that apparent motion, although weakened,
can be perceived across saccades [45–47]. In the masking conditions, motion signals may be suppressed
more thoroughly, which may also be the reason why masking produced more false direction responses.

Further, it has now been repeatedly observed that not only blanking, but also a change in target
features (e.g., polarity, shape or orientation) across the saccade results in weaker saccadic suppression
of displacement [11,13,14,30]. The principal idea is again that the feature change lowers the decision
threshold for displacement detection or attenuates a bias for stability. Because a change in the target
is noticed across the saccade, concurrent differences in position signals are trusted. In principle,
establishing object continuity or correspondence is a problem that arises in many situations, not only
across saccades, e.g., [48,49]. The question is whether the visual system is more strongly biased to affirm
spatial stability when object correspondence is established in the saccadic context. Here, I have argued
against such saccade-specific settings. However, we have previously observed that an orientation
change, although beneficial across saccades, did not improve performance across a mask [30] (see also
Supplementary Experiment 4 for another potential dissociation). Future experiments may be needed
to clarify whether the feature change effect is due to a saccade-specific bias setting, or, for instance,
a difference in masking efficiency between saccades and our random-luminance mask.

Finally, even though saccadic suppression of displacement as such may not reveal much about
how our own movements are integrated into visual experiences, this, of course, is not to say that
those processes are not in effect in the paradigm. Quite to the contrary, if updating did not take
place, we would not be able to estimate the displacement with such high precision across saccades
(see Experiment 2; [6,17,18]). Interestingly, some studies have combined the suppression of displacement
paradigm with manipulations that should affect the signals conveying motor information about the
saccadic eye movement more directly. Of note, no matter whether the motor feedback (mostly,
the corollary discharge was targeted) was altered through saccadic adaptation [17,50], transcranial
magnetic stimulation over the frontal eye fields [51], a selective lesion of the thalamus [18], or inactivation
of the assumed feedback route through muscimol [52], the resulting data pattern was always better
characterized by a uniform shift in the psychometric function. It is thus maybe not so much a question
of the experimental paradigm, but of the measure to be taken as an index for the processes involved in
spatial stability and spatial updating across eye movements.
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5. Materials and Methods

Data available on OSF: https://osf.io/z4pcm/.

5.1. Experiment 1

5.1.1. Participants

Twenty-eight first-year psychology students (eight men) between 17 and 28 years of age completed
Experiment 1 in a single one-hour session. They reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and
received course credit for their participation. For all experiments in this study, observers gave written
informed consent prior to participating and the procedures followed the principles laid down in the
Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki) and were approved by the
Ethics committee of the Faculté de Psychologie et des Sciences de l’Education of the University of Geneva
(Project submitted: PZ00P1_161224, entitled “Space without motion—judging object locations and
relative distance in the absence of movement”; date of acceptance: February 19, 2016).

5.1.2. Apparatus

Experiments were programmed in Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) using the
Psychophysics and Eyelink Toolbox extensions [53,54]. Stimuli were displayed on a 21” CRT monitor
(NEC MultiSync FE2111SB) running at 85 Hz with a resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels. Eye movements
were recorded using an EyeLink1000 desk-mounted eye tracker (SR Research Ltd., Ottawa, ON,
Canada) at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. Participants were seated in a dimly lit room. Viewing was
binocular but only the right eye was monitored. The participant’s head was stabilized by a chin and a
forehead rest at 45 cm from the monitor.

5.1.3. Stimuli, Design and Procedure

The procedure in Experiment 1 is illustrated in Figure 1A. Stimuli were displayed on a gray
background (16 cd/m2). Each trial started with the presentation of a black fixation square (subtending
0.5 deg) at the screen center. After 1000 ms, the red vertical target bar (9 cd/m2, 0.6 × 3 deg) appeared
either left or right from fixation on the horizontal meridian. Target eccentricity from fixation was on
average 10 deg, but a random jitter was added on each trial, such that eccentricity ranged between
8 and 12 deg. In the fixation blocks, the target remained at its initial position for 200 ms and then
was either followed by a 50 ms blank screen (control condition) or a 50 ms mask (full-screen pattern
mask, made up of gray squares of 0.5 deg side length and randomized luminance). Then, the target
bar was displaced (it ‘jumped’) randomly either leftward or rightward (possible displacement sizes:
0.5, 1, 2 or 3 deg). Participants were required to maintain gaze on the central fixation square until the
displacement had occurred. Then, they were free to move their eyes. In the saccade blocks, participants
were instructed to make an eye movement towards the red target bar upon its appearance. It was
displaced as soon as a saccade was detected. In both fixation and saccade blocks, the target bar in
its final position was shown as a reference until participants gave a response: They were asked to
report the direction and size of the target jump by indicating the displacement’s starting point with
respect to its endpoint through a mouse click on the respective location on the screen. A feedback
message was displayed on the response screen if a fixation or saccade error was registered during
the trial (see Section 5.3 below for criteria). In total, participants completed three blocks of 160 trials:
They always started with a fixation block (including randomly interleaved control and masking trials),
then ran one saccade block and finished with a second fixation block. Trials with the target presented
to the left or right from fixation were collapsed and left/right displacements recoded into ‘forward’
(jump further out into the periphery), and ‘backward’ (jump back towards the initial fixation location
at the center of the screen). For each combination of condition (control, saccade, mask), displacement
size and direction, 20 data points were collected from each participant.
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5.2. Experiment 2

Another twenty-two first-year psychology students (six men) between 18 and 45 years of age
completed Experiment 2 in a single one-hour session. Apparatus, stimuli, design and procedure were
similar to Experiment 1, but there was no control condition without saccades or masks. Instead, saccade
and masking trials without blank were compared to conditions in which a 300 ms blank followed the
mask or saccade (see Figure 1B). Participants completed four blocks of 144 trials: Two blocks in the
saccade, and two blocks in the masking condition in random order. Within these blocks, blank and no
blank trials were randomly interleaved across trials, resulting in 18 data points per combination of
condition (mask vs. saccade), blanking (no blank vs. 300 ms blank) and displacement size and direction.

5.3. Saccade Detection and Trial Exclusion Criteria for Both Experiments

In saccade conditions, the displacement was initialized as soon as the horizontal gaze coordinate
taken online deviated by more than 1.5 deg from an initial sample taken at target onset of each trial.
After the experiment, fixation periods, saccade onsets, offsets and blinks were extracted offline from
the data of all conditions using the Eyelink parser with a velocity criterion of 30◦/s and an acceleration
criterion of 8000◦/s2 for saccades. Trials in fixation conditions (control or mask) were discarded if a
saccade was detected or the horizontal gaze coordinate drifted more than 1.5 deg away from screen
center in a time window from 100 ms before target onset until 100 ms after the jump (breaks of fixation:
10.9% of trials in Experiment 1, 11.1% of trials in Experiment 2), or when a blink was detected during
the same time window (3.1% of trials in Experiment 1, 2.0% in Experiment 2). Taken together, 12.0% of
trials were discarded as errors from the fixation blocks (control or mask) in Experiment 1, and 12.1% of
trials were discarded from the fixation (mask) blocks in Experiment 2. In saccade conditions, trials
were excluded if gaze at the time of saccade onset deviated more than 1.5 deg from the screen center
(breaks of fixation: 5.7% in Experiment 1, 5.4% in Experiment 2), if a saccade was detected less than
100 ms after target onset (anticipations: 3.7% in Experiment 1, 5.6% in Experiment 2), if the saccade
was made into the wrong direction (0.8% in Experiment 1, 1.0% in Experiment 2), if the saccade
amplitude was smaller than 5 deg (2.2% in Experiment 1, 3.2% in Experiment 2), if no saccade was
detected within 500 ms of target onset (11.5% in Experiment 1, 7.8% in Experiment 2), or when a blink
occurred (3.3% in Experiment 1, 2.2% in Experiment 2). Taken together, 20.8% of trials were discarded
from the saccade blocks in Experiment 1, and 19.6% of trials from the saccade blocks in Experiment 2.
Saccades were executed with an average latency of 236 ms in Experiment 1, and 219 ms in Experiment 2.
The displacement occurred on average 28 ms after saccade onset and 22 ms before saccade offset in
Experiment 1. In Experiment 2, the displacement occurred on average 29 ms after saccade onset and
22 ms before saccade offset. Average saccade amplitude was 9.21 deg in Experiment 1 and 9.62 deg in
Experiment 2.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2411-5150/3/4/49/s1,
Video S1: Control, Video S2: Mask, Video S3: Blank, Mask, Video S4: Blank, Control, Supplementary File S5:
Experiment 4.
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Appendix A. Distributions across Different Jump Sizes

Figure A1. Distribution of responses (kernel density functions) in the three conditions of Experiment 1
(color-coded). Rows represent the different displacement sizes tested. Data are collapsed across all 28
participants. Shadings represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. Vertical black continuous
line: zero line. Vertical black dashed lines: actual displacement for each graph. Compared to
actual displacements, the larger ±2 and ±3 deg displacements were underestimated in all conditions
(distributions shifted towards zero compared to the dashed lines). The smaller ±0.5 and ±1 deg
displacements, however, were overestimated in the control condition. Missed displacements, i.e.,
peaks around zero emerged for all displacements in the saccade and mask conditions and became
more frequent with smaller displacements. All in all, distributions in mask and saccade conditions
resembled each other, while distributions in the control conditions were markedly different for smaller
displacements as virtually no misses occurred.
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Figure A2. Distribution of responses (kernel density functions) in the mask (left) and saccade (right)
conditions of Experiment 2. Continuous lines: no blank conditions, dashed lines: blank conditions.
Thin blue lines represent data from the 300 ms blank condition during fixation from Experiment 3.
Improvements with blanking (i.e., less misses) in the masking conditions were most visible in the +1
and +2 deg displacement conditions (with smaller modulations in the −1 and +0.5 deg conditions).
Distributions overlap almost perfectly with the ones from the 300 ms blank conditions of Experiment 3.
In the saccade conditions, less misses compared to the no blank condition occurred for all displacements
(except for the −3 deg displacements where no misses occurred). Differences between the 300 ms blank
conditions (Experiment 2 vs. Experiment 3) were subtle, but showed, for instance, in larger estimates
in the saccade condition and an absence of false direction responses (see −0.5 deg: some displacements
were judged to be around +1 deg in the blank during fixation condition of Experiment 3).
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Appendix B. Experiment 3—Displacement Estimates in Blanking Conditions without Saccades or
Mask (Control for Experiment 2)

Blanking effects have mostly been studied in saccade conditions as they produce a somewhat
surprising increase in discrimination performance. Less studied has been the finding that in fixation
conditions, performance decreases when a blank is introduced between the offset of the target at its
initial position and its onset at the final position [6]. Demo movies of the 0 ms blank (Video S1) and the
300 ms blank (Video S4) conditions can be found in Supplementary Material online.

Appendix B.1. Methods

Another twenty-eight psychology students (sixteen women) between 18 and 45 years of age completed
Experiment 3 in a single one-hour session. Apparatus, stimuli, design and procedure were similar to the
control condition of Experiment 1. Instead of comparing control, mask and saccade conditions, I compared
three different blanking intervals (0, 100, and 300 ms) between the target’s offset at its initial position and
its onset at the final position. Participants completed three blocks of 168 trials. The blanking conditions
were randomly interleaved across trials in all three blocks. As in the fixation blocks of Experiment 1,
participants were required to maintain gaze on the central fixation square during stimulus presentation
and this was monitored by means of the eyetracker. For each combination of blanking condition (0, 100,
300 ms), displacement size and direction, 21 data points were collected from each participant.

Appendix B.2. Results and Discussion

Appendix B.2.1. Direction Discrimination: Suppression of Displacement (Recoded Data)

Again, data was first recoded into binary responses and the percentage of reported ‘forward’
jumps for each displacement direction and size was calculated. Figure A3 illustrates the results and
shows average slopes of the logistic functions fitted to the data of each individual observer. Slopes
were less steep with longer blanking intervals. A one-way ANOVA confirmed a significant main effect,
F(2,54) = 20.03, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.426 and subsequent paired-samples t-tests revealed significant
differences between all conditions, ts(27) > 3.19, ps < 0.004, BF10 > 11.08. Thus, we see significantly
worse performance with increasing blank interval in the fixation control condition. Numerically,
the performance decrease was, however, much smaller compared to the saccade and mask conditions in
Experiment 1, which is in line with previous results [6]. Figure A4 additionally shows the distributions
of responses separate for each displacement size.

Figure A3. Data recoded into binary displacement direction responses. A: Data from the 0, 100,
and 300 ms blank during fixation conditions of Experiment 3. Line graph shows actual displacements
(negative: ‘backward’ vs. positive: ‘forward’) against the percentage of reported ‘forward’ responses
(dotted line: chance level). Bar graph shows average slopes of the logistic functions fitted to each
participant’s individual data. All error bars: between-subjects 95% confidence intervals. Brackets
marked with * illustrate significant differences in post-hoc paired-samples t-tests (p < 0.05).
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Appendix B.2.2. Distributions of Displacement Estimates

Figure A4. Distribution of responses (kernel density functions) in the three conditions of Experiment 3
(color-coded). Rows represent the different displacement sizes tested. Data are collapsed across all
28 participants. Shadings represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. Vertical black continuous
line: zero line. Vertical black dashed lines: actual displacement for each graph. Overall, distributions
in the 0 ms blank control condition resembled the ones from Experiment 1 (except that overestimations
of smaller displacements seemed somewhat smaller; as for Experiment 1, almost no misses occurred,
though). In the 100 and 300 ms blank conditions, some of the smaller ±0.5 and ±1 deg displacements
were missed. In the 300 ms blank conditions, this is visible in small peaks around zero, while the
100 ms blank conditions rather showed a spread of the distribution towards zero, compared to the no
blank condition.
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Abstract: Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is neurodevelopmental condition principally characterised
by impairments in social interaction and communication, and repetitive behaviours and interests.
This article reviews the eye movement studies designed to investigate the underlying sampling or
processing differences that might account for the principal characteristics of autism. Following a brief
summary of a previous review chapter by one of the authors of the current paper, a detailed review of
eye movement studies investigating various aspects of processing in autism over the last decade will
be presented. The literature will be organised into sections covering different cognitive components,
including language and social communication and interaction studies. The aim of the review will be
to show how eye movement studies provide a very useful on-line processing measure, allowing us
to account for observed differences in behavioural data (accuracy and reaction times). The subtle
processing differences that eye movement data reveal in both language and social processing have
the potential to impact in the everyday communication domain in autism.

Keywords: autism; eye movements; cognitive processing; social and everyday communication

1. What Can Eye Movements Tell Us about Subtle Cognitive Processing Differences in Autism?

Eye tracking is widely used to examine information processing [1] since it is well established
that eye movement patterns provide detailed insight into on-going cognitive processing [2]. Autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) is a heterogeneous developmental condition characterised by difficulties
engaging in everyday social interaction/communication, restricted and repetitive patterns of behaviour,
and sensory processing sensitivities [3]. It is widely accepted within the field that these behavioural
symptoms are underpinned by information processing differences [4]. Therefore, eye tracking provides
an opportunity to examine the nature of on-going cognitive processing in ASD, and to evaluate how
any cognitive processing differences might underpin behavioural symptoms in this population.

In 2009 the research into autism that had utilised eye tracking was reviewed and at this point
there were approximately 60 articles published in the field [5]. The chapter reviewed how eye-tracking
had been used to explore low-level eye-movement characteristics, perception of complex stimuli,
and processing of and attention to social information. The review concluded that basic oculomotor
control such as smooth pursuit and saccadic programming appeared to be intact in ASD. However,
subtle differences in attention allocation were thought to be present for tasks that required higher-level
cognitive and social processing. For example, consistent observations reported enhanced local
processing during visual search and atypical allocation of attention for social scenes. The heterogeneity
of the disorder, changes across development and the effect of general ability and linguistic level were
all shown to impact upon findings from studies reviewed in that chapter. For example, visual sampling
or scanning in autism was shown to be affected by the complexity of stimuli social content, task
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complexity, and symptom profile, including age, symptom severity, the presence of language delay,
and social competence. It was proposed that future research ought to take account of specific sub
groups of the ASD population, and must also employ more naturalistic stimuli and settings, such as the
presentation of dynamic information and investigation of processing in one to one social interactions.

Since the review was published, there has been a surge in experiments that have used eye tracking
to study ASD. A search in Web of Science for “autism” AND ”eye tracking” indicates more than 600
research papers have been published on this topic in the last decade. Many of the suggestions for
future research, addressed in the previous review, have been taken on board in these new studies.
However, many of the issues raised in relation to inconsistent findings reported in the previous review,
are also apparent in the studies reported in the current review.

The current article reviews some of this more recent literature, with a focus upon what has been
learnt about the nature of language and social processing in ASD over the past 10 years. The aim of the
review will be to evaluate the contribution of the research to the understanding as to how cognitive
processing differences could relate to behavioural symptoms in day-to-day communication in ASD.

Key findings will be presented at the end of each section, and these will outline observed processing
differences in ASD for different paradigms or behavioural comparisons. A summary of how the
findings from the social and language processing studies will follow each of these separate parts of the
review, and each summary will attempt to evaluate how the eye movement patterns has advanced
understanding of cognitive processing in ASD. Specifically, we will evaluate whether there are any
consistent patterns of eye movements, that reveal subtle processing differences across the language
and social processing domains that could account for the well documented characteristics of ASD in
everyday communication.

2. Eye-Movement Studies and Language Processing in Autism

Language development and processing has been widely reported to be different for autistic
individuals, relative to typically developing (TD) individuals. For example, autistic children may have
a delayed onset of language production in comparison to TD peers and may demonstrate differences
in pragmatic and higher-level language processing throughout adulthood [6,7]. Such differences have
clear potential to contribute to social and communicative difficulties that are characteristic of ASD.
Below, we summarise the eye tracking research that has examined the cognitive underpinnings of
language processing differences in ASD, and in this section the summaries are presented according to
the different paradigms adopted for language investigations in this field.

3. Referential Word Learning Paradigms

Individuals on the autism spectrum are often delayed in the development of oral language and
until recently, this was considered a key component of autistic disorder [3]. Research has suggested
that atypical social attention and pragmatic understanding in ASD may influence language acquisition.
For example, the importance of interlocutor engagement and joint attention, to support the mapping of
novel words to unfamiliar objects has been well documented [8,9]. Several researchers have used eye
tracking to examine exactly how autistic children allocate attention during language learning contexts.
These experiments typically involve a learning phase whereby children with ASD are exposed to novel
(and familiar) words. During this phase, eye movements are monitored to compare how children
with and without ASD attend to the available information. A test phase follows the learning phase
to examine word learning which is assessed in different ways in different studies e.g., pointing or
naming tasks. Word acquisition rates appear to be similar between ASD and TD children in referential
learning contexts, but eye movement data has revealed subtle differences in the routes through which
individuals with ASD attain this information.

Most predominantly, research has focused upon examining how gaze cues support word learning
in young autistic children. Norbury et al. [10] asked children (aged 6–7 years) to view dynamic scenes
of an interlocutor and three objects whilst concurrently hearing novel (and familiar) words. Interlocutor
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gaze was either biased (directed towards the referred object) or neutral (directed towards the camera).
An example of the experimental procedure can be seen in Figure 1. Participants were tasked with
clicking on the object that matched the spoken form.

 
Figure 1. Example of the word learning paradigm used by Norbury et al [10]. Reproduced with
permission from Elsevier. Image (A) is an example of the gaze neutral condition and image (B) is an
example of the gaze bias condition.

Both TD and ASD participants used gaze direction to accurately identify target objects. This was
demonstrated by faster and more accurate responses when gaze was biased, in comparison to when
gaze was neutral. In addition, the interlocutor’s face initially captured the attention of both ASD and
TD children. However, eye movements revealed qualitative differences in the use and understanding
of gaze direction. TD children fixated the face more than ASD children in the biased condition and TD
children made more gaze-object contingent looks (fixations upon the target immediately following
a fixation upon the interlocutor’s face) in the gaze-biased condition, in comparison to the neutral
condition. For ASD children, gaze-object contingent looks were not modulated by gaze condition.
Furthermore, autistic children demonstrated higher initial recall of phonological information, but
reduced recall of semantic features, relative to TD participants. Over time these recall rates remained
relatively stable for ASD participants, but TD participants’ performance increased for both phonological
and semantic recall. The authors suggest that the autistic children’s understanding of the social intention
of gaze direction may be less well developed than TD peers, and that gaze may instead be used as an
associative learning cue. This difference in the use of eye gaze as a social reference cue to support word
learning has the potential to interfere with language learning and development. Although initial word
learning rates may be similar in children with ASD, the routes to attaining this information may be
qualitatively different, with sound potentially being prioritised over semantic information and social
cues in ASD.

Since Norbury et al. [10] which was the first study to examine referential word learning using eye
tracking, several studies have extended these findings using similar paradigms. Akechi et al. [11] used
a word learning paradigm to examine attention during referential word learning in Japanese speaking
children with ASD (aged 6–11 years) and Tenenbaum et al. [12] examined word learning in young
children who were just starting to produce language (aged 2–5 years). In contrast to Norbury et al. [10],
neither Akechi et al. [11] nor Tenenbaum et al. [12] reported group differences in fixations to the
interlocutor’s face or in saccades made from the face towards the target. Akechi et al. [11] used a
schematic image of a face, which may have influenced the children’s willingness to direct their attention
to this stimulus, and Tenenbaum et al. [12] reported that attention allocation towards the eye and
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mouth region, whilst the interlocutor verbally labelled objects, was predictive of faster recognition
during the test phase for autistic, but not TD participants (when adjusting for age). Akechi et al. [11]
reported that both TD and ASD children fixated the target more than the distractor in a ‘follow in’
condition (when the schematic face followed the child’s gaze to fixate the same object), but that only
TD children fixated the target more than a distractor in a discrepant condition (when the schematic
face was fixating a different object to the child). Fixations upon both the target and distractor were
approximately equal for ASD participants in the discrepant condition. This suggested the autistic
children may not have identified that the object the face was directing its gaze towards was ‘special’.

Both Akechi et al. [11] and Tenenbaum et al. [13] extended these findings to examine whether
word learning in ASD could be improved if alternative methods were used to direct attention towards
a target object. Akechi et al. [11] made target items more salient via movement and this increased word
learning for both ASD and TD groups, with differences in attention allocation between groups for the
discrepant conditions disappearing. Tenenbaum et al. [13] demonstrated that word learning can be
improved in both TD and ASD groups by explicitly increasing the likelihood of attention allocation to
both the interlocutor’s mouth and to the target object, by asking the interlocutor to hold the target item
near to their face. These results indicate that alternative non-gaze methods to increase target saliency
have the potential to support and improve referential word learning, for both autistic and TD children.

In contrast to the studies reported above, Lucas and Norbury [14] did not examine the use of
gaze direction, but instead, investigated whether orthographic information supports word learning
in children with ASD (aged 7–12 years). Participants heard words and concurrently viewed pictures
of these words that either included or excluded the orthographic form (if excluded, the ‘word’ area
of the screen remained blank). During the learning phase, gaze behaviour was very similar between
TD and ASD groups with only subtle differences being detected. These subtle differences included
increased duration (but not proportion) of fixations upon the target image for TD participants in the
orthography present condition, in comparison to ASD participants. In addition, in the orthography
absent condition ASD participants made a higher proportion of fixations upon the blank region where
a word could be presented, even though there was no word present. This finding was interpreted to
suggest that autistic children may have relied more heavily on orthographic form during word learning,
and support for this reliance effect was mirrored in the off-line learning data which demonstrated that
autistic participants had higher levels of facilitation, than TD participants, for orthography present
conditions. In addition, superior phonological coding was found for children with ASD relative to
TD children in the initial test phase, supporting Norbury et al.’s. [10] work. However, in contrast to
Norbury et al.’s [10] work, no differences in semantic learning or consolidation were detected. One
factor that could explain the reason for the inconsistencies between these two studies is that, in the
Lucas and Norbury [14] study learning was examined following a 24-h break, and this length of time is
considerably shorter than the four week break used by Norbury et al. [10]. It is possible that either
orthography facilitates consolidation for participants with ASD, or that 24 h is not sufficient to detect
group differences in longer-term consolidation.

Key Findings

• Overall, referential word learning rates in children with ASD without additional language
impairment appear to be comparable to TD controls;

• Children with ASD may rely more heavily on phonology and orthographic form during
word-learning contexts;

• Eye tracking has revealed mixed findings in relation to the use of gaze information to support
word learning in ASD. Some studies report subtle differences in the use of gaze cues, whereas
others do not;

• Referential word learning may be improved for ASD and TD children if orthography is present and
if attention is directed to target objects using extra cues in addition to gaze direction e.g., movement.
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4. Intermodal Preferential Looking Paradigm

The intermodal preferential looking paradigm (IPL) has also been used widely to examine
language processing in young children. Typically, in this paradigm children freely view two videos
as they concurrently hear spoken language [15]. Children that comprehend the spoken language
accurately, typically direct their gaze towards the video that reflects the meaning of the concurrently
spoken language. The advantage of IPL is that the paradigm provides information as to the incremental
processing of spoken language for very young children, without the requirement of additional task
demands. However, since gaze direction and latencies are typically coded offline, this paradigm does
not provide the level of temporal and spatial precision that can be gained from video-based eye tracking
systems. Such precision might be important if there are subtle group processing differences that could
account for the failure to develop certain language skills that could foster language communication
abilities in ASD.

The IPL paradigm has demonstrated that the time-course of familiar word identification and the
noun learning bias are intact in young children with ASD [16,17]. This indicates that early lexical
acquisition and processing occur similarly in ASD and TD children. In contrast, Tek et al. [17] found
no evidence of the shape learning bias for children with ASD (aged 2–3 years) across four time points
over a year, relative to TD children. This bias refers to children’s mapping of a novel word to an
object’s shape, as opposed to other features (e.g., colour) and provides insight into the development of
semantic categorisation. This effect was reported to be related to the severity of ASD symptoms which
suggests that the categorisation mechanisms adopted to learn new words may be different in autistic
relative to TD peers, or that the onset with which autistic children adopt this mechanism is delayed.
Note however that no difference in vocabulary size was detected between TD and ASD participants at
any time point, indicating that an omission to use a shape bias does not appear to have influenced the
speed of language acquisition in ASD. In addition, this finding should be interpreted with caution
given that oral language skill was not measured and may have confounded these effects.

Beyond lexical processing, IPL has demonstrated evidence of intact grammatical processing
for young children with ASD in the form of comparable subject-verb-object (SVO) structure
comprehension [16,18], aspect morphology/tense processing [19], and syntactic bootstrapping [20]
Wh-questions (e.g., where, who, when, what) are minimally used by children with ASD and provide
grammatical and pragmatic challenges. These questions often deviate from SVO structure, involve an
understanding that the wh word represents information absent from the sentence, and involve the
speaker assuming the knowledge of another prior to producing a wh-question. IPL has been used to
demonstrate that the onset of wh-question comprehension precedes production for both TD and ASD
children, but that the onset of this stable comprehension is chronologically delayed for autistic children,
in comparison to TD counterparts, at approximately 54 months compared to 28 months [21]. Note
though that this effect occurs when ASD and TD children have similar levels of language, and, onset of
stable comprehension at the individual level appears to be related to early linguistic and pragmatic
competence [18]. Therefore, it would seem that the developmental delay in language production,
coupled with pragmatic challenges, contribute to differences in language use which has the potential
to feed forward and impact upon everyday communication difficulties in ASD.

Key Findings

• Lexical acquisition and processing appear to be similar between TD and ASD participants;
• Autistic children may not adopt a shape learning bias, or they may be delayed in the development

of this bias, but this does not appear to impede language acquisition;
• Comprehension of basic syntactic form develops similarly in young children with and without ASD;
• Comprehension and production of wh-questions is chronologically delayed for autistic

children relative to TD children and is likely a result of delayed language development and
pragmatic challenges.
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5. Visual World Paradigm

The visual world paradigm [22] requires participants to listen to spoken sentences (e.g., The boy
will eat the cake) whilst concurrently viewing a visual scene that typically includes four objects (e.g.,
cake, boy, ball, bike). One of these objects will always match a word contained within the sentence,
and that object can be predicted by prior linguistic content, such that participants make anticipatory
eye movements towards this object before it has been spoken. Given the established relationship
between eye movements and on-going linguistic interpretation [2], the speed with which sentences
are processed can be readily observed. Studies employing this paradigm have demonstrated that
individuals with ASD incrementally process verb information and make on-line predictions about
the constraints of upcoming linguistic input. For example, similar proportions of anticipatory eye
movements made towards a target item (e.g., hamster) upon hearing a biased verb (e.g., stroked) in
comparison to a neutral verb (e.g., moved) have been reported for English speaking adolescents [23],
young children [24], and Mandarin speaking children with ASD [25] in comparison to TD samples.

Hahn, Snedeker, and Rabagliati [26] used the visual world paradigm to examine the on-line
processing of ambiguous words in ASD (e.g., star) when embedded in contexts that suggested that
either the dominant (star in the sky) or the subordinate (movie star) meaning should be accessed.
Participants with and without ASD both demonstrated evidence of using early sentence context to
inhibit inappropriate ambiguous word meanings. Specifically, both groups showed evidence of reduced
anticipatory eye movements towards an object that reflected the dominant word meaning within
the first 500 ms of hearing a word, when the context was biased towards the subordinate meaning.
This paradigm has also demonstrated that children with ASD use prosody to disambiguate syntactic
ambiguities as efficiently as TD peers [27]. Moreover, Bavin et al. [24] found that autistic children were
as effective as TD children in the use of context to detect and override an initial implausible sentence
interpretation for sentences that contained ambiguous preposition phrases (e.g., The girl cut the cake
with the candle). What should be evident from these studies is that when eye tracking tasks are used
to examine incremental processing of language as speech unfolds, autistic children and adolescents do
not appear to differ to TD comparison groups in the processing of context to predict, disambiguate, or
update interpretations of incoming auditory information. This finding contradicts cognitive theories of
ASD that suggest that global contextual processing may be atypical in ASD [28] and indicates that
communication difficulties in ASD are unlikely to be related to autistic individuals failing to process
linguistic context or compute on-line predictions about up-coming input. Note that these null group
effects are reported when there is no requirement for a social response. Social demands may interfere
with the efficiency of such processing in everyday communication.

Key Findings

• Visual world experiments demonstrate that children and adolescents with ASD use context and
verb information to incrementally predict upcoming linguistic information;

• Visual world experiments demonstrate that children and adolescents with ASD disambiguate
lexical and syntactic information at a similar time-course to TD comparison groups.

6. Listening Whilst Looking Paradigm

This paradigm is similar to the visual world paradigm in that it requires participants to look at
images whilst hearing spoken language; however, in the listening whilst looking paradigm explicit
auditory instructions are given to fixate one of the images. Bavin et al. [29] used this paradigm to
examine how ASD symptoms severity influences the efficiency of lexical access. Children (aged 5–7
years) viewed four images including a target (e.g., boy), a phonological competitor (e.g., a box), and
two unrelated distractor objects whilst concurrently hearing ‘where is the boy?’ Children with more
prominent ASD symptom presentation were less likely and slower to fixate the target, compared to TD
children and to ASD children with less prominent symptom presentation. Moreover, when autistic
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children did fixate the target, they shifted attention away from the target more quickly than TD children.
These effects were not modulated by IQ and nor by oral language skill, and the authors suggest
that this may indicate that the efficiency of lexical access is influenced by ASD symptom severity.
In contrast, Venker, Eernisse, Saffran, and Weismer [30] who also adopted the listening-whilst-looking
paradigm, found on-line accuracy and eye movement latencies for familiar words to be highly variable
in children with ASD (aged 3–5 years old), following hearing questions such as “Where’s the __? Do you
see it?” but the findings were not associated with autistic symptoms. Instead, on-line accuracy was
primarily associated with language competence. Note that the nature of this task involves participants
comprehending and responding to wh-questions and, as described earlier, these types of questions
(with high pragmatic and grammatical demands) are known to be particularly challenging for children
with ASD [18,21]. The differences in task demands may explain why autistic symptomology was found
to be predictive in Bavin et al. [29], but not in the Venker et al. [30] study, where prompts were not
exclusively wh-questions.

This paradigm has also been extended, beyond investigating aspects of lexical processing, to
examine incremental semantic and syntactic processing when listening to sentences that contain a noun
modification (e.g., “Look at the blue square with the dots”) whilst simultaneously viewing four items on a
screen, including the target object (e.g., a blue square with dots), a competitor object (e.g., a blue square)
and two distractor objects [31]. The findings from that study show that both ASD and TD children
fixated target and competitor objects more than distractor objects, upon hearing the noun phrase, and
both groups fixated the target more than competitor when hearing the modifying information (e.g.,
with the dots). However, group differences revealed that the ASD group were slower to fixate the
target, and that they had a lower proportion of looking time to the target overall, in comparison to TD
participants. What the listening whilst looking experiments demonstrate is that whilst individuals
with ASD can correctly comprehend auditory information and match this to the visual display, there
are subtle differences in the speed of this processing in children with ASD, and, depending upon the
pragmatic demands of a task, this efficiency may be related to symptom severity.

Key Findings

• The listening whilst looking paradigm demonstrates that the efficiency of lexical access may be
mediated by symptom severity in ASD children;

• ASD children accurately process and comprehend noun modifiers; however, the time-course of
this processing appears to be less efficient;

• The pragmatic demands of the listening whilst looking paradigm should be considered when
interpreting findings.

7. Reading Paradigms

Reading skill is highly variable in ASD [32] and is determined by normative factors associated
with reading (e.g., oral language, word decoding), in addition to ASD-specific higher-level language
processing differences [33]. In general, research reports performance outcomes for reading
comprehension tasks to be reduced in ASD in comparison to what would be predicted by age,
IQ, or decoding skill [34,35]. However, the underpinning processing differences that contribute to
comprehension differences in ASD remain unclear. In recent years, there has been an increase in
the use of eye-tracking experiments designed to address this question. Typically, eye tracking tasks
that examine reading, involve participants silently reading text on a monitor at their natural rate
(typically one sentence or one small passage at a time). To detect word-level gaze behavior, reading
paradigms are completed in very controlled environments, using head-stabilized tracking systems with
high spatial and temporal accuracy, and involve attaining very precise calibrations typically within
0.25–0.50◦ accuracy. Note that the samples recruited in the studies reported below are predominantly
adults that have received diagnoses of Asperger syndrome and, therefore, did not present with early
language delay as children. As such the samples reported below may have fewer challenges associated
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with language than those diagnosed with autistic disorder (note that Asperger syndrome, autistic
disorder, and pervasive developmental disorder were replaced in the most recent version of the DSM
with a single diagnosis of ASD).

Studies that have examined the time course of low-level linguistic processing during reading
have demonstrated comparable text processing between TD and ASD readers. For example, Howard,
Liversedge, and Benson [36] demonstrated typical frequency effects (low-frequency words are fixated
for longer than high-frequency words) for readers with ASD; Caruana and Brock [37] demonstrated
typical predictability effects (fixations upon words that are predictable based upon previous sentence
context are fixated for less time that unpredictable words) for TD individuals with high autistic traits;
and Davidson and Weismer [38] demonstrated expected subordinate bias effects when processing
ambiguous words for ASD participants (which were concurrently presented with auditory stimuli). In
addition, Howard et al. [36] demonstrated that syntactic parsing preferences and the speed of recovery
from syntactic misanalysis when reading sentences that contained ambiguous prepositional phrases
was also comparable between TD and ASD adult readers. Thus, the time course of on-line lexical
and syntactic processing during sentence reading appears to be comparable between TD and ASD
adult readers.

There is also a body of work that has focused upon using eye-tracking methodology to examine
higher-level aspects of reading. Given that these higher-level linguistic processing tasks are where
differences in performance outcomes are predominantly reported [33], one would expect there to be
differences in the eye movement measures between ASD and TD readers. However, many similarities
between ASD and TD readers for these higher-level reading processes have been found when adopting
this paradigm. For example, readers with and without ASD have been reported to demonstrate
comparable irony processing [39], comparable counterfactual processing [40], comparable and even
superior counterfactual emotion processing [41], comparable anomaly detection in real and fantasy
worlds [42,43], and comparable co-referential processing [44].

Where differences are reported, these are subtle, and are almost exclusively reported for the reading
of texts that require inferential processing. For example, Sansosti, Was, Rawson, and Remaklus [45]
asked adolescents with and without ASD to read vignettes that evoked a causal inference. They
reported more fixations, longer fixation durations, and more regressions back through the texts for the
individuals with ASD in comparison to a TD comparison group. What these differences seem to indicate
is that the processing of such text required more effort for ASD readers. However, Sansosti et al.’s [45]
analyses were restricted to global eye movement measures which were not target related, but rather,
the measures were calculated across the entire vignettes. This makes it more difficult to identify the
source of such reading disruption, since we do not know when or where this occurred. However, it
would seem likely that the disruption observed in the ASD group could be related to the inferential
processing that the texts required.

In a later study, Micai, Joseph, Vulchanova, and Saldaña [46] examined inferential processing more
directly by asking participants to read texts that required an inference to be formed, and then analysing
eye movements for localised areas of these texts, areas that should have evoked the inference processing.
Critically, TD readers demonstrated longer processing times upon portions of text where inferences
were formed. The ASD participants in Micai et al.’s [46] experiment had longer gaze durations, in
comparison to TD readers upon the critical words that informed the inference. In addition, ASD readers
regressed back through the texts to words that supported and further informed this inference on a
higher proportion of trials, in comparison to TD readers. Importantly, no differences in comprehension
outcomes were detected. This suggests that ASD readers form inferences on-line during reading,
but that inferential work specifically may require more effort for ASD readers relative to TD controls
even when IQ and language skills are closely matched. Although the mechanistic explanation as to
why inferential processing of this kind may be atypical in ASD remains unclear, two studies have
provided some insight into why this atypicality may exist. Firstly, in a study where detection of
implausibilities could only be successful if these were evaluated against situational world knowledge,
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it was reported that such detection is delayed in ASD relative to TD readers [43]. The implication from
this finding suggests that the processing of world knowledge during reading, which is often necessary
for inferences to be formed, may be less immediate in ASD. It is important to note, however, that more
recent experiments that use tasks and stimuli which require world knowledge about fictional characters
to be inferred, report an absence of group differences in this area [42]. Therefore, the suggestion
that inferential processing differences are related to situational world knowledge processing, and are
inherent in ASD, requires further investigation. The second study [47] reported that individuals with
ASD were quicker to detect sentence-level anomalies (where the anomaly could be detected by reading
the sentence in isolation) in comparison to paragraph level anomalies (where the anomaly could only
be detected if the global context of the paragraph had been formed), compared to TD readers (see
Figure 2 for an example of these stimuli).

 

Figure 2. Example of the passage level (a) and sentence level (b) anomaly stimuli used within
Au-Yeung et al.’s [47] experiment. Reproduced with permission from SAGE.

ASD readers were slower to begin to resolve passage-level anomalies, relative to sentence level
anomalies, and relative to TD readers, as evidenced by regression path times (time from when a region
is first fixated until a reader progresses to fixate information to the right of this region). This interaction
is displayed in Figure 3 below and suggests that there may be broader differences in the time-course
with which ASD readers integrate sentence meaning within discourse representations. Given that the
integration of global information into the discourse model is often necessary for inferential processing,
time course differences could potentially contribute to inferential and comprehension difficulties
previously reported for autistic readers.

An unexpected yet consistent finding in studies that have used eye tracking to examine reading in
adults with ASD is that autistic readers engage in a higher proportion of re-reading, in comparison to
TD readers, e.g., [39,43,44,47]. It has been suggested that the re-reading in ASD could reflect a ‘cautious’
reading style [36]. A lack of any modulation of re-reading by text type (e.g., individual experiment
conditions) and the finding that re-reading appears to be present even when ASD readers demonstrate
expected first-pass reading effects in the eye movement record, suggests that the re-reading in ASD is
unlikely to be a result of linguistic processing differences. However, the exact cause of this behaviour
remains to be investigated. Since re-reading occurs for single sentences, short (three line) paragraphs
and for longer texts, and since it reflects a propensity to ‘go back’ and re-read after having read through
the text once in entirety, it is not yet clear whether this behaviour is necessary for full comprehension of
what has been read, whether it reflects one arm of the diagnostic criteria for ASD (repetitive behaviours),
or whether it reflects a strategy for coping with comprehension questions.
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Figure 3. Group and anomaly type interaction for regression path durations reported by
Au-Yeung et al. (2017) [47]. Reproduced with permission from SAGE.

Key Findings

• On-line lexical and syntactic processing is comparable during reading in ASD and TD adults;
• When adopting reading paradigms, TD and autistic adults do not differ in a range of higher-level

language processes;
• The time-course of on-line inferential processing may require more effort for autistic adults;
• ASD readers tend to re-read texts more than TD readers.

8. Language-Processing Summary

Eye-tracking paradigms provide a valid way to measure incremental language comprehension in
ASD with minimal task or response demands. Throughout all paradigms any apparent processing
differences predominantly reflect quantitative delays, as opposed to qualitative deviances. Temporal
processing differences, as revealed by eye movement measures, appear to be present when pragmatic
and higher-level linguistic demands increase. Time-course differences in language comprehension at
any level have clear potential to impede the fluidity and reciprocal nature of everyday communication,
and such differences may be exacerbated or onset by increased pragmatic demands associated with
conversational exchanges. Any such delays, even if very subtle, may result in autistic individuals
comprehending language input later than TD comparison groups, particularly when rate of delivery
cannot be controlled. The repeated reading in ASD may be needed for full text representation or
comprehension, but in everyday communication there is no opportunity to ‘go back’ and resample
what has been said. Thus, the eye movement studies investigating language processing over the past
10 years have provided insight into how subtle (temporal) processing differences might impact in
everyday communication difficulties in ASD.
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9. Eye-Movement Studies and Social Processing in Autism

Difficulties in social interaction and communication are a key characteristic of ASD and atypical
social processing has been consistently reported in numerous studies [3,48,49]. Using eye-tracking
technology, researchers have monitored and analysed the eye movements of infants, toddlers, children,
adolescents and adults with autism, for a diverse range of social stimuli or social contexts, to examine
the nature and the time course of any on-line processing differences between TD and ASD individuals.
Using a variety of paradigms, numerous eye movement studies have provided ample evidence of how
individuals with autism detect, attend to and show understanding of social information, and implicit
social cues. The findings from these studies have revealed to some extent the relationship between
visual attention to social information and ASD specific behaviour in everyday communication.

10. Joint Attention Paradigms

Joint attention is an important aspect of early social development and eye gaze can be used as a
salient cue to help people understand the social world and to predict the actions of others. Several
studies have investigated whether autistic individuals can engage in joint attention by monitoring eye
movements, and results have shown that there are differences in joint attention and gaze-following
behaviour in children on the autism spectrum. Gaze-following is a precursor to joint attention and has
been found to be atypical in young children with ASD. As well as investigating eye gaze, some studies
have also examined head following in ASD. For example, Vivanti, Trembath, and Dissanayake [50]
investigated visual attention responses to head turns, and the findings showed that young children
with autism (aged 46 months on average) responded less to turning heads compared to a TD group,
with no significant increase in attention to the face and the target in head turning conditions relative to
neutral conditions. Thorup et al. [51] showed that in a real interaction, compared to low-risk infants,
infants (aged 10 months) who were at risk for autism tended to rely more on head turns, than on
isolated eye gaze shifts, to follow another’s gaze direction. One potential reason for this result may be
that the cueing effect of eye gaze is less salient than a head-turning cue, such that autistic children may
find it difficult to follow eye gaze in the presence of a turning head, or, that the development of gaze
following is delayed in ASD children relative to TD children. There is also some evidence to suggest that
engaging in joint attention can be explicitly improved in children on the autism spectrum. For example,
Krstovska-Guerrero and Jones [52] reported that, following a 3–9 week training intervention in eye gaze
behaviours, all toddlers with ASD mastered eye gaze following. Moreover, Navab, Gillespie-Lynch,
Johnson, Sigman and Hutman [53] found correlations between responsive joint attention (RJA) to eye
gaze as measured by eye-tracking and scores on the Early Communication Scales in infants, which
provides evidence for the validity of eye tracking to assesses RJA, and also shows that joint attention is
related to communication abilities in ASD.

When examined in older children, joint attention behaviours appear to have developed in ASD,
and any group differences are more subtle than would be expected based upon the stark differences in
early head and gaze following reported above. Swanson and Siller [54] used an adapted attentional
cueing paradigm, whereby faces were presented at the central point of the screen with an object
presented in peripheral vision. The eye gaze of the central face was shifted either to the direction
of the object (congruent) or to the direction opposite from the object (incongruent). Participants
without autism looked longer towards the object in the congruent condition, relative to the incongruent
condition, as evidenced by increased early (first fixation duration, FFD) and later (total fixation time,
TT) stages of processing. The ASD participants showed similar effects for TT, but not FFD. Similarly,
Falck-Ytte, Thorup and Bölte [55] revealed a weaker initial processing bias for attended objects in
young children with ASD compared to TD children and children with developmental delays. Using
more naturalistic social stimuli, it has also been demonstrated that adolescents with ASD show intact
global processing of eye gaze, but that the time-course with which gaze was followed is less immediate
for adolescents with autism, relative to TD adolescents [56]. Furthermore, Riby et al. [57] found that,
when given an explicit instruction, participants with autism showed no tendency to follow the cue
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and to increase fixations on the location of a gazed-at target. Together, these studies indicate a subtle
difference in the initiation of gaze following behaviour in ASD.

The above studies examined the response to joint attention (RJA) cues in children with ASD.
However, a recent study also examined the spontaneous initiation of joint attention (IJA) [58]. When
toddlers were watching a person shift their gaze to one target, no group differences were found in
response to the attentional allocation towards faces and objects (target and non-target), and to the
transitions between the face and target. However, in IJA conditions, participants with ASD showed
atypical fixation patterns. Toddlers with ASD looked longer to the face and made more transitions
from the target/related object to the face but less transitions between the non-target/unrelated object
and the face, compared to the TD group. Moreover, higher levels of atypical eye movement transitions
in IJA conditions in autism were associated with more severe ASD symptoms. Based on the atypical
viewing patterns in the IJA condition exclusively, it seems that JA differences in ASD may be related
more predominantly to differences in initiation of JA, as opposed to the understanding of JA initiated
by others.

A further early developing social behaviour related to JA is imitation, and, studies have revealed
atypical imitation in ASD [59,60]. For example, Vivanti et al. [59] asked participants with autism
to view short videos showing a goal-directed action being performed by an actor whose gaze was
either directed towards the viewer or averted from the viewer. Results showed that for TD children,
direct eye gaze from the person in the video increased participant fixation time to the person, and
enhanced the performance of spontaneous social imitation. In contrast, for children with autism, there
was no difference in social attention and social imitation accuracy between the direct and averted
eye-gaze condition. This finding indicates that reduced imitation in ASD may be associated with
reduced attention towards a person’s communicative signals. Since imitation has been reported to be
reduced in autism for direct eye gaze conditions, but not for averted eye gaze conditions [60], it could
be inferred that the use of direct gaze may hinder imitation in ASD. The relationship of atypical visual
processing for salient social cues (direct eye gaze or head turning) and poorer imitation performance in
autism, as revealed in these two studies [59,60], support the hypothesis that subtle differences in social
processing have the potential to impact in social interaction behaviours in everyday communication in
autism, and that hypothesis is also supported by many other studies [61–63].

Key Findings

• Infants and young children with ASD, or at risk of ASD may rely more heavily upon head turns,
as opposed to eye-gaze shifts as social cues;

• Children and adolescents with ASD engage in joint attention behaviours, but the initial onset of
gaze following is delayed, relative to that observed for TD individuals;

• Similar to what is found for TD children, engaging in joint attention behaviours supports social
development in ASD;

• Children with ASD show a different pattern of attention when initiating joint attention, in
comparison to TD children;

• Direct gaze may not facilitate imitation in ASD and may even reduce spontaneous social
imitation behaviour.

11. Free Viewing Paradigms for Faces and Social Scenes

Attentional biases to social information play a fundamental role in shaping typical development
of social cognition and behaviour in humans. However, a number of studies which have utilized
the free viewing paradigm report both typical and atypical social attention in ASD, relative to TD
individuals. In a free-viewing paradigm, participants are presented with a visual stimulus which
they look at without instruction, as their eye movements are monitored. Findings from this paradigm
have reported that individuals with autism show decreased spontaneous attention to faces, and to
people [55,57,62,64–74], and there is a reduced preference to look at the eyes or mouth regions when
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attending to faces [57,74–81], regardless of age of autistic individuals. Several studies have also
revealed that autistic individuals show an attentional preference for less-salient social elements (e.g.,
bodies) and objects (e.g., backgrounds) in scenes [75,82]. This attenuated social attention in autism
is mainly evidenced by two categories of eye movement measures, which are shorter viewing time
(or the percentage of viewing time) and fewer fixations on social items. These two eye-movement
measures are thought to reflect general processing of the social world, and the findings from the
above studies seem to suggest that there is a reduction in general attention towards socially relevant
information in ASD. However, and in contrast to those findings, other studies have reported evidence
for preserved social orienting in autism. For example, in some studies individuals with autism have
been reported to show the same probability as TD controls to execute their first saccade (rapid eye
movement from one location to another) to social stimuli [83], and they have been reported in other
studies to take the same time as TD viewers to initially direct and move their eyes to the social
stimuli [84,85]. Furthermore, once the social stimulus has been fixated, the ASD group then shows
intact social engagement (fixation duration), which is equivalent to counterpart TD controls [86–92].
Dicriscio et al., [93] adopted the anti-saccade paradigm [94], where the task is to look to the opposite
direction of a peripherally presented target, to examine attentional control in autism for social (happy
faces) and non-social stimuli (e.g., cars, shoes). This study found no differences in saccadic inhibition
for social stimuli, as indicated by similar error rates (eye movements directed towards a social stimulus
instead of away from it) in both groups, providing further evidence that social information can capture
initial attention in ASD.

Several other studies report evidence for subtle differences in spontaneous social orientation
in autism, with no atypicality reported for overall attentional processing of social cues [95,96]. For
example, Freeth, Ropar, Mitchell, Chapman and Loher [95] found that although adolescents with
autism took longer to first fixate on the person presented in social scenes, compared to age and IQ (full
IQ and verbal IQ)-matched TD adolescents, the total fixation time measure indicated that both groups
attended to social information similarly overall. Using the preferential looking paradigm, Guillon et
al. [96] examined attentional biases to face-like objects paired with inverted face-like objects, which
are usually not perceived as face-like. The results showed that young children with autism were less
likely to direct their eyes initially to the upright face-like objects relative to an age matched TD group,
but overall they spent a similar amount of time fixating on the upright face-like objects as the TD
group. This result is consistent with the finding of Freeth et al. [95] for social scenes stimuli and does
not suggest there is any overall general social viewing deficit in individuals with autism. The one
subtle group difference that appears to exist from these studies is a reduced social prioritization in
ASD participants, in relation to where their first saccade is directed.

Several studies have tried to provide detailed analyses of eye movement patterns for dynamic
social information, by adopting analyses approaches which are different from the classic region of
interest (ROI) analysis method (as reported for the above studies). These alternative analyses examine
both the temporal and the spatial eye movement patterns simultaneously, across the whole duration
and display of dynamic social interaction videos in ASD [97–99]. These studies consistently report
that people with autism do not follow social events in dynamic interactions as efficiently as their TD
peers. When attending to video clips showing several people conversing with each other, or when
people in video clips speak to the audience in turn, participants within the TD group showed similar
temporal–spatial gaze patterns, indicating that the TD participants tend to look at the same place in
a specific moment in time. However, ASD participants did not show this viewing pattern. Further
frame-to-frame analyses examined the potential causes of this atypicality and found that individuals
with autism fixated less on people, accompanied by increased attention to non-social stimuli in the
videos. Critically, participants with ASD tended to shift their attention from the speaking person ahead
of the TD group [97,98]. This viewing pattern is observed in both ASD children and in ASD adults and
demonstrates that ASD viewers are not processing the information in the same way as their counterpart
TD peers. It is not known from these studies whether the ASD participants are similar to each other in
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the way they allocate attention during these tasks, but this would be worthy of investigation. Another
finding has shown differences in how TD participants sample the information in these tasks. It appears
that young TD children prefer to monitor the mouth rather than the eyes, while the TD adults showed
a reversed pattern. This finding might potentially help to explain the lack of difference in fixation on
eyes or mouth regions between both the TD and ASD participants. In Falck-Ytter et al.’s study [99],
participants were presented with videos of semi-naturalistic social interactions between two young
children. The results showed that, compared to the TD group, children with autism had decreased
preference to look toward to the person who was likely to guide next interaction.

These findings indicate that children with ASD may be inattentive to social content when
attending to dynamic social interactions. This result is consistent with the findings from studies
showing inadequate attention to salient social stimuli in complex social scenes or dynamic videos [57,73].
The studies employing dynamic stimuli illustrate how eye movements are able to reveal subtle but
potentially significant foundations of social-processing differences in autism, and, failures to follow or
act upon available social cues in dynamic conversation may result in failures in reciprocity in every
day communication in ASD.

Key Findings

• Autistic individuals may have decreased spontaneous attention to social information in free
viewing paradigms;

• Autistic individuals may have a reduced preference to process eye and mouth regions of faces,
relative to TD individuals;

• Autistic individuals show atypical attention to, and processing of, social information in dynamic
interactions, relative to TD individuals.

12. Circumscribed Interest and Geometric Pattern Paradigms

An increased interest in circumscribed interests (CI, e.g., trains, electronics) or geometric patterns
processing has been offered as an alternative account to illustrate social-processing characteristics
in autism [100–106]. Results from these studies suggest that the presence of CI stimuli attract more
attention in autism [100,101], resulting in decreased viewing time on social images [102] compared
to when CI stimuli are present. Using paired dynamic social videos and geometric pattern displays,
studies [103,104] found that toddlers (14 months) with autism spent significantly less time viewing
social images compared to toddlers without autism. Furthermore, more than 69% of total time
spent looking at geometric patterns could predict an autism diagnosis with 100% accuracy [103].
Moore et al. [105] investigated this issue with a larger group of toddlers and replicated the results from
Pierce et al. [103], and this preference for geometric stimuli continues from infancy into childhood [106],
with autistic children making fewer fixations on social interaction videos when these are presented
with dynamic geometric stimuli simultaneously. From these studies it appears that the viewing pattern
of social stimuli in autism depends on the type of competing non-social stimuli that are also present.
The high level of attentional bias to either CI or geometric stimuli may result in reduced social attention
in autism, and hence a greater likelihood of relevant social information going undetected.

However, this bias is not equivalent for all individuals with autism. Moore et al. [105] identified
a geometric pattern-preference ASD subgroup and a social stimulus-preference ASD subgroup, and
showed that, the increased attention to geometric patterns in autism is related with symptom severity,
potentially indicating that increased attention to this kind of stimulus can be used as a prognostic
tool. This result reveals the important influence of individual differences within the ASD group in
relation to social processing. However, it is important to highlight that low-level stimulus features
(e.g., spatiotemporal frequency, contrast, and luminance) are often not controlled across stimuli in the
experiments reported above, which means that low-level differences in the visual characteristics of
stimuli cannot be ruled out as likely contributors to some of the observed attentional differences.
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Key Findings

• Differences observed between TD and ASD children in the visual processing of social information
may not reflect atypical social processing per se, but instead increased attention towards alternative
stimuli of interest;

• The attentional capture of CI interests and geometric patterns may be associated with ASD
symptom severity.

13. Stimulus and Task Complexity

A further factor that has been shown to modulate allocation of attention to social information in
ASD is the complexity of the social stimuli being viewed [69,76,106–109]. For example, Hanley et al. [76]
found that when faces were presented in isolation, individuals diagnosed with Asperger syndrome
spent a similar amount of time fixating faces compared to age and IQ matched TD individuals. However,
in social scenes including more than one person, ASD participants showed reduced attention to eyes
relative to the TD group. Further evidence comes from Chevallier et al. [69] who found that, compared
to an age-matched TD group, ASD children reduced their attention to faces and increased their fixations
on objects exclusively for complex dynamic social interaction situations. Using dynamic social stimuli,
Chawarska et al. [107] investigated the modulation of social salience on the attentional allocation
in toddlers with high risk for autism. The results showed that the high-risk group (who were later
diagnosed with autism) attended to social stimuli typically in a goal-directed action condition (an actor
was making a sandwich and made no direct eye contact with viewers) and in a moving toys condition
(actor directing gaze towards moving mechanical toys) in which the salience of social behaviour was
relatively low. In contrast, in conditions involving more salient social cues or interactions, like the
dyadic bid (direct interaction from the actor in a video towards the participant) and joint attention
conditions (the actor was directing her eye gaze towards the participants and then towards specific
objects), ASD toddlers fixated less on the screen, and less on the face and mouth regions of the actor
compared to the TD toddlers.

By developing a novel data-driven method of analysing eye movements for dynamic information,
Wang et al. [108] investigated the time intervals as to when clinical and non-clinical toddlers looked at
the same content in the social video context depicted in the Chawarska et al. [107] study. The results
from this analysis showed that in the dyadic bid and in the sandwich-making condition, ASD toddlers
had lower converging attention allocation to the same spatial location at specific moments in time,
compared to the both a TD and a developmental delay (DD) toddler control group. However, in a
moving toys condition, there were no group differences. No difference was found between the DD
and TD group in any condition. The finding from this on-line analysis has been interpreted to suggest
that ASD toddlers showed atypical gaze patterns in response to social bids. Furthermore, this atypical
attention pattern in early life, which seems to have little to do with intelligence, was related to more
severe social-affective symptoms, as assessed by the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS).
The eye movement patterns from the dynamic video studies indicate that deficits in social attention
from early life might impede the detection of key social information, and thus might adversely impact
upon the acquisition of social experience in later development. The effects of different types of dynamic
social stimuli [107] coupled with the temporal and spatial analysis of the eye movements during the
video presentation [108] have been invaluable in showing that atypical social attention in autism is
observed for more complex social situations, and this atypicality in ASD appears to be absent for more
simple social situations.

Further support for differences between TD and ASD groups in viewing complex scenes comes
from Shi et al. [106] who compared visual preferences for simple and complex dynamic social
stimuli in preschool-aged children with and without autism. Each social stimulus was presented
with simultaneous presentation of a dynamic geometric pattern. The results suggested that ASD
participants viewed social images less than the TD children in the complex social stimulus condition
(which included several people playing games), whereas, for the simple social stimulus condition the
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group difference was absent. Using the same paradigm, Crawford, Moss, Oliver, Elliott, Anderson
and McCleery [109] presented participants with social and non-social video stimuli in two conditions
(moving towards or moving past the viewer) and found reduced preference to social over non-social
videos in ASD only when stimuli were moving towards the viewers.

It is clear from the above studies that stimulus complexity can affect social processing in ASD, but
what about task complexity? It is well established that task instructions can affect the allocation of
attention to information in scenes [110], and studies that have directly examined the influence of task
instructions on social attention in ASD have also found a failure in modulating eye gaze to pre-specified
target areas (e.g., eye regions or eye-gazed targets) where they were guided to attend to these under
an explicit instruction [57,111]. In a cross- modal study, Grossman, Erin, Teresa and William [112]
investigated the modulation of task demand on preferential attention to the auditory-visual (AV)
synchronization of speech in children with and without autism. Two videos of a speaker’s mouth
were presented concurrently, and these were either synchronized or not synchronized with speech
audio. Participants were either asked to view the display freely (implicit task) or they were guided to
look at the synchronized speech (explicit task). Grossman et al. [112] found that although both groups
increased their fixation duration on synchronized speech in the explicit task condition compared to
the implicit task condition, this tendency was reduced in ASD children and this group also looked
significantly less to the AV-congruent image, and to the mouth region than their TD peers.

The results from the eye-movement studies reported so far are not entirely consistent and the
eye-movement measures reported suggest that there are both similarities and differences in social
processing in autism. There are, however, very subtle differences in visual processing of social stimuli
in different social contexts [61,113,114]. For example, Benson et al. [61] revealed that, compared to TD
adults, when deciding whether a social scene is weird or normal, high-functioning adults with autism
fail to recognize the socially weird information during their initial fixation on that information (see
Figures 4 and 5). This study showed that the ASD group needed more look backs and longer total
fixation time to confirm detection of a socially weird target in the scenes. However, there were no
significant differences in detection and processing of a physically weird target event or item, between
the ASD and TD groups. This subtle processing difference in the immediacy with which social cues are
detected, coupled with the repeated scanning of the target area in autism, may reflect a reduced speed
in processing the social contexts depicted in the scenes. The impact of these two consistent findings has
relevance for the everyday communication domain in ASD, since any delay in the detection of crucial
information would affect the ability to follow what is happening, and in everyday communication, if
something is ‘missed’ it is not possible to go back and recheck what has already been sampled.
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Figure 4. Example of social normal (A), social weird (B), physical normal (C), and physical weird (D)
stimuli from Benson et al.’s experiment [61]. Reproduced with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
The black rectangles represent the target region and were not visible during the experiment.

Limitations in the modulation of attention, according to task demands or stimulus complexity,
could be an essential factor in shaping any social-processing differences in ASD, and, could potentially
result in inappropriate attentional allocation to salient social cues, such as the eyes, or the eye
direction for complex social scenes [72,81,115], which could result in failures to respond effectively or
appropriately in everyday communication.
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Figure 5. The interaction between oddity type and group for first fixation duration (FFD) detected
in Benson et al.’s [61] experiment, indicating a temporal delay in the initial detection of social, but
not physical/perceptual, oddities for autistic adults. Reproduced with permission from John Wiley
and Sons.

Key Findings

• The allocation of attention to social information is comparable between TD and ASD participants
when social stimuli are relatively simple, for example, include one person;

• The allocation of attention to social information is reduced in autistic children and adults when
the complexity of social aspects of the scene increase e.g., include interaction;

• The exact determinants of what make a social scene simple or complex requires further examination
and definition;

• In scenes that depict socially odd events autistic individuals fail to immediately detect these on
initial fixation.

14. Face- and Emotion-Processing Paradigms

Atypical face processing is well documented in numerous studies in autism, and individuals with
autism are found to show reduced accuracy in face identification and in emotion recognition [92,116–120].
This appears to be a face specific processing difference, which is absent for object recognition [64,117].
We reported, in earlier sections of this review, the differences in visual attention to faces between
autistic and non-autistic individuals. These differences were observed most noticeably for naturalistic
or dynamic social contexts. In this section we review the studies that have focused on exploring the
visual coding characteristics of faces and face-processing cognition, with an aim to evaluate whether
such differences might account for difficulties in social processing in autism.

Snow et al. [117] found that whilst a TD group made more fixations on faces compared to objects
during a visual encoding phase, an ASD group did not show this pattern. Subsequently, in a recognition
phase, the ASD group performed less accurately for a face-recognition test relative to TD participants.
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This suggests that reduced fixations to faces in an encoding stage might have influenced performance
in the recognition stage for autistic participants. Furthermore, Yi et al. [79,80] have shown atypical
face scanning during a memory phase and report that ASD participants had a smaller frequency in
scanning different core facial features relative to a TD group. The behavioural data from that study also
showed the ASD group to have lower identification accuracy, compared to the TD group. Similarly,
Liu, Li and Yi [118] used a variable analysis approach to investigate viewing patterns for faces in
autism, and they found less fixation time on the right eye but longer fixation time on the region below
the left eye (from the observer’s view) in an ASD group compared to a TD group. It is not clear what
this viewing pattern might indicate, and at this stage it is perhaps more important to accept that core
facial features are fixated less by autistic participants. This reduced fixation for core facial features
also fits with findings of reduced numbers of saccades made between core facial features in ASD, and
Ellie, Romina, Jon and Dyer [119] have revealed that performance for face identification is positively
associated with the number of saccades made between different facial features. Therefore, the widely
found face identification differences in ASD appear to be related to atypical face scanning, and several
studies seem to also point to a reduction in fixations on core facial features. Together this pattern of
saccades and fixations for autistic individuals may indicate either a tendency to avoid eye gaze, or
a reduced propensity to process faces holistically. However, what remains unclear is whether this
is a face specific difference, or a consequence of general reduced attention allocation towards social
information (such as faces), as reported in earlier sections of this review.

Recently, Evers, Van Belle, Steyaert, Noens and Wagemans [120] used a gaze-contingent display
paradigm to examine whether children with ASD show a preference for holistic face processing. This
paradigm allowed participants to view the whole face (full), or the remaining part of the face outside
the fixated region (mask), or solely the fixated region (window) when participants were presented with
two faces and were instructed to decide whether the faces were the same or different. The behavioural
results suggested slowed and less efficient face processing in ASD, compared to the TD group. When
comparing the group difference in three different presentation conditions, results showed younger
ASD children (6–10 years old) had reduced performance in the full viewing and mask conditions,
compared to the TD group, but not in the window condition. This pattern was not observed in the
older ASD group (10–14 years old). The eye-movement data representing visual exploration during the
task, as indicated by heat map analysis, showed that younger ASD children had a dense heat map, in
which a smaller area was centred around the fixation peak compared to the TD group, but older ASD
children did not differ to TD controls. Therefore, younger ASD children scanned faces more narrowly
compared to the TD group, and this finding fits with the previous findings discussed in the preceding
text. Noteworthy, a further two studies from Yi and colleagues [121,122] explored viewing patterns for
a face identification task, with an own race face and another race face condition, in Chinese children
with and without autism. The findings from both the behavioural and eye-movement measures
suggest a typical processing of own race face information, regardless of the atypicality observed in
general face identification in both studies. Specifically, the two studies found that although the ASD
group’s performance was reduced in the identification task compared to the TD group, the ASD group
showed an expected advantage in identifying Chinese faces over Caucasian faces. Importantly, the
eye movement analyses showed that all groups fixated for longer on the eyes but for shorter on the
mouth in Caucasian faces compared to Chinese faces. These findings imply that any differences in face
processing for faces from another race appear to be present in individuals with and without autism.

Further eye-movement studies designed to evaluate face processing differences in ASD have
focused on multiple aspects of face information, including face identification, emotion recognition and
the ability to infer mental states from faces. For example, Kirchner, Hatri, Heekeren and Dziobek [123]
revealed that adults with autism spent less time fixating an emotional face presented in a naturalistic
context and made more errors when they were asked to report the emotion of the face or to identify
other characteristics from the faces (gender or age) compared to a TD control group. However, both
groups showed longer fixation time on face and mouth regions in the emotion task relative to the
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identification task. Additionally, there was evidence of a positive correlation between fixation time on
eyes and performance on an off-line face processing task (Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test, [124])
in the ASD group. This finding indicates that increased viewing of the eyes in a face is related to
increased ability to infer the mental state of the face in the ASD group. Müller et al. [125] found the
same relationship using dynamic social interaction stimuli and observed diminished pupil dilation
only in ASD adults (pupil dilation can be used to infer an indication of interest or cognitive effort). The
behavioural data from that study also showed the ASD group to have more difficulty to understand
the mental states of the characters depicted in the interactions.

Some studies also support the view that longer fixation time on faces is related to
emotion-processing skill in ASD [88]. For example, in an emotion-recognition task, Wieckowski
and White [126] found a reduced ability to recognize disgust and sadness expressions in ASD, and this
reduced ability was coupled with a finding of longer fixation times on the mouth in the ASD group
compared to the TD group for these expressions. In further studies, autistic individuals have been
shown to express emotion less appropriately in response to a person who was expressing emotions
in a video, and they were also found to fixate less on the eyes of surprised faces. A comparison
of fixation time between the correct and incorrect responses in both a recognition and expression
condition revealed a more important role for the mouth than the eyes in modulating face-processing
performance for specific expressions. A later study examined emotion recognition and face attention
in ASD and schizophrenia across a broad range of contexts, where emotional faces were presented
in isolation, digitally masked in emotional scenes, or were embedded in scenes with congruent or
incongruent backgrounds [127]. Both clinical groups showed poorer recognition performance in all
scene conditions, but this effect was absent for the isolated face condition. Compared to the masked
scene condition, fixation time (%) to the face region was increased in unmasked scene conditions for
all three groups. However, only the ASD group failed to show an increase of face viewing in the
congruent scene condition relative to the incongruent scene condition, and this finding points to a
subtle but specific atypicality of utilising face information in congruent contexts in ASD.

Neutral faces appear to have special significance in ASD. For example, Tottenham et al. [78]
revealed atypical processing of the eyes in neutral faces, and this was observed in behavioural
performance, eye-movement measures, and brain activity. They found that participants with ASD
spent less time on the eyes when viewing neutral faces compared to the TD group. They also showed
an increased response in Amygdala activity which was larger in the neutral face condition compared
to an angry face condition in ASD, and especially in an eye-gaze manipulation condition, where
participants were cued to look at the eyes directly. Behavioural data from the isolated off-line threat
rating and expression coding tasks suggested that the ASD group made more errors to label the
expression of neutral faces, showing a tendency to perceive them as negative stimuli. Increased error
rates were also related with a higher likelihood to evaluate neutral faces as the threatening stimuli
in the ASD group relative to the TD counterparts. More importantly, more threatening scores in
neutral face ratings in ASD indicated shorter fixation time on eye regions. These findings from the
behavioural, eye-movement and brain-activity measures consistently indicate that neutral faces are
processed differently in the ASD group.

One explanation for this atypicality could be that neutral faces are perceived as more ambiguous
in social information for the ASD group, and hence, shifting fixation away from the eyes of neutral
faces may be adopted by autistic individuals as a compensatory strategy to alleviate any potential
threatening feeling associated with neutral faces. However, a very recent study from Wang, Lu, Zhang,
Fang, Zou and Yi [128] found evidence of eye avoidance exclusively for angry faces in ASD children
compared to TD controls. There have also been other inconsistent reports for eye avoidance. For
example, Moriuchi, Klin, and Jones [129] found evidence to support eye indifference but not avoidance,
whereas Kliemann, Dziobek, Hatri, Steimke, and Heekeren [130] found evidence to support both
avoidance and indifference to eyes in ASD. Despite these inconsistencies, the atypical visual processing
of faces may be a significant indicator of emotional processing differences in ASD.
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Key Findings

• Autistic individuals may show a reduced propensity to allocate attention to the eye region of
faces, relative to TD individuals, which may reflect avoidance or indifference;

• Face processing may be less holistic in ASD with less allocation to core features and less saccades
between these features, in comparison to TD individuals;

• Differences in the allocation of attention to facial features may be more pronounced for young
children with ASD relative to older individuals;

• The use of face information to infer mental states results in longer processing times upon eye
regions in autistic individuals relative to TD individuals;

• A reduced propensity to fixate the eyes has the potential to account for differences in emotion
recognition in ASD.

15. Face-to-Face Interaction Paradigms

Some studies have further extended the findings of atypical social attention observed in static
or dynamic stimuli, to actual face to face interactions, where individuals with autism are required
to engage with an interlocutor [62,131,132]. Riby et al. [132] investigated the gaze patterns when
participants with autism and individuals with Williams syndrome (WS) were engaged in a question
and answer interaction. A video recorder was set up behind the experimenter to monitor the eye gaze
behaviour of the participants. Similar to the TD group, both the ASD and the WS participants showed
more gaze-aversion behaviours (GA, total viewing time spent on non-questioner areas) when the
question difficulty increased, and, both groups showed reduced performance when they were asked to
look directly at the questioner throughout the whole session relative to free viewing. In addition, the
ASD group made more GA compared to the TD group when listening to the interlocutor [131], and
they also showed a weaker tendency to maintain their attention to the questioner during the whole
interaction compared to the TD group [132]. Hanley et al. [62] presented further evidence of reduced
attention to an interlocutor’s face, especially the eye regions, and this was coupled with increased
attention to the non-face screen parts in an ASD group during a real live interaction in comparison
to a TD group and to a group of participants with specific language impairment (SLI). A further
subtle but significant finding showed that when an accidental event happened to a puppet in the
interlocutor’s hand, ASD participants took significantly longer to begin to monitor the face of the
interlocutor compared to both TD and SLI participants (see Figure 6). These findings are indicative of
an ASD-specific difference in the allocation of social attention, and this is consistent with previous
studies [98,111,128,131]. Delays in looking to the interlocutor’s face indicate that participants with
ASD, unlike TD counterparts, did not immediately use the interlocutors face as a social reference
marker to indicate detection of the ‘accident’.
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Figure 6. Percentage gaze to areas of interest for each section and for each group during a face-to-face
interaction in Hanley et al.’s research [62]. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier.

Key Findings

• Research adopting real-time face to face interactions between autistic and non-autistic individuals
corroborates previous findings that task complexity may mediate social attention differences in
ASD, and, that a requirement to share gaze with another throughout a task may be detrimental
to performance.

16. Individual Differences

Eye-movement studies have also contributed to identifying individual differences in the field of
social processing in autism for infants, children and adults, and have led to accounts as to how these
could explain the inconsistent findings reported in relation to social processing in ASD. In particular,
studies have shown that autism symptom severity, gender and comorbidity with other disorders might
be a potential factor contributing to the mixed reports of differences in social attention or processing in
autism [65,81,125,133,134]. For example, Bird et al. [65] found that for participants diagnosed with
ASD, reduced preference to look at faces over non-face regions, presented in dynamic social interaction
videos, was related to greater autism symptom severity, while lower preference scores for eyes over
mouths was associated with alexithymia (defined as problems in recognizing and describing emotions).
This finding highlights how ASD symptom severity may modulate face-processing atypicalities and
that research exploring emotional processing in autism should consider the role of alexithymia, in
addition to ASD [135]. Social anxiety and ASD are highly co-morbid [136] and both are related to
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atypical social attention. Kleberg et al. [81] has shown that autistic traits are associated with longer eye
movement latencies to fixate another’s eyes, while social anxiety is associated with a greater tendency
to avoid the eyes. Müller et al. [125] showed that there were two subgroups in their sample of ASD
participants, with one group viewing less on the eyes and the other retaining similar fixation duration
on the eyes as the TD group. These studies provide important evidence to promote consideration of
the potential influence of autism symptom severity and other comorbidity on social processing in ASD.

Chawarska et al. [133] found that female infants at high risk for autism, between 6 and 12 months,
showed increased attention to social scenes and to an interactive partner’s face compared to male
high-risk counterparts and to low-risk female infants. In addition, the increased social attention in
the high-risk female infants was related prospectively with less severe social difficulties at 2 years
of age. However, this characteristic in female autism, observed in the infant stage, may disappear
as development progresses over time. For example, Ketelaars et al. [134] has reported that adult
females with autism looked for significantly shorter durations on dynamic faces showing intense
emotions, as well as on the inner facial features, compared to TD adult females. This study also
found a positive correlation between the time to first fixate on faces and social impairments in females
with ASD relative to males, which is consistent with the findings of increased social attention (e.g., to
face, eyes) and appropriate social behaviours reported from studies that tested male-dominant ASD
groups [66,68,70,71,73,89,99,107]. What the studies cited above suggest is that social communication in
autism may develop differently in female and male infants, and that social competence is linked to
early orientation and sustained attention for social stimuli. However, it is noteworthy to point out that
regardless of gender; there consistently exists a relationship between symptom severity and social
processing proficiency across a wide range of ages in ASD.

In terms of the relationship between looking at the mouths of dynamic faces and abilities of social
communication, results have been mixed. Johnel et al. [82] found that, when watching dynamic films
with a speaking person, young children with autism who showed longer viewing time on the mouth
tended to have more severe symptoms of ASD, whereas, Ketelaars et al. [134] revealed a reverse pattern
in female adults with autism, who showed that those with more severe symptoms of ASD fixated
less on the mouth. Elsabbagh et al. [83] have suggested that the relationship between mouth viewing
in 7 months and expressive language (EL) at 36 months was modulated by the complexity of social
stimuli for all the toddler participants. Specifically, endogenous control of attention to the mouth in a
complex condition is associated with superior EL, and increased exogenous attention, driven by the
repetitive mouth moving, is related to poorer EL. However, Rice et al. [75] found that this relationship
varied significantly based on intelligence quotient (IQ) score characteristics. ASD individuals with
higher verbal IQ relative to non-verbal IQ looked longer on mouths and also showed fewer social
impairments, while ASD individuals who had higher full-scale IQ scores and no differences between
verbal and non-verbal IQ, showed a reverse pattern. What the findings from the individual difference
studies indicate is that within the ASD groups, autism symptom severity is not the only factor to
impact upon processing of social information. Furthermore, increasing attention to the social world
may be adaptative in ASD to aid communication in social interactions.

Key Findings

• Social processing differences observed in autistic individuals may also be related to co-morbid
conditions, such as social anxiety disorder and alexithymia;

• Based upon eye-tracking data, social processing differences may be more prominent for males
with ASD in early life, relative to females;

• Symptom severity is associated with less adaptive social processing.

17. Social-Processing Summary

In summary, many studies employing eye tracking technology over the past 10 years have revealed
subtle but significant differences in social attention in ASD. There is clear evidence for differences in the
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way autistic individuals allocate attention to social information and this may influence their response
to such information. These differences predominantly appear to reflect either an absence of attention
towards social information or reduced propensity or delay to sample this information. This atypicality in
ASD could influence the seamless nature of interactions, or the detection of social cues in everyday
exchanges. Ongoing events in everyday communication happen very rapidly, and, some social cues
are implicit or ambiguous. Therefore, the subtle differences revealed by the eye-movement patterns in
the studies reported in the social processing sections of this review, may be amplified in real social
situations in ASD. This has clear potential to result in difficulties in understanding, following, keeping
track of, and preparing and executing appropriate responses during ongoing communication.

18. Overall Conclusions

This review summarises the research that has used eye tracking over the past decade to examine
cognitive processing differences in ASD, with a focus on social and language processing. The aim has
been to identify how observed differences in processing could relate to behavioural symptoms that
manifest in day to day communication.

In relation to the previous review into eye movements in ASD [5], issues that were raised from that
review, such as the modulating effects of symptom severity, developmental stage, gender, co-morbidity,
stimulus and social complexity, and, task demands on performance, are just as relevant for the studies
presented in the current review, and will continue to be factors that need to be addressed in research
into cognitive processing. A further factor when conducting such research relates to difficulties in
recruitment of sufficient participants to carry out individual difference analyses. It is important that
researchers work (possibly in a more collaborative way) to overcome such challenges to promote
in-depth investigation into how these factors and diagnostic status influence on-line social and language
processing, at an individual level, in the heterogenous autism population. Although there are many
apparent inconsistencies in the research discussed in the current review, there are also some consistent
eye-movement patterns, from both language and social processing studies that indicate how both
temporal and spatial processing differences in autism might impact upon everyday communication.

From the language-processing literature, it would seem that there are subtle differences in how
children with autism acquire language, and these differences may in part relate to how children with
autism attend to and learn from the social environment. For example, in younger children some
eye-movement studies have revealed that a reduced propensity to utilise an interlocutor’s gaze to
support the mapping of referents upon new words. For older children and adults, few differences in
language processing are reported when paradigms have low pragmatic and social response demands
(e.g., visual world, reading). In these instances, differences are predominantly reported for higher-level
language processing such as inferential work and in those studies the eye-movement patterns reflect
quantitative delays in the time-course of processing relative to comparison groups.

Future research would do well to focus upon identifying more specifically when and why
differences in the time course of language processing occur in ASD and how this interacts with social
and sensory processing. For example, it is important to consider the language demands of instructions
for social tasks when considering these findings. Previously, social, language, and sensory processing
have predominantly been examined independently, yet they are inextricably linked.

From the social-processing literature, one predominant finding is that the saliency of social
information may not be prioritised in infants, toddlers, children, adolescents and adults with autism.
For example, social information may not be initially fixated by autistic individuals, the time taken
to fixate important social information is greater, social cues may not be followed in the same way,
core facial features may not be fixated as frequently, and there may be a reduction in eye movements
between core facial features. These differences in early attention to social information highlight the
importance of analysing the time-course of attention allocation during experimental trials.

Since the previous review, much more research using dynamic stimuli to examine the influence
of task and stimulus complexity has been conducted. For example, the nature of social information
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presented in the task influences processing efficiency (e.g., one person versus multiple people in
dynamic videos, and physical versus social oddities in static scenes). However, there now needs to
be a focus upon specifying more discretely how tasks and stimuli may increase in complexity and
how such increases will influence on-line processing for both TD and autistic individuals. This may be
achieved by systematically manipulating the information that is made available, by analysing whole
scan paths for each trial rather than single regions of interest, and by adopting a range of different
eye-movement measures that can inform as to whether any group differences reflect differences in
early detection or processing, or differences in later processing.

The subtle differences in language and social processing reported in the current review have the
power to influence the nature of communication and interaction in ASD. For example, a reduction in
the use of eye contact and differences in the speed of detection of (often implicit) communication cues
in both language and visual social stimuli have clear consequences for everyday interaction. Moreover,
differences in the use of such information in children with ASD may impede the development and
exposure to various social schemas and contexts, which may affect social development per se.

One fairly consistent eye-movement pattern in adults with autism clearly shows that there may
be a reduction in the speed with which attention is initially oriented towards social information, and
this finding is especially relevant when viewing complex social scenes, or when engaged in complex
dynamic tasks. Furthermore, from the scene perception studies we know that when odd social events
are depicted, there is a failure to detect this information upon first fixation in ASD. Similarly, in the
language-processing research, any differences that are observed tend to reflect a delay in the detection
of target words or phrases that have some higher-level linguistic manipulation e.g., some types of
inferences and implausibilities. This finding highlights that processing differences for complex tasks
and/or stimuli may extend across different processing domains in ASD and that the type of processing
differences observed, when examined on a moment-by-moment level, may be similar in nature. A
second important eye-movement pattern shows that adults with ASD repeatedly fixate information in
scenes, and they repeatedly re-read text (after reading this through once in entirety). This pattern is
absent in the TD population. It is not clear why this pattern occurs in ASD, but it may be necessary for
a coherent representation of a scene or text passage to be developed. For many studies this detailed
analysis of the eye movement data is not performed, which means that it is not known whether repeated
sampling occurs as a matter of course in ASD, when there is unlimited time to complete the task at
hand. Hence the emphasis here is to illustrate the importance of the quality of the temporal and spatial
eye-movement data, and the very detailed and sophisticated analyses of the eye-movement data, if we
are to improve our understanding of how differences in on-line cognitive processing might contribute
to difficulties in communication in the real world for individuals with autism. If repeated sampling
is informative and can support communication for autistic individuals, the lack of opportunity to
engage in repeated scanning of information in everyday communication will impede interaction, since
day-to-day communication is typically fast and dynamic.

In conclusion, eye-movement studies have been instrumental in increasing our understanding of
the drivers that might underpin manifestations of communication differences in ASD. The findings
from the language and social-processing fields align to a degree and highlight that some processing
differences are similar in both of those domains. Consistent reports of a failure to immediately orient
to, detect or comprehend significant social cues, coupled with a propensity to resample information
in scenes and reading, means that information that may be important to ongoing processing in
the real world, which may be ‘missed’, cannot be sampled again, and this will have important
consequences for keeping track of events, and for preparing and executing appropriate responses in
everyday communication.
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Abstract: Eye movements support memory encoding by binding distinct elements of the visual
world into coherent representations. However, the role of eye movements in memory retrieval is
less clear. We propose that eye movements play a functional role in retrieval by reinstating the
encoding context. By overtly shifting attention in a manner that broadly recapitulates the spatial
locations and temporal order of encoded content, eye movements facilitate access to, and reactivation
of, associated details. Such mnemonic gaze reinstatement may be obligatorily recruited when task
demands exceed cognitive resources, as is often observed in older adults. We review research linking
gaze reinstatement to retrieval, describe the neural integration between the oculomotor and memory
systems, and discuss implications for models of oculomotor control, memory, and aging.
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1. Eye Movements and Memory Encoding

The visual world is stunningly complex and taking it all in is no easy feat. Since our retina
limits visual details mostly to the high-acuity fovea, we must move our eyes continuously to encode
the world around us. Several times a second, visual items compete for our attention on the basis
of exogenous and endogenous signals, with the winner determining which item will be selected for
fixation and further processing. Models of overt visual attention (i.e., eye movements) capitalize on
these features, using them to predict how real human observers will explore a given visual scene. Some
notable selective attention models, such as the saliency map model [1], predict eye movements based
solely on low-level (i.e., salient) visual features such as intensity, color, and edge orientation, and do so
significantly better than chance. However, the power of purely bottom-up saliency-based models to
predict naturalistic viewing is limited, with other work suggesting that endogenous features such as
task instructions, e.g., “estimate the ages of the people in the painting” [2] (see also [3]), prior knowledge,
e.g., an octopus does not belong in a barnyard scene [4], and viewing biases, e.g., the tendency to
view faces and text [5] (see also [6]) can also be used to predict gaze allocation and to improve the
performance of saliency-based models [6–9]. The combined influence of these cognitive factors on
viewing can be summed into “meaning maps”, an analogue to saliency maps generated by crowd
sourcing ratings of “meaningfulness” (informativeness + recognizability) for each region of a scene [10].
When compared directly, meaning maps significantly outperform saliency maps in predicting eye
movements during naturalistic scene viewing, suggesting that visual saliency alone is insufficient to
model human gaze behavior.

Combined evidence from exogenous and endogenous viewing models suggests that real-world
viewing behavior integrates both bottom-up and top-down signals to support selective attention.
The results of this selection process have critical implications, not only for attention and perception, but
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also for memory. Since we cannot encode the entirety of the visual environment at once, fixations and
saccades facilitate the alternating encoding and selection of relevant stimulus features. Where we look
thus largely determines what we encode into memory and, as a result, what information is available
for retrieval. Accordingly, behavioral findings show that recognition accuracy is significantly greater
for images encoded under free viewing conditions compared to restricted viewing conditions [11,12];
see Figure 1. Furthermore, for images encoded under free viewing conditions, recognition accuracy
is significantly correlated with the amount of visual sampling, i.e., mean number of fixations [13].
However, in cases of amnesia, in which a severe and lasting memory deficit arises due to damage to the
hippocampus and its extended system (including the fornix, mammillary bodies and anterior thalami),
the relationship between the amount of visual sampling and subsequent recognition is absent [13,14].
These case studies suggest that encoding-related eye movements support the accumulation and
integration of visual information into a cohesive memory representation. Expanding on this work,
recent neuroimaging findings with healthy young adults indicate that the amount of visual exploration
during encoding predicts neural activity in the hippocampus, further suggesting that encoding-related
eye movements are involved in the development of lasting memories [15]. Moreover, in nonhuman
primates, saccades have been shown to modulate hippocampal neuron spiking and theta phase
activity during visual exploration, and this modulation has been linked to memory formation [16,17].
In humans, evidence from intracranial recordings indicates that temporal coordination between saccades
and alpha oscillatory activity in brain regions supporting scene perception and memory predicts
successful memory encoding [18]. Thus, taken together, findings from behavioral, neuropsychological,
neuroimaging, and electrophysiological research converge on a key role for eye movements in selecting
and integrating visual information in the service of memory encoding. However, research has yet to
reach consensus on whether and how eye movements support memory retrieval.

 

Figure 1. Schematic of encoding-related eye movement effects. Adapted from Henderson, William,
and Falk, 2005 [12]. Participants viewed, and were subsequently tested on their memory for, a series
of faces. During encoding (left column), participants were presented with images of faces. In the
free viewing conditions (row 1, left), participants were able to move their eyes freely during learning,
whereas in the fixed viewing condition (row 2, left), participants were required to maintain central
fixation. During a recognition test (right), participants were presented with repeated and novel faces
under free viewing conditions and were required to make an old/new recognition response. The
mean percentage of correctly identified faces was significantly lower for faces encoded under the fixed
viewing condition compared to faces encoded under the free viewing condition, suggesting that eye
movements facilitate the binding of stimulus features at encoding for subsequent memory.
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2. Eye Movements and Memory Retrieval

Although the role of eye movements in memory encoding has been well established, a relatively
smaller literature suggests that eye movements may also reflect, and be guided by, the contents of
memory at retrieval. For example, several studies have shown that humans make fewer fixations and
view fewer regions during the examination of repeated images compared to novel images [19,20],
and other studies have shown that eye movements during retrieval are disproportionately drawn to
regions of a stimulus that reflect a previously learned association [21] or have changed from a prior
viewing [20]. For example, a study by Hannula and Ranganath (2009) [21] found that following a scene
cue, participants disproportionately directed viewing to a face that had been associated with that scene
in a prior viewing compared to other previously viewed, but unpaired, faces. Moreover, this viewing
effect was correlated with increased activity in the hippocampus, suggesting that eye movements
reflect hippocampally-mediated memory regarding the relations among items. Notably, this eye
movement-based expression of memory for relations, and associated activity in the hippocampus,
was observed regardless of whether viewers had explicit recognition of the appropriate scene-face
pairing. Thus, eye movements may reveal the contents of memory in an obligatory manner, such that
it can occur outside of conscious awareness.

Whereas several studies have provided evidence that eye movements can reflect the contents
of memory, other studies suggest that memory retrieval can directly guide further viewing behavior.
For example, Bridge, Cohen and Voss (2017) [22] found that following the retrieval of one item in
an array, participants strategically directed viewing to the other items in the display, presumably to
allow for re-examination of previously studied items that were not as strongly represented in memory.
This effect was associated with functional connectivity between the hippocampus and fronto-parietal
control regions, supporting a possible mechanism by which memory retrieval might guide viewing
behavior. Indeed, network analyses and computational modeling of anatomical connections between
the hippocampus and oculomotor control regions (including frontal eye fields) indicate that there
are several pathways by which memories might guide ongoing visual exploration [23,24]. However,
whether eye movements can in turn influence memory retrieval remains unclear.

The characterization of eye movements as a passive reflection of mnemonic content has been
generally agreed upon, and their guidance by memory in particular, though less extensively studied,
has likewise received some support. However, the notion that eye movements actively facilitate memory
retrieval has been a subject of contentious debate. In the sections that follow, we propose that eye
movements play a functional role in retrieval by reinstating the spatial and temporal details of the
encoding context, in alignment with past models of endogenous viewing guidance, current theories
regarding memory function, and new evidence of memory–oculomotor network interactions.

Scanpath Theory

The notion that eye movements play a functional role in memory retrieval can be traced back
to Hebb’s musings on mental imagery: “If the image is a reinstatement of the perceptual process it
should include the eye movements”. Hebb went on to suggest that the oculomotor system, upon being
presented with a “part-image”, might serve as a link between perception and imagery by activating the
next “part-image” [25,26], an idea that was subsequently formalized by Noton and Stark’s (1971) [27,28]
seminal scanpath theory. Based on the observation that participants repeatedly examining a simple line
drawing produced similar patterns of eye movements with each viewing, scanpath theory proposed
that image features are represented in memory along with the accompanying series of fixations and
alternating saccades in a sensory-motor memory trace or scanpath. According to scanpath theory,
recapitulation of the encoding scanpath during repeated viewing (or by extension, imagery) facilitates
memory retrieval by comparing presented input with stored memory traces. Though subsequent
research would depart from its strict predictions, scanpath theory’s legacy lies in its groundbreaking
proposal that eye movements play a functional role in retrieval, an idea that has been critical in shaping
current models of memory and visual attention.
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Although interpretations vary widely, scanpath theory makes two key predictions: (1) remembered
stimuli should be accompanied by repetition of the scanpath enacted during encoding (see Figure 2,
middle left), and (2) similarity between scanpaths during encoding and retrieval should predict
memory performance (see Figure 2, bottom left). Confirming the first prediction, early studies using
eye movement monitoring demonstrated that scanpaths are more similar for the same subject viewing
the same image than for the same subject viewing different images or different participants viewing the
same image [29–32]. Using string similarity metrics (see Figure 2 caption for description), these studies
showed that eye movements during repeated stimulus presentations reinstate both the spatial locations
and temporal order of eye movements enacted during novel viewing of those same stimuli. Moreover,
repetition of the encoding scanpath during repeated viewing is greater than would be expected based
on chance or visual saliency [33–35], or based on subject-invariant viewing biases, such as the tendency
to fixate the center of an image [36,37], suggesting that eye movements reflect the content of memory
above and beyond image- or subject-specific idiosyncrasies.

According to scanpath theory, retrieval-related eye movements not only reflect memory, but also
play a critical role in supporting it. Consistent with this hypothesis, recent work has demonstrated
that similarity between encoding and test fixations is greater for recognition hits than misses [38,39]
and for “remember” responses (associated with a stronger recollection-based memory) relative to
“know” responses (associated with a weaker, familiarity-based memory) [35]. These findings suggest
that eye movement reinstatement is related to both objective memory and the subjective sense of
memory strength. Several studies have shown that across a variety of tasks, the reinstatement of
encoding-related eye movements supports memory retrieval [36,37,40–43], whereas maintaining
fixation impairs it [12,42]. Yet, despite supporting evidence, and a revived interest and rapidly growing
literature on eye-movement-based memory effects, scanpath theory has largely fallen out of favor in
recent years.

According to scanpath theory, image recognition is achieved via “an alternating sequence of
sensory and motor memory traces” matching perceived image features to remembered features,
a process that is theoretically accompanied by complete reinstatement of the encoding scanpath [27,28];
see Figure 2 middle left. However, few studies have actually examined or found evidence for complete
scanpath repetition [33,37,41,44]. In their initial experiments, Noton and Stark (1971) [27] noted that
only initial fixations were reinstated during repeated stimulus viewings and only on 65% of trials,
on average. Other studies have similarly shown that the temporal sequence of encoding fixations is
not recapitulated in full during retrieval. Evidence of the reinstatement of previously sampled spatial
regions is similarly varied, with some studies defining spatial similarity based on screen quadrants,
e.g., [42,45–47] and others using more strictly defined grid patterns, e.g., [32,41] or experimenter-defined
areas of interest, e.g., [30,45]. Despite wide variance in definitions and measures of scanpath similarity,
multiple studies have found evidence for some amount of eye movement-based reinstatement during
repeated stimulus presentations and retrieval. Yet, several critical questions remain unanswered.
Primarily, how is the reinstatement of encoding-related gaze patterns related to underlying mnemonic
content, and under what conditions does such reinstatement support memory retrieval?
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Figure 2. Schematic comparing the predictions of the standard scanpath model (left) and the proposed
gaze reinstatement model (right). Scanpath model (left): Row 1: a simplified scanpath enacted during
the encoding of a line drawing of a scene. The same encoding scanpath is used to illustrate the
predictions of both the scanpath model and the gaze reinstatement model (row 2, right). Row 2:
the predictions of the standard scanpath model regarding retrieval-related viewing. In the present
example, retrieval consists of visualization while “looking at nothing”. However, these predictions could
similarly apply to repeated viewing of the stimulus. Early tests of scanpath theory used string similarity
analyses to measure the similarity between encoding and retrieval fixation sequences [29,30,32].
These methods label fixations based on their location within predefined interest areas (often based on a
grid, as shown here) and compute the number of transitions required to convert one scanpath into the
other. Scanpath theory does not make any predictions regarding scanpath reinstatement over time
or with memory decline [27,28]. Row 3: the predictions of the standard scanpath model regarding
the relationship between reinstatement and mnemonic performance. The scanpath model predicts that
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scanpath reinstatement will be positively correlated with mnemonic performance [27,28].
Gaze reinstatement model (right): Row 1: a simplified scanpath enacted during the encoding of
a line drawing of a scene. This is the same scanpath that is used to make predictions regarding the
scanpath model (top left). Row 2: the gaze reinstatement model proposes that retrieval-related viewing
patterns broadly reinstate the temporal order and spatial locations of encoding-related fixations. In the
present example, gaze reinstatement decreases across time. This would be expected in the case of image
recognition, wherein reinstatement declines when sufficient visual information has been gathered,
e.g., [27,28,35,47], or in the case of image visualization, when the most salient parts of the image have
been reinstated, e.g., [43,48]. The duration of gaze reinstatement would be expected to change based on
the nature of the retrieval task (e.g., visual search, [37]). The gaze reinstatement model additionally
predicts that reinstatement will be greater and extended in time for older adults (OA), relative to
younger adults (YA) [36,37]. Row 3: The gaze reinstatement model (right) predicts that the relationship
between reinstatement and mnemonic performance is modulated by memory demands (i.e., memory
for spatial, temporal, or object-object relations) and memory integrity (indexed here by age). When
relational memory demands are low (A), older adults, and some low performing younger adults, use
gaze reinstatement to support mnemonic performance [36]. As demands on relational memory increase
(B), the relationship between reinstatement and mnemonic performance in older adults plateaus,
whereas younger adults use gaze reinstatement to support performance [36,43]. Based on findings
from the compensation literature [49], we predict that as relational memory demands overwhelm older
adults, gaze reinstatement will not be sufficient to support performance and will thus decline, whereas
in younger adults, the relationship between gaze reinstatement and mnemonic performance would
plateau before eventually declining as well.

3. A New Theory of Functional Gaze Reinstatement

We propose that eye movements support online memory retrieval; that is, active retrieval that
continuously updates as viewers move their eyes, by broadly reinstating the spatiotemporal encoding
context based on the demands of the task and availability of cognitive resources; see Figure 2, right panel.
Such reinstatement may include the spatial locations of salient encoded stimuli and/or the temporal
order in which they were encoded and supports memory retrieval by reactivating additional features
(e.g., semantic, perceptual) associated with sampled locations.

Whereas others have suggested that the reinstatement of any feature of the encoding event
(including conceptual, linguistic, and visual features) is sufficient to reinstate the other features of
that event (see [50]), we propose that gaze reinstatement specifically supports the reinstatement of the
spatiotemporal context, which in turn supports the retrieval of associated event features. Indeed, spatial
and temporal information have been proposed to play a foundational role in organizing and structuring
percepts and memories [51,52], and the reinstatement of the encoding context has been proposed to
facilitate the reinstatement of associated stimulus/event details [53,54]. Accordingly, we further propose
that gaze reinstatement and the relationship between gaze reinstatement and memory retrieval are
flexibly modulated by both the mnemonic demands of the task and the integrity of memory functions,
such that gaze reinstatement is recruited to support memory when the mnemonic demands of the task
exceed memory capacity.

Although eye movement reinstatement has traditionally been conceived as a fixation-by-fixation
reactivation of associated stimulus features, widespread evidence of eye movement reinstatement
across a variety of tasks and using different similarity measures suggests that the underlying mechanism
is insensitive to small deviations in spatial or temporal scale. In other words, the mnemonic benefits
conferred by reinstatement do not appear to rely on the reinstatement of the precise spatial locations
or temporal order of encoding-related fixations, or even on complete recapitulation of the encoding
scanpath. Therefore, we advocate for use of the term “gaze reinstatement” to broadly describe evidence
of similarity (regardless of the measure employed) that is greater than would be expected by chance
or based on subject- or image-specific characteristics. Regardless of the similarity measure used,
gaze reinstatement, as defined here, reflects a specialized role for the reinstatement of subject- and
image-specific gaze patterns in the retrieval of spatiotemporal contextual information. These gaze
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patterns need not be complete or exact reinstatements of the motor program enacted at encoding,
but must contain some overlapping spatial and temporal information in order to facilitate memory
retrieval (see Figure 2, middle right). In the following sections, we provide support for our proposal,
drawing on evidence from eye movement monitoring, neuropsychology, neuroimaging, and emerging
computational modeling to elucidate the relationship between eye movements, memory retrieval,
and the neural systems involved in storing spatiotemporal relations.

4. How Does Gaze Reinstatement Support Memory Retrieval?

4.1. Spatial Reinstatement

By nature, scanpaths contain spatial and temporal information regarding the location and order of
fixations. But the extent to which prior spatial and temporal information are embedded in the scanpath,
and contribute to memory retrieval, remains unclear. Following the tradition of using eye movements
to examine the contents of memory, e.g., [55], Ryan and colleagues (2000) [20] showed that removing or
moving an item in a previously studied scene resulted in increased viewing to the now empty region
that had previously contained that item, despite a lack of salient visual information at that location.
Critically, this study provided one of the first demonstrations that viewers use their eyes to reinstate the
memory for the exact position of a previously studied object by disproportionately viewing the region
previously occupied by that object. Building on this research, several studies have since adopted a
“looking at nothing” paradigm; for review, see [50], in which viewing patterns during perception are
compared to viewing patterns during a period in which no stimulus is present; see Figure 3. In the
absence of visual input, participants, often spontaneously, look at regions of a scene corresponding to
locations described auditorily [42,46,56–60], or visually [32,40,41,61]. When cued to recall a previously
presented stimulus on a blank screen, for example, participants spend a disproportionate amount of
time looking in the screen quadrant in which the stimulus previously appeared relative to the other
quadrants, despite them being equally devoid of visual information [41,42,46,56,57,61]. Moreover,
preferential viewing of screen regions previously occupied by salient information has been correlated
with an array of task performance measures, including imagery vividness [41], reaction time [37,42],
memory accuracy [40,60], and change detection performance [36,43], further suggesting that the eye
movement-based reinstatement of spatial contextual information supports mnemonic performance.
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Figure 3. Schematic of “looking at nothing” behavior, whereby participants reinstate encoding-related
eye movements during retrieval in the absence of visual input, across three task types. Row 1 depicts
tasks in which participants are required to remember the relative locations of presented objects (left).
During maintenance (whereby a representation is held in an active state in memory) or retrieval
(right), participants’ eye movements reinstate the locations and spatial relations among encoded objects,
e.g., [36,43]. Row 2 depicts tasks in which participants are required to remember a complex scene that
was presented either visually or auditorily (left). During retrieval (right), participants’ eye movements
return to regions that were inspected during encoding, e.g., [48,56]. Row 3 depicts tasks in which
participants are required to answer questions or make judgments about previously presented items.
During retrieval (right), participants look in the region of the scene that previously contained the target
item, even when successful task performance does not require the retrieval of the previously observed
spatial locations [42,45]. For within-item effects, see [40]; for words, see [46]; such effects persist even
after a week-long delay [61].

4.2. Temporal Reinstatement

Like spatial reinstatement, research suggests that retrieval-related eye movements can reinstate
the temporal order of the encoded scanpath, and that such reinstatement may be functional for memory
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retrieval. For example, using an old/new recognition task with yoked encoding (where the image
is presented one part at a time) and free retrieval, Foulsham and Kingstone (2013) [48] found that
participants were more likely to look at previously encoded image regions than non-encoded regions
during retrieval, and that this effect followed a temporal trend, such that the region that was presented
first at encoding was the region most likely to be viewed at retrieval. Given that image regions high in
visual [62–64] or semantic [65] saliency are likely to be visited first during encoding, it is perhaps not
surprising that these regions are also likely to be visited first during retrieval, as they facilitate the
matching of present input with stored memory representations (see Figure 2, bottom right). Indeed,
the preservation of temporal order in initial fixations has been widely reported in image recognition
tasks [39,41,46,47,64]. Critically, however, the reinstatement of spatial locations and temporal order are
often confounded. In order to tease these mechanisms apart, Rondina and colleagues (2017) devised an
experiment in which studied items were manipulated in either their spatial locations or temporal order
at test [52]. During the study phase, participants were presented with three unique items, presented
one at a time in different locations on the screen. During the test phase, items could appear in the
same locations, but a different order, or in the same temporal order, but different locations. Whereas
changes in the spatial locations of test items did not affect memory for their temporal order, changes in
the temporal order of test items did affect memory for their spatial locations. Moreover, changes in
the temporal order of test items, but not changes in their spatial locations, lead to increased looking
back (to regions previously occupied by presented test items) behavior. Extending previous work,
these findings suggest that memory for temporal relations, preserved in eye movements, plays a critical
organizing role in memory independent of memory for spatial relations.

Although the reinstatement of initial fixations is consistent with the time-course and cognitive
demands of image recognition tasks, gaze reinstatement in more complex tasks such as visual search
follows a different trajectory. Notably, targets in repeated search arrays are detected faster [66] and in
fewer fixations [67] than targets in novel arrays, thus negating the possibility of complete scanpath
repetition. Moreover, unlike recognition memory, visual search relies on the dual processes of image
recognition and target detection, necessarily in that sequence. Accordingly, we hypothesized that
repeating search arrays would result in speeded target detection and incomplete repetition of the
encoding scanpath [37,68]. To evaluate the latter prediction, we measured the similarity between
contiguous subsets of corresponding (same subject and image) novel and repeated viewing fixations
at multiple time points across the search scanpath. In line with our hypothesis, gaze reinstatement
during repeated search arrays was limited to the first few and last few search fixations, consistent
with their respective roles in image recognition and target detection. Moreover, the reinstatement of
initial fixations was positively predictive of repeated search performance whereas the reinstatement
of fixations from the middle of the encoding scanpath was negatively predictive of repeated search
performance. These findings suggest that recapitulation of the first few fixations in the scanpath
provides enough information to facilitate the retrieval of the target location and subsequent target
detection, while eliminating unnecessary (middle) fixations from the scanpath (i.e., those that do not
contribute to image recognition or target detection). Taken together with previous work, these findings
support an earlier suggestion made by Noton and Stark (1971) that the scanpath may prioritize
“essential fixations at major points on the path” [27], such that only fixations that facilitate the current
task goals are reinstated.

5. When Does Gaze Reinstatement Support Memory Retrieval?

Through recent theoretical and methodological advances, it is now clear that the reinstatement
of encoding-related gaze patterns during memory maintenance and retrieval supports mnemonic
performance by reinstating the spatiotemporal encoding context. When participants spontaneously
reinstate encoding-related gaze patterns, memory performance benefits. On the other hand,
when participants fail to reinstate encoding-related gaze patterns, either spontaneously or through
restrictive gaze manipulations, memory suffers. Although ample evidence suggests that changes
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in gaze reinstatement can affect changes in memory performance, relatively fewer studies have
investigated whether changes in memory can affect changes in gaze reinstatement. This question can
be answered in two ways: (1) by looking at reinstatement in tasks in which memory demands are
manipulated, for example by increasing memory load or delay, and (2) by looking at reinstatement in
cases of memory impairment, such as that seen in healthy aging or disease. Although further research
is needed to elucidate the conditions under which gaze reinstatement supports memory performance,
current evidence suggests that gaze reinstatement is recruited to support performance when demands
on memory exceed cognitive capacity, either by virtue of increased task difficulty or often-observed
age-related memory decline.

5.1. Effects of Task Demands

In order to investigate how task-related changes affect visual sampling, and task performance,
we examined gaze reinstatement across two experiments in which participants studied arrays of
abstract objects and subsequently performed a change detection task on the same objects. Critically,
the study and test phases were separated by a delay period of variable length, ranging from 650 ms–20 s
across the two studies [36,43]. The relationship between gaze reinstatement and change detection in
younger adults depended on, and increased with, the length of the delay, such that gaze reinstatement
was negatively correlated with performance at short delays and positively correlated with performance
at long delays. That is, when mnemonic demands were low (i.e., when objects only had to be held in
memory over brief delays), only younger adults who performed poorly on the task recruited gaze
reinstatement [36], but when mnemonic demands were high (i.e., when objects had to be held in
memory over long delays, [43]), gaze reinstatement supported performance in younger adults by
maintaining object locations in memory, (see Figure 2, bottom right). Indeed, varying task demands
may explain several discrepancies in findings of gaze reinstatement. For example, shuffling the order
in which encoded images are presented at test impairs memory when those images are complex
stimuli [45], but has no effect when the images are simple grid patterns [48]. Together, these findings
suggest that gaze reinstatement may be necessarily recruited when demands on memory exceed
cognitive resources.

5.2. Effects of Memory Decline

Given that gaze reinstatement increases in response to increased task demands, we might expect
similar effects in populations in whom memory function is already impaired, such as in older adults.
Yet, research suggests that many endogenous viewing effects are impervious to age-related changes.
For example, younger and older adults similarly benefit from intentional viewing instructions [69],
active viewing (e.g., user-controlled) viewing versus passive viewing (e.g., following a moving
window) [70], and free (versus constrained) viewing [11]. In line with findings of preserved top-down
viewing guidance in older adults, several studies have now provided evidence for age-related increases
in gaze reinstatement [36,37,71], even when performance is otherwise unaffected [36,37]. During
repeated visual search, for example, older adults reinstate more initial encoding fixations relative to
younger adults, although both groups show similar repetition-related increases in search efficiency [37].
Thus, whereas younger adults need only to reinstate a few encoding-related fixations in order to
recognize the image and subsequently retrieve the target location from memory, older adults must
refixate more of the presented image in order to gather sufficient information for comparison with
internal mnemonic representations. Likewise, when older adults were tested on the previously
described change detection task, they showed significantly greater delay-period gaze reinstatement
than younger adults, despite similar performance [36]. This effect was strongest at short delays and
decreased with increasing delay, while the opposite effect was observed for younger adults (i.e., gaze
reinstatement was negatively correlated with performance at short delays, but a positive relationship
was observed with increasing delay). Consistent with evidence of widespread memory dysfunction
in age [72,73], these findings suggest that older adults might recruit gaze reinstatement to support
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mnemonic performance when task demands exceed cognitive resources. Moreover, drawing on
related findings of age-related compensation, whereby older adults over-recruit cognitive and neural
resources relative to younger adults to achieve similar levels of performance [49,74,75], these findings
reflect part of a larger pattern of task and memory effects on gaze reinstatement. Like compensation,
gaze reinstatement may follow an inverted u-shaped curve, increasing with increasing memory
demands until a critical point and then decreasing. In other words, when a task is too easy or too
difficult relative to memory capacity, gaze reinstatement may be either not necessary or not available
to support performance; see Figure 2, bottom right. Finally, although the focus here in on aging, we
expect similar, or perhaps more graded effects, in other memory-impaired populations such as those
with dementia or amnesia.

5.3. What Are the Conditions under Which Gaze Reinstatement Supports Memory Retrieval?

Although the described evidence suggests that younger and older adults alike spontaneously
reinstate encoding-related gaze patterns to support memory maintenance and retrieval, several studies
have failed to observe these effects. Examined through the lens of the current proposal, these findings
help further inform the conditions under which gaze reinstatement occurs and supports memory
retrieval. For example, a study by Johansson, Holsanova, Dewhurst and Holmqvist (2012) [59] showed
that participants who were forced to maintain fixation during encoding did not similarly maintain
fixation at retrieval (oral recall) when they were permitted to freely move their eyes over a blank
screen; see also [12], Figure 1. This finding was interpreted as evidence that, contrary to prior research,
retrieval-related eye movements are not reinstatements of the specific eye movements enacted during
encoding. Critically, eye movements made during retrieval did correspond to the spatial locations
described by the participants during oral recall. When considered in light of the present proposal,
these findings suggest that retrieval-related fixations may not reinstate encoding-related fixations
when those fixations are uninformative, as in the case of fixed viewing, but, rather, reinstate the
spatial context of the studied stimulus, which can be encoded overtly or covertly. Indeed, in a second
experiment, participants who were forced to maintain fixation during retrieval showed significantly
poorer (less detailed) recall than participants who were able to freely view the blank screen, further
suggesting that although retrieval-related fixations may not precisely replicate the fixations that occur
at encoding, reinstating the spatial context via gaze shifts plays an important role in memory retrieval.

In another study, Damiano and Walther (2019) [39] showed that although encoding-retrieval eye
movement similarity was greater for remembered images compared to forgotten images, memory
performance could only be predicted from gaze patterns at encoding, but not retrieval. Moreover,
recognition hit rates were significantly reduced when viewing was restricted during encoding, whereas
restricting viewing at retrieval had no effect. The authors interpreted these findings as evidence that
eye movements during test play no role in memory retrieval. Critically, however, test fixations were
predictive of memory when they were taken from the first 600 ms of the test phase. This finding
is consistent with previous research suggesting that the reinstatement of initial fixations supports
image recognition [27,28,35,37,48], and is in line with our proposal that the relationship between gaze
reinstatement and memory may change across time depending on the demands of the task. Finally,
although fixed viewing at test did not significantly affect the hit rate, it did significantly increase the
rate of false alarms, further suggesting that gaze reinstatement is involved in the comparison of present
input with stored memory representations.

Consistent with the present proposal, findings from the described studies suggest that gaze
reinstatement, though not necessary for memory retrieval, can support retrieval when task demands
exceed cognitive resources by reinstating the spatiotemporal encoding context in line with current goals.
Extending this work, other research suggests that by binding and/or comparing spatial and temporal
relations among stimulus elements, gaze reinstatement specifically supports performance on tasks that
rely on memory for relations. If a task can be accomplished using non-relational mnemonic processes,
e.g., semantic memory, [56] and object memory [42,43], gaze reinstatement may not be necessary or
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useful for performance. For example, using a simple change detection task, Olsen and colleagues
(2014) [43] showed that the similarity between eye movements during the study and retention of a
set of abstract visual objects correlated significantly with memory for relative, but not absolute object
locations. Extending those findings to retrieval, Johansson and Johansson (2013) [42] demonstrated
that constraining gaze during a memory test prolonged response times to questions regarding the
relative location, but not orientation of studied objects, suggesting that retaining and reinstating the
spatial index of encoding is important for recall of inter-object, but not intra-object spatial information.
Taken together, these studies suggest that the relations among objects in, and with, the larger spatial
context are reinstated via eye movements and may serve as a scaffold for further retrieval of detail-rich
memories; for review, see [51].

5.4. What Are the Neural Correlates of Gaze Reinstatement?

The notion that spatiotemporal gaze reinstatement supports memory retrieval aligns with the
purported role of the hippocampus, a region of the brain that is critical for memory and whose
functions are disrupted in amnesia and in aging. It has been suggested that the primary role of the
hippocampus is in the obligatory binding of relationships among elements of an encoding event
(including spatial and temporal elements), which are stored independently within cortex, in order
to form new memories [76–78]. Additionally, the hippocampus plays a role in the comparison of
incoming relational information to relations already stored in memory in order to form integrated
memory traces of complex spatial and temporal episodes [76,79–85]. Support for the role of the
hippocampus in relational memory is well documented in neuropsychological studies, in which
amnesic cases show impairments specific to relational memory [20,76,86], electrophysiological studies,
in which cells within the hippocampus respond to space [87] and time [88], and neuroimaging studies,
in which the hippocampus shows increasing activity in response to increasing task demands [89–92].
Thus, the hippocampus plays a critical role in the binding and comparison of information across space
and time.

Although extensive research has documented the binding and comparison functions of the
hippocampus during memory-guided behavior, research using eye movement monitoring suggests
that these functions extend to active viewing behavior. As discussed earlier, the hippocampus
supports the formation of lasting memories via encoding-related visual exploration [13,15–18], and the
retrieval of those memories by means of memory-guided overt visual attention [22]. Extending
these findings to gaze reinstatement, Ryals, Wang, Polnaszek, and Voss (2015) [38] looked at the
similarity of eye movements (“exploration overlap”) during study and test for novel and configurally
similar computer-generated scenes. Although participants were unable to reliably discriminate
between new and similar scenes at test, exploration overlap was significantly greater for similar
scenes than novel scenes, and for similar scenes correctly identified as similar than those incorrectly
endorsed as new. Notably, trial-by-trial variability in exploration overlap was correlated with activity
in the right hippocampus, suggesting that, similar to other eye-movement-based retrieval effects,
gaze reinstatement might reflect hippocampal relational memory. Moreover, activity related to
exploration overlap was observed in cortical regions including middle frontal gyrus and inferior
parietal cortex. Thus, gaze reinstatement may support retrieval by reactivating the spatiotemporal
context (via the hippocampus) and, in turn, associated stimulus features (via hippocampal–neocortical
interactions), although further research using combined eye tracking and neuroimaging will be required
to determine whether this is indeed the case.

In a second study investigating the neural correlates of gaze reinstatement, Bone et al. (2018) [93]
had participants study a set of images in preparation for an imagery test in which they were instructed
to visualize those same images (on a blank screen) and rate their subjective vividness. Consistent with
findings from other “looking at nothing” studies [32,40,41,50,61], gaze patterns during imagery were
significantly similar to gaze patterns during encoding, suggesting that even in the absence of visual
input, participants reinstate the context of encoding via gaze shifts. Interestingly, gaze reinstatement was
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significantly correlated with whole-brain neural reinstatement (i.e., similarity between image-specific
patterns of brain activity evoked during perception and imagery), which was in turn correlated with
subjective vividness ratings and subsequent memory performance. These findings suggest that gaze
reinstatement contributes to the construction of a mental image during visualization. Taken together
with the findings from Ryals et al. (2015) [38], these results suggest that gaze reinstatement is supported
by the same neural mechanisms that support mental imagery and relational memory. However, further
research will be required to fully elucidate the neural mechanisms underlying gaze reinstatement
across different tasks and populations.

6. Implications for Models of Oculomotor Control, Memory, and Aging

Despite much research suggesting that eye movements and memory, and the neural regions
underlying them, are intimately related, few models of oculomotor control account for memory.
Most popular theories of oculomotor control model the guidance of eye movements based on a
“priority map” that combines stimulus-driven features such as luminance, color and contrast with
relevant top-down information such as task rules and prior knowledge [1,94,95]. The selection of
the location of the next gaze fixation proceeds in a winner-take-all fashion where the peak/largest
representation is selected, e.g., [96]. The neural instantiation of the priority map involves neural
activity across a network of oculomotor control areas such as the frontal eye fields (FEF), the lateral
intraparietal area (LIP), and superior colliculus (SC), which represent the location of an upcoming eye
movement [97–101]. Most models also include a form of retention, which discourages the eyes from
moving back to recently visited locations. This retention process is often considered as an attentional
disengagement, i.e., inhibition of return [94] or mediated by visual working memory [102] via a
fronto-parietal network. Yet, even with this retention process, existing models lack the power to fully
explain the described effects of gaze reinstatement. These effects include looking at empty regions that
previously held a salient stimulus in “looking at nothing” paradigms, and the relationship between
gaze reinstatement and subsequent (relational) memory performance, particularly at longer delays.
Thus, a comprehensive model of oculomotor control should consider inclusion of regions critical for
long-term memory, such as the hippocampus and broader medial temporal lobe.

Recent work has suggested that the hippocampus and larger medial temporal lobe network might
modulate activity in regions involved in the computation of visual saliency and selection of saccade
targets [103]. Indeed, network analysis of anatomical connections between the hippocampal memory
network and oculomotor network in the macaque brain indicates that there are several polysynaptic
pathways by which relational memories might guide ongoing visual exploration [23]. Computational
modeling of potential functional pathways connecting these two networks further indicates that
stimulation of hippocampal nodes identified by the network analysis leads to observable responses
in oculomotor control regions including the frontal eye fields [24]. Taken together, these findings
point to a potential anatomical pathway by which spatiotemporal relational memories retrieved by
the hippocampus may guide gaze reinstatement, and by which gaze reinstatement may support
further memory retrieval. Although current evidence supporting the proposed role for functional gaze
reinstatement is primarily behavioral, future work using neuroimaging, computational, and analytical
techniques may help us to further determine whether feedback from reinstated gaze patterns can
act back on the hippocampus and other memory regions to support and strengthen the retrieval of
contextual and event details.

The research presented here suggests that gaze reinstatement is not only a passive reflection of
the contents of memory, but that it also actively facilitates further memory retrieval by reinstating
the spatiotemporal encoding context. During encoding, eye movements serve to bind and encode
spatial and temporal relations among objects and the context in which they are embedded. When
that encoded representation is subsequently cued, gaze reinstatement facilitates the reactivation of
further details by reinstating the spatiotemporal context that links them. Over the past several decades,
models of overt visual attention have begun to incorporate top-down effects along with bottom-up
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effects to predict eye movements. However, the same cannot be said about models of memory. In fact,
studies of memory retrieval rarely examine eye movements or the possible effects of eye movements
on mnemonic processes and performance. Recently, however, some reviews have called for greater
incorporation of eye tracking and eye movement analysis in memory research [104,105]. Extending
these appeals, we suggest that future memory research not only control for measures such as the
number and duration of fixations, but also consider gaze patterns and the similarity between them.
As discussed previously, retrieval-related gaze reinstatement is significantly correlated with neural
reinstatement [93], which is commonly used as a measure of memory. Thus, it is possible that reports
of neural reinstatement may be partially explained by overlap in eye movements between encoding
and retrieval. Understanding the relationship between gaze reinstatement and neural reinstatement
and other mnemonic effects will be critical to advancing memory theories.

Evidence of gaze reinstatement in younger adults critically extends ideas regarding oculomotor
control and memory. But, gaze reinstatement not only supports memory performance in younger
adults. In fact, gaze reinstatement shows the largest memory effects in older adults, a population that
typically shows declines in hippocampal integrity (e.g., volume, structural and functional connectivity)
and related deficits in relational memory [73]. Yet, despite the potential for age-related memory
improvement, research on gaze reinstatement in older adults is limited, with only a few studies
investigating how functional gaze reinstatement changes across the adult lifespan. Given that
age-related cognitive deficits are often accompanied by significant behavioral changes, identifying early
markers of age-related cognitive decline and possible strategies for overcoming it are critical targets
for cognitive neuroscience research. Gaze reinstatement has the potential to address both of these
questions. Studies investigating gaze reinstatement in older adults have shown that older adults recruit
gaze reinstatement to a greater extent than younger adults to support memory performance [36,37].
Gaze reinstatement may be particularly invoked by older adults to reinforce the spatiotemporal context,
which older adults have difficulty establishing at encoding, and to reduce internal cognitive demands.
This is consistent with a more general age-related shift from reliance on internal representations to
reliance on the external world for environmental support [106]. Thus, given the memory-enhancing
effects of gaze reinstatement, future research may help to determine whether healthy older adults,
and older adults with dementia, can be taught, or otherwise biased towards gaze reinstatement in
order to boost memory performance. Answering these questions will be critical for advancing theories
of aging and memory, and for developing applied interventions for aging.

7. Conclusions

Just over fifty years ago, Hebb (1968) [25] and, shortly thereafter, Noton and Stark (1971) [27,28]
suggested that gaze behavior is important not only for seeing the world around us, but also for imagining
and remembering it. Decades later, technological and theoretical advances have now made clear that
overt visual attention and memory are intimately related. Consistent with the predictions made by
Hebb [25] and Noton and Stark [27,28], research has established that eye movements carry information,
not only about visual attentional selection, but also about the contents of memory. Expanding on
this link between visual exploration and memory, other work suggests that eye movements play an
active role in memory encoding and retrieval, facilitating the mnemonic processes of relational binding
and comparison by shifting attention within and between salient stimulus features, or the locations
previously occupied by them. We propose that this gaze reinstatement is obligatorily recruited to
support memory retrieval when task demands exceed mnemonic resources by actively reinstating
the spatiotemporal context of encoded stimuli, which in turn facilitates access to and the retrieval of
associated stimulus features via relational memory. Future work should continue to investigate the
conditions under which gaze reinstatement supports memory, including task requirements (e.g., spatial
versus temporal), mnemonic demands (e.g., short term memory maintenance versus long-term memory
retrieval), goal states (e.g., recognition versus visualization), and individual differences in cognitive
abilities (e.g., younger adults versus older adults). In addition, future research should explore the
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boundary limits of gaze reinstatement, or more specifically, how much or how little of the spatial
or temporal context must be reinstated in order to facilitate memory retrieval under these different
conditions. For example, tasks that are more spatial in nature, such as remembering the relative
locations of items in a visual array, may rely more heavily on the reinstatement of spatial relations than
temporal relations, whereas tasks that are more temporal in nature, such as remembering the relative
order of the appearance of items in an array, may show the opposite effect. Moreover, we might expect
that gaze would be more faithfully reinstated during image repetition, wherein the spatial index of the
encoded stimulus is preserved, compared to visualization, whereas gaze reinstatement may play a more
significant role in memory retrieval during visualization when lack of visual input increases reliance on
internal cognitive processes. Ultimately, further research will be required to better understand potential
nuances in the relationship between the quality and features of gaze reinstatement, and mnemonic
performance, across different task conditions. Finally, combining eye movement monitoring with other
methodologies including functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), magnetoencephalography
(MEG), and electroencephalography (EEG) will be critical to understanding the neural mechanisms
underlying the beneficial effects of gaze reinstatement on memory. Finally, although many questions
remain regarding the relationship between gaze reinstatement and memory retrieval, the discussed
research serves as a foundation for advancing a comprehensive understanding of visual exploration
and memory as fundamentally related processes.
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Abstract: Attentional selection in humans is mostly determined by what is important to them
or by the saliency of the objects around them. How our visual and attentional system manage
these various sources of attentional capture is one of the most intensely debated issues in cognitive
psychology. Along with the traditional dichotomy of goal-driven and stimulus-driven theories,
newer frameworks such as reward learning and selection history have been proposed as well to
understand how a stimulus captures attention. However, surprisingly little is known about the
different forms of attentional control by information that is not consciously accessible to us. In this
article, we will review several studies that have examined attentional capture by subliminal cues.
We will specifically focus on spatial cuing studies that have shown through response times and eye
movements that subliminal cues can affect attentional selection. A majority of these studies have
argued that attentional capture by subliminal cues is entirely automatic and stimulus-driven. We will
evaluate their claims of automaticity and contrast them with a few other studies that have suggested
that orienting to unconscious cues proceeds in a manner that is contingent with the top-down goals of
the individual. Resolving this debate has consequences for understanding the depths and the limits
of unconscious processing. It has implications for general theories of attentional selection as well.
In this review, we aim to provide the current status of research in this domain and point out open
questions and future directions.

Keywords: attention; unconscious; subliminal; top-down; bottom-up; contingent capture

1. Introduction

We are constantly bombarded by a variety of stimuli in our daily life. At any given time, only some
of it is relevant; a lot of other information may not be useful to us in any way. For instance, when you
are reading a book, you need to focus on the text and not get distracted by your flatmate speaking
loudly on the phone. How successfully can we ignore irrelevant objects? The last 30 years or so has
witnessed a heated debate on this topic with some studies showing that the stimulus properties solely
determine where and how attention is allocated (your flatmate speaking on the phone will inevitably
distract you) and others proposing that attentional selection is contingent on the top-down goals of the
individual (you will not get distracted if your goal is to read the book). This “attention capture debate”
has mostly been restricted to attentional selection of consciously perceived information (e.g., [1–4]).
However, attention can also act on unconscious information [5]. Much like the debate with consciously
perceived cues, the unconscious attention capture debate (although not as extensively studied) has
also been riddled with opposing viewpoints with no solution in sight.

For example, in one of the first studies to comprehensively demonstrate top-down attentional
control of unconscious cues, Ansorge and Neumann [6] conclude that “the results confirm the notion of
contingent attentional capture and extend previous finding to show that contingent capture also holds
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for nonconsciously registered information (p. 774)”. In complete contrast, Schoeberl, Fuchs, Theeuwes,
and Ansorge [7] claim that “the current findings unequivocally provide evidence that subliminal
attentional capture is completely stimulus-driven (p. 746)”. There is no clarity on why and how such
differing viewpoints have arisen on a single phenomenon. In this article, we will first review the key
findings regarding the relative contributions of stimulus-driven and goal-directed factors in attentional
selection of unconscious stimuli. We will then address the discrepancies among these findings and
propose possible explanations that might help resolve the debate. Specifically, we examine the evidence
for the answer to the following question: can we selectively attend to information that is relevant to us,
even when we are not consciously aware of such information?

Before getting into the question of top-down attentional selection of unconscious information, it is
first and foremost necessary to examine whether it is at all possible to attend to objects in the absence
of conscious awareness. Answering this question requires us to examine the relationship between
attention and awareness, which is one of the most widely debated topics in cognitive psychology.
Throughout this article, we will use “consciousness" and “awareness” interchangeably to denote
the accessibility or the report-ability of the contents of consciousness. Researchers have long been
interested in whether the mechanisms involved in attention and awareness are completely independent
of each other or whether there is any relationship between them [5,8–12]. Some have argued that
attention and conscious awareness are inseparable and depend on each other [10]. That is, attention
is necessary for conscious awareness and vice versa. Others have argued for a clear independence
suggesting that it is possible to attend to objects without being conscious of them and to be conscious of
objects without attending to them [5]. Attentional modulations of unconscious stimuli provide strong
evidence for such a dissociation between attention and consciousness at least in one direction—that we
can attend to objects in the absence of conscious awareness.

2. Attentional Control Over Unconscious Processing

It has long been assumed that the processing of unconscious information proceeds in an “automatic”
manner, independent of the goals of the individual. Strategic processing and cognitive control is
assumed to be exclusive to the stimuli that are consciously perceived. This alleged association between
automaticity and lack of consciousness finds its origins in some of the classic theories of attention and
control [13–16]. For instance, in a highly influential paper, Posner and Snyder [15] argued that a process
can be termed automatic if it fulfils the following criteria: (1) it is initiated without any deliberate
intention; (2) it cannot be interfered with by external processes; and (3) it proceeds in the absence of
conscious awareness. Bargh [17,18] similarly showed that any process can be termed automatic if it
includes the following “four horsemen of automaticity”—efficient, unintentional, uncontrollable and
unconscious. Although there is no universal definition of automaticity (see [19] for a review) so far,
lack of awareness has been a defining feature of automaticity according to most of the early theories.
Thus, unconscious processing has been considered to be a proto-typical example of an automatic
process and the influence of this view can be seen in many areas of cognitive psychology—even today.

It is only recently that this view has been challenged in favour of newer theories of automaticity
which posit that automatic processing in general depends on the configuration of the cognitive system
and is susceptible to currently-active task intentions. That is, even automatic processes critically
depend on higher-level, top-down factors such as attention, task-intentions and goals. This has led
to more refined ideas which allow for flexible top-down control over the processing of unconscious
information (e.g., [20,21]). The processing of such unconscious information is flexible in the sense
that a given attentional or goal-state is necessary for unconscious stimuli to trigger further processes.
However, they are “automatic” in the sense that once initiated, they proceed without awareness and are
no longer under any intentional control. Thus, the control settings have to be specified in advance in the
case of unconscious information—often known as pro-active control. This is in contrast to top-down
control on conscious information [22] which is susceptible to both pro-active (specified in advance) and
reactive control (triggered dynamically in response to ongoing stimulus processing). Thus, it has been
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suggested that both unconscious and conscious information are susceptible to top-down control—but
they differ in terms of the temporal onset of the control processes [23].

Unconscious processing can be studied in different ways. In this review, we will focus on the
unconscious cuing of attention—where stimuli that are not consciously reportable influence subsequent
orienting of attention. Such studies are also typically accompanied by an objective or subjective
awareness test of the stimuli to verify that they were indeed unconscious. This dissociation between the
processing of unconscious stimuli and its access to conscious awareness is the hallmark of establishing
unconscious priming [24]. The existence of such unconscious influences on behaviour has been hotly
debated in the past [25,26]. While the phenomenon is no longer outrightly rejected, the controversy
has shifted to the depths and limits of unconscious processing. Specifically, researchers are now
interested in examining which aspects of a stimulus can be processed unconsciously, what is the level
of interaction possible in the absence of awareness and what control mechanisms can be initiated in
the absence of conscious awareness.

The extent to which attention and other factors modulate unconscious processing has been
examined primarily using two different paradigms: the masked priming paradigm [27,28] and variants
of the spatial orienting paradigm [29]. The masked priming paradigm (also referred to as “subliminal
priming paradigm” when the primes are shown to be objectively/subjectively unconscious) has been
extensively used to probe the influence of an unconscious stimulus on response behaviour [30–32].
Typically, masked primes are presented for a very short duration followed by target stimuli. The targets
(for example, the numbers 1 or 2) are arbitrarily assigned to responses (say A and L). Crucially, there
can be a match or a mismatch between the responses triggered by the target and the prime. When the
delay between the prime and target presentations is short, it is commonly found that responses are
faster when both the prime and the target are associated with the same response: prime ‘1’ followed by
target ‘1’. Such a paradigm—where a masked prime triggers a motor response—is typically known as
the visuomotor priming paradigm. Semantic priming has also been demonstrated with subliminal
primes where it is shown that the meaning of an invisible stimulus can also be accessed unconsciously.
In a classic study, Marcel ([33] Experiment 4) presented a lexical decision task wherein two words were
presented one after the other. The first word was pattern masked, energy masked or unmasked and
the participants were not required to give any response. The second word was always unmasked and
the participants had to judge whether it was a word or not. Marcel observed that participants were
faster responding to the second word (BUTTER) if it was semantically associated with the first word
(BREAD)—despite being unaware of the masked works. This demonstrated that semantic analysis
of words can proceed without awareness. More recently, Kiefer and Spitzer [34] elucidated the time
course of such an activation and observed that unconscious semantic activation decays rapidly after
stimulus onset, in contrast to conscious semantic activation.

2.1. Spatial Orienting Studies with Unconscious Cues

Another line of research that has demonstrated the influence of subliminal cues on response
behaviour are the spatial orienting studies using the Posner cuing paradigm [29]. In a typical
experiment, on each trial a peripheral cue is flashed briefly on the screen followed by a target which
requires a response (manual or ocular). The influence of the cue is usually measured in terms of the
cuing effect which is the difference in response times (RTs) on invalid (when cue and target locations
do not match) and valid (when cue and target locations match) trials. If the delay between the cue and
target is short (usually less than 100 ms), the cue facilitates responses to the target appearing at the
cued location, resulting in faster RTs on valid trials. At longer delays, the pattern is reversed and is
referred to as inhibition-of-return (IOR; [35]).

McCormick [36] was the first study to use a Posner cuing task with exogenous cues below the
threshold of conscious awareness. The aim of McCormick [36] was to examine the role of awareness in
exogenous capture of attention. The argument was that if it can be shown that exogenous orienting can
happen even without awareness, then it proves that it is indeed automatic. The theoretical antecedents
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to this line of thinking once again goes back to traditional theories of attention and control (e.g., [15])
which made a case for the automatic and unconscious nature of exogenous control of attention,
contrasting it with deliberate, voluntary, endogenous attention. In his study, McCormick [36] presented
cues either subliminally or supraliminally. Participants were told that the target would appear most
often at the uncued location. Faster orienting to the target when the cue and target locations matched
was seen for subliminal cues. For supraliminal cues, participants were faster when the target appeared
at the expected location (that is, the uncued location) suggesting that participants were strategically
able to reorient their attention to the expected target location based on the cue. In the absence of
awareness, the attention capture at the cued location was more automatic.

Surprisingly, McCormick [36] failed to observe IOR at long stimulus-onset-asynchrony (SOA).
Ivanoff and Klein [37] explained the absence of IOR by conducting a similar study, but with cue-report
and no-report conditions. In the cue-report condition, participants were asked to report on whether
they detected the presence of the unconscious cue on that trial. IOR was observed at long SOA (1005 ms)
only in the no-report condition, but not in the cue-report condition. The inclusion of the cue-report
task made the unconscious cues task-relevant and hence, part of the attentional set. Participants failed
to disengage from the unconscious cues leading to the absence of IOR in the cue-report condition.
This explained the lack of IOR in the McCormick [36] study as well because the participants in that
study were additionally asked to report whether they had perceived the unconscious cue on each
trial. Interestingly, Ivanoff and Klein [37] observed facilitation at short SOA (105 ms) only in the
cue-report, but not in the no-report condition. The authors explained this finding by assuming that
“early facilitation combined with early IOR leaving no net facilitation”. This did not happen in the
cue-report condition because attention never disengaged from the cue location (hence the absence of
IOR). These sets of results showed that unconscious guidance of attention is susceptible to attentional
control settings.

Similarly, Mulckhuyse, Talsma, and Theeuwes [38] also showed that cues presented subliminally
can exogenously capture attention. A single grey circle presented for 16 ms served as the subliminal
cue. The target (a black dot within a grey circle) could be presented either left or right of a central
grey circle. The subliminal cue was presented exactly at the target location or at the opposite location.
The task was to press the SPACE bar as soon as the target was detected. A short (0 ms) or long
(1000 ms) SOA between the cue and the target was used. At short SOA, the subliminal cues facilitated
responses to target on valid trials (when cue location matched the target location) as opposed to invalid
trials. However, the effect was reversed at long SOA (IOR). The authors argued that this showed
exogenous capture by subliminal onset cues. It was considered exogenous for several reasons: the cue
was uninformative, it did not resemble the target and gave no information regarding the appropriate
response for the target. Further, inhibition of return is considered to occur only when attention has
initially shifted reflexively to a location (and not voluntarily). Thus, the authors argued that finding
IOR at long SOA can be considered as evidence for exogenous capture of attention at short SOA by the
subliminal cues (however, see [39]). This was the first study of unconscious spatial cuing used to show
the classic facilitation-followed-by-inhibition effect for unconscious cues. Subsequently, several studies
claimed to have shown exogenous attention capture by subliminal cues (see [40] for a review).

In contrast, Ansorge, Kiss and Eimer [41] claimed to show that subliminal stimuli can trigger
goal-directed attention capture. The method used in this study was said to be based on the seminal
study by Folk, Remington and Johnson [42] using the contingent-capture paradigm. In Folk et al. [42]
participants searched either for a red coloured target among white distractors (colour singleton:
a unique element in a display with homogenous items) or for a white cross in one of the locations
(abrupt-onset: a sudden flashing of a stimulus for a brief duration). Crucially, before the target display,
a cue was presented in any of the four possible target locations. The cue could be a colour singleton (one
location surrounded by red dots and the others by white dots) or an onset cue (one locations surrounded
by white dots). It was found that colour singleton cues captured attention when participants had to
look for a colour target. Similarly, the onset cues captured attention when participants looked for
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an abrupt onset target. Thus, the current task goals of the participant determined what was selected
for further processing. With these findings as the basis, in an ERP study, Ansorge et al. [41] presented
a cue-display consisting of four circles for 17 ms. One of the colours matched the colour of the target
to be searched for. The cue-display was followed by a target display on half of the trials, where the
participants had to decide whether the coloured target was a diamond or a square. On the other half
of the trials, no coloured target was presented. Participants were faster responding on trials when
the cue location matched the target location. The key evidence came from the N2pc ERP component,
which is a signature of attentional allocation to an item. Crucially, this component was observed for the
target-coloured cues even when there was no target to be searched for. Based on this, the authors argued
that the task-instructions (“look for x coloured target”) lead to goal-oriented attentional capture by the
target-coloured cues, irrespective of whether the task was to be subsequently performed on that trial
or not. This was taken as evidence for the claim that the top-down attentional set a priori determines
selection priority, even for unconscious stimuli. However, one major difference between this study and
the contingent capture studies such as Folk et al. [42] needs to be noted. Ansorge et al. [41] only used
target-matching colour cues. In contrast, Folk et al. [41] used both mismatching- and matching-colour
cues and the the key argument for top-down control in their study comes from the fact that cue-validity
effects were seen for colour-cue-colour-target—but not for abrupt-onset-cue-colour-target (and vice
versa for abrupt-onset cues). Thus, the cue either matched/mismatched the task-set, which was not
the case in Ansorge et al. [41]. To what extent this difference raises questions regarding the claim by
Ansorge et al. [41] for top-down control will be discussed in later sections (Section 3.3).

2.2. Unconscious Effects on Oculomotor Selection

Can unconscious cues influence the oculomotor system? Recent evidences have demonstrated
a dissociation between awareness and eye movements [43], where eye movement behaviour can be
modulated by information that is not consciously accessible. One of the earliest demonstrations for
this came from studies on blindsight patients with lesions in visual cortex who make saccadic eye
movements to visual stimuli that they were not aware of (e.g., [44]). Superior colliculus (SC) has
been implicated in meditating such visually guided behaviour in the absence of awareness through
retinal projections that directly provide input to the SC bypassing the primary visual cortex [45].
Such a mechanism possibly exists because full perceptual analysis of any visual information takes time;
whereas actions often need to be performed fast—sometimes even without the observer being fully
perceptually aware. Eye movements provide a fast, orienting response and are continuously updated
to reflect changes in the visual environment. Eye movements are also initiated at a faster time scale
than manual response times, and are thus more susceptible to subtle modulations by invisible stimuli.

The influence of unconscious cues on eye movements was examined in a study by Van der Stigchel,
Mulckhuyse, and Theeuwes [46]. Participants had to make a vertical saccade to a target (a diamond)
placed either above or below the fixation in the presence of four placeholder circles on the screen.
A subliminal cue was presented for 17 ms at one of the four locations just before the target screen.
It was observed that subliminal cues in the opposite vertical field deviated the saccade trajectory to the
target. This and similar other studies [47] were taken as evidence for the bottom-up capture of eye
movements by subliminal cues. Weichselbaum, Fuchs, and Ansorge [48] argued that in [46] both the
target and the cue were of the same contrast polarity (light grey cue/target against grey background)
and thus the effects could be because of top-down capture. That is, since participants were expected to
look for a light grey target, the light grey subliminal cues could have captured attention in a contingent
manner because of this match. To test this hypothesis, Weichselbaum et al. [48] repeated the study with
a specific manipulation: subliminal cues of two different contrast polarities were used. The contrast
polarity of the cues either matched (e.g., white cues and white targets) or did not match (e.g., white
cues and black targets) the contrast polarity of the targets. If subliminal cues capture attention in
a top-down manner, then cues of mismatching contrast polarity should not affect eye movements.
Instead, if subliminal capture is bottom up, then the contrast polarities should make no difference.
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The results showed that saccade latencies to the target were slowed down by a subliminal distractor in
the opposite field. Crucially, this effect was observed for both contrast polarities which the authors
claim as evidence for the bottom-up nature of subliminal capture.

3. Possible Explanations for the Inconsistencies

All the studies—to the best of our knowledge—that have used variants of the Posner cuing
paradigm with unconscious spatial cues and their relevant details have been tabulated in Table 1. As is
evident from the table and the review of literature presented so far, the evidence for goal-oriented
processing of unconscious stimuli has been mixed [40,49] within the spatial orienting paradigm.
In contrast, evidence for top-down control of unconscious processing is more consistently found with
the masked priming paradigm where top-down attention is mostly defined on the basis of current
task-sets [20,21,50]). It is important to note that these two paradigms are designed to measure different
cognitive processes. The masked priming paradigm measures the extent of unconscious influences on
responses where the masked primes contain information relevant to the required response. In contrast,
the spatial cuing paradigm with unconscious cues measures the orienting of attention to exogenous
subliminal cues. These cues may or may not be informative regarding the location or other relevant
features of the target. Below, we only review the findings obtained from the spatial cuing paradigm,
attempt to fill the gap between them and reconcile the contradictory results. It is to be noted that we
are only focusing on studies with unconscious spatial (peripheral) cues and will not be reviewing
studies with masked central cues.

3.1. Top-Down Control over Unconscious Stimuli Is More Prominently Seen with Feature-Based Attention,
Than with Spatial Attention

It is widely accepted that there are two major forms of attention: spatial and feature-based
attention [51]. Spatial attention refers to the selection of particular locations in space whereas
feature-based attention controls selection of particular attributes (colour/shape) of an object. These two
forms of attention operate differently and are based on distinct neural mechanisms [52,53]. It is not clear
which of these forms of attention is more susceptible to top-down control by goal-relevant information.
Spatial attention is also known to be closely linked with the saccadic system. We constantly move
our eyes—either based on where we want to look or because something in the visual field caught our
eye due to its salience. This sensitivity to salient stimuli in the environment has been evolutionarily
important to us in order to avoid sudden dangers in our environment. Studies that have examined the
time-course of spatial vs. feature-based attention have found that the effects of feature-based attention
is often delayed, whereas spatial-attention acts during the early stages of visual processing [54]. It is
well known in the attention literature that slow, delayed responses reflect volitional, goal-driven
processes [55] because it takes time to implement higher-order control. Similarly, based on single-neuron
recordings, Hayden and Gallant [53] concluded that spatial attention is driven by both bottom-up and
top-down factors whereas feature-based attention is mostly goal-driven (although this is not applicable
to singleton or contrast detection which is mostly stimulus-driven, [56,57]). Thus, it might be argued
that unconscious processing is perhaps more susceptible to top-down modulation when attentional
deployment is feature-based. In support of this idea, Kanai, Tsuchiya, and Verstraten [58] found
that top-down feature-based attention modulated the perception of invisible stimuli whereas spatial
attention did not. This could be one of the reasons why masked priming studies that manipulate
feature-based attention to the masked primes have predominantly found evidence for top-down
control of unconscious priming, whereas the findings from spatial cuing paradigm is less consistent.

Few studies have been able to bridge this gap between masked priming and spatial cuing [6,59,60].
For instance, Scharlau and Ansorge [60] administered the temporal-order judgement task (ToJ) in
which the participants were presented two stimuli (diamond and a square) with a short asynchrony
and were asked to report which of the stimuli appeared first. It was found that a masked prime
(a smaller replica of the target) facilitated the conscious perception of the stimulus at the primed
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location. This effect, known as perceptual latency priming (PLP), is considered to be attentional in
nature and is said to arise from shifts of attention to the primed location ([61–63], however, see [64] for
alternative non-attentional explanations of ToJ task). Crucially, Scharlau and Ansorge [61] observed
that PLP was greater when the prime features matched the target features than when they matched the
non-target features, suggesting that attention is captured more by unconscious information that match
the participant’s current task-goals. Thus, top-down attentional effects of unconscious stimuli have
been seen not just on response times, but also on the latency of conscious perception.

In another classic study, Ansorge and Neumann [6] used masked primes within the peripheral
cuing paradigm and comprehensively demonstrated the role of task-intentions on unconscious priming
effects. The target display in this study was an array of two rectangular boxes arranged horizontally.
Horizontal bars above and below one of the boxes marked the target. The prime display was a replica
of the target display, but with smaller boxes. Similar to the target display, horizontal bars above/below
one of the boxes marked the prime. The task was to search for a coloured target and respond based
on its location. The unconscious primes were presented either left or right of the fixation cross.
The targets could be presented at the primed location or in the opposite location. Priming effects
were observed when the prime matched the current task-intentions. That is, a red-coloured prime
(but not a black-coloured prime) resulted in priming effects when the task was to look for a red
target. Thus, the task-goals are said to selectively enhance certain features of the masked primes
depending on their relevancy to the task. This is in line with the findings from contingent-capture
studies which demonstrate that deployment of spatial attention depends on feature-based attentional
control settings [42]. As can be seen from Table 1, all the studies that have demonstrated goal-oriented
processing of unconscious primes (in bold) have used a variant of the feature-based cuing paradigm
(except [37], where the unconscious cues matched the top-down goals in the cue-report condition).
In these studies, a particular target feature is cued (mostly, colour) and the participants have to perform
a discrimination task on the target [41,59,65–67]. Thus, it is possible that top-down attentional control
on unconscious priming is seen mostly when attentional deployment is feature-based—even within
a spatial orienting paradigm.

Some researchers argue that the effects seen in feature-based attentional paradigms such as the
contingent-capture paradigm can be attributed to inter-trial priming and not necessarily to top-down
control ([68,69], however, see [70]). In Folk et al. [42], for instance, participants searched for a specific
type of target for an entire block, which could have led to bottom-up inter-trial priming. That is,
the target of the previous trial could have primed the target of the current trial. To test whether
contingent capture is seen even when the trials (and target-types) are mixed, Belopolsky, Schreij and
Theeuwes [69] replicated the Folk et al. study with a minor change—participants were cued before each
trial to look for either an abrupt-onset target or a colour-target. Thus, the type of target could change
from trial-to-trial and was not constant across a block of trials. The results showed no evidence for
contingent-capture. This and other similar findings [71–73] have lead researchers to argue that so-called
top-down effects seen in such feature-based attentional studies could originate from the establishment
of attentional set as a result of previous (trial) experiences with the target and might have nothing to
do with top-down control. A similar argument can be made for unconscious cuing studies showing
contingent-capture [6,41]. Thus, it is possible that task-goals played little to no role in these studies
and the observed effect could be attributed to repeated exposure to the same type of target leading to
bottom-up activations associated with the target. To provide definitive evidence for establishment of
top-down attentional sets, it is necessary to have mixed designs where the task-relevancy or task-goal
changes dynamically from trial to trial. Such a design rules out contributions from inter-trial priming
and can provide strong support for strategic, top-down attentional control over unconscious attention.

3.2. Abrupt-Onset Cues Automatically Capture Attention

Abrupt onset cues have been extensively used to study unconscious cuing. Most such studies have
observed attention capture by cues irrespective of task-goals (e.g., [38,46] lending support to the claim
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that unconscious attention is primarily stimulus-driven. In fact, many have argued that supraliminal
abrupt-onset cues are a special category of stimulus that capture attention automatically irrespective of
task-goals [74]. In contrast, goal-driven theories have argued that abrupt-onset cues capture attention
when the task is to respond to an abrupt-onset target [42,75]. In these cases, the abrupt-onset cues
become part of the participants’ attentional set thereby facilitating capture. Recently, Gaspelin, Ruthruff,
and Lien [76] provided a parsimonious explanation of these various contradictory findings regarding
the nature of attention capture by irrelevant supraliminal cues. They proposed that abrupt onset cues
always capture attention, but the extent to which attention dwells on the cues and manifests as cuing
effects depends on the difficulty of the task. When the search for the target is easy (e.g., to look for
a red target among blue or green distractors), the abrupt onsets that do not match the top-down goals
are rejected more easily and cuing effects are lesser. However, when the search is difficult (search for
E among other letters), it is harder to decide whether the cue is really a distractor and thus the cue
is slowly rejected resulting in increased cue effects. In short, the authors argued that evidence for
bottom-up capture by abrupt onset cues is more commonly found in studies with a difficult search,
because an easy search is an insensitive measure of attention capture.

It is to be noted that the attentional dwelling hypothesis is formulated based on the modified
spatial cuing paradigm, where the task is to search for a target in the presence of distractors. Most
studies with abrupt-onset unconscious cues have used detection or localisation tasks ([38,77–80]
Experiments 1–3). The predictions of the attentional dwelling hypothesis can be tested on unconscious
cues in a study where the task is to search for a target—which is either easy or difficult. For instance,
in Fuchs and Ansorge ([77] Experiments 4 and 5), participants had to look for a colour-defined target
(red among green and blue) following a subliminal abrupt-onset cue (in black colour). The authors
observed no cuing effects indicating that the cues completely failed to capture attention because of the
mismatch between the cue and target colours. This was taken as evidence that abrupt-onset cues do
not necessarily always capture attention. However, based on the attentional dwelling hypothesis one
could argue that because the study used an easy colour search, attentional dwelling effects at the cued
location were masked resulting in much smaller, if not no cuing effects. The same study with a difficult
letter search might have given rise to cuing effects, suggesting that attention-capture by the subliminal
cues in this study was stimulus-driven and not goal-driven. Ansorge and Neumann [6] similarly used
an easy colour search with abrupt-onset cues to argue for goal-driven modulation of the processing of
unconscious cues.

Future studies are required to definitively assess whether the implications of the attentional
dwelling hypothesis is also valid for unconscious attention capture. It is necessary to conduct studies
in which the search difficulty is manipulated in a modified spatial cuing paradigm with abrupt-onset
cues. Several studies have shown that colour cues are relatively less efficient in capturing attention
in a bottom-up manner compared to abrupt-onset cues [81]. In line with this, most studies that have
found evidence for goal-driven attention capture with unconscious cues have used colour singleton
cues in a colour search task ([6,41,59,65–67] Experiment 5). It is possible that search difficulty plays
a role in attention capture by subliminal onset cues, but not for colour cues. A single study comparing
both in a paradigm designed to test the dwelling hypothesis will throw more light on how the type of
subliminal cue plays a role in the orienting of unconscious attention.

3.3. Inclusion of Both Matching and Non-Matching Cues

What establishes the involvement of top-down control in attention capture? Conversely, when is
attentional capture considered to be truly exogenous? For instance, attentional orienting in Posner cuing
paradigm with abrupt peripheral cues has been considered the hallmark of exogenous, stimulus-driven
attention capture. This is primarily because the abrupt cues are spatially uninformative of the target
location. However, even though a sudden onset cue is spatially uninformative, it still matches the
top-down goals of the participant when the task is to look for an onset singleton. For instance,
the participants in Van der Stigchel et al. [46] were asked to make a saccade to a singleton target.
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The subliminal cue was a grey circle, which was also a singleton. The participants can be said to
adopt a singleton detection mode [82] where the presence of a singleton cue captures attention as it is
part of the task-set to look for a singleton target. This criticism is applicable to many of the studies
tabulated in Table 1 where both the cue and target were abrupt-onsets. Thus, the findings of Van der
Stigchel et al. [46] and several subsequent studies ([48,59,78] Experiments 1–3), do not reflect purely
stimulus-driven capture as they can be explained through top-down contingent attentional capture.

Schoeberl et al. [7] acknowledged this limitation of previous findings and addressed it in a study
where they presented cues that were truly non-matching with the top-down goals and examined
whether they facilitated the search for a colour target. The authors ensured that cues did not have
any matching feature with the target by pairing a colour target with a singleton cue. If the contingent
capture account is valid for subliminal cues, the authors argued that non-matching cues should not lead
to cuing effects. If the bottom-up account is valid, then cuing effects should be observed even though
the cues did not match the goals of the participant. The authors found robust cuing effects which led
them to conclude that attention capture by subliminal cues is “completely stimulus-driven”. The key
difference between these studies and studies such as Ansorge et al. [41,65] is that Ansorge et al. [41,65]
argued for the top-down contingent capture based on attention capture by matching cues, whereas the
Schoeberl et al. [7] presented only non-matching cues. Is it possible that contingent capture is observed
only when a matching cue condition is compared with non-matching cue condition? As can be seen
from Table 1, all the studies so far that have found evidence for top-down contingent capture have
compared matching and non-matching cues, except [41]—which only had a matching cue condition.
However, even in the Ansorge et al. [41] study, the claim for top-down control may not be warranted
because they only used target-matching colour cues. Not finding N2pc on mismatch trials would
have been a strong evidence for contingent-capture. Since they did not have such a condition, it is not
possible to draw firm conclusions on how effectively top-down control was exercised.

It is important to compare the effects of both types of cues to firmly establish their relative
contributions to attention capture. For instance, Lamy et al. [66] conducted a study where a single
subliminal colour cue either matched the target colour or the distractor colour. The task was to search
for a target defined by its colour and report its orientation. They found that only target-coloured
cues elicited cuing effects, indicating that attention capture is contingent on the participant’s attention
set. Including both matching and non-matching cues is important because attention is primarily
a selective process. Selection occurs in the face of competition—when different stimuli compete for
capacity-limited resources of the brain. The attentional system is forced to select only relevant or
important information when there is competition from irrelevant information. For instance, attentional
effects are found to emerge when targets are presented along with distractors—but not when they
are presented alone [83–85]. Thus, it is possible that goal-relevant unconscious stimuli are more
likely to be preferentially processed when there is competition for selection from goal-irrelevant
stimuli. In the absence of this competition, there is no need for the participants to engage their control
mechanisms. Barring few exceptions (see also [65,86], not many studies have included both matching
and non-matching cues. Further, in all these studies, match/mismatch has been manipulated at the
feature-level (colour/shape, etc.). It has been known for long that spatial attentional control settings can
influence attention capture by supraliminal cues ([87] Experiment 2). No study so far—to the best of
our knowledge—has examined this in the context of unconscious attention. It is necessary to conduct
more such studies involving feature-based or spatial match/mismatch between the cue and the target
to understand the role of attentional control settings on unconscious cuing.
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3.4. Attention Capture Can Be Triggered by Both Stimulus and Goal-Driven Factors—However, Attentional
Engagement Is Goal-Driven

Attentional selection first involves the shift of attention to an object/location (“attention capture”)
which is followed by enhanced processing of the information related to that object or location
(“attentional engagement” [88,89]). More recent studies have shown that stimulus-driven and
goals-driven factors might contribute differently to these two mechanisms. For instance, Zivony and
Lamy [90] presented supraliminal abrupt-onset cues followed by a display of four letters. The task
was to find the red-lettered target (e.g., “E”) among distractors (“E” and “H” in pink/orange) and press
a button accordingly. The target could appear either at the cued location or the uncued location, giving
rise to valid and invalid trials. Crucially, distractor compatibility effects were calculated when the
cue and the target appeared in different locations. The trials for which the cued distractor shared the
identity of the target letter (e.g., E, but in pink or orange) were termed as compatible trials. The trials
for which the cued distractor was different than the target letter (e.g., H in pink/orange) were termed
incompatible trials. Thus, the compatibility effects were an index of the extent to which the identity of
the distractor was processed at the cued location—reflecting the degree of attentional engagement
triggered by the cue. The authors found attention capture (cuing effect) by both target-matching and
non-matching cues; whereas attentional engagement (distractor compatibility effect) was observed only
with matching cues. Thus, the authors argued that whereas the initial shift of attention to a location
can proceed in a bottom-up manner, further engagement with the objects at that location occurs only if
those objects or their features are relevant to the current goals.

It should be noted that this study was conducted with supraliminal cues. Most of the studies
using the spatial cuing paradigm with unconscious cues have measured cuing effects, and thus only
the extent of attention capture but not attentional engagement is known. The crucial distinction made
by Zivony and Lamy [90] is that shifts of spatial attention during capture are “shallow” and can occur
irrespective of top-down goals. However, further enhanced processing of the identity of the object at
the cued location is costly and occurs only if it is necessary for the task at hand. If top-down control
is possible only for attentional engagement, this could explain the bottom-up unconscious capture
observed in studies like Schoeberl et al. [7]. The unconscious cues in Schoeberl et al. [7] could have
captured attention because the study only measured the extent of the shift in spatial attention to the
cue. It is possible that non-matching cues would not have had any influence if the participants were
required to process/reject the identity of the cue. There have been other such studies that presented
both matching and non-matching abrupt-onset cues [48,78] and found similar cuing effects for both
types of cues. However, again, these studies only measured the extent of attention capture and not
engagement. Thus, it might be necessary to revise the existing ideas of top-down attentional control by
making clear distinctions between attention capture and engagement.

This hypothesis may seem to be in contrast with the findings of Ansorge et al. [65] who compared
the effects of target-matching and non-matching cues on a task that required the participants to search
for a colour-defined target and discriminate based on the shape. The subliminal cues could either
be congruent (with response-relevant shape information) or incongruent (response-irrelevant shape
information) with the target and could be presented at the target location (valid trials) or in a different
location (invalid trials). The authors observed cuing effects only for the target-matching colour cues
and not for the non-matching cues, suggesting that non-matching cues failed to capture attention.
It would have been reasonable to expect cuing effects for both matching and non-matching cues based
on the earlier argument regarding attention capture. Instead, no evidence of capture by non-matching
cues were observed. However, this only suggests that both stimulus-driven and goal-driven factors
are capable of influencing attention capture. The key argument based on the Zivony and Lamy [90]
study is that attentional engagement is solely goal-driven. Interestingly, no response congruency
effects were observed at all in Ansorge et al. [65] thus failing to observe any evidence for engagement.
Further, the response congruency in Ansorge et al. [65] was manipulated on both valid and invalid
trials because their aim was to see if response congruency effects can be seen irrespective of shifts of
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attention triggered by the cue. In contrast, the compatibility effects in Zivony and Lamy [90] were
calculated only on invalid trials. A replication study of Zivony and Lamy [90] with unconscious cues
will shed further light on whether the above-mentioned differences between attention capture and
engagement are also applicable for unconscious guidance of attention.

4. Neural Mechanisms of Top-Down Attention to Unconscious Stimuli

Is there any neural evidence for top-down selection of unconscious stimuli? As mentioned
before, Ansorge et al. [41] found a significant N2pc (which reflects spatial shifts in attention, [91])
for the relevant subliminal cues. Using the continuous flash suppression paradigm, Travis et al. [67]
recently replicated the contingent capture findings of Ansorge et al. [41] to find the neural correlates of
top-down suppression of unconscious cues. Using a similar feature-based cuing paradigm, the authors
found that only subliminal cues that matched the target colour were successful in orienting the
participants’ attention to the cued location, thereby eliciting cuing effects. More importantly, authors
found a significant N2pc for the target-colour cues and Pd (distractor positivity—a signature of
distractor suppression, [92]) for the distractor coloured cues. The authors interpret the findings based
on the signal suppression hypothesis [92,93] according to which top-down suppression mechanisms
inhibit attention capture by distractor stimulus and enhance the processing of task-relevant stimuli.
This position is a radical departure from earlier theories of visual selection, according to which attention
is initially captured by salient distractors, and then redirected to task-relevant stimuli. Support for the
signal-suppression hypothesis also comes from a recent study on monkeys, which used a combination
of single neuron recordings and surface ERP measures [94]. Cosman et al. [94] found that neurons
in the pre-frontal cortex and frontal eye field are responsible for both selection of relevant features
and the suppression of irrelevant distractor items. Thus, the findings of Ansorge et al. [41] and
Travis et al. [67] provides neural evidence of goal-oriented processing of relevant stimuli even in the
absence of awareness.

Goal-directed processing of relevant stimuli or cognitive control has typically been associated
with activations in the higher-order brain areas such as the pre-frontal cortex. Whereas such complex
control of behaviour by the brain has been mostly restricted to the domain of consciousness [95],
more recently, evidence has emerged that areas in the pre-frontal cortex can also be activated in
response to unconscious stimuli [96,97]. Evidence has come from studies that have tracked the neural
correlates of unconscious inhibition using tasks such as go no-go or stop-signal tasks, which tap
into inhibitory control or conflict resolution [97–100]. Additionally, Ulrich, Adams, and Kiefer [101]
showed dynamic functional connectivity between brain areas depending on the configuration of the
task-set using fMRI. In a semantic categorisation task with subliminal primes, higher activation was
found in regions responsible for semantic processing. This in turn led to enhanced processing of the
semantic properties of the unconscious stimuli. This study provides neurobiological evidence for the
attentional sensitisation model of unconscious cognition [21] and explains how the selective processing
of unconscious stimuli based on their relevance to the current task goals is realised in the brain.

5. Conclusions

We have examined evidence for top-down attentional control of unconscious cuing based on studies
from the spatial cuing literature. Our intention with this review was to bring out the inconsistencies in
the unconscious cuing literature and offer possible explanations for them. It is not possible to offer
a parsimonious explanation accounting for all the findings due to the paucity of the studies on this
topic. We have examined which form of attention is more susceptible to top-down control (Section 3.1),
if the studies claiming to have shown goal-driven (Section 3.2) or stimulus-driven (Section 3.3) attention
capture have indeed done so, and the importance of distinguishing between attention capture and
engagement (Section 3.4). Analysing the findings from all the studies covered in Table 1 suggests
that evidence for top-down cuing effects with unconscious cues is more likely to be found when
both matching and non-matching cues are presented on a task that typically involves some form of
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feature-search. However, most of such evidence comes from studies with colour singleton cues. All the
studies with abrupt onset cues and abrupt-onset targets have found evidence for attention-capture
which can be explained based on the contingent-capture account.

Our review has revealed that demonstration of top-down control over unconscious cuing depends
on several crucial factors such as: the type of cue (abrupt onset vs. colour singletons), the relationship
between the properties of the cue and the target features (whether they match or do not match) and
finally, whether the task calls for attention capture or engagement. Teasing apart the individual
contributions of each of these factors requires conducting experiments manipulating each of these
factors with the same set of stimuli. Thus, it is necessary to conduct studies using a feature-based cuing
paradigm involving both abrupt onset and colour singleton cues that match/ do not match the target
features being searched for. Examining whether the differences in attention capture and attentional
engagement can explain some of the inconsistent findings in the literature will be useful as well.
While there are a handful of studies currently that have included one or more of these manipulations,
it is necessary to conduct and replicate more studies to arrive at a comprehensive understanding.
Additionally, especially in studies involving abrupt-onset cues, it is necessary to manipulate the search
difficultly of the task and test the predictions of attentional dwelling hypothesis [76]. This will inform
us whether unconscious abrupt-onset cues are indeed a special category of stimulus that capture
attention automatically or if their effects can be explained based on the contingent capture account.
There have also been other recent advances regarding the fate of irrelevant, distractor stimuli during
visual processing. The signal suppression hypothesis [92], for instance, proposes that top-down
signals (triggered by the setting up of the attentional set) proactively suppress the representation of
irrelevant distractors, much before they capture attention. It is necessary to examine whether the
signal-suppression hypothesis can also be extended to attentional selection of unconscious stimuli.

The evidence for top-down control over unconscious processing has far-reaching implications.
Understanding the role of attention in the processing of unconscious stimuli assumes importance
due to its potential in throwing more light on the relationship between attention and awareness. It is
one of the most crucial pieces of evidence for the dissociation between attention and awareness as it
illustrates that it is possible to attend to objects in the absence of conscious awareness. Demonstrations
of top-down unconscious attention can also inform us regarding the nature of cognitive control and
its dependence (or the lack of it) on conscious awareness. Importantly, it shows that unconscious
processing is flexible and can adapt to the requirements of the individual.
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Abstract: The seminal model by Laurent Itti and Cristoph Koch demonstrated that we can compute
the entire flow of visual processing from input to resulting fixations. Despite many replications
and follow-ups, few have matched the impact of the original model—so what made this model so
groundbreaking? We have selected five key contributions that distinguish the original salience model
by Itti and Koch; namely, its contribution to our theoretical, neural, and computational understanding
of visual processing, as well as the spatial and temporal predictions for fixation distributions. During
the last 20 years, advances in the field have brought up various techniques and approaches to salience
modelling, many of which tried to improve or add to the initial Itti and Koch model. One of the
most recent trends has been to adopt the computational power of deep learning neural networks;
however, this has also shifted their primary focus to spatial classification. We present a review of
recent approaches to modelling salience, starting from direct variations of the Itti and Koch salience
model to sophisticated deep-learning architectures, and discuss the models from the point of view of
their contribution to computational cognitive neuroscience.

Keywords: salience; computational modelling; deep learning; Itti and Koch

1. Introduction

Roughly two decades ago, Laurent Itti and Cristoph Koch presented their model of bottom-up
visual attention [1] based on the cognitive theoretical foundations of human visual attention. The model
subsequently became a seminal work in the field, inspiring a multitude of researchers from various
domains to propose their own models of visual attention. The Itti and Koch model was so influential
because it combined several different aspects to reach one goal: to understand human visual processing
by simulating the processing stages from scene level input to fixation selection. The model had a strong
basis in cognitive theory and tried to replicate some neuronal mechanisms involved in visual attention
by using many of the best approaches from computational vision available at the time. The result
was a model that was to account for many of the spatial and the temporal aspects of human shifts of
visual attention.

Subsequent models were numerous and improved the initial approach from the point of view of
cognitive mechanisms, the biological accuracy, or simply augmented the bottom-up approach with
additional semantic, object, or top-down information. Others were interested in using the general
structure for application purposes such as computer vision and robotics. These critiques, improvements
and augmentations of the original model have certainly added to what is now a rich literature in
models of salience, and we do not intend to belittle their contribution. The fact that Itti and Koch are
still being discussed, critiqued, and augmented 20 years after the original article is, in our opinion,
a true sign of its importance in defining this field. We provide a review of the different approaches
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in modelling visual attention based on their contribution to computational cognitive neuroscience.
We limit our review to models that were directly influenced by the Itti and Koch algorithm, and cover
examples that model object attention, top-down influence, information theory, dual stream models,
and conclude with recent advances in deep learning salience classifiers. We also include other methods
of achieving the main goal: modelling image salience and the way it results in shifts of attention.
The main questions this review tries to address are what contribution did these models make in our
goal to explain human visual attention using computer simulations, and what directions are available
for the next generation of models?

In this review, we approach the salience problem from a computational cognitive neuroscience
perspective, which implies a combination of theoretical and methodological concepts from several
domains. Such a perspective suggests that the perfect salience model should be based on a strong
theoretical foundation, model the neurobiological processes underlying visual saliency, use explicit
computational tools as a means of modelling these processes, and be generative by taking both spatial
and temporal predictions of visual salience into account.

Studies of human visual salience have led to the creation of hundreds of computationally valid
models, however, most of these models do not focus on all of the abovementioned components of
salience simultaneously. We understand that with so many parameters to account for, like combining a
broad cognitive theoretical scope and a focused precise neural approach, it is almost impossible to
avoid trade-offs. Nevertheless, we will cover models that attempt to address at least several of the
abovementioned aspects of visual salience simultaneously.

2. The Itti and Koch Model: Why Is It Seminal

One of the most significant works in the field of visual attention was the study of bottom-up
attention by Christof Koch and Shimon Ullman [2] that attempted to explain the underlying biological
mechanisms of visual attention. The result served as a foundation for the renowned salience model,
the first implementation of which was realized in 1996 [3]. The model was later refined to the version
now deemed classic [1,4,5]. A schematic of these general steps for salience computation is demonstrated
in Figure 1.

According to the model, the basic features of a visual scene were organized into feature maps of
colour, orientation and intensity based on eight scales of linear filtering. The feature maps were then
normalized within each feature based on centre-surround differences [6] with the eight scales allowing
for different receptive field sizes. Specifically, scales with greater downsampling (surround) could be
contrasted with scales of lesser downsampling (centre). The result was 42 maps (six intensity, 12 colour,
24 orientation) containing local spatial contrasts. Neurons within each feature map competed for the
most salient locations based on a mechanism of lateral inhibition. The term ‘neuron’ in the model is
simply a mathematical function that is activated upon reaching a certain threshold. Neurons with
higher activations are more likely to win against its surrounding competitors. Unlike neurons in a
deep learning neural network (for details, see Section 5), the neurons in the Itti and Koch model were
not organised hierarchically but were activation function representations distributed throughout the
map with the sole purpose of burst activation from salient feature input signals. The feature maps
were then combined into a conspicuity map for each of the three features and normalized according to
that map’s global maximum to prevent strong but common features in one modality from overriding
weaker singletons in another feature modality. The conspicuity maps were finally united into a single
2D topographical map of general conspicuity or salience.
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Figure 1. This figure is a demonstration of the salience computation algorithm present in many existing
models meant to provide a general idea of the main steps required for bottom-up salience computation.
In the current example, basic features like edges, colour, orientation and intensity are included, though
the initial Itti and Koch model focused on three main channels: intensity, orientation and colour.
Many implementations of the model take into account other features like edges, motion, junctions,
shades, etc. Some implementations also include an additional temporal stage that computes fixation
locations with a mechanism like inhibition of return (IOR) to prevent fixations at previously attended
locations. The main steps present in the figure are as follows: (1) A model receives an input image;
(2) features of the image are extracted and organized in a hierarchical manner, with separate feature
channels consisting of several levels based on the scale of processing (usually features are downscaled).
The features are extracted to individual feature maps using parallel processing, which means that
separate feature channels are analysed simultaneously in parallel; (3) the feature maps extracted at
every level are merged into one general feature map organized per feature, with the most conspicuous
locations reflected on the maps; and (4) the resulting feature maps are combined into a single map of
conspicuity, which is the output of the model in the form of a so-called salience map.

The merged salience map was then implemented as a two-dimensional array of Leaky
Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) neurons (see reference [7] for a review of the LIF model) that represented
the spatial topography of the input scene. A temporal winner-take-all algorithm was applied to the
map in order to select a location of maximal salience as the first attended location [1,8]. This was an
iterative process with subsequent fixations determined by a similar process. Previously attended high
salient locations were discouraged from repeated fixations by an implementation of inhibition of return
(IOR) [9–11]. Similar to the way biological centre-surround receptive fields work when distinguishing
basic features of an object [6,12], the model distinguished salient object features from the background
based on colour, orientation, and intensity in order to select a location for attention direction. The final
layers combining LIF, winner-take-all (WTA), and IOR allowed the model to make predictions about
temporal order and latency of fixations in addition to their spatial salience.

There are many reasons why this model has maintained relevance. It modelled the entire flow of
visual information from visual input to fixation selection, it was easy to test against a variety of human
experimental data, it has also garnered interest from applied vision researchers who wish to test more
biologically plausible solutions for machine vision and robotics [13,14], and it had a strong theoretical
basis that strived to implement our strongest theories of vision and attention. For example, the earliest
processing stages were an implementation of the feature integration theory [15] with features processed
pre-attentively and in parallel. Likewise, IOR was used as a search facilitator [10,16] to reduce the
likelihood of repeated re-fixations of salient locations.

The model was based on biological mechanisms: centre-surround receptive fields sensitive to a
specific set of features—pyramidal cells, projecting through the primary (V1), second (V2), dorsolateral
(DL), and inferior temporal (IT) visual areas and serving as output pathways for the visual cortex [1],
and leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neurons, which have strong global inhibition, where the entire
population of neurons is inhibited in response to an activation of any single neuron in the population.
Action potentials caused by such activation shift the focus of attention to the location where the signal
is active. Finally, the model was generative and as such could simulate likely shifts of attention given
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any sample input. These shifts made spatial predictions that can be compared to real fixation locations
during scene viewing but also temporal predictions in the order and latency of those attentional shifts.
It is certainly possible for a model to contribute to our understanding of visual processing without
addressing all of these areas, but models are particularly adept in overcoming the reductionism of
controlled experiments and should continue to be evaluated in terms of how well they explicitly
compute in terms of theory and biology in both the spatial and temporal domains.

3. What Is the Salience Problem?

It is impossible to process everything in our visual field simultaneously, so the notion of visual
salience is used to describe how specific aspects of the visual field are selected for further processing.
We define a salience map as a 2D accumulation of visuo-spatial information that includes, but is
not limited to, bottom-up information from input image features. Since this definition includes the
possibility of top-down influence, it could also be accurately referred to as a priority map [17], but we
keep the term salience for consistancy with the original model. Like the many salience models suggest,
this map provides a source for effective shifts of attention over time.

One candidate brain region responsible for mapping salience is the superior colliculus (SC), which
is a layered structure in the dorsal part of the mammalian midbrain that directs behavioural responses
toward specific locations in egocentric space. Activity in superficial layers of SC has been used to predict
fixation locations in free scene viewing and visual search paradigms [18]. A salience map is represented
as a two-dimensional array in the SC, where the field size increases with depth [19]. Another proposal
for a neural map (for non-human primates) is LIP [20,21] (also reference [17], though they define their
priority map as more strongly influenced by top-down attentional factors). This simple priority map
may then work with FEF to tag previous locations [22] and SC as the result of the WTA [17].

To be effective, a salience map should be constructed from a combination of bottom-up and
top-down information (the nature of this interaction is still a source of debate and beyond the scope of
this review). The first area responsible for bottom-up visual attention after information is received on
the retina is the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). Visual information from the LGN is sent toward V1,
where it is then passed on to higher structures via two major pathways—the dorsal pathway, also known
as the ’where’ pathway responsible for identifying spatial locations and detecting movements, and the
ventral pathway, known as the ’what’ pathway, which deals with the identification of features and
objects [23–25]. The dorsal pathway includes areas V1, V2, V3, MT, MST, and the posterior parietal
cortex (PPC), from where projections reach the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC). The lateral
intraparietal (LIP) area is also believed to be a part of this stream [26]. Areas comprising the ventral
pathway include V1, V2, V4, the inferior temporal cortex (IT), and the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
(vlPFC) [27].

A top-down contribution includes information that is task-relevant and does not depend on simple
visual salience of objects and locations [28]. Alfred Yarbus [29] demonstrated that fixation locations
depended on the tasks that the participants carried out based on the directions given when studying
natural scenes and the results of this study have been used to create a number of classifiers [20] and
models [21,30] that predict the task carried out by observers based solely on their eye movement
patterns. The evidence for task-based attention has served as basis for models of visual attention that
take this factor into account [31,32]. Top-down attention is associated with a higher neuronal activation
for behaviour-relevant stimuli and with neuronal inhibition for behaviour irrelevant stimuli [33]. As in
bottom-up attention, such activations take place in areas of the dorsal and ventral visual streams,
but if bottom-up processes mostly rely on feedforward connections and start in the lower areas,
top-down attention is manifested through reciprocal feedback pathways that originate in the PPC and
especially in PFC [34,35]. Several studies have also demonstrated that the fronto-parietal regions of
the brain play a crucial role in attentional control [36–38]. Liu and colleagues [39] have highlighted
the role of the intraparietal and precentral sulci in the choice of a fixation location, and there is
evidence that the fronto-parietal network is active during visual search tasks [33,40–42]. Extensive
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research involving microstimulation [43], chemical inhibition [44], visual search tasks [45], and working
memory and behavioral tasks [46] indicate a high level of involvement of the frontal eye fields (FEF) in
top-down attention.

Such a strict division of processes into top-down or bottom-up is, of course, oversimplified [47,48],
and both factors work together in order to produce a salience map that implements both top-down
and bottom-up factors [1,49–52]. Wolfe and Horowitz [53] further highlighted five factors to support
the idea that visual attention depends more than on just bottom-up and top-down approaches. The Itti
and Koch model is primarily based on bottom-up feature processing, though it does contain a very
limited option for top-down ‘priority’. The model is able to assign weights to the different bottom-up
features of the image, thus changing the degree of priority of these features (such as colour intensity or
orientation, for instance) in the final conspicuity map. The model does not, however, model any other
top-down components such as semantics, world knowledge, volitional control, or task-dependent
behaviour, a limitation which is explicitly stated by the authors themselves [5].

In the Itti and Koch model, selection of attentional shifts are handled by the LIF and WTA layers.
In humans and primates, the final control of attentional shifts is regulated by several brain regions that
include structures in the occipital, parietal, temporal, and frontal cortices, such as the cerebral cortex,
basal ganglia, thalamus, superior colliculus, brainstem reticular formation and cerebellum [54–57].
Deeper layers of the SC are responsible for the coding of eye movements [55]. In the Itti and Koch
model, the LIF spiking layer is considered a valid implementation of the two-dimensional array of the
SC [54], which consists of so-called peaks of excitation that react to projections from the frontal eye
fields (FEF) and supplementary eye fields (SEF) [58]. The peaks of the array follow a ‘winner-takes-all’
(WTA) strategy, competing with each other in order to reach a certain threshold that would serve as a
saccade initiator. This strategy is supported by lateral inhibition, which is responsible for the control of
spatial attention by the process of inhibition of all neighbouring signals except for a single peak of
neurons that would reach the threshold [1,15,59].

Consequently, the creation of an artificial model of human salience is a challenging goal, especially
given the rich literature on the biological mechanisms of visual attention. An effective model of salience
and visual processing, however, does not need to explicitly model the functional areas involved in
bottom-up or top-down processing. In fact, a full simulation is likely beyond our current ability.
However, the closer a model stays to biological realism, the closer we get to understanding the conection
between neural function and resulting behaviour.

4. Computational Salience Models

The idea to model selective attention grew alongside the cognitive revolution in psychology [60],
and grew with the sophistication of the inspiring theories and with the computational power to
implement them. Many models emerged alongside and after Itti and Koch, and they provided
extensions and alternate implementations of the process. Although the division of models into
separate classes may not be categorical, we group them based on their most vivid characteristics. Thus,
we highlight the following groups of models: models directly inspired by the Itti and Koch architecture,
biologically driven models, top-down models, models based on the dorsal and ventral pathways,
object models, and computationally driven models.

4.1. Direct Variations of the Itti and Koch Model

The initial Itti and Koch model served as a foundation for many subsequent models that may
share the basic structure of the original, but deviate or expand from it in some important aspects.
In this subsection, we focus on such models and list their similarities and discrepancies as compared to
the Itti and Koch model.

One of the first variations was called Attentional Selection for Object Recognition [61], and like
the name implies, it was based on the classical Itti and Koch model but with a hierarchical component
for object recognition (HMAX) [62]. While the original model was able to focus on salient regions
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in space, HMAX added an explicit implementation of regions as objects. The HMAX module was
hierarchically organised with initial layers matching the Itti and Koch model but then used feature
combination and pooling functions to combine information as it moved up through the layers.

Keeping with the focus on neural plausibility, the mid layer of the HMAX module represented
composite feature cells and functionally corresponded to area V4 in the visual cortex. The activity
of units in this layer were subject to an attention modulation process responsible for approximating
spatial location information and representing salient objects in the visual scene. The final layer was able
to recognise specific objects with tolerance to changes in scale and position. This model also used IOR
to prevent refixations, but instead of being based on spatial locations like in the Itti and Koch model,
inhibition was object-based [63]. Although it shared many features with other salience models, HMAX
was focused on the task of object recognition rather than spatial and temporal fixation simulation.

Since many early models focused on pixel level input, they were unable to compare salience
between 2D transformations such as reflection, rotation and translation. The Selective Attention as a
Front End (SAFE) model [64] accounted for these transformations by working horizontally across all
feature channels for each feature scale, instead of vertically within each feature channel. For a better
understanding, feature channels and scale levels may be regarded as a matrix, where feature channels
are columns and scale levels are rows. In the vertical approach, features are analysed by separate
columns, while the horizontal approach implies feature analysis by rows that include different features
located on one row of the matrix. The model used transformed variants of the same image to calculate
the error of fixations for the base image to fixations for the transformed image. Processing in the model
was based on pyramids of intensity, colour opponency, and edges, and used difference of Gaussians to
assess salience. Fixations were represented as a location and scale value inside the salience pyramid.
Theoretically, the model supported Eriksen and James’ [65] metaphor of visual attention as a zoom-lens
by taking the scale of the image into account as opposed to the strict spotlight theory [66]. This resulted
in an improved model for appearance-based object recognition systems that attended to the same
features across different scales and geometric transformations.

As theories of attention and salience improved, so did the models that chose to implement them.
Where feature integration theory allowed for preattentive processing based on basic features, Guided
Search [67] proposed that attention could be guided by that preattentive information. Navalpakkam and
Itti [68] created a model that used guided search to implement task-relevance, attention bias for low-level
target features, target recognition based on basic features, and the creation of a task-relevant map of
locations in the visual scene in addition to biased salience maps. The model had a working memory
component responsible for memorizing task-relevant items and a long-term memory component
used for hierarchical matching of items based on the given task. As a result, the model produced a
topographic task-relevant map of locations and item relevance with regards to the task. The structure of
the model used bottom-up salience [1,5] with separate feature maps in parallel fashion, but these maps
underwent a process of top-down guidance via weight adjustment in order to separate task-relevant
from task-irrelevant features.

The model did not incorporate a sufficient level of top-down control in order to make attentional
shifts directed toward specific objects (a man’s hand) or locations (bottom-right object) as this would
require a spatial relation component. Moreover, it used fixed object signatures and was not able to
adapt to distances and rotations of objects in the visual scene. However, it was a good example of the
interaction between attention and working memory. There is enough evidence supporting the overlap
between the two constructs during task-driven actions, which facilitates the choice of information
relevant to the goal [69,70]. Moreover, there is evidence of visual working memory acting as an
attentional guiding mechanism in visuospatial tasks [71] and of FEF neurons responding differently to
stimuli that have already been attended to [22].

In addition to cognitive theories, some models chose to borrow aspects of mathematical theories.
Graph-Based Visual Saliency (GBVS) [72] was a bottom-up model that was based on graph theory to
create activation maps from a raw image. The idea is that, if maps are implemented as Markov chain
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graphs, then the equilibrium (stable) distribution of the chain can be interpreted as activation and
salience values over the locations of the map. The model contained two major parts—activation and
normalization. Activation maps were based on feature channels that represented a set of meaningful
locations according to a specific criterion, like information from human fixations. The graph-based
Markovian approach found regions of dissimilarity that were computed in parallel to calculate mass at a
region and distribute it among neighbouring regions. Such parallel processing at different regions leads
to a single equilibrium distribution of mass. The normalisation stage integrated mass concentration
over all activation maps in order to identify a set of salient locations. The same Markovian approach
took place, and regions with the highest activation attracted mass. The model was made as a part of
the GVBS Toolbox (refer to Appendix A for information on toolbox implementations) and provided a
good example of a computationally driven implementation of the initial model.

Overall, these direct variations of the original model demonstrate that theoretical and practical
augmentations can be made to the classic salience model while maintaining key components
of its essential structure. These models all share preattentive feature processing, location-based
feature extraction, and a focus on bottom-up attention, yet make their own contribution to new
functionality. For most of these models, feature and location selection coincide, but we know that
feature-based attention can exist independent of spatial locations during visual search [73]. To be
accurate, identification of location should happen at a later stage and with fewer locations based on
the processed relevant features.

4.2. Biologically Driven Models

Most computational models will claim some degree of biological plausibility, and the differences
are often in the level of granularity they choose for their model. Some advances in salience
modelling, however, have made a point to focus on the neural underpinnings of some portion
of the processing stream. In this subsection, we look at four biologically-inspired models that share a
similar architecture with the original model and focus on attaining a high level of biological validity of
visual salience processes.

Li [74] introduced a theory of salience based on the independent sensitivity of V1 cells to specific
features, and this was implemented in a bottom-up salience model by Koene and Li [75]. The main
idea was that the features were not summed across channels to identify the most salient location as in
the Itti and Koch model, but salience was identified at the location to which a specific V1 cell activated
the most to as compared to other V1 cells. Moreover, the model implemented conjunctive cells in
V1 that were sensitive to combinations of motion and orientation (MO) and colour and orientation
(CO) [76,77]. This involved V1 neurons with receptive fields sensitive to orientation (O), motion
(M), colour (C), colour and orientation (CO), and motion and orientation (MO). These neurons were
connected horizontally, and a mutual inhibition mechanism was applied to neurons that activated
to uniform features. Receptive fields with the highest activation thus represented a salient location.
The model resulted in lower reaction times to targets with combined features as compared to targets
with independent features processed in a parallel manner. Overall, the model had a strong theoretical
and neural foundation and matched the simpler feature processing in striate structures [78,79].

Salience models frequently use multiple maps for features and scales (a total of 42 in the original
Salience model), but this adds much redundant information. Park and colleagues [80] focused on
reducing redundancy of retinal cells by adding a new pre-processing stage simulating LGN [81]. Input
from natural coloured scenes created four feature maps for edges, symmetry, and red-green (RG) and
blue-yellow (BY) colour opponency. Redundancy was reduced by applying an independent component
analysis on the feature maps. An unsupervised learning approach was then used to assess the optimal
weights in each feature map in order to combine them into an optimal salience map. The proposed
model provided an alternative approach with a strong neural basis to the classic bottom-up salience
model, though it did not take into account important characteristics of vision, like IOR.
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The flat, two-dimensional maps of most salience models are a useful simplification of retinal
input, but they do not account for biological features such as retinal sampling and magnification in
the visual cortex nor consider the covert visual angle included in visual processing. The model by
Aboudib and colleagues [82] differed from the Itti and Koch model in replacing Gaussian subsampling
and across-scale reductions of the input image with kernel-based Gabor filtering and receptive field
emulations that mimicked biological cortical magnification. This filtering approach produced a total of
9 feature maps per image instead of the initial 42 in the Itti and Koch model and lead to a generation of
250 most salient locations chosen based on a WTA/IOR process. The model computed input layers
such as cone receptor or retinal ganglion cell layers, going upward to areas LGN, V1, etc. The model
also allowed feature layers to be stacked onto each other before WTA/IOR took place, thus providing a
way to mimic the feed-forward stream in the visual system.

As processing progresses along the ventral pathway, neuron receptive fields get larger and more
specific to complex patterns. Hamker [83] proposed that FEF, based on Duncan’s theory on adaptive
neural coding [84] might project complex templates backwards as a source of top-down attention.
Specifically, the model implemented task-oriented feature-based attention in V4/TEO. It included
top-down parameters into a bottom-up architecture in its feature processing stage, and contained
‘match detection units’ responsible for object detection in natural scenes. Processing used a population
coding approach [85] to generate expectations based on prior knowledge, and thus, refresh the salience
information of each feature based on top-down influences. The structure included several components:
the early visual component for feature and conspicuity maps based on channels of colour opponency
(two maps: RG, BY), intensities, orientations. and spatial resolutions; the V4 component, which coded
the approximate salient stimuli locations; the TE component, which received pooled input from V4 in
the form of feature conspicuity and location and resulted in several V4 features combining into one at
TE; the FEF perceptual map, which integrated V4 and TE data across all five channels; and the FEF
decision map, where several most salient locations competed for the highest saliency. A final IOR
mechanism made sure that the model searched for objects in novel locations.

4.3. Top-Down Contributions

As mentioned earlier in Section 3, the Itti and Koch model did allow for basic top-down control
through weighting of the different bottom-up features. Parameters could be set or learned that gave
priority to colour or edges, for example, and these features would be weighted more strongly in
the merged conspicuity map. The primary purpose of the model, however, was a demonstration of
bottom-up salience, and it was left to future models to incorporate realistic aspects of top-down attention.
To speak of a top-down contribution, however, we have to consider the attentional state of viewer and
understand the intentions as defined by the viewing task [86]. Although task instructions are not the
only manner of top-down influence, it is an established method of manipulating it experimentally.
Although there have been many such contributions, we have chosen three models as exemplary.

Salience models are not restricted to visual search, but this specific task holds a prominent place
in the literature. Jeremy Wolfe focused specifically on search instead of viewing without a specified
task, and in doing so extended feature integration theory [15]. His Guided Search [87] model allowed
searching for a target among a set of distractors and considered the bottleneck between visual input
and object recognition. The model suggested that top-down information may be used to facilitate
the search process by emphasizing bottom-up features of a target. The proposed architecture was
divided into a preattentive stage, where a feature map distinguished targets from distractors using
parallel processing, and a serial process stage, where each potential target was processed one by one
using information from the first stage until the true target was found. Wolfe’s model was based on
several theories of visual attention [15,88,89]. There have been several revisions of the model [50,67,90],
with Guided search 4.0 perhaps undergoing the largest changes, as it represented visual guidance as an
independent control mechanism, whereas in earlier versions, the preattentive stage played the role of a
guidance mechanism. The mechanism proposed was a guidance activation map, which contained a
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weighted sum of bottom-up and top-down activations. Wolfe and Horowitz [59] further addressed the
issue of identifying attributes that guide attention and provide convincing arguments for the existence
of a guiding representation. Attentional guidance is also affected by previous experience and may
manifest in inhibiting mechanisms, such as IOR [9–11], or in facilitation of the search for relevant
stimuli [91,92].

The Feature Gate model [93] was created in an attempt to understand specific mechanisms of
visual attention like parallel and serial search, inhibition of distractors, bottom-up feature selection,
split attention, and feature contrast variations. The model used a hierarchical architecture consisting of
a network of spatial maps containing attentional gates that controlled the signals sent to higher levels
of processing. The decision to pass a signal was based on the usual bottom-up features but also on
top-down characteristics that separated relevant features from non-relevant ones. Activations for each
location were calculated separately for bottom-up and top-down information and then summed to
form a general activation map of locations. Gates with the highest location activation values were
allowed to pass the signal to the next level. The structure of the Feature Gate model was similar to the
structural organization of the visual cortex, with the lowest map corresponding to area V1, containing
small receptive fields sensitive to specific features, and the highest map similar to higher layers of
the cortex, with large receptive fields sensitive to complex features. The model also implemented an
inhibiting mechanism that prevented distractions, which helped differentiate relevant and non-relevant
signals, which is similar to the biological mechanism of lateral inhibition [94].

Generative models, often based on Bayesian probability, have the added benefit of being able
to simulate response distributions to new unseen exemplars. Rao and colleagues [95], for example,
introduced two such probabilistic models of visual attention that included top-down influence on
salience. The first model was based on reproducing of overt shifts of attention in visual search using
salience maps of natural scenes. The most salient target location was defined using a probabilistic
Boltzmann distribution algorithm [96,97] as a weighted average value of all scene locations with
regards to the weight of the most salient location. Salience maps were generated through bottom-up
and top-down parameters with reference to both spatial and target representations. The second model
was based on predictive coding. It was a generative model of image representation used to study
response properties in the visual cortex [98] and mimicked feedforward and feedback mechanisms of
the ventral and dorsal pathways. This model demonstrated how visual attention is globally organised
throughout various brain structures by predicting probable consequences of damage to different areas
of the system. Both models shared a common probabilistic approach, but the second model added an
extra focus on shifts of covert attention.

Maps that combine top-down and bottom-up information may more correctly be referred to
as a priority map [17]. Though these models do not address all of the aspects of visual attention,
each of them has made its own contribution to the field, with the Guided Search model focusing on
strong cognitive hypotheses, the Feature Gate model imitating the overall structure of the visual cortex,
and the generative nature of Rao’s probabilistic models. Hence, these models may be used as a basis
for future models to further investigate biological visual attention processes.

4.4. The ‘What’ and ‘Where’ Models

In 1983, Mishkin, Ungerleider, and Macko [99] proposed a theory of two separate cortical pathways
existing for object processing and spatial location processing and this was later elaborated by Milner and
Goodale [23] as the ‘Two Streams hypothesis’. According to the theory, visual areas are hierarchically
organized into two separate processing streams running ventrally and dorsally and are responsible for
object (the ‘what’ stream) and spatial location (the ‘where’ stream) processing, respectively [24]. Here,
we discuss two models of visual salience that take the separate processing streams theory into account.

Models of object recognition need to consider properties of perception such as object invariance.
Rybak and colleagues [100] proposed just such a model that was invariant to scale changes and
geometric transformations, such as rotations and translations. It modelled visual processing through
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three subsystems: a low level subsystem mimicking V1 neurons and responsible for edge detection;
an intermediate level that used frames of reference to translate basic features into second order features
insensitive to transformations; and a high level module that was based on the cooperation of the dorsal
and ventral streams for sensory and motor memory accordingly. This final layer was further capable
of operating in three task-modes: memorization, search and recognition. The model was tested and
performed well on both complex scene and facial recognition tasks.

Likewise, the Neurodynamical Model [101] implemented both object-based and space-based
streams [23,102] of visual attention with natural scenes as input. It was able to model increased
receptive field sizes in higher layers in the visual cortex and also the top-down modulation (reduction)
of receptive field size in complex scenes as compared to plain backgrounds [103]. The model comprised
five modules, structured in a way that resembled the dorsal and ventral pathways and connected by
feedforward and feedback projections. A short-term memory block was used to integrate top-down
bias via pathways simulating the prefrontal cortex. The model was able to simulate fMRI signals using
pooling of neurons in a specific area of the cortex with regards to spatial and temporal parameters and
demonstrated dynamic interactions between the dorsal and ventral pathways.

While the independence of the dual streams may be over exaggerated [104], the underlying
premise of the pathways remains [105]. The idea of parallel pathways for different aspects of visual
processing should also have an appeal for modelling, where partitioning of functionality offers both
ease of development and greater explanatory value. These models show the way forward for providing
a benefit for including the neuronal mechanisms underlying the separate avenues for visual attention.

4.5. Object Models

An interesting approach to the modelling of visual attention is one based on object rather than
feature salience. Object detection models in natural vision have their own rich literature [106–108] but
we focus on two such models that combine objects with the Itti and Koch bottom-up architecture as
one of the steps in the overall structure.

The ‘fingers of instantiation’ (FINST) theory by Pylyshyn [109,110] suggests that the visual system
is capable of tracking a limited number of salient locations over time and across multiple fixations.
The NAVIS system [111] comprised a bottom-up salience component, a top-down attentional control
component, and a behavioral component divided into two stages. The first stage was similar to the Itti
and Koch model, though it produced several salient locations based on the idea of FINST. The second
stage analysed the locations chosen during the first stage and chose one focus for overt attention.
The aim of the double-stage selection in the model was to combine theories of early and late selection
into one system.

The model implemented feature maps for edges, oriented areas, and colours feeding into
conspicuity maps of symmetry, eccentricity, and colour contrast, respectively. The derived maps
were then combined into one bottom-up salience map, which was updated by top-down mechanisms
marking locations for increased relevance. Dynamic neural fields [112] were implemented as an
inhibiting mechanism, and this was based on two approaches for separate local and global inhibition.
Inhibition of return in this model was applied globally to objects rather than salient points in space,
which is consistent with Tipper’s [113] hypothesis of inhibiting mechanisms in humans.

Sun and Fisher [114] implemented a model based on object-based visual attention but incorporated
components of multiple cognitive theories and studies of vision, such as the Integrated Competition
Theory [115], the salience model of bottom-up attention [1,5], theories of top-down and bottom-up
attention interaction, object and feature based salience, and others. The model suggested that
competition for visual attention takes place both within an object and between objects and consisted
of two main components. The first component was responsible for object salience and grouping and
followed a similar strategy to other pre-attentive salience maps. The second component represented
a hierarchical approach to attentional shifts. The first stage followed a similar strategy to other
pre-attentive salience maps, and the second stage included hierarchical selection from the winners of
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the first stage from coarse to fine scales. This approach provided an integration of attentional selection
from spatial locations, features, and feature conjunctions. The process took place between and within
groupings across scales, and groupings at the final level marked a salient location.

Object recognition is a key component in vision processing. For example, the space between
objects may be a key factor in spatial attention, search and reading [116]. Top-down factors, such as
visual context and relevant task, are also important for object recognition, as they further facilitate
the process of finding objects in certain contexts [117]. Object-based models might also provide some
understanding of the interaction between feedforward and feedback mechanisms in the visual system,
since such an interaction is considered important for the identification of the location of an object (for
an example of such a model, see reference [118]). The feedback network could identify the location of
objects, whereas the feedforward mechanism is responsible for the detection of shapes present in the
visual field. The initial Itti and Koch model focused mainly on the spatial location of salient features,
with object identification being a consequence of salient location detection, whereas object-based models
deliberately concentrated on object salience by combining bottom-up and top-down approaches.

4.6. Computationally-Driven Models

Salience models have been a popular approach in psychology and neuroscience but also in applied
fields like engineering and computer science where machine vision has shared many approaches
with vision science. Linear combinations, normalisation algorithms, and Gaussian functions were
instruments that helped the original model imitate bottom-up processes that take place in the visual
cortex. Since then, many models that used computationally valid tools to predict visual salience have
been proposed, and this subsection is dedicated to examples that have contributed to both applied and
fundamental research.

The Selective Tuning model [119] shared a number of features with the Itti and Koch approach
and was based on a hierarchical pyramid that initialised weights from a feedforward pass based on
image input, followed by multiple feedback passes to tune selection. The selective tuning mechanism
involved inhibition that behaved differently for spatial selection and feature selection. Spatial selection
pruned irrelevant pyramid connections while feature selection inhibited components responsible for
the computation of irrelevant features. After the inhibitory processes, a WTA mechanism was activated
at the top layer of the hierarchy to determine a globally salient element. The model was one of the
early implementations of feedback mechanisms as the signal was then sent back to the lower layers
through direct connections, allowing the globally salient unit to influence lower level units, recursively
identifying locally salient units at every level of the hierarchy.

Information theory in computer science and mathematics tries to quantify the value of any
information by its ability to resolve uncertainty. Applying this idea to vision, we can think of
fixation allocation as an extension of the question of how best choose locations that will maximize
information gain. One example of this approach was AIM [120] that derived a self-information
criterion from a natural image. An independent component analysis (ICA) was applied to patches of
7 × 7 pixels that were randomly selected from each image during the independent feature extraction
stage. The likelihood per patch was then estimated and joined into a general likelihood for the
entire image. The joint likelihood underwent Shannon’s self-information measure [121], after which
a salience map was created for the input image. In general, the model represented an information
maximization approach to a set of images. Although it performed better than the Itti and Koch
model based on the area under the ROC curve score, it lacked both the cognitive foundations, like the
feature integration theory, and the biological mechanisms like WTA and IOR. The model did provide a
strong computational background, was based on the idea of sparse coding [122], and was an effective
functional implementation directed at computer and robotic vision.

Information gain is also suitable for coding top-down information, as, for example, the Schill [123]
model based on the Dempster-Shafer belief theory [124]. The model contained three basic levels—a
neural network preprocessing stage that analysed information extracted from the scene, a top-down
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component based on the Dempster-Shafer belief theory for uncertain reasoning that applied to
information from the preprocessing stage, and a control component that predicted fixations that would
maximize information gain. This architecture would constantly update retrieved information from a
scene to predict the most promising fixation locations. Systems based on information gain and entropy
have an interesting theoretical implication in that IOR is no longer needed to prevent repeat fixations
since the information gain at these locations is automatically reduced.

A creative approach to visual attention modelling was based on Bayes’ Theory. Torralba and
colleagues [125] suggested using a Bayesian architecture, where attention was driven by global scene
context. The authors proposed a contextual guidance model of attention based on two parallel
pathways: one pathway for local feature salience, another for global feature processing that took scene
characteristics into account. The salience pathway encoded each location independently, resulting
in a bottom-up salience map. The global pathway extracted global features from the entire image
filtered through six orientations and four scales. The result of the filtering was represented by a vector
of 64 principal components. A ‘scene prior’ mechanism was then added based on the given task,
and contextual modulation was applied to the bottom-up salience map, which resulted in a final
context-sensitive, task-driven salience map. The global pathway made sure that most probable target
locations were activated and that task-irrelevant salient locations were eliminated. The proposed
model made accurate predictions of human visual behaviours based on a given task. It combined
several theoretical approaches to visual attention, such as bottom-up salience and the effect of context
on visual search.

Bayesian approaches are well suited for implementing context and task as the probability weights
can shift based on evidence or prior knowledge. The SUN model [32], for example, regarded salience as
differing based on the task being performed. In free-viewing, salience was based solely on bottom-up
features, but with a specific task like target search, salience was based on the available knowledge
about the visual features of the target class. The computation of the target probability was calculated
per pixel and included bottom-up parameters, as well as visual appearance and location of a stimulus.
Prior knowledge for the model was obtained using a set of images from the LabelMe dataset [126]
which include prelabelled information on object location and identity. Testing of the model showed that
it was able to predict human-like fixations, and even made mistakes similar to those made by people.

A simple but novel approach to salience modelling that addresses the role of foreground
and background segmentation in visual attention [127] was proposed by Zhang and Sclaroff [128].
They used the Boolean map theory of visual attention [129] as a basis for their Boolean Map–based
Salience model (BMS). Given an input image, BMS produced a set of Boolean maps based on binary
figure-ground segregation according to randomly selected feature channels. The Boolean maps were
then used to compute attention maps using Gestalt, figure-ground segregation principles to discover
connected regions of the image. Normalised attention maps were then linearly combined into a single
full-resolution salience map ready for object detection tasks or for the prediction of fixation locations.
Despite its simple organisation, the BMS model maintained high levels of performance on several
benchmark eyetracking datasets (see Appendix B).

The line between a strictly computational model and a cognitively plausible model is very much
open to interpretation. One particular standout that has left a mark on approaches was a model
proposed by Judd and colleagues [130]. It used a support vector machine (SVM) classifier method to
learn how to estimate salience directly from human data. In the model, salient points on an image
were defined by three layers of low-level features, which were then used to train the model. They also
included ‘mid-level’ features such as automatic horizon line detectors and high-level features like
face, people, and car detectors. The result was a model that was attracted to the same locations that
attracted human fixations.

As seen from just several examples of computationally based models, there exist multiple
approaches to mimicking visual salience with the help of computational tools. While computer vision
and computational models of vision may have different goals, they have shared many algorithmic
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approaches over the years. Even computational approaches that are less biologically plausible, like ideal
Bayesian observers [131], can be used to highlight the potential efficiencies of human search. Applied
machine vision approaches do have an understandable focus on salience prediction through bottom-up
salience since much top-down information would require some degree of common-sense knowledge.

5. Deep Learning Classifiers

In recent years, there has been a movement toward complex deep hierarchical structures for
predicting salience in natural images [132,133]. This is because deep learning algorithms have been
shown to be extremely accurate tools for modelling high levels of abstraction [134], such as vision
and speech processes. They can also model human visual attention by drastically narrowing the gap
in accuracy between model and human spatial predictions [135]. A neural network represents a set
of elements called neurons, which are most commonly structured in the form of layers. Artificial
neurons in neural networks are computationally similar to biological neurons, and early attempts
to create neural networks were inspired by the human brain [136]. A biological network contains
a collection of neurons that are electrically or chemically excited nerve cells and stores, processes,
and passes signals to other neurons using electrical and chemical impulses. Artificial neurons may
be described as a mathematical model of biological neurons, and these represent the basic element
in an artificial neural network. Each neuron may receive several inputs, which are summed up and
weighted to provide an output upon reaching a certain threshold. The input neurons are activated
by a sensory signal that triggers evidence accumulation and pass weights to the next neural layers.
The main advantage of a neural network is that it is possible to engage many neurons in parallel in
order to solve different problems.

Deep learning is a type of machine learning algorithm that uses a non-linear function for parallel
information processing [137]. It uses multi-layered (hence ‘deep’) neural networks and management
of the neural weights to solve complex tasks or to replicate natural phenomena. Each layer of a deep
network represents different levels of abstraction and is used to extract certain features of the data,
such as images or audio. Deep learning architectures have proven to be useful in different spheres,
such as biology, chemistry, finances, business, physics, neuroscience, and many others [138]. In vision
research and spatial salience prediction, deep neural networks have become the leaders among other
approaches as seen in the MIT saliency benchmark [139].

The class of deep learning networks most frequently used in visual processing is convolutional
neural networks (CNN). CNNs have a multi-layered structure, but instead of learning all the weights
between the nodes of neighbouring layers, they learn only the values of convolutional kernels, or filters,
which are applied to the entire layer during the convolution operation. CNNs also have pooling layers
and activation layers in the form of a rectified linear unit (ReLU) in addition to convolutional layers.
Convolutional layers are responsible for the detection of local feature conjunctions, whereas pooling
layers combine similar features into global features. The activation unit (ReLU) may be compared
to a biological action potential that determines whether a neuron will fire or not. After a series of
multiple sets of convolution, pooling and activation take place, the output progresses to a final, fully
connected layer. The overall hierarchical organization of a CNN is said to be similar to the hierarchical
organization of the visual cortex [140].

The applications of CNNs in salience detection are extensive. Some of the examples of these
applications are Deep Gaze 2 [141], which presents two models for fixation predictions and object
recognition; EML-NET [142] for salience feature detection using a modular approach; and DeepFix [143],
which is sensitive to semantic information at different scales while using large receptive fields for
global context analysis. The scope of existing models in the field is so broad that it is impossible to
cover all of them in this review, but their accuracy in predicting areas of spatial salience is without
question [144–149].
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A recent trend in deep learning is the use of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), originally
proposed by Ian Goodfellow and colleagues [150]. Unlike CNNs, GANs are generative, meaning that
they are able to learn distributions of complex data and generate sets of new data that resembles the
learned set. The term adversarial refers to the competitive process that takes place inside GANS—these
networks contain two components, a generative and an adverse model, that are responsible for the
generation and discrimination of data, respectively. SalGAN [151] used this technique to produce
salience maps of an input image. GANs can also use conditional switches to generate maps for different
images (SalGan) or different tasks [152] as an effective but simplistic mechanism for top-down attention.
Although these networks are generative, to date, they have only been used to generate spatial saliency
predictions and not temporal distributions of individual fixations like the more cognitive algorithms.

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have mostly been used for the processing of sequential data,
like speech, but they have also been adapted for salience. RNNs contain units that are sensitive to
temporal changes [153], namely looped connections that allow the information to be stored some
period of time by being copied and passed to the next node. Their dynamic nature has allowed RNNs
to serve as the basis for salience detection architectures in videos, such as the spatiotemporal grounding
of evidence based on top-down factors [154] or the flow-guided approach to object detection [155].

Static scene salience detection have also used RNNs. For example, the DSRCNN model [156] uses
recurrent network to enhance contextual information learning. Moreover, RNNs combined with CNNs
have shown improved performance at salience detection based on different scales [157], as simple
CNNs have a fixed receptive field size. The behaviour of RNNs has also been linked to biological
lateral inhibition, as shown by the deep spatial contextual long-term recurrent convolutional network
(DSCLRCN) [158] for fixation prediction in natural scenes.

RNNs can hold information for a short period of time, but result in the ‘vanishing gradient’
problem, which means that memory of a feature or input decays relatively quickly. This has led to the
development of another artificial structure called long short-term memory (LSTM) networks, which
were intended as explicit memory for recurrent architectures [159]. LSTM networks are a popular
approach to solving long-term dependency problems, such as large-scale speech recognition [160,161]
or object and salience detection in video sequences [162]. LSTMs have also proven to be useful in
combination with other architectures in fixation prediction [158,163,164] and represent another possible
implementation to include interactions between salience and working memory.

The leaps in accuracy for predicting areas of spatial salience have largely come from the deep
learning approach of treating the image to salience map pipeline as a classification problem, which is a
traditional strength of neural networks. However, to what degree can these classifiers be considered
models in the computational cognitive neuroscience sense? The hierarchical organization of the visual
cortex has certainly served as inspiration for deep learning models of visual attention, such as a deep
belief network model for areas V1 and V2 [165]. Parallel processing is also an innate feature of deep
learning neural networks, which allow them to process input in a way similar to the visual system.
Another approach compares activation of artificial and biological networks at later layers of visual
processing, such as area IT, to see how well deep learning architectures are able to match. For example,
models as recent as Densenet-169 [166], created in 2016, have shown a trend for increased matching of
human IT features in one of its layers [167]. Recently, further optimizations in classification accuracy
for the ImageNet project [168] have produced models that have scored worse on brain benchmarks
(Figure 2). Take, for example, popular models such as Inception [169] and PNASNet [170]. Despite
their high performance on image recognition tasks, their predictivity of neural activity and human
behavior falls short of anatomically simpler models such as CORnet [171].
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Figure 2. The performance of popular Deep Learning models based on their ability to match human V4
and inferior temporal (IT) regions, as well as human behavior performance. Adapted from “Brain-Score:
which artificial neural network for object recognition is most brain-like?” by Schrimpf et al., 2018 [167],
BioRxiv, 407007. Copyright 2018 by author. Reprinted with permission.

6. Metrics and Evaluation

Despite the variety of approaches to salience modelling, there is still a lack of a standardized
evaluation. Different metrics have been suggested to assess model performance, and the most frequently
used sources is the MIT Saliency Benchmark [139]. It provides an open and free source for model
assessment and benchmark data based on eight different evaluation metrics. The benchmark website
includes most recent attempts at salience performance but also interesting performance baselines like
the original Itti and Koch [1,5], central bias alone, and ‘infinite humans’ as a gold standard.

Most methods of assessment use location-based algorithms that measure the error between
predicted and human fixations. For example, a simple correlation coefficient, or Pearson’s linear
coefficient, measures the linear correlation or dependence between two salience maps. If the two maps
are not correlated, the coefficient would be 0. One characteristic instrument of these metrics is the
area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (AUC ROC), which estimates the trade-off
between true positive and false positive values at different discrimination thresholds by verifying that
true positives are labelled before negative values [132,172]. One of the better AUC metrics and most
commonly used for the evaluation task is the AUC-Judd [133,173]. The AUC-Judd interprets fixations
as a classification task, where a pixel of the map may be either salient or not by applying a threshold
over the intensity value of the saliency map [174]. Each salient pixel matching human fixations on the
map is considered a true positive value, whereas salient pixels over non-fixation areas are classified as
false positive values. The final AUC score is then calculated and plotted as a trade-off between true and
false positive values. The highest possible score may be 1, whereas a 0.5 score is considered random.
Another AUC approach is the AUC-Borji [175] metric that treats the salience map as a binary classifier.
Positive and negative samples are differentiated through various thresholds. True positive values are
then considered as values that exceed threshold at fixation locations, while false positive values are the
values that exceed threshold at random locations. This approach differs from the AUC-Judd approach
in that the threshold is set based on a fixed step size, and the false positive rate is calculated based
on approximation of the Judd calculation. The shuffled AUC approach is also based on Ali Borji’s
approach [175] but is additionally sensitive to centre bias. This metric shows whether a model has
used centre bias for its predictions and imposes a penalty for this.

The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [176] is a measure based on distribution. It evaluates the
difference between the distribution of two different saliency maps, and measures information lost
during the estimation of a fixation map with regards to the salience map. The lower the KL divergence
value, the better is the approximation to ground truth in a salience map. However, the KL measure is
extremely sensitive to zero values, which leads to a large penalty on the overall score if the predictions
are deemed insufficient and sporadic.
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Other options have been suggested such as the Earth Mover Distance (EMD) and the Normalized
scanpath Salience (NSS), but these evaluation metrics have been adapted mostly for computer vision
and based solely on spatial performance, whereas shifts of visual attention happen over time. Many of
the classic salience models based off of Itti and Koch do use temporal layers to make predictions of
fixation latencies, but even these show poor performance against human latency distributions [177].
Additionally, the existing metrics focus on the level of similarity between ground truth based on
human data and the model data, but they do not take into account the cognitive basis underlying
visual salience.

Although most models focus on the accuracy of classification, we can learn much about the
differences between biological and artificial networks by finding examples where the predictions
differ. Nguyen and colleagues [178] demonstrate this by generating images that DLNNs are unable to
recognize but that a person would easily be able to. This demonstrates that an important factor in
making human-like models is in the types of mistakes that humans and DLNNs tend to make. One of
such models has already been mentioned in the current review [32], and it predicts human fixations at
a decent level, while making similar mistakes to humans.

7. Conclusions

Roughly 20 years of salience model research has produced many excellent approaches that have
improved our understanding of the visual processing stream. Various models have been created
after the seminal Itti and Koch architecture, each bringing their own contributions, such as prediction
accuracy, modelling additional tasks, the addition of object features and the inclusion of additional
theoretical frameworks. Not every model had the same focus on all aspects of the five contributions we
highlighted, i.e., either on the theoretical, neural, spatial, temporal, or computational aspects, but the
overall progress in the field has been to push the boundaries in all of these directions.

One trend we would like to highlight, however, has been a recent shift away from visual attention
modelling and toward fixation classification. The trending deep learning approaches are a very
powerful computational tool; however, their current focus is not to explain visual processes but to
reach state-of-the-art performance on spatial predictions. Due to this, important characteristics of
visual attention, such as its temporal component and error production, have been widely ignored.
The spectrum of existing powerful neural architectures, such as convolutional and recurrent neural
networks, should provide a means of considering the temporal factors inherent to visual processes.
We propose that an area of opportunity in the field is the exploration evaluation metrics that would
account for all the above-mentioned aspects. Most current metrics are aimed at purely classification
accuracy and focus on their ability to predict spatial locations, matching, and even surpassing human
performance. While this trend has shown a great deal of success, the field of computational cognitive
neuroscience should continue its goal of making biologically accurate and computationally powerful
improvements to the Itti and Koch model for a deeper understanding of human visual attention
processes. While we recognize the importance of purely computational approaches to visual attention
directed at robotic vision, we suppose that the cognitive neuroscience community should shift its
focus to a biologically and theoretically plausible approach at modelling visual attention. Instead
of testing the limits of deep learning architectures, deep learning should be adopted as a means of
testing cognitive theories and incorporating neural foundations of visual attention into the models.
In particular, we suggest that testing our models against temporal distributions of attentional shifts,
typical errors that humans make in visual processing and matching neural signatures of specific tasks
will only improve the field going forward.
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Appendix A

The GVBS Toolbox [179] is available for open download at http://www.vision.caltech.edu/~{}harel/
share/gbvs.php

There have also been computer toolboxes created based on the Itti and Koch architecture.
The practical implementations of the initial model of bottom-up visual salience may be found in the
Neuromorphic Visual Toolbox (NVT) [180] available at http://ilab.usc.edu/toolkit/ and the Saliency
Toolbox [181] avalable at http://www.saliencytoolbox.net/.

Appendix B

The benchmark datasets mentioned in the current article are the MIT Dataset [130], the Toronto
Dataset [182], the Kootstra Dataset [183], the Cerf Dataset (FIFA dataset) [184], the ImgSal Dataset [185],
and the CAT2000 dataset [186]
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Abstract: Visual search is a popular tool for studying a range of questions about perception and
attention, thanks to the ease with which the basic paradigm can be controlled and manipulated.
While often thought of as a sub-field of vision science, search tasks are significantly more complex
than most other perceptual tasks, with strategy and decision playing an essential, but neglected,
role. In this review, we briefly describe some of the important theoretical advances about perception
and attention that have been gained from studying visual search within the signal detection and
guided search frameworks. Under most circumstances, search also involves executing a series of eye
movements. We argue that understanding the contribution of biases, routines and strategies to visual
search performance over multiple fixations will lead to new insights about these decision-related
processes and how they interact with perception and attention. We also highlight the neglected
potential for variability, both within and between searchers, to contribute to our understanding of
visual search. The exciting challenge will be to account for variations in search performance caused by
these numerous factors and their interactions. We conclude the review with some recommendations
for ways future research can tackle these challenges to move the field forward.

Keywords: visual search; eye movements; attention; strategy; decision

Searching is a familiar, sometimes frustrating, part of daily life. We search our homes and
offices for keys, glasses, wallets and bags. We look for street signs, cars in parking lots, items in the
supermarket, children on a playground and friends in crowded restaurants. With all this searching,
one might expect us to be experts, but searching is often effortful, time-consuming and error-prone.
In the laboratory, even highly-simplified versions of search tasks illustrate why this is the case: unlike
many other tasks used in vision and attention research, visual search is a complex task that involves
visual processing in both central and peripheral vision, controlling our attention to filter out distracting
visual features, coordination of vision and attention with eye (and sometimes head) movements and a
dependent sequence of one or more decisions about when and where to move attention and the eyes to
sample information. Finally, visual search involves high-level strategic decisions about how to search
and for how long to search without finding anything before giving up. Seen in this light, it is not
surprising that the performance of visual search is often slow and highly variable.

Despite its complexity, visual search is a realistic task that is easy to control and manipulate in
experimental settings, and it is a popular tool for studying a range of questions about perception
and attention. Less commonly, visual search can also be used to study strategy and decision-making.
Previous studies of visual search can be loosely categorised by whether observers make a single
fixation or if search unfolds over multiple fixations. Single-fixation search makes heavy use of
psychophysical methods (i.e., [1,2]). Theories in this literature have established how representations of
the stimulus interact with the limits of attention to inform decisions as to the presence or absence of
the target. However, decision here is in the context of psychophysical signal detection theories. In our
literature review below, we focus on multiple-fixation search (also sometimes referred to as “foraging”,
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although this label is usually reserved for multiple-target search), and when we talk of decisions, we
mean in the context of the wider field of cognitive psychology, that is, how we select between different
courses of action. While Palmer et al. [1] (p. 1256), for example, discussed how their psychophysical
theory of visual search could be extended to multiple-fixations, in terms of search strategy, they went
no further than suggesting “The choice of the location of the next fixation is probably a function of
the information in the periphery and the observer’s strategy.” In what follows, we hope to convince
the reader that this second component, the observer’s strategy, is highly idiosyncratic, accounts for
a large proportion of variation in the speed and success of search and is heavily influenced by both
oculomotor and decision biases.

In this review, we will first briefly describe some of the important theoretical advances about
perception and attention that have been gained from studying visual search. Our understanding of
how visual features and selective attention operate and interact during a single fixation of visual search
is well developed, thanks to several decades of research. We also have an emerging understanding
of the influence of higher level factors like reward and serial dependences on these within-fixation
processes. However, search performance also depends on decisions about where to fixate, and over
a series of these fixation decisions, the effect on performance accumulates rapidly. We will argue
that a focus on understanding the contribution of biases, routines and strategies to visual search
performance will help complete our understanding and lead to new insights, not only about how
we search, but about how these decision-related processes interact with perception and attention
more generally.

1. Perception and Attention in Visual Search: A Brief Summary

How perceptual processes and attention interact to help us define and find visual targets is the
subject of a large body of research. Many excellent reviews have recently been published on this topic.
For example, Volume 29 of Current Opinion in Psychology contains several papers that give up-to-date
reviews and opinions on perception and attention in visual search [3–8]. We direct the reader to these
papers for a more thorough and critical treatment of the themes covered in this section. In what follows,
we briefly summarize three key themes of this literature as the background for the main topic of this
review, which is the decision processes involved in search over multiple fixations.

1.1. Visual Salience

The influence of low-level visual information on search is typically taken as synonymous with
the influence of visual salience. The first formal computational model for visual salience was
developed over 20 years ago [9], and early work used visual search paradigms to explore the model’s
behaviour [10]. Since then, visual salience has developed into its own sub-field within vision science,
focused less on explaining human performance in visual search tasks and more on accounting for,
and predicting, the patterns of fixations that human observers make when viewing complex (usually
photographic) stimuli. In many respects, this body of work is one of the success stories for psychology
in the early 21st Century, with the current state-of-the-art models (based on machine learning and
convolutional neural networks) approaching ceiling performance [11,12]. While these models offer
impressive performance in predicting which regions of an image are likely to be visually inspected,
the move to a computer vision approach focused on performance metrics has led to questions about
whether these models are actually modelling visual salience or acting more as a weighted object
detector [13,14].

Prior to these models, debate over the relative importance of low-level and mid-to-high-level
information in guiding fixations and attention was common (e.g., [15,16]). However, the success of
these models suggests that drawing distinctions between these levels of analysis may not be necessary.
The processing of low and high level features in the brain is highly interconnected; we should question
whether it is appropriate to model them as distinct sets [17].
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1.2. Attentional Guidance and Control Settings

The literature on visual search over the past 30 years has been dominated by the guided search
model [18], which is now in its fifth iteration [19]; the full version of the fourth iteration can be found
here [20]. Many ideas in the guided search model evolved from Treisman’s Feature Integration Theory
of attention (FIT) [21], in which a small set of basic visual features, such as colour and orientation, are
pre-attentive, that is, they are processed in the absence of attention. Conjoining these basic features, FIT
proposes, is an operation that depends on attention. Targets that can be defined based on pre-attentive
features will “pop out” and be found quickly, while a target defined by conjunctions of features
will require directing spatial attention to potential targets until it is found, a much slower and more
demanding process. The time to find a conjunction target increases in proportion to the number of
items in the set. This per-item increase in reaction time with search set size, known as the search slope,
is taken as an index of the attentional demands of finding the target. Guided search builds on FIT by
modelling search as a process of elimination, whereby the target will have “guiding features”, which
can be used to limit attention to the subset of items in the scene that share this feature. For example,
if your own car is red and you cannot remember where you parked it, you only need to check the other
red cars in the parking lot. In guided search, a pre-attentive visual feature like colour can be identified
and used by attention rapidly and in parallel across the visual field. Once you have narrowed down the
set, a more labourious process of serial inspection begins. There is broad agreement about the general
premise of the guided search model, although some of the details are the subject of lively debate.

The flip side of guidance is distraction. Some types of distractors can impede search even when
they do not share obvious features with the target. For example, sudden onsets have consistently
been shown to capture attention “reflexively”, that is irrespective of how the target of search has been
defined [22], and the presence of a sudden onset will slow reaction times to find a target. The existence
of attentional capture has led to the suggestion that some biologically-relevant or visually-distinctive
information might act as a kind of “circuit-breaker” on attentional guidance, attracting attention
even when it is not relevant to the current task [23]. The list of visual features that produce truly
reflexive capture is shorter than the list of features capable of guiding attention, and sudden onsets
may be the only feature that stands uncontended. In most other circumstances, whether and which
distractors capture attention can be argued to depend largely on what features are being used to guide
attention [24,25] or how much attention is engaged in the task [26]. The setting or tuning of attention
to detect particular features is commonly known as attentional control settings [27].

In both guidance and distraction, debate persists around many categories of stimuli that might
be more or less easy to ignore or find, depending on their status in the visual system or presumed
biological relevance [7,28,29]. These special features are often referred to as “pre-attentive”, meaning
they do not require attention to be detected and used to control behaviour [21]. They are also often
referred to as “bottom-up”, suggesting they control attention in a feed-forward (rather than re-entrant)
manner (e.g., [30]). These interpretations suggest the list of pre-attentive or bottom-up features should
be invariant, that is, while there may be some disagreement around how exactly to categorize a feature,
applying the same criteria should lead to the same list across individuals and over time. A serious
issue with this, however, is recent questions around how predictable and invariant the guiding
properties of a visual feature really are (e.g., [31]). The ease with which certain features can be used
to guide attention is determined in part by how frequently, or recently, we have used those features
to find a target (e.g., [6]), implying these could vary over time. Objects that have been previously
associated with rewards can also capture attention later, when they are no longer relevant [32]. Thus,
the historical distinction between “bottom-up” and “top-down” control of attention has begun falling
out of favour, for similar reasons as for the distinction between the relative contribution of “low-level”
and “high-level” information in determining fixations. As we have come to understand the details of
how attention is guided by information, these categories have become increasingly blurred.
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1.3. Eye Movements in Visual Search

While the above body of work has been very useful in helping us uncover how our attentional
systems deal with different types of information (features such as colour, orientation and shape), it
has either overlooked eye movements in visual search or treated them as synonymous with attention.
Hulleman and Olivers [33] argued that progress in the field has been hampered by this approach,
which tends to treat individual search items as the unit of analysis and neglects the varying effect of
peripheral vision on different types of features. They proposed replacing search items with fixations
and a functional viewing field as the base unit of analysis in visual search experiments. One immediate
advantage of such a shift in conceptual unit is that it allows theories of visual search to go beyond
describing visual search through simple arrays of clearly-defined items to tasks such as searching X-ray
scans, textures and photographs of natural scenes. An earlier example of this approach was the target
acquisition model [34], a computational model based on a pyramid of filters that are used to generate
an activation map that represents the similarity between points in the search image (after transforming
to take the retina into account) and the target. The model’s search strategy is to simply move the eyes to
the centre of mass of the activation map. While this allows it to generate centre-of-gravity fixations that
are often seen in human scan-paths (i.e., [35]), there is no notion of varying search strategies, and while
the problem of speed/accuracy trade-offs with relation to absent target responses was discussed, this
decision process was not implemented. It should also be noted that eye movements do not always
help search (e.g., [36–38]). However, given the nature of our foveated visual system, accounting for
eye movements is clearly an important part of any theory of visual search.

2. Biases and Strategy

Searchers typically have the freedom to move (or not) their eyes and bodies around during
natural search. It is important to understand the contribution of all the factors described in the
previous section—low and high-level visual information and how attention is guided and distracted
by these properties—to the selection of fixations during search. However, there is another layer of
search behaviour that is not captured by these factors. This is the layer that involves biases, decisions,
and heuristics that influence how we position our eyes. This is the primary focus of the rest of our
review. As we will demonstrate, fixation strategies have a large impact on our search speed and success
and vary dramatically from one individual to another.

2.1. Optimality vs. Stochasticity

Given the amount of time we spend looking for things in our day-to-day lives, one might expect us
to have evolved and/or developed efficient search strategies. Consistent with this possibility, Najemnik
and Geisler developed an influential model of visual search based on an ideal search strategy, and the
model matched the number of fixations it takes humans to find a target [39,40]. The model directs
each fixation during search to the location that will provide the most information about the target’s
location, taking into account which locations have already been fixated and the difficulty of spotting the
target at different eccentricities. As such, it finds a target in the smallest possible number of fixations.
That humans can match this level of efficiency suggests that we may be approaching performance that
is as good as it gets, given the limitations of our visual systems. This approach has been expanded
upon by Hopper and Rothkopf [41] who argued that humans are capable of constructing multi-step
plans for eye movements in visual search tasks that maximize information gain over more than just
the next fixation.

There is an important caveat to note. Najemnik and Geisler [40] acknowledged that they did
not consider their work a plausible model for human search mechanisms, but instead, the human
visual system makes use of heuristics that produce some of the rational behaviour exhibited by their
model. The chief reason for this is the extremely high computational load associated with calculating
expected information gain for every possible fixation position ahead of each eye movement. For the
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artificial search scenes of 1/ f noise used by Najemnik and Geisler [40] (see Figure 1), with uniform
and easily-estimated levels of target visibility, the calculation of an optimal fixation strategy is
tractable, but resource-intensive. Considering we move our eyes 2–3 times each second during
search and estimating target visibility is not often so straightforward as this, it seems likely that we
take some short cuts.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Example stimuli from [42]. (a) shows a two-dimensional 1/ f -noise stimulus, similar to those
used by [40]. (b) shows the effect of treating this 1/ f stimulus as a surface texture and rendering with
illumination from above.

The idea of an “ideal” searcher also stands in contrast to our modelling work on visual search
behaviour in 1/ f textures [42] (see Figure 1) in which visual search is thought of as a random walk of
saccades (see also [43]). After each saccade is made, there is a probability that the target will be detected,
which is modulated by how far the target is from the current fixation location and the contrast of the
texture. These detection probabilities are fitted to empirical psychophysical data, and importantly,
while saccades are selected randomly, we sampled from the population of saccades participants made
from the same region of the search array. Unlike the optimal model, this stochastic selection process
has no information about the display or knowledge of what has already been fixated. Nonetheless,
the stochastic search model, just like the optimal search model, takes a similar number of fixations
to find the target as human searchers do. This suggests that the stochastic model also adequately
describes human search, while being computationally far simpler than an ideal searcher.

2.2. Oculomotor Biases

It has been increasingly apparent that oculomotor biases have a large role to play in explaining
the patterns of fixations made during scene viewing and visual search. At the very least, these should
be considered a significant contribution to variance that needs to be taken into consideration when
developing models of eye movement behaviour. However, a stronger statement is that these biases
serve a functional role and can be thought of as evolved heuristics that allow observers to search
their environment efficiently without needing to carry out the complex calculations necessary to
implement the optimal strategy. The utility of these heuristics could explain why an optimal [40] and a
stochastic [42] search model can describe human search behaviour equally well.

Perhaps the simplest demonstration of this point is the central bias [44,45]. Observers were
tasked with searching photographs of everyday scenes for an embedded Gaussian luminance target.
Recordings of eye movements made during search showed that observers preferentially fixate on the
central region of the stimuli, even for photographs in which the interesting (in terms of salience and
semantic content) information is located away from the centre. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated
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(e.g., [46]) that adding a central bias to salience models significantly improves their ability to predict
which regions of an image will be fixated.

We also see biases in saccadic direction and amplitude. The distribution of directions shows a
pronounced preference for saccades to the left and right (i.e., [47]). Human observers also exhibit a
strong bias in the magnitude of the saccades they make, with distributions often having a lower mean
and larger positive skew than what can be accounted for by a naive salience model [48]. A smaller,
but robust, bias is the preference of observers to direct their attention initially to the left half of a
scene [49–51]. Another behaviour that can be thought of as a heuristic and strategy is coarse-to-fine
search [52]. When faced with a new search stimulus, observers start by making long saccades and
short fixations. As the search progresses, saccadic amplitude decrease while the length of fixation
duration increases. Interestingly, there was little influence of target salience on this behaviour, leading
Over et al. [52] to suggest that an intrinsic coarse-to-fine heuristic for visual search is used, even when
such a strategy is not optimal. Inhibition of return [53] and saccadic momentum (e.g., [54]) have been
proposed to bias eye movements to new locations and avoid “wasting” eye movements by revisiting
locations that have recently been fixated, though with different underlying mechanisms, time courses,
and effects [55].

Following this line of thought, we have built on the stochastic search model discussed above [42]
and developed a “blind” model of eye movements during scene viewing [56]. This model does not
take any inputs and simply models the probability of making a saccade to (xi, yi) given a fixation
at (xi−1, yi−1). These probabilities are estimated as a truncated multivariate Gaussian distribution,
fitted over a range of datasets, and the model is intended to act as a strong baseline to which more
sophisticated, image-processing models can be compared. Alternatively, it can be thought of as a
computational model of some of the oculomotor biases outlined above.

2.3. Decision Biases

The division between eye movements guided by information gain on the one hand [40] and guided
by heuristics and biases on the other [42] is reminiscent of a classic distinction in the animal cognition
literature between actions and habits, where actions are responses guided by knowledge of the
consequences and habits are repetitions of behaviours that have previously been reinforced [57]. We
have been specifically considering visual search in this review and considering the process of selecting
fixations as a way of measuring strategies and biases in how information is sampled during speeded
search, as well as during visual inspection more generally. However, it is important to consider whether
the principles and biases guiding fixation selection are specific to the visual and oculomotor systems,
versus a reflection of principles and biases guiding human choices more generally. There are many
reasons to expect the decision processes guiding eye movements to be unique to this system: these
decisions are made with a very high frequency (2–3 times per second during visual search) and require
very little effort to execute, relative to other decisions. Based on these properties, one might expect
eye movements to be particularly “thoughtless”, perhaps even meeting Dickinson’s definition of a
habit, and more likely to be guided by heuristics than by careful consideration of various options and
their consequences.

A clever demonstration of “thoughtless” eye movement heuristics was devised by Morvan and
Maloney [58]. In their task, there were two boxes in which a target (a small dot) could appear, presented
at varying distances apart. A central box was always presented at the centre, but never contained the
target. The participant moved their eyes to one of the boxes, and as soon the eye tracker had detected
that one of the three boxes had been selected, the target was presented in one of the two flanking boxes.
The authors were interested in which box people would select. To maximise accuracy, people should
choose to fixate on the centre box when the boxes were close enough together that the target could still
be discriminated in the flanking boxes. When the distance was too large for the target to be visible from
the central box, participants should fixate on one or the other side box instead. Surprisingly, it was
found that the choice of which box to fixate on did not vary systematically according to the distance
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between the boxes. The authors concluded that fixation decisions were guided by imperfect heuristics,
even in this simplified context in which the best choice of the three fixation locations seemed intuitively
obvious. However, is this decision failure specific to eye movements? To answer this question, we
adapted their paradigm to study more deliberative, effortful decisions [59]. In one version of the
task, we asked participants to choose a place to stand to throw a beanbag into one of two hoops,
without knowing which of the two hoops was the target. The logic here was the same as for the
detection task: to maximise accuracy, participants should choose to stand at the midpoint between the
two hoops when they are close together and next to one hoop or the other when their expected odds of
successfully hitting the hoops from the midpoint falls below 50%. Just as in the eye movement task,
we found that participants did not modify their choice of standing position with the distance between
the hoops. We also observed the same pattern of sub-optimal decisions in a memorization task, where
participants were given two strings of digits and did not know which one they would be asked to
report. When the digit strings were short, participants should try and memorize both, but when they
are too long to remember both accurately, participants should focus on one. Again, we did not find a
systematic variation in strategy with the length of the digit string. These tasks demonstrated that the
failure to make fixation decisions that optimize accuracy is not unique to the eye movement task, but a
more general problem with how we allocate limited resources when faced with multiple goals. This
finding aligns with many other instances in the literature in which eye movements have been argued
to be a valuable model system for understanding more complex decisions (e.g., [60–63]).

To explain this failure to optimize task performance in eye movements and other decisions, we
suggest that under most natural circumstances, calculating the optimal strategy is not straightforward,
as we have already seen from the high computational load associated with executing an optimal series
of eye movements to find a Gabor patch in noise [40]. Analogously, in economics, as the number of
investment options increases, the advantage of any particular investment strategy shrinks rapidly
relative to a simple “1/N” strategy of dividing money equally over N options. In terms of risk-adjusted
returns, the 1/N strategy was shown to be virtually indistinguishable from a set of 14 optimal asset
allocation strategies for N = 25 [64]. For many decisions, from eye movements to investment strategies,
there are more than just two goals to pursue, so a stochastic strategy will be computationally simpler,
with outcomes that are indistinguishable from an optimal strategy. We can experimentally create
situations where the optimal strategy is simple to calculate and has large benefits, but under most
other circumstances, the calculations will be resource-intensive and the benefits far smaller and less
predictable. If calculating the expected effects of the full set of potential actions comes at a greater
cost under most natural circumstances, perhaps people rely on “habits” as a default to make most of
their decisions and do not recognize and adapt their strategy when circumstances arise where better
performance is possible.

Given that participants are clearly not recognizing and following optimal strategies in either
making eye movements during visual search or in analogous decisions, an interesting question is,
what do they do instead? The alternative based on the actions/habits distinction from the animal
behaviour literature would be to rely instead on habits. However, “habits” implies rigid repetition of
previously-reinforced responses. Defined this way, “habits” do not adequately describe the fixation
choices observed in visual search, which are highly variable rather than fixed and rigid. We observed a
similar striking range of variability in the choice tasks described above: given exactly the same decision
dilemma, most participants exhibited a wide range of different choices from one trial to the next. While
participants were consistent in terms of their average behaviour, which was largely insensitive to
increasing difficulty, there was surprisingly wide variation around the mean within each individual.
To account for this variability, we can again look to historical animal cognition research, where it
has been suggested that variability may itself be a reasonable approach to solving problems under
conditions of uncertainty [65]. Healthy rats tend to make variable choices when navigating mazes [66]
and even seem to prefer mazes that are variable over ones that are fixed [67]. These researchers have
suggested that making variable responses allows the animal to explore the “means-end-readiness”
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of the problem space, to understand the range of possible behaviours and their consequences under
uncertain conditions. Bringing this idea back to visual search, within-condition variability is often
swept aside as noise in the data, but it may contain important information about how we “solve”
search problems, and this could be a useful model for understanding how we solve other problems
as well.

2.4. Stopping Rules

One key aspect of effective visual search is deciding when the search should be terminated.
For example, when searching for missing car keys, when should you stop searching one room and
move on to the next? The decision when to stop, both in real life and in a laboratory search task,
involves weighing the advantage of saving time (by not searching all possible locations) against missing
the target (by not searching for long enough). The decision about when to stop looking can have
important effects even in simple, single-fixation search tasks. For example, Dukewich and Klein [68]
found shallower search slopes for making present/absent target decisions versus target localization
and identification. Rather than being due to differences in the process of finding the target, as one might
initially assume, this was likely due instead to the fact that larger sets of distractors cause participants
to give up searching before they find the target, leading to reaction times that do not increase with
set size as much as they would if people maintained the same level of accuracy across task difficulty.
For identification and localization tasks, the reliable presence of a target led to stable error rates over
set size. This demonstrates that even in very simple search tasks, it is important to understand the
variance in performance that comes from when people decide to give up. The stopping decision will
depend largely on people’s knowledge of how likely it is that a target is present, in combination with
how much they care about missing it. Circumstances also matter: target prevalence will bias people
towards present or absent judgements (rare and extremely rare targets are much more likely to be
missed than targets present in half of the trials), but when searching for tumours or weapons, which
are rare, but life-or-death, this bias can be over-ridden [20,69]. For search over multiple fixations, there
are two levels of stopping decisions. The first is the decision to leave the currently-fixated location and
select a new one, which in many respects is an instance of single-fixation search. This level of decision
was discussed in detail in a recent paper by Tatler et al. [70], who modelled the process as a threshold
based on the relative benefit of the currently fixated target relative to a new fixation. The second level
is the decision made after several fixations that it is time to stop looking for a given target altogether.
In this discussion, we focus on the second of these.

Early attempts at formalizing stopping rules came from animal foraging models. Charnov [71],
in his “marginal value theorem”, postulated that when an animal searches for multiple targets, a single
area is searched until the target acquisition rates (so-called “marginal rates”) for this single area fall
below the mean number of targets expected to be found in the entire search set. This main premise of
the model constitutes its main failure because the forager is expected to know the distribution of the
targets in the search array even before he/she searched through the array and because the observer
does not differentiate between areas rich in targets and areas containing only a small number of targets.
A later model [72] dropped the notions of average acquisition rates per area. Instead, the observer
stopped searching an area if the time since the last target was acquired exceeded a certain point.
Thus, observers were not expected to know the distribution of the targets across the search arrays
prior to search: foragers spent more time searching areas rich in targets and dropped areas with few
targets quickly.

Visual search and foraging differ in some fundamental ways: visual search laboratory tasks are
normally presented on a computer screen, whereas foraging often involves immersing the participant
within the search space. Foraging usually requires more energy, and often visual cues are not available
for locating the target [73] (see also [74]). Lastly, foraging for food is more complex than visual search
for a target singleton, as it often requires distinction between high- and low-quality patches of food
and revisiting the areas that have previously been exhausted [75]. The guided search model addresses
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the question of when to decide when a single target is absent in a more traditional visual search
paradigm, where a single target tends to be present in half the trials [76]. As with the general guided
search model described above, the search array is evaluated pre-attentively, and items are selected
according to their probability of being a target. Search is terminated when the remaining search items
do not reach this probability threshold. This termination threshold is set by the observer to meet a
specified speed-accuracy performance trade-off. The main advantage of this model over the earlier
models is that the threshold is set flexibly: when error rates are too high, the threshold is lowered to
allow longer search times, and when error rates are too low, the threshold is increased, thus increasing
RT. Over the course of the experiment, observers acquire implicit knowledge about the duration of
successful trials and are more likely to guess as a typical trial duration elapses and the target has not
been found.

3. Search Strategy and Individual Differences

The majority of the visual search literature has concerned itself with understanding average
performance, often expressed in terms of a set-size × reaction time slope. For many aspects of search,
this is an entirely appropriate approach to hypothesis testing, but for other aspects, it is less appropriate.
A recent paper by Hedge and colleagues [77] made the important point that “reliability” has two
very distinct meanings in experimental psychology: on the one hand, it can mean how consistent
a given effect size is across different samples, and on the other, it can mean how reliably the same
sample produces the same results. The first definition of reliability is used in the context of interpreting
averaged data and is important for ensuring a particular experimental manipulation is reproducible.
The second definition of reliability depends on individual performance being stable over repeated
measurements, which is important for correlational studies that attempt to understand variation in
a particular effect size. Hedge and colleagues noted that not only are these two types of reliability
very distinct conceptually, they are also to some extent mutually exclusive: low variation between
individuals makes averages more reliable, but restricts the range for detecting correlations with other
variables. Conversely, the large and stable differences between individuals that make correlations
reliable only contribute noise to analyses of averaged data. In the current context, this is a particularly
important distinction, because visual search involves a complicated set of sub-processes, some of
which may be best studied using an averaging approach, and some of which need to be understood by
examining individuals as the basic unit of analysis.

Data averaged across individuals not only hides important information, it can also sometimes
lead to spurious conclusions. An example of this can be seen in our recent work on visual search
strategies [78]. Participants searched an array of randomly-orientated line segments, as shown in
Figure 2. The target was visible using peripheral vision on the homogeneous side of the array; eye
movements to this side of the array provided no new information. We created these stimuli to
distinguish between optimal (in which the searcher should fixate only on the heterogeneous half
of the array) and stochastic strategies (in which both halves should be fixated equally often). If we
use the average performance over our participants and compare to our hypotheses (Figure 3a), then
it looks like the data support the stochastic search model. However, such a conclusion would be
wrong, as when we examine how each individual approached this visual search task, we found large,
and stable, differences, as shown in Figure 3b: about a third of our participants approached ideal
performance, while another third did the opposite, leading to performance that was worse than if a
purely random strategy had been followed (the remaining third was somewhere in-between).
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Figure 2. Example stimulus from [78]. The target is the line segment that is perpendicular to the mean
orientation of the distractors. In this example, it is nine items from the right, six down.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) The red and blue lines show how an optimal and close-to-optimal observer should search
the split-half stimuli. The green line shows what we would expect from a stochastic searcher. (b) Data
from six participants [78]. We can see that while Participant 7 approached the optimal strategy, and 15
could be considered close-to-optimal, other participants (14, 16) behaved in line with the predictions
from the stochastic search strategy. Furthermore, Participants 8 and 9 appeared to be implementing a
“counter-optimal” strategy.

A similarly striking range of individual differences in the search task was reported by Irons and
Leber ([79], see also [80]) with their adaptive choice visual search task (ACVS) [79]. In their paradigm,
participants had to search for a numeral 1–5 in a small red or blue square. On each trial, there was
both a red and blue target, embedded within a collection of red, blue, green, and variable distractors.
The variable coloured distractors started out red (in which case the optimal strategy was to search
for a blue target) and, upon each successive trial, slowly turned from red to purple to blue. For trials
in which there were more blue distractors than red, participants should search for the red target,
and vice versa. Whereas group performance was far from optimal, some observers switched to the
easier target as the distractors changed colour (although they still failed to switch at an optimal point);
some always searched for the same colour and avoided switching; and some frequently switched
between targets, but not in a way that related to the distractor colours. The flexible adjustment of
attention to colour and the differences between individuals in this ability highlight the limitations of
salience and guidance alone in accounting for visual search performance.
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In another study, observers had to find multiple targets while ignoring distractors in a search
array. The targets were defined by either one (e.g., colour) or two features (e.g., colour and shape)
[81,82]. When the target was defined by a single feature, observers frequently switched between
target types (e.g., picking a yellow target, then red, then yellow again). When observers searched
for a target defined by two features (shape and colour), most of them tended to pick the same target
type in long runs (e.g., all yellow squares) until they their exhausted search and then moved on to
search for the other type of the target (e.g., red triangles). Notably, four out of 16 participants, termed
“super-foragers”, continued to use the same strategy in the two conditions, but with no apparent
cost to performance. In other words, a minority of people seem able to hold two target templates
in mind simultaneously. In an earlier demonstration of individual differences in search strategy,
Araujo and colleagues found that the majority of participants chose inefficient search strategies when
planning a saccade to one of the two possible target locations [83]. In this experiment, the target was
a randomly-oriented letter T located in one of two clusters of letter Ls. The probability of the target
occurring in one of the clusters was 80% and was signalled to the observers by the different luminance
levels of the two clusters. The distance between each cluster of letters and central fixation varied
between the trials. Because the display was presented for only 500 msc, the best performance would be
achieved by inspecting the high probability location first. Yet, the cue signalling the higher probability
was only used by one out of the six participants. The other five observers preferred to inspect the
closer cluster first (to varying degrees) and then the remaining cluster, even though the display had
been removed before the second saccade arrived.

One might be tempted to conclude that some people are simply better at search than others, but our
recent work suggested that something more complex underlies these differences [84]. We tested the
same set of 64 participants with the split-half [78], adaptive choice [79] and foraging [82] paradigms.
Although each of these tasks has been shown to have a good test-retest reliability (r ≈ 0.7–0.9), we
found a surprising lack of correlations across tasks. Not only was there a wide range of differences in
how people approached a visual search task, but these individual differences depended critically on
task structure. Given the range of performance we observed in these three tasks, it is possible that the
interaction between these two factors (individual differences and task structure) was responsible for far
more of the variation we see in human search behaviour than has been explained by visual salience and
guided search. The important question that remains to be understood is not whether people are optimal
searchers or not, but rather why some people are optimal and under what circumstances. Given that
this person–circumstance interaction accounted for the majority of variance in these three different
search tasks, understanding it will not only help us build more powerful models of visual search itself,
but it also has the potential to facilitate efficient search in industrial and social circumstances (two
particularly high-stakes examples are security and health care).

Individual differences in search can also have importance in patient populations. We observed a
wide range of individual differences in a series of experiments looking at how eye movement strategies
of healthy people are affected by simulated visual deficits [85]. Visual information in one hemifield was
removed on-line while participants searched a display of lines for the target (line tilted 45◦ to the right)
embedded in an array of homogeneously- or heterogeneously-oriented lines, similar to those shown in
Figure 2, except the arrays were not split into two halves; instead, distractor orientations were sampled
from the same range across the array (either homogeneous or heterogeneous). Making eye movements
to the initially-sighted side did not harm performance for a heterogeneous background, but for the
homogeneous background, the logic was similar as for the split/half arrays described above: a target
on the visible half of the display could already be detected, without the need for any eye movements.
The effective strategy was therefore to make large eye movements to the blind side, to reveal the part
of the display that was currently hidden. We found that participants continued to use the inefficient
strategy of making eye movement to the sighted side even when the search was very easy and the
target could be easily ascertained to not be present in the periphery. When we exposed participants to
the simulated visual deficits over five days, with financial incentives for performance improvements,
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the majority of participants became gradually more efficient [86], but those who were inefficient at
the beginning of the experiment were still far from optimal, while individual differences in strategy
were very stable over a week of repeated exposure to the task. Variability in performance between
patients with visual field deficits has often been attributed to factors such as the site and extent of the
lesion and the age at the onset (see for example [87,88]). One gap in patient studies that our research
on individual differences highlighted is the knowledge of premorbid strategies. We cannot reasonably
assume that the patients will show optimal performance post-lesion if their premorbid strategy was
poor, and we have shown that these differences are large and persistent in healthy populations.

Variation in abilities has been extensively explored elsewhere, for instance in the process
of comparing shapes [89] and in the face recognition literature, where it has been shown that
observers vary on a spectrum from developmental prosopagnosia (profound inability to recognise
familiar faces) to super-recognisers (observers that are significantly better than average at recognising
faces [90]). Studies of twins suggest that a genetic component might drive the differences, and the
ability to recognise faces is independent of more general aspects of cognition such as attention and
intelligence [91]. Much can be learned about a particular skill by understanding the full range of
individual differences, and visual search research, like many other areas of psychology, has not yet
realized the full potential of this approach.

4. Conclusions

Visual search continues to be a useful model task and a rich source of data for understanding a
wide range of perceptual, cognitive, and motor skills. Much has already been learned about perception
and attention from studying eye movements and attention during visual search tasks. Much remains
to be understood about strategy, bias, and decision, and visual search is poised to provide insights into
these domains, as well. In our conclusions, therefore, we offer four inter-related recommendations for
future research into visual search to tackle, to move the field toward a more complete understanding
of this complex, but important task.

1. The focus of our experiments and analyses should not only be to explain average patterns,
but also to account for variance. The large sources of variance, relative to smaller ones, will be
the more powerful predictors of search performance. If we can understand and control these,
the smaller sources of variance will be easier to tackle. Individual differences and variability
within conditions should not be hidden away in averaged data, but made a central part of our
models and theories.

2. A related suggestion is to be cautious in interpreting measures of central tendency, such as
means and medians. Given the large range of individual differences we have observed in most
of our own search data, and the spurious conclusions we could have reached if we relied on
average patterns alone, we think it is important to consider carefully whether a measure of central
tendency is, in fact, a good representation of a particular set of data. That is, is the mean (or
median) pattern similar to most of the trial and individual level results? If a particular summary
statistic is not an accurate or adequate representation of most of your data, do not report it. Instead,
show the full range of results so other researchers can understand how variable a given behaviour
is within and between individuals. This variance does not indicate a failed manipulation or
“noisy data”; instead, consider that it contains essential information, without which we cannot
fully understand visual search performance.

3. Based on observations of independent sources of variance across different tasks [84,89], it is
clearly important to address directly the question of how confidently we can apply conclusions
from one search task to related and unrelated tasks and contexts. For example, we often assume
that visual primitives like line segments and Gabor patches will scale up to more complex scenes
and objects or that basic phenomena like attentional capture or inhibition of return will be easy
to observe in real-world situations. In fact, it is difficult to find straightforward instances in
the literature where these basic effects have clearly generalized from the laboratory to more
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complex real-world situations. It is important to note that the context-specificity of a given effect
is not an indication that it is trivial or unimportant. Instead, it is an important source of data for
understanding the constraints and boundary conditions for patterns of results that can be reliably
produced in the laboratory. Directly measuring how particular manipulations and interventions
affect search in a variety of situations can be a fruitful source of insight into these effects.

4. We all have a tendency to stay within the bounds of familiar theories and models. Looking
outside the vision and attention literature can lead to many new useful ideas and explanations,
especially in visual search, which is a rich and complex task. Our understanding can be enriched
from insights and models from other fields such as decision-making, learning, human factors
and individual differences.
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Abstract: The use of eye movements to explore scene processing has exploded over the last decade.
Eye movements provide distinct advantages when examining scene processing because they are
both fast and spatially measurable. By using eye movements, researchers have investigated many
questions about scene processing. Our review will focus on research performed in the last decade
examining: (1) attention and eye movements; (2) where you look; (3) influence of task; (4) memory
and scene representations; and (5) dynamic scenes and eye movements. Although typically addressed
as separate issues, we argue that these distinctions are now holding back research progress. Instead,
it is time to examine the intersections of these seemingly separate influences and examine the
intersectionality of how these influences interact to more completely understand what eye movements
can tell us about scene processing.

Keywords: eye movements; scenes; attention

1. Introduction

Visual scenes are ubiquitous but complex concepts. Scenes are typically defined as any view of the
natural world [1–6]. However, we will adopt a narrower definition often used by researchers (e.g., [3]),
where a scene is defined as a human-scaled view of an environment that is made up of space-defining
surfaces and larger elements [7], containing a number of smaller objects arranged in specific spatial
locations [8–10], and forming a coherent semantic concept [1–3]. Each component of this definition can
contribute individually to the understanding of the visual world [1].

Breaking down the definition, the surfaces and larger elements that define the shape of the space of
an environment have been shown to be crucial for the initial perceptual processing of scenes (i.e., spatial
envelope [11–13]). This space, as defined by these larger elements, is the basic building block of the
scene (e.g., floors, walls, and ceiling for indoor scenes). The shape and position of these elements have
been linked to processes involved in navigation and visual search, and we will explore this in more
detail below.

The arrangement of the smaller elements of a scene are relative to the space and position of
larger space-defining elements. In addition, the arrangement follows the rules of physical objects
(e.g., gravity), and this arrangement can affect both search and identification processing of individual
elements [14,15]. Further, the position of these elements relative to the observer may have differing
effects on processing [16,17].

The third component of the definition, semantic coherence, introduces the importance of prior
knowledge. For example, knowing that the scene is a kitchen provides information that affects how
the scene is represented based on the likelihood of objects present, functions performed in that space,
and the likely spatial arrangement of certain elements [14,18,19].

The final aspect of the definition is that scenes are human-scaled environments. Considering that
this is the way our real-world environment is normally viewed, it is reasonable to think that these
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views would be most familiar, easiest to process, and most relevant for considering different factors
having an effect on processing. Although researchers can examine other perspectives, such as those
that are either too small (e.g., the world from the view of a cat) or too large (e.g., a satellite image of a
city), there are visual and structural properties that are available at the human scale that would not be
available with other views.

The above definition points to the complexity of trying to encompass all aspects of real-world
scenes in a single definition. However, we do acknowledge that this definition is strongly linked
with the stimuli used to depict scenes in labs (i.e., photographs, line drawings, computer generated
images) and does not reflect the changing scales and embedded nature of scene perception that occurs
when we are perceiving, processing, and navigating a real-world environment. We will come back
to this limitation later and discuss potential ways that future research can address it. Although the
issues are complex, how we view and interpret scenes is important in our understanding of human
visual behavior. The question then is how to assess the visual evaluation of scenes. One can approach
the problem multiple ways; we will focus on the use of eye movements to examine how scenes are
processed and understood. Rayner and Pollatsek [5] reviewed the extant literature on eye movements
and scene perception in the early 1990s. Critically, although most of their research focuses on reading,
Rayner and Pollatsek laid out some basic questions that eye movements could answer regarding scene
processing. They point to the tension (that still exists) between the processing of varied and complex
visual information from scenes and the effect of task on what type of information is acquired and
processed. Their review covered what was known at that time about scenes and eye movements, but
in the last 30 years, the study of eye movements and scene perception has exploded. Researchers
from around the globe have since explored the effects of attention on understanding and remembering
scenes as well as the effects of scene knowledge and memory on the deployment of attention.

However, to gain traction on the complex processes involved in scene processing, researchers
have made simplifying assumptions about scenes. For instance, scene context is known to have a
strong influence on behavior, but the exact nature of that influence is rarely specified, even though it
could arise from the various sources as described in the definition above. The field as a whole has
begun to recognize that these simplifying assumptions may limit the explanatory power of theories
and as such, limit our knowledge of scene processing to a relatively narrow case of visual processing.

The present review will examine the current state of research on scene processing and its
development over the last 10 years with a focus on eye movements. Although our review will
necessarily be selective, we hope to highlight not only how some of the simplifying assumptions made
in the past may have run their course but also how, to move forward, research in eye movements
and scene perception will need to embrace the intersectionality of how different influences and
sources interact.

In this review, we examine the processing of real-world scene information through eye movements
to explore the timeline of processes in more fine-grained units and explore what processes are critical
in scene viewing. The eye movement record of a person viewing a scene allows researchers to examine:
(1) attention and eye movements; (2) where you look; (3) influence of task; (4) memory and scene
representations; and (5) dynamic scenes and eye movements. We address each point in turn.

Why Use Eye Movements to Study Scenes?

Although eye movements provide an excellent record of the location and timing of where the
eyes are pointed, this record would be meaningless unless we could tie the eye movement record
to mental processes. Early demonstrations showed that eye movements reflected different ways
information was processed [20,21], and researchers have consistently since found that eye movements
are tied to cognitive processing and attention [22–24]. When the eyes move, attention precedes the
eyes to the intended location and remains at that location for some time before moving to another
location (potentially the location of the next saccadic target). Although not absolute (attention can
and does move to locations that the eyes do not travel to), the location of a fixation is known to be an
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attended location. By taking advantage of the various fixated locations, researchers can get a better
understanding of why those spatial locations were attended and as well as the order of those selections.
Based on the definition of a scene provided above, eye movements can provide many advantages that
other measurements cannot:

1. Eye movements are natural. Because of the structure of the eye, people naturally move their
eyes to point the location of the highest acuity in the retina (i.e., the fovea, ~2◦ of visual angle)
at what they wish to “look” at (see Kowler [25] for a more detailed description of the visual
field). To compensate for this limited area of high acuity, people rotate the eyes to focus light from
different physical locations onto the fovea. Importantly, in contrast to cognitive tasks that require
the experimenter to train the participant in how to respond correctly, researchers do not teach
participants how to move their eyes. In fact, it takes effort and monitoring by the researcher if the
goal is to have participants not move their eyes. Most people are unaware that the eyes move
a number of times per second (~3 eye movements per second [26]). Although not completely
implicit, the relative ease of eye movements and their relative “invisibility” makes them an ideal
tool for non-invasively observing behavior. In addition, the measurement of eye movements
has become relatively easier in the last two decades with the costs of eye trackers falling and
the ease of use of these devises increasing. Overall, eye movements provide a low-cost way to
unobtrusively observe natural behavior.

2. Eye movements are fast. Eye movements and fixations operate on a time scale that allows
researchers to have greater precision in their measurements. Saccadic eye movements generally
take less than 50 ms (frequently much less) to rotate the eyes from pointing at one part of the
visual world to pointing at another part of the visual world. Once the eyes have rotated to point
to the new location, they pause or fixate for a brief amount of time (e.g., 100–400 ms). While the
eye is in motion, visual processing from the eyes is limited through saccadic suppression [26],
so of cognitive interest is when the eye is relatively still (such as during a fixation) and visual
information is acquired. Borrowing from reading research, scene processing has been measured
using different fixation measures based on duration, number/count, and location. However,
aggregate fixation measures that define processing across different temporal windows have
proven to be especially useful. For instance, gaze duration (the sum of the fixation durations on
a region of interest from the first fixation in the region to when the eyes leave that region) can
give an indication of the time to initially process and recognize an object. Subsequent fixations
(second gaze duration or total time) would indicate that additional information gathering was
needed or that a checking/confirming process was necessary.

3. Eye movements operate across a spatial dimension. Unlike temporal measures that are
inherently unidimensional (e.g., reaction time), measuring where the eyes are directed allows
researchers to determine areas of a stimulus that the participant is currently prioritizing. The
spatially distributed information of eye movements allows researchers to have a direct measure
of prioritization of information available to the observer, examine commonalities in prioritization
across individuals, and allow for other interesting spatially aggregate measures. For instance, the
proportion of the image fixated and the scan path length can each indicate the extent of exploratory
vs. focused behavior. Some tasks encourage greater exploration of the scene (e.g., memorization),
whereas others constrain that exploration (e.g., visual search). Further, scan path allows for a
direct measure of efficiency of the eye movements as it can be used to create a ratio of the distance
taken to reach a critical region to the shortest distance possible. Thus, with all 360◦ of possible
prioritization for the next fixation, the spatial dimension allows for a rich set of measures that
reflect different types of processing.

4. Eye movements operate across a temporal dimension. Because the eyes have to move from one
location to the next in a serial manner, eye movement data also provide a temporal record of
processing in addition to the spatial record. This information allows researchers to identify the
order that scene features are processed, potentially indicating their relative importance to the task.
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In addition, fixations typically last only a few hundred milliseconds, which is much shorter than
many complex tasks (e.g., search) take to complete. The serial fixation record can be examined to
determine, at a more fine-grained time scale, the processing that was occurring at each point in
the trial rather than on a global scale (i.e., reaction time).

All of these features make eye movements an especially useful tool for studying the processing
that occurs in scenes. The ability to create a record of the spatial locations visited and the timing of
those visits with a measurement that is practically implicit to the participant allows researchers to
probe scene processing in ways that other methods do not possess. As mentioned above, the fact that
fixation location is linked to attentional processing is critical to the use of eye movements as a cognitive
measure. The following section examines research into this connection with regard to scene processing.

2. Attention and Eye Movements

Researchers have demonstrated that there is a tight link between eye movements and
attention [27–30]. From this, researchers have also established that attention is tightly linked with
the planning and execution of an eye movement to a new location in the environment. For instance,
in a seminal study, Hoffman and Subramaniam [23] demonstrated that attending to one location
while saccading to another did not improve performance at the attended location, but instead
improvement was seen at the location of the saccade landing point. In recent years, researchers have
highlighted exceptions to this assumed link between attention and saccade targets [27–29]. For instance,
Golomb et al. [31–33] revealed facilitation effects at both retinotopic and spatiotopic coordinates. They
argue that a lingering retinotopic trace persists after the eyes have moved, and it persists for a small
window of time with the updated spatiotopically relevant area. This research highlights not only the
connection between attention and eye movements but also the temporal shifts of processing within a
fixation as the current fixation shifts to a new location.

Interestingly, the demonstration of the connection between eye movements and attention also
presents an interesting conundrum for the interpretation of fixation durations. As stated above, the
decision of where to move the eye is inherently a part of measurements that reflect when to move the
eyes. Thus, the link between eye movement and attentional processes are not a straightforward causal
relationship, as many early studies posited [34]. These more recent studies do not dispute the link
between attention and eye movements, but rather highlight how information processing at different
positions relative to the current eye position are updated over time and introduce a more fractured
view of the role of attention relative to eye movements.

Although it is true that stimulus properties are often researched as the main driving force
influencing where we look, there also seems to be a shift in the understanding of how stimulus
properties drive eye movement location. Other influences on the direction of attention and eye
movements have recently come to the fore. For instance, internal tendencies for how information is
acquired seems to have an independent effect on eye movement guidance [35–38]. As an example, there
is the central bias effect [36], where the eyes have a bias to look to the center of the image. Although
initial eye movements seem to be positioned centrally, this effect dissipates with time [35,39], but
other factors influence it as well. For instance, Bindeman [35] found that both the center of the scene
and the screen itself play a role in the bias, as only early eye movements were directed to the center.
Furthermore, Rothkegel et al. [39] had participants initially fixate on a scene to one side and found
that the initial fixation voluntarily made by participants was not affected by the scene context because
it was independent of the location of the most informative regions. Inherent in the interpretation of
the central bias is the notion (either explicitly or implicitly) that the attentional window starts wide
and then focuses on scene details. This default mode of processing is ubiquitous regardless of stimuli
details. We assume attention and eye movements interact in the selection, planning, and execution of
a new voluntary eye movement. It is how we select the information to be scrutinized that we now
turn to.
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3. Where You Look

By far, the largest number of research studies on eye movements and scenes have examined the
question of where we look. The driving force behind this question is of course that certain types of
information are prioritized for further inspection or that certain characteristics of the environment
tend to capture attention (or draw attention) to them. Although there is still some focus on how
stimulus properties capture attention, more recent studies have introduced a number of new ways of
thinking about and categorizing the type of visual properties that receive further scrutiny through eye
movement planning. We examine these different influences in turn, beginning with the omnipresent
properties of the stimulus itself, and then exploring other factors.

3.1. Influence of Stimulus Properties

Traditionally, researchers have examined basic and higher-order image features and how they drive
the eyes in a bottom-up manner. Computer vision has been incredibly influential in how researchers
theorize about how eye movements are guided, most predominantly through computational models
of saliency [40,41]. Visual saliency and saliency maps try to define areas that “stand out” from the
background as potential points of interest. When looking at images, the eyes rarely go to large
homogenous areas such as a blue sky or a blank wall [20,21,42]. Saliency calculations attempt to
find the areas of the image based on the low-level features that can be extracted from the image
itself. Saliency maps highlight the coordinates of the points that stand out and allow for a ranking of
importance within the image. Low-level features such as color, orientation, and intensity [40,43], as
well as second-order features such as intersections and edges [44,45] have been found to affect eye
movement planning. Many researchers have explored the combined and separate contributions of
low-level features to eye movement guidance (e.g., color [46]), but there has been movement away
from a purely bottom-up approach.

Although saliency has inspired a number of theoretical models and research studies, over the
past decade, the limits of saliency as an explanatory tool has become more pronounced [47–49]. First,
inherent in models of saliency is the notion that information selection is passive and based solely on the
properties of the image regardless of the individual’s intent. However, across many studies, it should
be noted individuals are actively seeking visual input, regardless of task [49,50]. Second, there is an
overall movement away from classifying influences as either purely top-down or bottom-up [49,51].
Instead, researchers have begun to examine different sources of information (e.g., immediate history
with a task) and how those sources are combined and interact. For instance, many recent models are
finding ways to incorporate higher-level information such as meaning and objects into how scene
information is selected. There are many computational models that have since been proposed to better
represent higher-order information, but review of that work is beyond the scope of the current paper.
However, we will consider the different approaches for considering higher-order information and its
influence on eye movement guidance.

3.2. Meaning or Object as the Unit of Selection

Rather than treating information as either purely top-down or bottom-up sources, researchers
are finding that the combination of these factors best explain eye movement planning. One method
has been to identify objects (rather than low-level features) as the unit of selection for eye movement
planning [52–55]. This stems from early demonstrations that observers tend to prefer to focus on
objects rather than background elements [20,21]. In these cases, objects are defined as meaningful
entities that are visually distinct from the background. For instance, Stoll et al. [55] found that the
preferred landing position on an object was centered on it in relation to the object’s boundaries.
Unlike the low-level features that posit that local edges (changes in contrast) may attract attention,
an object-centered approach conveys that the center of mass within those edges are the targets of eye
movements (e.g., [56]). Indeed, Pereira and Castelhano [8] found that fixations were directed at groups
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of objects within a larger scene context during search, and they concluded that object content provided
specific information about where to aim fixations.

The issue with using objects in calculating where to attend is the fact that it is often difficult to
define what an object is from the image itself. The complexity of figure-ground separation is only
magnified with multiple objects at multiple depths in scenes. Without defining objects, researchers
have sought to update saliency models with other higher-level features. For instance, proto-objects
can be used as the unit of selection [57–61]. Although the definitions vary across studies, there is a
general consensus that proto-objects are defined as fragments of a feature-similar visual space or are
pre-attentive structures with limited spatial and temporal coherence. These signals of objects (rather
than relying on the separation of whole object representations) serve to circumvent the question of
how you know the identity of what is there before you know that something is there (e.g., [62]). The
proto-object approach also circumvents the distinction between purely bottom-up, low-level features
and top-down priorities. For instance, Wischnewski et al. [60] argue that having proto-objects as the
unit of incoming information allows for models to incorporate different aspects of the visual scenes
that may not otherwise be possible (such as temporal-spatial changes over time). Thus, proto-objects
allow for further integration of different sources of information without having to define individual
objects per se.

Other methods have been to establish the ground-truth of informativeness or meaningfulness of
scene regions [63,64]. For instance, Henderson and colleagues had a separate group of participants rate
the meaningfulness of small regions of the image. Using these ratings, the allocation of eye movements
to different regions of the scenes were predicted from their level of meaningfulness as derived from
these rating studies. The concept of meaning in this case is somewhat related to the proto-object
properties mentioned above, in that it allows for object parts or high-level features to be the unit of
analysis. In addition, the combination of presenting participants with isolated regions of the scene
and using their ability to interpret that information (to varying degrees) results in a combination of
low-level features traditionally used in saliency map, with a top-down, high-level interpretation of
those features.

3.3. Semantic Integrity within the Larger Scene Context

The influence of overall scene semantics on selection is typically examined by contrasting eye
movements to semantically congruent and semantically incongruent objects within a scene context.
Any differences in fixating congruent and incongruent objects would be the result of the scene semantics
because incongruency, especially, is defined by the object-scene relationship. Although there are
multiple ways in which semantic incongruency could influence eye movements, researchers have
concentrated on two main questions: whether inconsistent objects attract attention to themselves
from a distance and how inconsistent objects affect processing, once attended. We will examine each
question in turn.

First examined by Loftus and Mackworth [65], the question of whether semantically inconsistent
objects automatically attract attention has been studied for decades. Despite being intuitively appealing,
subsequent studies produced mixed results [66–69], and this inconsistency has continued in more
recent studies [14,70–73]. For instance, Võ and Henderson [71] found that objects that were inconsistent
with the scene context (e.g., a computer printer on a stove in the kitchen) did not attract initial fixations,
suggesting that participants were not immediately drawn to these objects. On the other hand, Lapointe
and Milliken [73] found that there was a tendency for inconsistent objects to be detected more quickly
during a change detection task. The difference in patterns of results illustrate important interactions
between stimulus properties (e.g., the size of the critical object) and task (e.g., visual search vs. change
detection), highlighting another instance where different types of scene properties interact.

The mixed results seem to be associated with object size. For instance, it is unclear across studies
whether the object’s identity can be extracted from parafoveal or peripheral information. To the extent
that object size is constrained by the limited availability of information peripherally, a decrease in that
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object’s ability to draw attention is seen [74–76]. This question links to the question of when, during
the execution of an eye movement, object identity is extracted. Is it parafoveally just prior to fixation or
only once the details have been directly fixated and processed? We will examine this question in more
detail below.

With regards to the influence of scene semantics, is the question of how semantic inconsistencies
affect processing once objects are fixated. This question is less controversial than the first in that
it has been well established that inconsistent or incongruent objects do lead to longer scrutiny and
overall longer processing times [66,67,77]. More recent studies have demonstrated similar patterns of
results [14,70,78], although there have been some exceptions [73,79]. We can also examine the converse
effects of scene semantics and examine how consistent semantic information can positively affect eye
movement guidance [6,67,80,81]. One technique to examine the influence of scene information on
eye movement guidance is the Flash Preview-Moving Window (FPMW) paradigm [80]. The FPMW
paradigm has participants briefly view a scene image preview (250 ms, which is too brief to execute
an eye movement). Following the brief scene preview, a target label is presented that the participant
needs to search for in a scene. The search scene is then presented, but the participant’s view of the
scene is limited to a ~4◦ radius window centered on current gaze position. Because the window is
locked to gaze, the participant views the scene as if viewing it through a paper tube. In this way,
rather than relying on the immediately available visual information extracted from the periphery,
planning of eye movements outside the window would require observers to rely on the representation
of the scene from that initial preview. By manipulating the relationships of the preview to the search
scene, researchers have explored several aspects of how scene representations affect eye movement
guidance. For instance, researchers have shown that the scene semantic category did little to improve
search performance [70,80], that specific details about the scene seems to be important [8,14,80], details
about the target help [18,70], and that extraction of useful information occurs quite quickly [82]. More
recently, researchers have also examined the effects of domain expertise and interestingly found that
when radiologists viewed chest x-rays, the previews provided much smaller benefit than would be
expected based on search in scenes [83].

As was suggested by previous research, studies in the past decade have found that consistent
objects lead to more efficient search performance [8,14,70,84–86]. Researchers posit that the semantic
relatedness of the object not only to the scene context, but also to other objects in the scenes, led to faster
search. For instance, Hwang et al. [84] used annotated photo images (from LabelMe Database [87]) to
examine the contribution of semantically related objects to the guidance of eye movements. They found
that there was a tendency for the next fixation to be programmed to an object that was semantically
similar to the currently fixated object. Further, Mack and Eckstein [86] found that when semantically
related objects were placed in close proximity, search was much faster. In a recent development, Võ,
and colleagues [9] proposed a key role for certain larger objects (anchor objects) that are associated
with other objects (e.g., stove and a pot). They demonstrated that the presence of anchor object led to
more effective guidance during search. Because anchor objects are typically large scene elements, they
fit with the earlier studies as they can be identified in the parafovea or periphery providing semantic
guidance within the scene [84,88,89]. In addition, this information can also provide spatial information
that could aid gaze guidance, which we will discuss next.

3.4. Influences of Spatial Associations

Scene shape has been closely linked to scene categories [7,10–13,90,91] and has been used to
explain how eye movements are guided during visual search [6,8,14,81,92,93]. That overall scene
structure has an influence on search and object processing has been known for some time [4,80,81,94,95].
For instance, Castelhano and Heaven’s [14] study included a factorial manipulation of scene semantics
and spatial positioning of target objects. Rather than finding that spatial consistency was only useful
within semantically consistent scenes, they found that both semantic and spatial information influence
search independently and additively.
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Researchers examining when objects are out of place in a scene (i.e., in a spatially inconsistent
location), have found that visual search performance is slowed [14,15,18,72,96]. For instance,
Hillstrom et al. [96] found that when target objects’ location switched from a spatially consistent
location to an improbable (mug on floor) or an impossible (mug in the air) location between the preview
and search scene, performance significantly worsened. Furthermore, Castelhano and Witherspoon [18]
found a strong link between the target object’s function and its spatial location in the larger scene
context. They found that when the functions of novel objects were learned, participants were able to
locate them much more quickly than when only the visual features of the target object were known.
Further research has shown the link between action, function, and spatial organization is thought to be
strongly linked in scene representations [19].

More recently, Castelhano et al. [17,97,98] have argued for the importance of scene surfaces
in guiding attention during visual search. The Surface Guidance Framework posits that attention
is directed to surfaces in the scene most associated with the target object. For example, (1) upper
(e.g., ceiling, upper walls), (2) middle (e.g., countertops, tabletops, desktops, stovetops), and (3) lower
regions (e.g., floor, lower walls), are associated with specific objects: (1) upper (e.g., painting, wall
clock), (2) middle (e.g., blender, book), and (3) lower (e.g., garbage bin, shoes). By dividing the scene
into relevant and irrelevant surfaces, we can define target-relevant and target-irrelevant regions for
any scene-object combination. This, in turn, allows for the examination of how previous knowledge
about the scene context and its association affects processing across regions. For instance, Pereira and
Castelhano [97] found that suddenly onset objects were more likely to capture attention when they
appeared upon a target-relevant than a target-irrelevant surface. Thus, how attention is deployed is
closely tied to the scene structure, where surfaces can act as a larger object-based region across which
attention is allocated [99,100].

Interestingly, researchers have also begun to inquire about differences in processing across the
spatial depth of a scene. For instance, recent studies have shown qualitatively different processing
of spaces closer to the observer [16,17,101–103]. For instance, Castelhano and Fernandes [17] found
that foreground information (from the center of the total scene depth to the position of the observer
within the scene) had a great initial influence on initial scene perception than background information.
Furthermore, Bonner and Epstein [101] have found that activity in the occipital place area (OPA) was
linked to perceiving potential paths for movement in immediate surroundings. In addition, Josephs
and Konkle [16] have found that the spaces that are reachable are represented qualitatively differently
than objects and larger scene spaces. Given the qualitative differences in processing across depth, it
stands to reason that information closer in depth may have different utility than information farther
away and thus, may differently affect eye movement guidance and visual search in a scene. Indeed, in
a recent study, Man and Castelhano [103] found a consistent effect of scene depth, where targets placed
closer in space (in the foreground of the scene) were found faster and with fewer fixations than those
placed in the background, regardless of semantic association and regardless of target size. Thus, across
studies information is processed differently across scene depth.

Across the different influences on how eye movements are guided, one commonality is in how
these influences are assessed. Much of the research on how high-level information is prioritized or
captures attention is attained through tasks such as visual search, change detection, or free viewing.
To some extent, the commonalities across tasks point back to the notion discussed by Rayner and
Pollatsek [5] that when trying to understand scene processing, task may be irrelevant as the complex
nature of the scene processing is required regardless of how the observer is processing that information.
However, we also know from a number of studies that task plays a crucial role in how information is
processed. We turn to the question of the influence of task next.

4. Effects of Task

Although the contributions of the elements discussed above have formed a large part of the
research on eye movements and scenes in the last decade, the importance of task and task-relevance
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of scene information has become more apparent. Buswell [20] and Yarbus [21] both described the
importance of the task that the observer is performing. Rayner and Pollatsek [5] raised the issue of
task in scene viewing and identified its many challenges. In contrast to reading, scene perception is
not simply one task; search, memorization, or “free viewing” can all be tasks performed on scenes.
Each task can alter the eye movement pattern dramatically because different aspects of the scene are
relevant to each task. One of the most famous of these demonstrations was performed by Yarbus [21].
In his study, Yarbus examined the eye movements of a participant when looking at a single stimulus,
the painting “An Unexpected Visitor,” with different tasks. Yarbus found that the locations of fixations
varied with the task (see also [104]). Castelhano et al. [50] replicated the finding that the locations of
fixations varied with the viewing task, but they also found that some measures, like fixation durations,
were task invariant. The finding that the task can dramatically alter what is viewed indicates that it
can interact with other aspects of scene processing.

The question of the task is critical when interpreting eye movements on scenes. Across the scene
processing literature, many types of tasks have been employed. For instance, to encourage participants
to scan over the spatial extent of the entire scene, tasks that direct the participant minimally are typically
used, such as free viewing [20,105,106], memorization [50,107], or aesthetic judgments [108,109]. These
less focused tasks encourage participants to scan a large proportion of the scene as participants are
uncertain of the importance of any particular detail. Buswell [20] demonstrated that when participants
were instructed to “look at the pictures in their normal manner” (p. 136) fixations were widespread.
However, this breadth is not of uniform density and tends to be focused on parts of the scenes
containing meaningful objects [42,50,63,110]. In contrast to less focused tasks, tasks that involve
focused processing, such as search and change detection, require participants to be more directed in
their viewing in line with a specific goal. Buswell [20] demonstrated that when participants searched
for a person in a window in the same scene that they had freely viewed previously, the fixations
were concentrated on possible locations where the target could be. In general, the extent of the eye
movements executed under search instructions tend to be more focused on possible areas of the scene
that the object can occur [6]. Because search tasks necessitate that some aspects are relevant and some
are not, they allow researchers to manipulate the relative importance of physical features or meaning
through the specification of the search target. For example, Peacock et al. [64] had participants look for
bright patches in a scene (a physical feature), but they found that even though the search task did not
encourage processing of the meaning of the objects in the scene, meaningfulness continued to affect
where people looked in the scene. In addition, when the search target is absent, participants will search
for an extended period of time, examining progressively more of the image and allowing for a more
direct comparison of the scene processing between search and memorization (e.g., [111]).

Consistent with the theme of the current review, it is impossible to divorce viewing task from the
type of information obtained while viewing a scene. The viewer’s task acts as a filter that highlights
aspects of the scene that are consistent with the current goal. In some instances, the goal is relatively
undefined like free viewing, which leads to fixation patterns that vary widely. On the other hand,
focused goals like search lead to a more constrained viewing pattern. Regardless of the specific pattern,
it is impossible to examine eye movements in scene processing without considering the task.

5. Influence of Scene Representations in Memory

As stated above, fixations on an image provide a record of the objects and areas that are attended
to in the image. Because of this connection, the fixation record provides a reliable indication of aspects
of a scene that could be encoded into memory [112]. In addition, the serial nature of eye movements
allows researchers to examine the order of encoding information into memory. Given these two
facets, the influence of eye movements on memory could actually be bi-directional: in one direction, a
previously encountered scene could influence the fixation patterns and in the other direction, the eye
movement pattern is tied to the scene representation in memory.
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5.1. What Is Remembered of a Scene from a Fixation?

Fixation location provides a useful marker for what is attended in a scene and what can be processed
with the highest acuity. It stands to reason that the memory for scenes would similarly be tied to
fixation location. Although there have been claims that little to no memory exists of scenes [113,114],
more recently the general consensus is that scene information can be retained reasonably well [115].
Thus, it is not a question of the visual representation’s existence, but the degree to which visual details
are stored.

As highlighted earlier, the question of task is critical when examining eye movements. This
question is just as critical when examining the interaction of eye movements and memory. What
one is doing when fixating an object or part of a scene influences the quality and robustness of the
memory retained. Some tasks encourage the participant to try explicitly to encode the information that
is presented [116,117]. In other tasks, like visual search or aesthetic judgments, memory is retained
incidentally [92,118,119]. Incidental encoding may be tested with an explicit memory test, such as
a two alternative forced choice task (e.g., which of these hats did you see in a previously presented
image? [111]), but encoding scene details was not the focus of the task. Finally, researchers also employ
the relatively undefined task of “free viewing,” which may fall in between the explicit and incidental
nature of encoding because the task itself does not provide an instruction of how to process the scene.
Thus, participants are left to their own discretion as to how to process the image.

With regard to memory for scene representations, in most viewing tasks encoding is incidental in
nature. Tasks such as navigating, searching, or judging the environment are far more common and
scene representations are formed even without explicit instructions. For instance, Castelhano and
Henderson [111] examined memory for objects in scenes that were acquired either incidentally or
intentionally. They found that objects that were directly fixated were remembered better than chance
regardless of the manner in which they were encoded. More recent studies have extended this finding
to incidentally viewed parts of scenes and found that increased viewing of an area of the scene led to
better memory performance [120]. Thus, studies have demonstrated that even without an intention to
remember, fixated locations tended to be encoded.

The memory for objects that are encountered when viewing a scene are heavily influenced by
both the fixation on the object and the task being performed. Draschkow and Võ [121] had participants
perform a multistage search through the same environment where participants were told to find items
to pack for a trip. They examined memory for objects that were relevant and those that were irrelevant
to the task. They found that relevant objects to the packing task were remembered better than irrelevant
objects. However, although greater fixation time on objects before they were targets did predict faster
subsequent finding, the memory advantage of the relevant objects was not related to fixation time (see
also [122,123]). This finding demonstrates a more complex interaction of the task and memory than
simply one based on fixation time.

Another paradigm used to assess memory for scenes and target objects is the contextual cuing
paradigm [124]. In this paradigm, after a target is found in the first block of trials, the viewer uses
the knowledge of that scene to move the eyes efficiently to the previously found target in subsequent
searches [125–127]. In this paradigm, rather than explicitly testing memory, representations of scenes
and objects are shown through a decrease in the time to fixate a previously located target object. The
speed up from one presentation to the next demonstrates that memory existed from the previous
encounter that can be used when viewing the next presentation.

Although repeating the exact scene can be informative, it is also possible to demonstrate more
generalized learning of specific contingencies across different scenes. Brockmole and Võ [128] found
that people could learn and thus locate a target letter more quickly, when the target letter always
appeared on a specific object in a scene (e.g., the letter appeared on a pillow across multiple bedroom
exemplars). This learning and speeded fixation was even evident when a more general association
was needed between a category of scenes and the target location. Clearly, memory is affected by the
locations of fixations on the scene. However, this relationship is not an absolute in that simply knowing
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the amount of time a part of the scene is fixated is not a perfect predictor of memory. Instead, the
relationship of fixation to memory is affected by the task performed and the role of individual object
details in the task. Without considering both components, the relationship between fixation and visual
memory can be opaque.

5.2. How Does Memory of the Scene Influence Current Fixations?

One would assume that having previously fixated an object in a scene would make it easier to
find that object later, but that advantage may be limited [78,129]. Võ and Wolfe [119] had participants
repeatedly search the same scene for different targets, while their eyes were tracked. Critically, because
the same scene was being searched several times, the target object of the current search task had
been a distractor on previous searches. Võ and Wolfe found that even though the current target had
been viewed on previous trials, it did not significantly reduce the time to find that current target.
Although the shift from distractor to target did not improve search performance, once the object
had been found as a target, subsequent searches for that target object were facilitated. On the other
hand, Hollingworth [130] attempted to replicate these results with more participants and found
that there was indeed facilitation of having viewed distractor objects on subsequent searches for
distractor-turned-target objects. Similar to the previous study [78], Hollingworth found that searching
for a previously located target produced a much larger facilitation of search. These results indicate
that the way in which an object is processed influences memory, but there is a general facilitation for
previously processing an object, regardless of the type of processing.

Another means by which memory can influence eye movements is when an undetected change
occurs in the scene. Memory for the previous object information within the scene can be demonstrated by
longer subsequent fixations on a changed object compared to when the object has not changed [131–133].
For instance, Võ, Zwickel, and Schneider [131] showed that when an object changed location from
one presentation to the next, gaze durations on the changed object were lengthened, even when that
change was not explicitly detected. This implicit detection of a change via fixations demonstrates that
eye movements can be more sensitive to some cognitive processes than explicit response.

It is clear that what is fixated can affect scene memory and vice versa. However, what about the
pattern of eye movements themselves? Do people have to reenact the eye movements they made
when learning the scene to remember the scene [56,134–136]? This scan path idea of Noton and
Stark [134] argued that the memory for a scene would be improved if the eye movement pattern were
repeated. However, subsequent research has indicated that in its strongest sense, the pattern of eye
movements during retrieval does not have to match the pattern at encoding in order to recognize
the scene. For example, Foulsham and Kingstone [56] found that there was no advantage of viewing
one’s own pattern of eye movements on memory of a scene fixating compared to viewing someone
else’s eye movement pattern. However, more recent studies have attempted to show that under
limited circumstances, eye movements can be repeated between an initial viewing and a subsequent
retrieval. Some of the stronger evidence for this claim comes from studies of “looking at nothing”
studies. Johansson and Johansson [135] found that memory for objects was improved if people fixate
where the object had previously been located (although the screen was blank at the time of retrieval)
compared to when they fixate another location. This type of memory advantage extends to imagined
scenes as well [136]. Thus, looking where something used to be appears to provide a boost to memory.
In addition, it seems that there can be overlap of portions of the scan path from one viewing to the
next [137,138]. Wynn et al. [137] found that fixations near the start and end of a search sequence were
similar between viewings of the same scene in a change detection task. However, the fixations between
the initial fixations on the scene and the final fixations on the scene did not match between the two
views. Given the lack of similarity for most of the scan path and the heavy influence of the change
detection task, these results provide limited support for scan path recapitulation as part of the retrieval
process. In a similar vein, Bochynska and Laeng [138] compared a free viewing task (i.e., allowing
participants to move their eyes) with a restricted viewing (i.e., participants could not move their eyes
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outside a central box) and found that memory for a sequence was better with free viewing compared to
the restricted viewing. Although evidence that being able to move the eyes is better than not moving
the eyes (see [139] for a similar finding with face stimuli), it is not strong evidence that eye gaze had to
follow the same pattern to retrieve information. In general, although the execution of eye movements
is important to remembering scenes, the recapitulation of the eye movements appears to add limited
explanatory power.

Both the impact of memory on eye movements and the impact of eye movements on memory for
the scenes clearly demonstrates that scene processing is an interactive process. In the first encounter
with a scene, what is fixated and for how long influences what is stored in memory. At the other end,
prior experience with a scene influences what is selected to be viewed and for how long. The fact that
information can flow both directions indicates the strong connection between attention and memory.
Although the idea is not new—William James pointed to the function of attention and the stream of
consciousness in a similar way [140]—the ability to use eye movements as an observable method to
measure this connection has greatly helped our understanding of the interaction.

As mentioned above, much of the research on scene perception has been limited to static scenes
depicted on computer monitors in various formats. However, there has been significant progress in
the research of scenes that more closely mirrors the experience of an observer when embedded in a
scene. Next, we examine how representations differ as information changes over time and how eye
movements differ when reflecting dynamic scene processing.

6. Dynamic Scenes and Eye Movements

A vast majority of the work examining eye movements and scene perception has used static images
projected on a computer monitor. Limiting the scope of the research to static images makes sense when
one considers the complexity of the stimuli. However, static images are a specific case of viewing
compared to how the real world is processed. Dynamic environments can involve changes caused
by the individual moving through or interacting with the environment [141–144] or by watching a
dynamic scene unfold [145–147]. Although the studying of eye movements involved in the perception
of dynamic scenes creates some technical challenges, the investigation of the how the eyes move in
natural, dynamic scenes allows researchers to have a better understanding of scenes more generally.

Even though scenes can be dynamic in two ways (as mentioned above), most of the work in
the last decade has focused on dynamic scenes that unfold over time before the viewer. The first
question that arises in examining these dynamic scenes is the differences in eye movement patterns
between static and dynamic scenes. Although they may contain similar information at different levels
of analysis, dynamic scenes’ additional motion cues do alter the fixation patterns. The basic motion of
dynamic scenes leads to larger differences between static and dynamic scenes than between different
types of dynamic scenes [145]. Further, Mital et al. [146] examined the visual factors that predict eye
movements while watching dynamic images. They found that motion within the dynamic scene was
the most predictive of where the eyes would fixate. The differences between static and dynamic scenes
even extend to the common laboratory findings, such as oculomotor capture, that occur regularly in
static images, but they may be absent or altered in dynamic scenes [148].

Previous findings have also indicated that dynamic scenes’ motion cues lead to a higher degree of
“attentional synchrony,” where people tend to look at the same location at the same time [38,145,149,150].
For instance, Dorr et al. [145] found that viewing professional movies resulted in fixation patterns
that tend to cluster in the same regions of any individual shot. Similarly, Tseng et al. [38] attempted
to disentangle the contribution of various viewing factors (e.g., saliency, photographer bias) on the
production of the center bias in dynamic scene viewing and found that the tendency of points of high
interest and salience to be located in the center of the image was the strongest contributor to the center
bias. These common factors can be described as the “tyranny of film,” which has been shown to be
a dominant factor in where people look in films [150]. These studies indicate that there are strong
influences that encourage the viewer to cluster their fixations in a similar location, especially when the
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scene is changing over time. The question that remains is whether this is due to simple stimulus-based
factors or is it a result of higher-level information being associated with motion. Interestingly, more
naturally filmed scenes as well as static scenes are not processed with the same type of central focus
that is seen with professionally filmed scenes [143].

However, viewing task seems to affect the similarity of fixation patterns between groups [151,152].
Smith and Mital [151] found that the highest level of cross-participant similarity in eye movements was
associated with dynamic scenes during a free viewing task. This high degree of similarity indicates that
fixation location is at least in part due to endogenous and task-related factors. Further, Foulsham and
Kingstone [152] compared where people fixate while virtually walking around scenes on a computer
screen. The comparison indicated that even when taking into account sequential information, eye
movements on static scenes were not a better predictor of the location of real-world fixations than a
model that simply relied on a central bias. Together, these results warrant caution when attempting to
generalize eye movements from a static image to those in the real world [145].

The study of dynamic scenes is an increasingly promising area for the study of eye movements
and scenes. Findings that eye movements in dynamic scenes do not correspond to those in static
scenes leads to a need to develop new methodologies and possible new theoretical frameworks.
Static scenes have provided a good starting point for researchers by providing more control over the
stimuli. However, as eye movements change when the same information is presented dynamically,
researchers need to consider how other factors could interact with the motion inherent in dynamic
scenes. For instance, the task given the person or the effect of the immediately preceding history of an
unfolding scene could both influence the fixation locations even with the motion of dynamic scenes.
Moreover, of course, the interaction of the observer with the environment, such as when the observer
is allowed to navigate in the real world, will require increasingly complex theoretical approaches. One
tractable method of investigating dynamic scenes may be addressed through immersive environments
(i.e., Virtual Reality) as they will allow researchers to have control over both types of dynamic scenes.

7. Conclusions

When Rayner and Pollatsek [5] reviewed the literature on eye movements and scene perception,
they felt compelled to justify the use of eye movements as a way to study the cognitive processing
of scenes. At that time, studies were demonstrating that scene representations could be formed
with extremely brief presentations that were too short to allow for planning and executing eye
movements [153]. As a result, researchers posited that measuring eye movements would not be
particularly informative for scene perception because sufficient information was garnered without
them. However, the explosion of eye movement research in scenes since that review, and especially
in the last decade, clearly indicates that eye movement measures are indispensable as a tool for
understanding scene processing.

We began this review by examining a number of influences that have motivated research in scene
processing and eye movements. We reviewed research examining: (1) attention and eye movements;
(2) where you look; (3) influence of task; (4) memory and scene representations; and (5) dynamic
scenes. The research in each of these areas has advanced dramatically in the last decade and led to
considerable improvement in our understanding of the visual processes involved in scene perception.
However, what is not clear is where to go from here. Do we continue to drill down on each of these
influences and possibly other factors that may have an effect or is there an alternative approach?

Although we have organized and discussed the five influences separately, we also made note of
the different ways in which these influences could interact. Here, we hope to highlight that the future
advancement of the field will be in examining these interactions directly. For example, although one
can argue about the relative contributions of top-down and bottom-up processes, the way in which
different sources of information (scene gist knowledge, expected layout, probability of location, and
meaning, among others) contribute to processing may depend on other critical factors such as task,
history/memory, and type of scene (embedded 3D or viewing 2D). This would require researchers to
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view these combinations not as a set of additive, independent contributions that are typically referred
to as top-down effects, but rather begin to describe how certain critical factors and influences interact
and lead to qualitatively different types of processing compared to other combinations. Rather than
a list or a hierarchy, researchers need to move toward an understanding of how the landscape of
“top-down” factors is shaped. For example, Awh et al. [51] posits that experience affects performance
in a way that is different from previous homogeneous views of top-down influences. Defined as a
form of selection history, they found an impact of the previous trials’ selections on the current trial on
performance. The approach has begun the process of breaking down what we mean by top-down
influences by including the unique contribution of experience.

The future of using eye movements to study scenes appears to be at the intersections of the
areas we have described. By examining the intersectionality (processing that is unique to the specific
combination) of these influences, we can begin to ask more complex questions. This argument is
similar to that of Wertheimer (1923/1938) who, in comparing Gestalt Psychology to Structuralism [154],
stated “I stand at the window and see a house, trees, sky. Theoretically I might say there were 327
brightnesses and nuances of colour. Do I have ‘327′? No. I have sky, house, and trees” ([155], p. 71).
The recognition of the Gestalt Psychologists was that in attempting to break down the scene, the actual
goal of understanding scenes was lost. A more holistic approach was needed. With respect to eye
movements and scenes, a substantial amount of research has attempted to break down scenes into
their components to understand the nature of viewing them. However, it will take looking beyond the
components to the intersections, in order to gain a better understanding of the scene perception and
eye movements.
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Abstract: Perception of a complex visual scene requires that important regions be prioritized and
attentionally selected for processing. What is the basis for this selection? Although much research
has focused on image salience as an important factor guiding attention, relatively little work has
focused on semantic salience. To address this imbalance, we have recently developed a new method
for measuring, representing, and evaluating the role of meaning in scenes. In this method, the spatial
distribution of semantic features in a scene is represented as a meaning map. Meaning maps are
generated from crowd-sourced responses given by naïve subjects who rate the meaningfulness of
a large number of scene patches drawn from each scene. Meaning maps are coded in the same
format as traditional image saliency maps, and therefore both types of maps can be directly evaluated
against each other and against maps of the spatial distribution of attention derived from viewers’ eye
fixations. In this review we describe our work focusing on comparing the influences of meaning and
image salience on attentional guidance in real-world scenes across a variety of viewing tasks that
we have investigated, including memorization, aesthetic judgment, scene description, and saliency
search and judgment. Overall, we have found that both meaning and salience predict the spatial
distribution of attention in a scene, but that when the correlation between meaning and salience is
statistically controlled, only meaning uniquely accounts for variance in attention.

Keywords: attention; scene perception; eye movements

1. Introduction

The world contains an enormous amount of visual information, but human vision and visual
cognition are severely limited in their processing capacity: Only a small fraction of the latent information
can be analyzed at any given moment. Efficient visual cognition therefore requires selecting the
information that is most relevant at the present moment for understanding and acting on the world.
The primary way in which this selection takes place in natural vision is with overt attention via eye
movements [1–9], as shown in Figure 1. Close or direct fixation of the scene region containing relevant
information is typically necessary to perceive its visual details, to unambiguously determine its identity
and meaning, and to encode it into short- and long-term memory. That is, what we see and understand
about the world is determined by where we look [10].

Given the importance of eye movements for perception and cognition, a critical issue concerns
understanding the representations and processes that guide the eyes through a visual scene in real time
to support perception, cognition, and behavior [11]. Models based on image salience have provided an
influential approach to eye movement guidance in scene perception. For static images, these models
propose that attention is controlled by contrasts in primitive image features such as luminance, color,
and edge orientation [12–14]. A key concept is the saliency map, which is generated by salience over
the primitive features. Attention is then assumed to be captured or “pulled” to the most visually salient
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scene regions represented by the saliency map [15–21]. Because the primitive features are semantically
uninterpreted, scene regions are prioritized for attentional selection based on image properties alone.
The appeal of this type of image salience model is that visual salience is both neurobiologically
plausible in the sense that the visual system is known to compute the assumed primitive features,
and computationally tractable in the sense that working models have been implemented that generate
image salience from these features [4].

 

Figure 1. Scan pattern of a single viewer freely viewing a real-world scene.

We note that “salience” has different interpretations in different literatures, and so we want to
be clear about which interpretation we are using. In vision science and attention research, the term
is typically reserved for models in the Koch and Ullman tradition based on the idea that the human
visual system computes difference maps from basic image features that are then combined and used
to guide attention [19]. On the other hand, in computer vision and image processing, models that
predict attention regardless of the underlying processes are also sometimes referred to as saliency
models. This difference in usage can lead to confusion. For our purposes here, we specifically focus
on image salience in the Koch and Ullman tradition, and to eliminate ambiguity, we use the terms
“image salience” and “salience” to refer to that concept.

In contrast to models based on image salience, cognitive guidance models emphasize the important
role of scene semantics in directing attention in scenes. In this view, attention is “pushed” by the
cognitive system to scene regions that are semantically informative and cognitively relevant [10].
Cognitive guidance is consistent with evidence suggesting that viewers attend to semantically
informative regions of a scene [5,6,22–25], as well as scene regions that are task-relevant [6,26–34].
For example, according to the cognitive relevance model [35,36], the attentional priority assigned to
a scene region is based on its inherent meaning (e.g., “cup”) as well as its meaning with respect to
the scene (e.g., “a cup in an office”) and the goals of the viewer (e.g., “I am looking for something
I can put water into”). In the cognitive relevance model, the scene image is of course important:
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It is the input that enables these higher-level semantic processes and interpretations. Additionally,
the scene image is the input for forming a map of potential attention targets. However, for this model,
the critical hypothesis is that the image-based parse generates a “flat” (that is, unranked) landscape of
potential targets rather than a landscape ranked by image salience. Attentional priority is then based
on the detected and predicted informativeness (i.e., meaning) of the scene regions and objects in that
landscape [3,4].

Until recently, it has been difficult to compare directly the influence of image salience and meaning
on attentional guidance in scenes, because to do so requires representing both of them in a format that
allows for comparable quantitative predictions of attentional distribution over the scene. Saliency
map models naturally provide this type of prediction [17,18,20,21,30,37]. Unfortunately, it is far more
difficult to create a computational model of meaning than it is to create a computational model of
image salience, a likely reason that saliency models have been so popular [4,10]. Given this difficulty,
studies of meaning-based models of attention in scenes have typically focused on manipulations of
one or at most a small number of specific scene regions or objects [22,38–41]. However, these types
of manipulations do not allow a direct comparison of image salience and semantic informativeness
across the entire scene.

The issue we have recently pursued, then, is this: How can we generate and represent the spatial
distribution of semantic informativeness over a scene in a format that supports direct comparison with
a saliency map? To address this issue, we introduced a new approach based on meaning maps [42].
Meaning maps were inspired by two classic scene viewing studies [23,24]. The central idea of a
meaning map is that it represents the spatial distribution of semantic informativeness over a scene
in the same format as a saliency map represents the spatial distribution of image salience. To create
meaning maps, we use crowd-sourced responses given by large numbers of naïve subjects who rate
the meaningfulness of scene patches. Specifically, photographs of real environments are divided
into dense arrays of objectively defined circular overlapping patches at two spatial scales (Figure 2).
The two scales and numbers of patches are chosen based on simulations showing that we can recover
ground truth visual properties of scenes from them [42]. Large numbers of workers on Mechanical
Turk each rate a randomly selected subset of individually presented patches taken from the set of
scenes to be rated. We then construct meaning maps for each scene by averaging these ratings by
pixel over patches and raters and smoothing the results (Figure 3). Like image salience, meaning is
spatially distributed non-uniformly across scenes, with some scene regions relatively rich in semantic
informativeness and other regions relatively sparse. Meaning maps represent this spatial distribution
pixel by pixel, and so offer a foundation for directly comparing the relative roles of meaning and image
salience on attentional guidance.

Figure 2. (a) A real-world scene; (b) fine scale, and (c) coarse scale patches from the patch grids;
(d) examples of patches rated low (left column) and high (right column) in meaning.
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Figure 3. (a) Real-world scene; (b) scene’s meaning map; (c) saliency map; (d) difference map showing
regions that are more meaningful (red) and salient (blue); (e) regions in the top 10% of meaning values;
(f) regions in the top 10% of saliency values.

In sum, meaning maps provide a conceptual analog of saliency maps by representing the spatial
distribution of semantic features associated with informativeness across a scene. Meaning maps
generate predictions concerning attentional guidance that can be tested using the same methods that
have been used to test predictions from saliency maps. This allows contrasting predictions from
semantic informativeness and image salience to be directly compared [42].

2. Review of Results

Meaning maps and saliency maps serve as predictions of how attention will be guided through
scenes. The key empirical question is how well these predictions accord with observed distributions of
attention produced by people viewing scenes.

In a first study directed toward this question, we asked subjects to view a set of scenes for 12 s
each while their eye movements were recorded [42]. Subjects viewed the scenes to prepare for memory
and aesthetic judgment questions that were presented after viewing. We operationalized attention
maps as fixation density maps that reflected the spatial distribution of eye fixations across the scene.
Importantly, the attention maps represented attention in the same format and on the same scale as the
meaning and saliency maps. We then contrasted the degree to which the spatial distribution of meaning
and salience predicted viewers’ attention over the scenes. The results showed that both meaning
and salience predicted attention, but that when the association between meaning and salience was
statistically controlled with semi-partial correlations, only meaning uniquely accounted for attentional
variance. Furthermore, the influence of meaning was observed both at the very beginning of scene
viewing and throughout the trial. Figure 4 summarizes the data from this study. This result was
observed in both scene memorization and aesthetic judgment viewing tasks. Given the strong observed
correlation between meaning and salience, and the finding that only meaning accounted for variance
in attention when that correlation was controlled, we concluded that the existing data are consistent
with a theory in which meaning is the main factor guiding attention through scenes.
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Figure 4. Squared linear correlation and semi-partial (unique) correlation for meaning and image
salience across 40 scenes from a scene memorization task in Henderson and Hayes (2017) [42]. Box plots
show the grand mean (black horizontal line), 95% confidence intervals (colored box), and one standard
deviation (black vertical line).

In our initial study, we focused on the spatial distribution of attention by measuring the locations
of fixations [42]. However, fixations also differ by duration, and fixation duration is known to reflect
ongoing visual and cognitive activity [43–49]. Therefore, in a reanalysis of the data from Henderson
and Hayes (2017), we examined the relative influences of semantic features and image salience on the
distribution of attention taking into account attentional dwell time at each location [42,50]. This was
accomplished by creating attention maps that weighted each fixation by its duration. Again, the question
was whether these duration-weighted attention maps would be best accounted for by meaning maps
or saliency maps. Using the same analysis methods with these duration-weighted attention maps,
we replicated all of the basic data patterns that we observed in the original study. Specifically, we found
that both meaning and salience were associated with attention, but that when the correlation between
meaning and salience was statistically controlled, only meaning accounted for variance in attention.
Once again, the influence of meaning was observed both at the beginning of scene viewing and
throughout the trial. Therefore, whether the measure of attention is based on location only or includes
dwell time, the answer with respect to meaning and image salience is the same [50].

In our initial experiments demonstrating the advantage of meaning maps over saliency maps,
subjects viewed scenes in order to prepare for memory and aesthetic judgment questions that were
presented after viewing [42,50]. In those tasks, the responses were off-line with respect to scene
perception, so viewers may not have guided attention as quickly or under as much control as they
might in a task requiring real-time responses during viewing. Therefore, in the next study we
investigated how well meaning and image salience account for attention when the subject is actively
engaged with and responding to the scene continuously in real time, and the guidance of attention is
directly relevant to the real-time task. For this purpose, we used two scene description tasks [51].

We drew on evidence that language production is incremental in the sense that speakers interweave
planning and speaking instead of planning the entire production and then executing the plan [52].
That is, speakers typically plan and produce small units of speech (words and phrases) that are tied
to each scene region that they fixate. Scene description therefore allows us to examine the relative
influences of semantic information and image salience under conditions in which on-line changes
in attention to specific scene regions are functional and necessary. We used this basic paradigm
in two experiments. In one experiment, subjects described what someone might do in each scene,
and in a second experiment, they simply described each scene. In both experiments, subjects were
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asked to begin their description when the scene appeared and to continue speaking for 30 s of scene
presentation. Their eyes were tracked throughout each trial. The main result was that, once again,
both meaning and salience were associated with the spatial distribution of attention, but when the
correlation between meaning and salience was statistically controlled, only meaning accounted for
variance in attention. This basic result was seen in both experiments. Therefore, once again we found
no evidence for a unique influence of image salience on attention that could not be explained by the
relationship between image salience and meaning, whereas the unique influence of meaning could not
be attributed to salience.

So far, across all four tasks we have described (memorization, aesthetic judgment, scene description,
and action description), meaning was highly relevant. Perhaps for tasks in which image salience is
necessary and meaning is irrelevant, salience would better predict attention. To test this hypothesis,
in a final set of experiments we examined the role of meaning and salience in two experiments using
tasks for which meaning was completely irrelevant and saliency was critical: a brightness rating task
in which participants rated each scene for its overall brightness, and a brightness search task in which
participants counted the number of bright patches in each scene [53]. If meaning was used to guide
attention in the previous tasks because those tasks emphasized the semantic content of the scenes,
then the relationship between meaning and attention should no longer hold in the tasks that focus
on the image itself. On the other hand, if the use of meaning to guide attention is a fundamental
property of the operation of the attention system when faced with real-world scenes, then we should
continue to see a relationship between meaning and attention even if meaning is irrelevant. Using the
same methods as the previous studies, the striking finding was that in both the brightness rating and
brightness search tasks, the results were very similar to the prior experiments: When the correlation
between meaning and salience was controlled, only meaning uniquely accounted for significant
variance in attention. These results showed that the relationship between meaning and attention is not
restricted to viewing tasks that require the viewer to analyze meaning. The results support theories in
which scene semantics play a central role in attentional guidance in scenes.

3. Discussion

We have reviewed the meaning map approach and shown how we have used it to investigate the
relative roles of semantic informativeness and image salience on attentional guidance. Our results
strongly suggest a fundamental and mandatory role for meaning in attentional guidance in real-world
scenes. These results are consistent with a growing understanding that both overt and covert visual
attention are often under the influence of the meaning of the visual stimulus, even when that meaning
seems irrelevant to the task. Examples of this type of semantic effect are influences of object meaning
on eye movements in the visual world paradigm [54], and influences of semantic object relationships
on covert attention [55]. Furthermore, we found that the observed relationship between meaning and
attention was about as strong as it could be given the variability in attention maps across subjects [42].
In the remainder of this section we consider and discuss some additional related issues.

First, although it has sometimes been proposed that image salience and semantic content are
likely to be correlated in scenes, it has been difficult to test this hypothesis directly. The meaning map
approach provides such a method. Further, as we have shown across several studies, that correlation is
robust. An important implication of this finding is that previous results demonstrating a relationship
between saliency maps and attention cannot be taken as evidence for a functional role of salience in
guiding attention. Indeed, as we have reviewed above, essentially the entire relationship between image
salience and attention can be attributed to the association between image salience and semantic content.

Second, it is important to be clear that meaning maps are not a theory of scene semantics.
They are simply a method for tapping into and representing human judgments concerning the relative
informativeness of scene regions continuously over space. Meaning maps provide an operational
definition of the spatial distribution of meaning that can be quantified, but they do not offer direct
insight into the nature of scene semantics or how meaning is represented in the mind and brain.
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That said, it may be that the meaning map approach can be used as a tool for beginning to get a
handle on the nature of scene semantics. For example, the type of scene meaning we have investigated
so far has been based on ratings of scene patches that were presented to raters independently of
the scenes from which the patches were taken. These experiments therefore focus on the role of
what we call scene-intrinsic context-free meaning on attention [51]. We might collect ratings using
other types of questions that could provide insight into other types of semantic representations.
For example, we could compare context-free to contextualized meaning in which the degree of meaning
associated with a scene region is based on its relationship to the scene as a whole rather than on its own.
Similarly, we might consider goal-related meaning, in which the meaning of a scene region is based on
its relationship to the viewer’s goals rather than intrinsic to the scene itself. Using judiciously chosen
ratings, we might be able to unravel how different types of meaning are related to each other and to
performance over different perceptual and cognitive tasks. The meaning map approach provides a
method for pursuing these questions. Relatedly, the meaning maps we have investigated so far based
on context-free ratings may not be the type of meaning most associated with attention, and we may
therefore be underestimating the relationship between semantic features and attention.

One advantage of saliency maps over meaning maps is that the former are image computable:
They can be derived automatically and without human intervention from computational models.
In comparison, meaning maps are not image computable and require human raters. For this reason,
one might suggest that saliency models are to be preferred as an explanation of human attention.
From an engineering perspective, this view has merit. However, from a vision and cognitive science
perspective, it does not. In our view, the interesting psychological claim of the image salience
hypothesis is that human attention in real-world scenes is driven by contrasts in basic image features.
This claim has been supported by a large number of experiments showing a correlation between
saliency maps and human fixations. The alternative hypothesis we are pursuing is that image salience
effects are actually disguised meaning effects, because image features and semantic features in scenes
are correlated [42]. Indeed, this is what we find, with very little if any unique variance accounted for
by salience once the variance accounted for by semantic features is controlled. This comparison is
not one of a computational model versus human ratings, but one of two competing psychological
theories. That is, we are concerned with psychological principles here, not modeling. There is no logical
requirement that testing this (or any) psychological hypothesis requires image computable semantic
features. Furthermore, until we have a computational model of the entire semantic system (which is
clearly a long way off), there is no other way to go about comparing salience to semantics. Saliency
models have been influential because they have been the only game in town [4,10]. Meaning maps
provide an alternative game, but their creation does require human judgment. From our perspective,
this approach is similar to the approach that uses human labeling to parse and label objects in scenes as
in the labelMe database [56] to produce object ground truth. Of course, it would be very interesting to
use the ground truth represented by meaning maps to try to train a model to find meaningful regions
(and indeed we are pursuing this idea), but that is not necessary for testing the theories at stake.

Relatedly, it has been argued that Koch and Ullman-inspired saliency models like GBVS are no
longer state of the art, but instead have been replaced by a newer class of models based on deep
neural networks (DNNs) that have recently been found to predict human attention quite well [57].
Given this, one might ask why we should take standard saliency models as the baseline for comparison
to meaning. In our view, although these DNN models are impressive from the perspective of pushing
the boundaries of deep learning and big data, it is not clear at this point how much they have to say
about active biological vision. For example, DNN models are trained on fixations over one set of
scenes and then predict fixations on another set of scenes. It is clear that humans do not learn where
to fixate based on supervised learning from the fixations of others or by ingesting large amounts of
external fixation data. It is also unclear whether the mechanisms used by DNNs to predict attention
operate on the same principles that are used by the human brain. For these reasons, although we watch
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developments in this field with great interest, we are not yet sure how their successes and failures
should be interpreted from the perspective of human attentional processes.
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Abstract: The eye movements of experts, reading medical images, have been studied for many
years. Unlike topics such as face perception, medical image perception research needs to cope with
substantial, qualitative changes in the stimuli under study due to dramatic advances in medical
imaging technology. For example, little is known about how radiologists search through 3D volumes
of image data because they simply did not exist when earlier eye tracking studies were performed.
Moreover, improvements in the affordability and portability of modern eye trackers make other,
new studies practical. Here, we review some uses of eye movements in the study of medical image
perception with an emphasis on newer work. We ask how basic research on scene perception relates
to studies of medical ‘scenes’ and we discuss how tracking experts’ eyes may provide useful insights
for medical education and screening efficiency.

Keywords: visual search; eye movements; medical image perception

1. Introduction

Detection and diagnosis in medicine are frequently based on analysis of medical images. Clinicians
of various specializations consume a vast volume of medical images each day. They perform remarkable
tasks with these images but they are not perfect. For instance, though more than two million new
cases of breast cancer and lung cancer were diagnosed worldwide in 2018 according to the report from
World Cancer Research Fund (worldwide cancer data, https://www.wcrf.org/dietandcancer/cancer-
trends/worldwide-cancer-data), we know that many cancers are not discovered, even though they
may be visible in the image (e.g., [1–4]). Though the acceptance of routine cancer screening has risen
and the imaging technology has continued to advance, false negative and false positive rates continue
to be higher than we would expect or desire [5,6]. Measuring the eye movements of experts as they
perform medical image perception tasks is one way to identify possible weak spots in the processes of
medical image perception, raising the possibility of interventions that could improve performance. Eye
tracking can also be used to assess the effectiveness of those interventions. Finally, from the vantage
point of the basic science of perception, expert performance with medical images can give us insight
into the processes of more ordinary acts of scene perception.

One of the interesting aspects of medical image perception research is that the stimuli keep
changing. Fifty years ago, questions about medical image perception would have been questions about
static 2D, achromatic x-ray images, presented on film. Today, technologies, like CT, create a set of virtual
slices through some volume of the body (e.g., the chest) and produce a 3D volume of image data to be
examined [7]. They could look at nuclear medicine images (e.g., positron emission tomography—PET)
or ultrasound [8], where a 3D dataset might be rendered as a rotating figure. Furthermore, many images
are in color today [9]. The dataset might be 4-dimensional, with a time-varying fourth dimension as in
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CT angiography where a contrast agent is injected into the bloodstream and tracked in 3D as it sweeps
the heart, brain, etc. [10]. Thus, there are three spatial dimensions and the images evolve over time [11],
creating 4D datasets.

Each advance in technology requires (or should require) a new set of psychophysical studies
because each new modality presents new opportunities and challenges for the perceptual and cognitive
capabilities of the observers. What we learned about search strategies or patterns of errors in 2D films
may be only loosely applicable to newer forms of imaging. It is nearly impossible to develop better
viewing strategies without understanding how human perception works in these new modalities.

Though the technology changes, many of the basic perceptual issues do not. Kundel, Nodine and
their colleagues and students have worked for many years on a set of issues that remain relevant today.
We will organize this brief review starting with the scanpaths that can be measured during visual
search, since the sequences of eye movements are the basic data that is collected in eye movement
studies in medical image research. Once scanpaths are collected, they can be aggregated in various
ways to address other questions such as the extent of the “useful field of view” (e.g., How much of the
image can be processed around the current point of fixation?) and the nature of search errors (e.g., Was
the missed cancer fixated during search?). The topic of “satisfaction of search” is an extension of the
topic of search errors. Finally, we will discuss what people can perceive in a single glimpse—the ‘gist’
that can be extracted when there is no scanpath at all.

For other important topics in the field of eye movements in medical image perception (e.g.,
medical training and education), there are other useful reviews: For example, [12–14].

2. Scanpaths: Searching in Scenes and Medical Images

The sequence of saccades and fixations made when an observer views an image is known as the
“scanpath” [15,16]. It has long been used as a clue to what observers are doing when they are looking
at something. Essentially all eye movement studies begin by recording a set of scanpaths. Scanpaths
tend to be substantially different each time an image is viewed. Thus, for many of the studies described
below, scanpaths are aggregated in ways that lose the precision of space and time that a single scanpath
would possess. For example, it is often useful to measure the likelihood that a specific location in the
image was fixated in the scan paths of many observers. In such an analysis, temporal order will be
sacrificed to create a spatial map of fixations.

Yarbus [17] famously held that the scanpath could reveal what an observer was thinking about
when viewing a scene, though that may not be as straightforward as he thought [18] (also see [19–21]).
In the absence of eye tracking, people are surprisingly ineffective at knowing which part of an image
they have looked at. We [22,23] investigated how well people could recall their own fixations after
a brief period of scene search. In Võ et al [22]., observers were asked to perform a change detection
task. They viewed a scene for 3 s and then saw a new version of the scene and were asked what had
changed. On 25% of trials, after viewing the first scene for three seconds, observers were asked to
click on 12 locations that they thought they had fixated. Humans make voluntary eye movements
about 4 times per second; hence, 12 fixations in 3 s. People were not random, but the results show that
observers’ memories for where they had looked in the scene were no better than their guesses about
where someone else might have looked in the same scene. That is, you might know that it would
be reasonable to look at the coffee mug on the desk while viewing an office scene, but you have no
privileged access to whether you actually looked at the mug. Kok et al. [23] went on to demonstrate that
online feedback has only a marginal effect on memory for the scanpath. They used a gaze-contingent
window during the search to highlight where observers were looking and it was still difficult for those
observers to maintain a representation of where they had looked once the search was done.

Obviously, the failure to remember where you have looked before could contribute to errors in
medical image reading because radiologists may also have poor representations of which areas they
examined in an image. This could be particularly true for 3D volumes of image data like CT and MR.
What have you really “looked at”, once you have scrolled through a sequence of images covering the
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volume of the chest, for example (see Figure 1)? This is closely related to the question of the UFOV,
which is discussed below. With eye tracking, it would be possible to give feedback to a radiologist
who is completing a search: For example, an eye-tracking computer might tell the observer, “You may
have a good reason, but do you know you have not looked at this entire region?” or “You spent a lot of
time looking at this spot. You did not label it as abnormal but it clearly grabbed your attention. Do
you want to reconsider before you move on?” Kundel, Nodine, & Krupinski [24] found that giving
feedback of this second sort to radiologists had a positive impact, and explorations of this type of
intervention continue [25]. However, in other contexts, being told where you have fixated may not be
that useful [26,27].

 

Figure 1. Eye tracking in 3D stacks of images means keeping track of the eye’s position in the XY plane
and the depth (Z) of the currently displayed image.

The increasing use of techniques like computed tomography (CT) has converted the measuring of
the scanpath from a 2D to a 3D problem. Many modern imaging technologies create 3D volumes of
image data. These are often rendered into ‘stacks’ of 2D images. The reader typically scrolls back and
forth through the stack while examining the currently visible 2D image (see Figure 1).

Thus, the eyes move in the XY plane while movement in Z, depth in the stack, is typically
controlled by the observer through the workstation.

There has been a limited amount of research into search through 3D volumes of image data [28–33].
These 3D volumes of data represent an increase in the information/images that observers need to
process. They also, necessarily, change observers’ eye movements patterns from a 2D search strategy
in X&Y dimensions to a 3D search in X, Y, & Z. Drew et al. [34] had 24 radiologists search for lung
nodules in stacks of images drawn from patients undergoing testing for lung cancer. As shown in
Figure 2, to visualize the data, they color-coded the slices so that each quadrant had its own hue. Then
they plotted that hue (a coarse measure of XY position) as a function of time in the search and the Z
dimension, the slice in depth. They reported that radiologists could be coarsely split into two groups:
“drillers” who moved rapidly in depth while staying in a relatively constant spot in the XY plane. In
contrast, scanners moved slowly in depth while looking much more widely in the current XY plane.
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Figure 2. To visualize an approximation of the 3D scanpath through the lungs, position in the XY plane
is coarsely color-coded into four quadrants (left-hand image). Depth (the slice in the stack) is plotted as
a function of time-on-task on the right, with colors indicating the XY position. The terms “driller” and
“scanner” are explained in the main text.

We know that viewing lung CT images as an observer-controlled ‘movie’ is superior to viewing
slices in a 2D array [35] but we don’t yet have enough data to know if we should be recommending
‘driller’ or ‘scanner’ strategies. Nevertheless, this type of scanpath research is an example of how
eye movement recording can change our understanding of how the behavior of radiologists (or other
experts) responds to changes in technology.

Once revealed, drilling and scanning seem like rather natural categories of scanpaths for 3D
volumes of images. However, different technologies and different tasks may produce different
oculomotor approaches. In breast imaging, the analog to the set of slices produced by CT is produced
by digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) [36], a somewhat different x-ray technology that also produces
a stack of slices. At least one manufacturer explicitly trains radiologists to “drill” (albeit, not using
that term). Nevertheless, when Aizenman et al. [28] measured scanpaths of radiologists reading DBT
stacks, they found that the XYZ paths did not conform to the driller or scanner pattern from lung
CT. Readers did tend to move rapidly back and forth through the depth of the breast, consistent with
drilling, but they did not restrict themselves to one part of the breast in any rigorous manner. They
seemed to scan and drill at the same time (“scrilling”?).

In thinking about possible differences between scanning in lung CT and breast tomosynthesis, it
is worth noting that the different screening modalities are often used for different diagnostic purposes.
For example, DBT is often used as a secondary diagnostic aid in addition to traditional mammography.
But other 3D volumes of images, such as lung CT, serve as the primary screening tool. These different
diagnostic tasks probably lead to very different scanpaths. Thus, it is important to search for general
rules and also to check for those rules in multiple specific cases.

Returning to lung CT, if one looks more closely at either drilling or scanning behavior, one can
see that readers are toggling quickly, back and forth between images. They may be looking for any
items that might be nodules to see if they pop in and out of visibility as the observer toggles between
a relatively few slices in the 3D stack. Other features, like vessels, snake through the image over
many slices and would move rather than vanishing as the viewer moves a short distance through the
stack. This shows one benefit of “toggling” between two (or more) nearly identical images, looking for
change. Looking for change in this way is most effective when the toggled images are largely identical.
Interestingly, there may be benefits even when images are not identical, as would be the case with a pair
of mammograms of the same breast, taken at two different times. Drew et al. [37] asked radiologists
to compare positive cases of mammograms with the negative prior exams acquired 2-3 years earlier
from the same patients. Radiologists read the current and prior stimuli either in Side-By-Side mode or
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in Toggle mode. In Toggle mode, the radiologist could alternate between current and prior images
at the same location on the screen. In Side-By-Side mode, current and prior images were visible at
the same time on the screen. Drew et al. found that toggling produced a substantial improvement in
time (~15%) and a small improvement in accuracy (~6%). The time benefit seems to result from the
reduction in the number of required eye movements. In side-by-side viewing, readers made many
saccades between the two images. Even though saccades are “cheap”, enough of them can add up to a
real cost in time. The possible benefits of toggling for accuracy deserve further study.

3. The Useful Field of View (UFOV)

Scanpaths raise an interesting problem. It is self-evident that observers move their eyes around
an extended scene in order to see it better. But what exactly does that mean? It is clear that, as you
fixate on this word here, right now, you can see the whole screen or page in front of you, but if your task
is to read letters, your useful field of view (UFOV) is much smaller. You can only actually do that task
in a narrow area around the current point of fixation. Some constraints on the UFOV are based on
fundamental visual properties. Turning to Figure 3, if you fixate on the “1”, you can read the letter “A”
but if you fixate on “2”, the decline in acuity away from the point of fixation will probably mean that
you cannot read the letter “P”. If you fixate on 3, you will find that it is hard to resolve the letter “C” in
the middle of the string “DCT”, even though it is the same size as the clearly visible “A” in Line 1
above. In Line 3, the problem is crowding [38,39], a reduction in our ability to process/recognize one
object if it is surrounded by others.

Figure 3. Acuity and crowding limit the UFOV.

Beyond these basic visual limits, there is also an important attentional limit on the UFOV (e.g., [40]).
This is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Fixate on the ‘x’ at the center and find the incorrect number.
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If you fixate on the ‘x’ at the center of this clock face, you should note that you can read each
number in turn. If, however, you need to determine which number is out of sequence, you may find
that a single fixation of a quarter to a third of a second is not adequate to do the task. If you were lucky,
the ‘2′ in the 7 o’clock position was inside your UFOV for this task at this moment. If not, if you only
had one fixation, you would have missed it.

The same constraints that shape the UFOV in tasks like those illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, will
also apply in medical image search. When radiologists search a breast or a lung for a possibly cancerous
mass, they will have a UFOV specific to the current image and task (e.g., the UFOV will be larger if
the current target is larger). That clinical UFOV, like any other, will be affected by acuity, crowding
and attentional factors. Thus, having an estimate of the UFOV can help us to understand whether the
radiologist did or did not “look” at the whole image.

Sanders [41] was an early pioneer in this area, investigating what we are calling the UFOV though
he preferred the term “functional visual field” (FVF) [42,43]. Sanders divided the visual field into
three attentional areas: the stationary field, in which people can process information without moving
their eyes; the eye field, in which eye movements but not head movements are required to sample
the information; and the head field, in which head movements would be necessary. He found that,
in a target detection task, observers barely made any eye movements when the target was presented
within 30 degrees. What we have learned, over the subsequent 50 years of attention research, is
that measuring the UFOV for almost any task will involve more factors than those most extensively
discussed by Sanders [41]. The size of UFOV will interact with the type of images, the properties of the
target and its surroundings, and with human visual and attentional capacities. In a study of searching
for low contrast lung nodules, Kundel and colleagues [44] reported that “The visual field size that is
most effective in detecting nodules during search has a radius of 3.5 degrees visual angle. Nodule
detection may be limited by basic neurologic constraints on human scanning performance”. In a
separate study, Carmody et al. [45] asked observers to look for a nodule in chest x-ray films. The images
were presented only for 300 msec to simulate a single fixation. They found that detection rates dropped
by one-half when the nodules were presented at 5 degrees from the fixation. Apparently, it is hard to
establish a reliable UFOV measure, even if the task is restricted to something as straight-forward as
search for nodules in chest x-ray. Thus, any estimate, based on a scanpath, of how much of an image
was examined should be treated with caution. It will be based on assumptions about the size of UFOV.
That said, statements about relative coverage are more convincing. Unless there is some reason that the
UFOV might change between conditions, it is reasonable to use scanpath data to say that observers
looked at more of a scene under condition A than under condition B.

UFOV questions certainly do not become simpler when the stimuli are 3D volumetric images,
such as lung CT. In one of very few studies, Ebner et al. [46] have reported that the nodule detection
rate on chest CT was highly correlated not only with the size of UFOV, as measured by the nodule
eccentricity (“transverse distance” in their paper), but with the nodule size and local lung complexity.
There are essentially no data on the UFOV in DBT to say nothing of other tasks such as CT angiography
where complex 3D image data changes over time. If it was important to know what percentage of an
image set was examined in some specific task, UFOV measures would need to be made for that task. It
is probably more useful to ask slightly different questions, based on the scanpath. For example, when
should we be concerned that a reader is not looking at enough of an image?

Thus, with the cautions described above, it is possible, given some UFOV assumptions, to use
scanpaths to make statements about how much of an image or a case has been examined. However, it
is by no means clear how much coverage is enough. The unthinking answer is that we would hope
that the radiologist would look at the “whole image” but that is clearly incorrect. Suppose you walk
into the kitchen to look for a pepper grinder that is, in fact, not present. How much of the kitchen
should you look at before declaring the object to be absent (akin to declaring the breast to be normal)?
Looking at “everything” would be foolish. You, as a kitchen expert, know that the pepper grinder is
never on the floor, even if it could be. On the very rare occasion that it is on the floor, you might fail to
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find it but, most of the time, not looking at “everything” is sensible. Similarly, an expert radiologist will
know that there are some parts of an image that do not require fixation. Indeed, one of the oculomotor
hallmarks of developing expertise is a tendency to look at less of the image [47,48]. We can see the
utility of learning what not to look at in a study by Rubin et al. [49] where they found the radiologists
on average search only 26% of the lung parenchyma yet encompass 75% of nodules in their search
volume”. This applies beyond radiology; for example, in Dermatology [50]. Other oculomotor metrics
also change as expertise develops [51] but the pruning back of the scanpath is an important and general
sign of expertise.

Returning to the idea of using eye movement feedback, discussed above, if the scanpath is to
be used to warn the expert that some areas of the image are unexamined, those warnings should
acknowledge that some areas simply do not need to be examined. Thus, it would be foolish to build a
system that would insist that a reader fixate every part of an image before allowing the reader to move
on to the next case and it might be clever if an artificial intelligence (AI) system could learn where in
the image/scene a target might be and where it could never be.

4. Scanpath Signatures of Errors in Medical Image Perception

The motivation for eye movement feedback of the sort described above would be to prevent false
negative (miss) errors in search. That implies that readers miss findings when they do not look at them.
Not looking at a target is certainly one reason that the target might be missed, but it is not the only
reason. In medical image perception, Kundel and colleagues developed a useful taxonomy of false
negative errors, based on eye movement recording. For example, Kundel, Nodine & Carmody [52]
recorded and analyzed eye movements from clinicians who were searching chest x-rays for lung
nodules. They argued that clinicians’ eye movements could be used to distinguish three types of errors:
Search, recognition, and decision errors. In various works, the terminology has varied somewhat
but the core idea has remained about the same. In Figure 5, we will use those terms to describe the
taxonomy. The scanpaths in Figure 5 are invented for purposes of illustration. Suppose that the
yellow arrow is pointing to a finding in the breast that should be reported as suspicious. Kundel
and colleagues argued that there were three different ways that this target might be missed. In a
search error, the target is never fixated. A recognition error is said to occur when the eyes fixate on the
target briefly and then move on, with no indication that the reader noted anything of interest. Finally,
multiple and/or long fixations on a target indicate a decision error, if the reader still fails to report the
finding. This pattern indicates that, implicitly or explicitly, the reader knew that this spot deserved
attention but then the reader made the wrong decision and did not mark the spot as abnormal. In
their lung nodule study, Kundel, Nodine & Carmody found that clinicians made about 30% search
errors, 25% recognition and 45% decision errors. Similar proportions are found in a variety of studies
(e.g., [47,53,54]).

How does this taxonomy of errors apply to 3D volumes of image data? The short answer is that
the correct studies have not been done, but there are some hints. A major reason for moving to a
3D modality (e.g., lung CT) over a 2D one (chest x-ray) is that findings that are ambiguous in 2D are
clarified by 3D. A downside of the move is that the increase in images leads to an increase in the time
per case and to pressure to move quickly through the images. One might suspect that these factors
would decrease the proportion of decision errors while increasing the proportion of search errors in
which the target was never fixated. Drew et al. [34] found the signs of such a shift and a report by [49]
that readers only search 26% of the lung in lung CT also points in that direction. The topic deserves
further study. A more complete review of the work on specific types of search errors can be found
in [12].
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Figure 5. Three types of false negative (miss) errors, as proposed by Kundel and colleagues.

5. Incidental Findings and Satisfaction of Search Errors

Two, possibly related varieties of errors deserve some further mention. “Incidental findings” are
findings that may be clinically significant but are not the primary target of the clinician’s search. A
lung nodule would be a primary target in a search for signs of lung cancer. The same lung nodule
would be an incidental finding if it was noticed in the course of an exam to determine if the patient
had pneumonia [55]. Radiologists are typically expected to report incidental findings [56]. There is
considerable debate about reporting and management of incidental findings because many of them
turns out not to require any action. Raising them to attention can cause unnecessary worry and
unnecessary medical care [57–60]. On the other hand, not reporting a finding that turns out to be
clinically significant is a potent source of malpractice suits [61]. It is important to note that radiologists
are trained to detect incidental findings. They would not typically stumble on a finding by chance.
They know what they are looking for and, indeed, may have specific search strategies designed to
detect problems that are not the specific focus of the case.

Medical image perception researchers do not need to solve the issue around the management
of incidental findings. We can focus on reducing the number of targets that are not found at all.
Clinicians cannot successfully manage what they don’t see. What kind of errors are missed incidental
findings? In the eye tracking study that produced the driller/scanner data as shown in Figure 2, an
image of a gorilla was inserted into the final case. It spanned five slices in the stack of CT images and
was easily detectable in a variety of control conditions. Nevertheless, 20 of 24 radiologists failed to
notice it [62]. The gorilla was chosen as a stimulus because it is the iconic stimulus [63] for studying
the phenomenon of “inattentional blindness” [64]. The experiment showed that expertise does not
immunize the expert against inattentional blindness, even when the stimuli are the subject of the
expertise. When radiologists are looking for a small, round, white nodule, they are likely to miss a big
visible gorilla right in front of their eyes because attention will be guided to the wrong set of basic
color and shape features for gorilla detection [65].

Since the observers were being eye tracked, it was possible to apply the Kundel taxonomy to
these miss errors (understanding that there are only 20 data points in total here, from the 20 miss
trials). Observers spent nearly 6 s on average looking at the five slices that contained the gorilla. On
average, they fixated on the gorilla itself for an average of 329 msec. Thus, most of these do not appear
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to be search errors. These appear to be recognition errors where the eyes landed on the gorilla but the
strange identity of the item did not register with the observer. It seems quite unlikely that these could
be decision errors. Of course, this does not mean that all misses or even most incidental finding errors
are recognition errors. However, the result does make the point that an expert can look at something
very odd in an image and, if looking for something else, fail to note the oddity.

As multiple radiologists have pointed out, gorillas are not an ideal model for incidental findings.
When a radiologist misses a nodule while looking for pneumonia, she knows that lung cancer is
something that can plausibly happen in a lung. Gorillas do not happen in lungs. In more recent work,
we have developed a lab analog of incidental findings in which non-expert observers reliably miss over
30% of targets that they know that they are looking for [66]. Observers are looking for three specific
images and, at the same time, for any members of any of three broad categories, like animals, hats,
or fruit. They find the specific targets with ease but make large numbers of errors on the categorical
targets. We don’t yet know if observers fixate the targets that they fail to detect because the eye tracking
experiments have not been done. The results of the gorilla study would imply that we will find that
observers can fixate on an elephant and still fail to report having found an animal.

Satisfaction of Search (SoS) errors are a class of false negative errors that are somewhat similar to
incidental finding errors in the sense that, in both cases, one target, either the one you are searching for
or the one has been found, interferes with the detection of another. In the SoS case, finding one target
in an image makes it less likely that observers will report a second target compared to cases where
only the second target is present [67]. The name comes from the original account of the source of these
errors. It was initially proposed that, having found one target, observers were “satisfied” and, thus,
abandoned the search too soon, before finding the second target. Subsequent research suggests that
this theory is not correct [68–70] but the name has persisted, though Cain et al. [71] have tried to get
the field to shift to “subsequent search misses (SSM)”.

There are two groups who have conducted the most extensive work on SoS: Berbaum and his
colleagues (reviewed in [72,73]) and Cain, Adamo, Mitroff and colleagues [71]. Here, we want to focus
on what eye movements can tell us about SoS errors. Kundel, Nodine, and their co-workers concluded
that most SoS errors were recognition errors. The observers fixated on the missed items but only
relatively briefly. If they spent a longer time, they tended to find the target [70]. Berbaum et al. [74]
found that the type of task made a difference in x-ray studies of the abdomen. For some classes of
radiologic exam, they found that the SoS errors tended to be search errors where the reader did not look
in the right place. For other tasks, like Samuel et al. [70], they found a large proportion of recognition
errors. On the other hand, in an eye tracking study of chest x-rays Berbaum et al. [75] found very few
search errors, 35% recognition errors, and 58% decision errors. In that study, the readers apparently
looked at the targets for some time and decided not to call them targets. Using a very different task,
search for low contrast T’s among L’s, with a non-expert population of observers, Cain et al. [71] found
search errors to be the largest category (37.8%), with the second largest category, at 24.3%, being a new
type of error that they called “resource depletion errors”. They define resource depletion errors as
errors that arise when the first target depletes working memory resources that could be used to find
the second target. Recognition and Decision errors together account for only 20% of errors in their
study. Clearly, SoS (or SSM) errors are not the product of a unitary mechanism in search. As shown
in [71], there is a taxonomy of these errors, as there is a taxonomy of errors in search more generally.

6. Scene Gist and Medical Scene Gist

There are other emerging uses of eye tracking in medical image perception. For example, Drew
and colleagues have been using eye tracking to address the effects of interruption on radiologists [76,77].
However, we want to finish this brief review with some consideration of medical image searches that
involve little or no oculomotor activity. To quote Kundel [78], “Clearly much of what happens in
perception precedes exhaustive visual scanning of the image.” An important part of the Kundel-Nodine
model of search in medical images is a “holistic” stage lasting about a second [79–81] during which the
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observer might be processing the whole image without needing to move the eyes. Much of the basis
for proposing this holistic stage comes from eye tracking studies that often show the eyes of experts
moving to the target almost immediately [82,83].

Basic research in visual attention would divide these holistic effects into more than one component.
“Covert attention” can be shifted more rapidly and more frequently than the eyes [84–86] so attention
might have reached a target before the eyes had a chance to move. The first eye movement might be
simply confirming what had been found. Second, a set of basic features guides the deployment of
attention and the eyes [87,88]. Thus, in a search for a lung nodule, attention will be guided to a location
that contained the small, white, and round features which are characteristic of a nodule. Again, the
first eye movement might go to a target because the target’s features provided successful guidance
about where to best deploy the eyes.

Kundel and Nodine [79] investigated whether there is any useful information available before the
eyes move by asking radiologists to evaluate X-rays with only a 200 msec exposure to the images. With
these particular stimuli, expert performance was nearly perfect with unlimited viewing. Surprisingly,
with just a 200 msec glimpse of the image, their classification accuracy was still about 70%. In their
following study, Carmody, Nodine and Kundel [89] systematically varied the exposure duration to
test how detection performance changes over the first half-second of exposure. They found that,
across the different level of image visibilities, the performance reached an asymptote after 240 msec.
Moreover, even for the least visible cases, there was still substantial information available in the first
quarter of the second. This global analysis not only occurs in lung screening, but also in the screening
of mammography [90]. The Kundel-Nodine group argues that a major part of the development of
expertise is a growing ability to do this holistic processing. They invoke this holistic stage to explain
why experts make fewer eye movements.

Interestingly, there is an aspect of this holistic stage of processing that does not serve to direct the
eyes to the target. Evans et al. [91] showed radiologists a brief flash of a mammogram for durations
of from 250 msec to 2 s and asked them to classify this case as normal or abnormal (Would you call
back this patient?). They found that radiologists could perform at above chance levels at all stimulus
durations, even those that did not permit a voluntary eye movement. Importantly, this awareness of
abnormality did not appear to be based on visible features of a lesion because when radiologists were
also asked to place a localizing mark on the most suspicious location on a white outline mask of the
breast after the brief presentation of stimulus, their performance was not better than chance. This was
true regardless of their rated degree of confidence that the presented image was abnormal. Readers
were not simply getting lucky and fixating a lesion on a subset of trials. In a subsequent study, Evans
et al. [92] showed that this global “gist signal” was not based on a break in the normal asymmetry
between breasts nor was it a proxy for breast density, a known risk factor for breast cancer. In fact,
radiologists were able to discriminate between normal and abnormal at above chance levels when
the “abnormal” images were the images from the breast contralateral to the breast with overt signs of
cancer. Since there is no lesion presented in the image, the observed performance cannot be due to a
lucky fixation on a mass. Something about the texture of the breast tissue is abnormal and experts have
become sensitive to that signal. Brennan et al. [93] repeated the experiment but with the “priors”, the
mammograms acquired three years before the women developed overt signs of cancer. Even though
there were no localized lesions in these priors, radiologists could still detect this gist signal at an above
chance level. A signal that is available years before the cancer develops could be a useful imaging
biomarker of cancer risk.

7. Conclusions

In this brief review, we have tried to show the usefulness of eye tracking for understanding how
experts perform tasks like those involved in clinical radiology. A similar story could be told about many
other expert domains. Scanpaths tell a story. The story may not be as clear as optimistic interpretations
of Yarbus’ work might suggest, but the sequence of eye movements and the placement of fixations
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relative to targets tell us a lot about the processes of expert visual search. Eye movement recordings
are of particular interest in analyzing errors and, we may hope, in testing efforts to reduce those errors.
It is notable how many of the basic issues in this field were outlined and studied by Kundel, Nodine,
and their group (as well as by other labs and earlier researchers). However, their path breaking work is
not the end of the story. As long as the advances in medical imaging create new stimuli to improve
medical interpretation, there are always new scientific questions that need to be investigated.
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Abstract: There has been an increasing drive to understand failures in searches for weapons and
explosives in X-ray baggage screening. Tracking eye movements during the search has produced new
insights into the guidance of attention during the search, and the identification of targets once they
are fixated. Here, we review the eye-movement literature that has emerged on this front over the last
fifteen years, including a discussion of the problems that real-world searchers face when trying to
detect targets that could do serious harm to people and infrastructure.
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1. Introduction

The job of an airport screener is to stop a wide range of prohibited items being taken on board
aircraft. Some of these prohibited items are threats (e.g., guns, knives, explosives) and some are
restricted for other reasons (e.g., liquids, narcotics, etc.). Airport screeners search for the presence of
these prohibited items in two or three-dimensional images derived from X-raying screening trays. Their
job is, therefore, one that requires the inspection of visual images for the presence of prohibited items.

While the ability to detect prohibited items in X-ray images of baggage has been explored for
some decades, it came on to the radar of experimental psychologists following the terrorist attacks
on the World Trade Center in New York in 2001. From this time onwards, researchers sought to
better understand the perceptual and cognitive challenges associated with airport baggage screening.
In this review, we report some key data from experimental studies in which eye movements have
been recorded in order to better understand how, when, and why errors are made during the search.
The results have been informative from both a theoretical and practical perspective.

2. What Are the Images Used in Baggage Screening?

Compared to most real-world search stimuli and medical images, baggage images have less
structure. The contents and arrangement of items in bags and of bags on screening trays are difficult to
predict. This leaves the screener with few expectations about where these objects should appear within
the image, and thus makes decision making more uncertain than in most other search tasks.

Baggage images are typically, but not always, colored (or more correctly pseudo-colored) using a
standard color mapping (see Figure 1). The artificial color mapping depicts the density of the objects in
the image, and also provides some information about object materials. Interpreting density is relatively
straightforward: areas with no material or with very low density appear as white, with higher density
regions appearing as darker and more saturated colors. If a region is so dense that no X-rays pass
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through it, it is depicted as black. Interpreting X-ray images is tricky because these arbitrary color
mappings produce a visual world that is very different from what we are accustomed to.

Figure 1. Example X-ray images of bags, two contain threats (top left—knife; bottom right–pistol);
images from the CaSePIX image library [1]. Reproduced with permission from the copyright holder Dr
Greg Davis.

The depiction of information about the materials making up the objects is more complex. The X-rays
that have passed through the objects can be used to infer an atomic number, which is then used to put
each part of the image into one of three categories. Those regions with the lowest atomic numbers will
include most explosives, but will of course include many non-threatening organic materials as well,
such as foods and fabrics. These regions of the image are assigned an orange hue in the standard color
mapping. Regions with the highest atomic numbers include metal weapons such as guns and knives,
but also many harmless objects, and appear as blue. Atomic numbers in between these ranges are
often shown as green, and can generally be regarded as less threatening because they are not metal
and are not explosives.

The challenge to the interpretation of X-ray images is increased because all but the densest objects
have a certain amount of transparency. Once X-rays have been emitted from the X-ray sources and
passed through one object, they may pass through other objects before striking the collector and being
registered. Thus, one part of the image often depicts information about multiple objects. This overlap
introduces the additional problem of segmenting the different objects from one another.

There is another aspect of object overlap in X-ray images that is very different from our usual
experience. When an orange, green, or blue hue is assigned to each part of the image, it is based on an
average of the atomic numbers of the different materials that the X-ray beam has passed through. Thus,
if an organic object with atomic number in the low range overlaps with a metal object with atomic
number in the high range, the region of overlap in the image may be depicted as belonging to the
middle range.
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Clearly, interpreting overlapping objects in X-ray images requires careful consideration. Adding to
the challenge is that these searches are often conducted in a busy work environment with time pressure
from long lines of passengers who are concerned about missing a flight. Thus, it is important for us to
find ways to make the task easier and to increase accuracy and efficiency. This is particularly important
in light of the fact that, although search times (and limits) vary from airport to airport and from country
to country, screeners often will take around only six seconds to complete their searches [2].

Recent innovations to security screening include dual view where screeners make their decisions
from interpreting two orthogonal views (and sometimes a photographic image of the tray as well) [3].
Computed tomography (CT) scanners have also become available as an alternative to more traditional
X-ray machines. An apparent advantage of CT scanners is that they can generate a 3D image of a tray
which can be manipulated on-screen, including advancing through 2D slices of the full 3D volume [4].
The challenge to threat detection in baggage search that these conditions create is altered but not
fundamentally changed by recent innovations aimed at supporting image interpretation by providing
richer imagery.

While these advanced imaging systems add information that should help in the detection of
prohibited items, they may also create new challenges. We note two of these challenges here as we
think they are important, despite being largely unexplored. First, search and interpretation from
viewing two orthogonal views requires the ability to make eye movements to the same or related
locations on the different images showing orthogonal views. As far as we are aware there is only
a single unpublished study on the success and utility of making these eye movements with respect
to baggage screening [5]. Second, radiological imaging requires searching for targets in slices of a
3D volume, but what is being imaged in medical imaging is of a known structure and complexity,
and what is being identified are variations from a norm. The risk to baggage screening of using this
technology is that features consistent with an early emerging target may be ‘tracked’ through slices,
leading to misses from targets appearing later in the sequence of slices. We know of only a single study
that has explored an analogue of this situation [6].

3. What Are the Decisions Made by Baggage Screeners?

While we refer to baggage search throughout this review, in line with the existing literature on
this topic, in the real world of baggage screening, the images are more correctly defined as the contents
of screening trays. Screening trays can contain bags, laptops, and other items that are routinely X-rayed
such as keys, wallets and mobile telephones. The clarification is an important one to make. It is
important to be clear that the visual search and threat identification challenge that these different
situations deliver for screeners changes somewhat unpredictably on a tray-by-tray basis. The important
point is that some decisions can be made without the need for extensive searching at all, but on the basis
that the gist of the tray indicates the presence of very little or nothing that comes close to resembling a
target. We define gist here in a very limited way as providing an estimation of the clutter of the objects
within a tray. Virtually empty trays may allow rejection on the basis that the limited material present
can easily be discounted as resembling a target. We do not mean to imply gist emerging from object
co-occurrence, configurations or scene backgrounds [7].

A screener can either “clear” a bag and let it pass, or “reject” it. A bag may be rejected because
a prohibited object(s) can be seen and readily identified in an image. However, a bag may also be
“rejected” simply because the screener cannot be certain that prohibited objects(s) are not present in an
image, probably because there are many objects overlapping one another. In either case, the decision
to reject bags usually leads to further investigation through hand searching.

4. The Security Search Task

Having considered the images from which ‘clear’ and ‘reject’ decisions are made and the nature of
those decisions, we now turn to eye movements and the security search task. The color coding of atomic
density allied to the uncertainties created by contents, the arrangement of contents, and viewpoint
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mean that color is often used to guide attention to possible targets. Fortunately, we know quite a
lot about how people search for color and the eye movement behavior associated with this search.
In addition, studies have explored the costs associated with simultaneously searching for more than
one color, as is the case when searching for, for example, the orange indicating possible plastic explosive
and the blue/black indicating possible wire, guns or knives.

There are a number of prominent models of visual search [8–10], and fewer such models of visual
search and eye movement behavior [11,12]. Despite their differences, the models of search share the
common idea that, during the search, our limited resources need to be directed to given objects in
order to determine whether those objects are targets [13]. In the classic Guided Search model, which
has been revised several times since its inception [8,14–16], attention is directed towards target-similar
objects, one at a time, until a target is found, or until the searcher decides to quit. The decision to
terminate search can depend on a number of factors, including the time spent searching and errors
made on previous trials [17]. Models of eye movements and visual search share much the same overall
architecture, though they do generally focus more on the mechanisms that govern when and where to
move the eyes during a search [11,18,19].

The recording of eye movements during the search opened up new avenues for understanding
the information processing that takes place during the search. Many early studies of eye movements
and the search of complex images involved radiographic image screening. These studies adapted and
developed the language of guidance in visual search to focus on the fractionation of what takes place in
terms of information-processing during visual search [20,21]. Put simply, by recording eye movement
behavior, researchers were able to determine when, how and why targets were missed; this was,
and still is, a question of vital importance when it comes to real-world search tasks in which missing a
target can have severe consequences. These studies developed a new framework for understanding
eye movements during the search by focusing on failures of guidance and failures of decision-making.

Failures of guidance were measured using three eye movement metrics: namely, the probability
that a target was fixated during a search, the speed at which a target was fixated during the search,
and the number of nontargets fixated. Connecting with classic models of search, such as Guided
Search [8], under this view, an easier search task can be conceptualised as one wherein the target is
directly and rapidly fixated. As a search task becomes more difficult, there is a longer delay before
the target is fixated, as more and more nontargets are fixated, and the target is less likely to be fixated
at all. As a direct consequence of this reduction in the efficacy of guidance, targets in more difficult
search tasks can then be missed purely because of a failure in guidance. An early eye tracking study by
McCarley and colleagues [22] found that after practice, subjects fixated fewer nontargets, but were no
more likely to fixate the target. We will discuss what factors make search tasks more difficult in the
context of baggage screening in more detail below.

Even if a target is directly fixated, this is not a guarantee that it will be detected. Such failures of
decision-making in search can also be measured using two eye movement metrics: the time between
fixating the target and identifying it as a target, and the probability of detecting a target after fixating it.
When a target is more complex or difficult to recognise, this increases the time required to identify
it, and, worse still, reduces the probability that it will be detected even after being directly fixated.
The study mentioned earlier by McCarley et al. [22] found that search practice substantially improved
target identification, although some of that improvement was tied to specific target images.

With this basic framework now set out, we will turn to outlining several ways in which exactly
these forms of error have been studied extensively in the context of tasks inspired by airport X-ray
baggage screening, beginning with the study of target templates in baggage search.

An understanding of the time taken to search baggage comes from studies of attentional control
and guidance. A number of different theories of attentional control [8,10] are built on the assumption
that early visual processing provides limited types of information that can be used to guide attentional
selection. In difficult searches like baggage search, this attentional guidance is based on a mental
representation with information about the target to be found, sometimes called the “target template”.
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Once attentional guidance has determined which portions of the input should be selected, those
portions are then processed more fully to recognize objects and interpret their configurations relative
to one another. In general, the information stored in the target template seems to be constrained by the
rather severe limitations that apply to visual working memory. Despite those limits, visual search can
be very flexible, as demonstrated by experiments by Wolfe and colleagues [23,24] in which participants
are asked to search for as many as 100 different targets. These searches probably do not benefit from
the accurate guidance that is possible when searching for a single color or orientation.

In bags that are largely empty, the guidance of attention may be so precise that attention is quickly
directed to the search target, or the absence of any target can be quickly determined. Guidance may
instead be imprecise, perhaps because it has not been possible to develop an effective target template
(although even target templates that inaccurately specify target features afford guidance proportional
to their target similarity [25]). In addition, it may also be the case that a bag is so densely packed
with multiple metal and organic objects that focused attention is required to segment and identify
and possible objects. Many baggage searches will fall somewhere in between these easy and difficult
extremes. In general, attention should be guided toward the dark blue and black regions that might be
metal weapons, and to the orange regions that might be explosives. By preventing attention to the
light and green regions, guidance can limit the amount of time spent in attentional processing.

Attentional guidance is fairly accurate when a target is known to have a specific color [26].
Information about the target color can be used to form a mental representation or template to guide
attention toward items with similar colors, avoiding most of the other colors. Security search is
somewhat more complicated than this simple single-color search, however: the threat targets can
be either black, blue, or orange, and the regions that can be ruled out based on color can be either
green or low-saturation colors close to white. Performance in searches for multiple targets is often
worse in the search for two targets than in the search for a single target, although the nature of the
cost varies depending on the task. Sometimes, accuracy is lower or response times are longer in
dual-target search, as shown by Menneer and colleagues [27] in searches for abstract target stimuli
defined by color, orientation, or shape. Menneer et al. [28] also found dual-target costs in accuracy
for searches among X-ray images of objects, as long as the two targets differed from one another in
color. Eye-tracking studies, both with abstract shapes [29] and with X-ray images [26] have helped to
illustrate one source of the dual-target cost. In those experiments, participants who were searching for
two types of targets with different colors made a number of fixations to distractors that had colors
different from either target.

The drop in search efficiency between 1-color search and 2-color search was explored with a set
of very basic abstract stimuli by Stroud et al. [30]. The target was distinguished from distractors by
a difficult shape discrimination, but it could nonetheless be found quickly if its color was known in
advance. In 1-color search, fixation rates to colors that were very different from the target were low,
demonstrating effective color guidance. However, when the target could appear in either of two very
different colors, there were many more fixations to colors that were very different from the distractor.
Dual-target search was much slower because participants were spending time fixating distractors
that should have been excluded by color guidance. Search guidance could be degraded further by
expanding the set of possible target colors to eight, so that the range of possible colors covered half of
the possible hues [31]. The implication of this finding for baggage screening is clear: the simultaneous
search for more than one target reduces guided eye movements to targets and increases unguided eye
movements to things that are very unlikely to be targets. The time limited aspect of baggage screening
makes the increased number of unguided fixations in multiple target versus single target search a
significant problem when considered in the context of the job.

While color may be the best cue to guide attention in baggage search, it is not a reliable cue to
the presence of prohibited items, as many non-prohibited items are also coded in orange and blue.
Participants in these studies have the option to employ color guidance or not in these particular tasks
because the target can often be identified by shape. The Stroud et al. study shows that if many of the
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items with the target color also have a shape that makes them a distractor, then participants are much
less likely to guide their eye movements by color, but if most of the items with the target colors are
actual targets, then there will be a stronger tendency to direct fixations to the target colors and away
from colors that were never targets [31]. This pattern suggests that participants have some high-level
control over how guidance is used in search: if they expect color to lead them to a target on a high
proportion of trials, then they will employ color guidance more often. For baggage screeners to make
use of color to guide their eye movements, they may well need to resist this tendency, and instead
decide to use color guidance, despite the low likelihood that what is fixated will be a prohibited item.

Other experiments have demonstrated flexibility in search guidance that may be informative to
understanding how to manage searching for multiple targets. In an eye-movement study by Beck,
Hollingworth, and Luck [32], participants could either search for two target colors simultaneously,
or search first for one color and then switch to the other, depending on the instructions. When left
to choose their search method on their own, participants seem to do something in between purely
simultaneous and purely successive search: they often switch between fixating one target color and
fixating the other, but at a given moment during the search they seem to favour one target over the
other [33].

In summary, when a search task, like baggage search, requires holding two colors in working
memory, participants are more likely to perform the task without guiding attention by color, even
though guidance may make their search more efficient. This occurs whether both colors are search
targets, or one is held for another task [34]. When guidance is not used, there may be many fixations to
distractors that could be avoided, and the search may take much longer to complete.

5. Identification of Complex, Overlapping Transparent Objects

As noted above, one of the key problems associated with searching through baggage X-rays is
the fact that they contain a wide array of varied overlapping and transparent objects. The manner in
which these objects combine creates a uniquely difficult task wherein objects can be difficult to identify
(see reference [35] for an excellent illustration of this point).

Applying what is known regarding human search behavior to the basic properties of the images
that screeners search through is a difficult task, mainly because the vast majority of visual search
experiments have utilised displays wherein objects do not overlap with one another. Studies that have
examined the deleterious effect of searching through cluttered, overlapping displays [36,37] find that
search is impaired for these difficult images.

More recently, we conducted a series of experiments [38] that focused on the problem of overlap
and transparency in search and also recorded the eye movement behavior of participants as they
searched the displays. We found that, for opaque displays, target detection rates fell substantially and
reaction times increased when object overlap increased. We also found that perceptual selection and
perceptual identification errors increased substantially as overlap increased. Moving to transparent
displays, the same basic pattern emerged, with the important difference that reaction times were even
longer for higher levels of overlap than in the opaque displays. Crucially, this was likely to be the
result of the fact that, in transparent images, the complexity of the displays obscures but does not
remove information as it does in opaque displays. The cost associated with perceptual identification in
transparent images led to long verification times because of the need to examine multiple different
possibilities of grouping and object identity before a final decision could be reached.

Despite the apparent concerns regarding the effects of overlapping images in complex displays,
there is reason to be confident that there may be ways to assist those searching these difficult images.
In the same set of studies [38], we also found that presenting the objects on separate three-dimensional
depth planes aids search and ameliorates the effects of overlap, suggesting that future research would
benefit from further understanding the benefits of depth in aiding in the segmentation and identification
of complex, overlapping objects during the search.
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6. The Problem of Low Prevalence

It is fortunate that targets in X-ray baggage are very rare indeed, but the relative scarcity of targets
can influence the likelihood of detecting those targets once they finally do appear. One line of studies
focuses on the prevalence of targets, which is defined as the proportion of trials on which a target is
presented. These studies demonstrate that low target prevalence, e.g., 2%, results in a reduction in the
target detection rates compared to higher prevalence levels, e.g., 50% [39–41].

Early studies of this prevalence effect used behavioral measures, including response times,
response accuracy, and signal detection theory measures [42]. The general finding was that reductions
in target prevalence resulted in a shift in the response criterion such that participant responses became
more conservative and less likely to respond that a target was present. By this we mean that their hit
rate and false alarm rate were reduced and target-absent responses were sped up relative to when
target prevalence was higher [41,43–47].

Later and more recent studies of eye movement behavior in conditions of varied prevalence
have helped to elaborate on how, when and why rare targets are missed when prevalence is low. For
example, a reduction in target prevalence increases failures of perceptual selection, whereby searchers
fixate fewer objects in each trial as prevalence is reduced [48]. It is worth noting that efforts to overcome
this shortcoming by providing feedback in relation to where fixations have and have not been made
are unlikely to help [49,50].

Moreover, the failure of perceptual selection is added to by the fact that targets are fixated more
slowly when target prevalence is low [48]. Moreover, a reduction in target prevalence also increases
the likelihood of perceptual identification errors, with participants not just being slower to identify
targets after fixating them, but also less likely to detect targets after fixating them [48,51,52].

It is worth noting that some of the challenges caused by the low prevalence of actual threat items
are mitigated in the real world of baggage screening by the inclusion of other prohibited items that
must be searched for. Even without the inclusion of other prohibited items that must be searched for,
the detection of threat items may be aided by the inclusion of Threat Image Projection (TiP) items
amongst baggage images. TiP items are fictitious guns, knives and IEDs that are pseudo-randomly
presented in the context of whole bags to screeners. TiP items are always of low prevalence - one
published study reported on TiP detection rates using data from real screeners performing their jobs in
situ [53] where the prevalence rate was set at 4%. That low prevalence rate is, however, higher than the
actual incidence of these kinds of threats.

Although target prevalence remains an issue for baggage screeners, they are detecting prohibited
items, including threat items, more often than might be supposed. Importantly, with the inclusion of
prohibited items beyond threats, they are doing so at a higher rate than envisaged in some experimental
analogues of baggage screening where target prevalence is manipulated.

7. Differences in Individual Screeners

So far we have considered how studying eye movements has informed us of the challenges
associated with finding and identifying prohibited items during baggage search. In doing so it seems to
us that key eye movement metrics reflect different stages of processing and decision making associated
with baggage search. In this final section, we consider how these metrics might be influenced by
individual differences.

As a population, baggage screeners vary in their age, experience and training, in addition to
their cognitive abilities and affective characteristics. Differences in screener performance are certainly
contributed to by individual differences in basic perceptual processing (e.g., references [35,54]). There
is evidence for reliable individual differences over time in sensitivity and some evidence of modest
age-related decline that has been attributed to reducing efficiency of perceptual and cognitive abilities
that cannot be overcome by years of performing the screening task [54,55].

More importantly, and perhaps not surprisingly, differences in screener performance are
contributed to by training focussed on developing robust templates of prohibited items [35]. A question
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that emerges is whether training improves search guidance to possible prohibited items or verification
for identification? While there is likely to be some improvement in both, there is good evidence that
the effect of training is more striking on processes associated with verification than guidance [22,56].
The improvement in target detection that comes with training is more striking with respect to IEDs
than guns, knives and other kinds of prohibited items [57]. It seems that training mostly (though not
exclusively) improves the robustness of the templates that allow screeners to more readily match what
is seen to what they know, and improvement is greatest when there is most to learn.

A pattern emerges of good screeners being defined as having (1) an ability to make a fast and
accurate ‘clear’ decision based on the gist derived from the image; (2) excellent guidance of attention
to potential prohibited items; (3) speed in verifying or rejecting item identity based on having robust
target templates to match items against; while also ensuring that they are (4) sufficiently exhaustive in
search to ensure all possible targets are investigated and all viable interpretations of items are tested
against target templates.

While these are distinct issues that could be explored in future studies, the current literature
allows only a coarser analysis, which we consider in terms of three broad categories. The first is how
working memory capacity and attentional control might influence search and guidance. The second is
how factors related to conservatism in decision-making influence the thoroughness of search and the
time given to verify target presence and absence (and how this relates to the first category). Finally, we
consider a third broad category of individual differences that may relate specifically to search through
slices of a 3D data volume.

Our goal in exploring these issues is simple. Prior evidence clearly shows that baggage screening
performance is associated with basic perceptual skills and task knowledge. Beyond that, is there
any evidence of systematic relationships between cognitive and affective factors and eye movement
behavior when searching complex images then we might be able to use to inform the selection of
baggage screeners? We ask this question in light of the four characteristics of good screening that were
outlined above and in the spirit of a hypothesis worthy of exploration. We do not have a view of the
relative importance of the individual differences that we discuss for baggage screening, especially
since they may jointly influence the performance of any given individual.

8. Working Memory Capacity and Attentional Control

While working memory capacity (WMC) does not predict performance in very simple searches,
it does in complex search tasks, including those that demand sustained high levels of attentional
control [58–60]. We previously discussed how target templates are held or processed in visual working
memory (e.g. references [61,62]). It follows from this that effective dual-target search will typically
involve more WMC (even in searches which require long-term memory storage [63], WM is still needed
for encoding, retrieving and maintaining templates [64]).

It is also conceivable that holding two targets in WM, or one target in conjunction with an item
from a simultaneous memory task, may require some sort of memory organization or segregation to
minimise interference. Maintaining this WM segregation may require more resources than merely
searching for a single target. This is consistent with both the study noted earlier which showed that
adding extra WM load can interfere with search guidance and lead to more unguided fixations [34]
and with evidence that when search distractors match a color held in WM, saccades are slower and less
accurate [65]. Greater WMC must therefore be advantageous in dual-target search tasks that involve
the guidance of eye movements to two targets [66].

Extra resources will also help sustain high levels of attentional control and avoid erroneous
eye movements due to the conflicts that must be resolved as different targets try to pull attention
in different directions [67]. Furthermore, maintaining attentional control is likely to be particularly
challenging when a dual-target search is coupled with low levels of target prevalence [68,69]. It is
beyond the scope of the current review to discuss the relationship between WM and attention at any
length (see reference [70] for more detail), but we can say that WMC predicts attentional control in
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an antisaccade task and, in the same study, high WMC participants exhibited less of a performance
cost when switching from an anti- to a prosaccade task [71]. Similar costs may be observed when
two target templates are active successively and guidance shifts from one target to another over time;
not only will extra resources be needed to coordinate the switch, but residual information from previous
task sets, including target templates, will also increase the likelihood of eye movements to irrelevant
items [72–75].

As individuals search, some of the resources that could have been allocated to dual-target guidance
may instead be engaged in other cognitive tasks; they may be monitoring how well they are doing
in the task, or speculating on the motivation for the experiment, or making plans for the rest of the
day [76]. Participants may also be motivated to hold some resources in reserve due to a built-in
aversion to high levels of resource utilization that ensures resource availability for unanticipated future
tasks. In summary, while it not been tested directly, it follows from these behavioral and eye movement
laboratory studies that good baggage screening performance would be associated with high WMC and
good attentional control.

9. Setting Conservative Decision Thresholds

While low target prevalence makes search and target verification more challenging, good baggage
screeners will be relatively resistant to these effects; they will tend to ensure all locations that might
contain a target are searched and that those locations are processed until all possible interpretations of
image features are considered before deciding to clear or reject. Doing so equates to good baggage
screeners setting conservative decision thresholds for terminating their inspection of individual
fixations during the search and for continuing fixations before ending search, including when no
target is found. The ability to set conservative decision thresholds will be influenced by training and
a number of studies have examined the performance of trained screeners [55,77]. In these studies,
screener performance is often characterized in terms of Signal Detection Theory measures that reflect
the relationship between screeners’ hit rates and false alarm rates [78].

Apart from training, the setting of decision thresholds will also be influenced by the individual
tendency to be ‘satisfied’ with search. ‘Satisfaction of search’ was a term used primarily in the context
of radiographic screening to describe failures to detect subsequent targets following the detection of a
first [79]. Different accounts of this effect exist, but it is likely that it is not related to satisfaction at
all, but rather a combination of a bias towards finding subsequent targets that are similar to an initial
target (perceptual set bias) and the depletion of cognitive resources associated with finding an initial
target [80,81]. This phenomenon has since been renamed ‘subsequent search misses’ to reflect the
contribution of these other factors [81]. Individual tendencies linked to satisfaction are an important
source of individual variance in the setting of quitting thresholds and response criteria during the
search [82–84]. Consistent with the notion of resource depletion, recent evidence links individual
differences in WMC to errors of both perceptual selection (failure to fixate targets) and perceptual
identification (failure of verification) during the search [85]. In a follow-up study, the effect of WMC on
perceptual selection errors was attributed to quitting thresholds that were not adequately conservative;
that is to say, searchers quit before they had fixated targets [68].

There are a number of psychological measures that tap into individual tendencies for satisfaction
during the search. One of these is the ‘Maximization Scale’ [86], a 13-item personality scale that
assesses the degree to which an individual is a ‘maximizer’, who will strive for the best outcome, or a
‘satisficer’, who will accept outcomes that are good enough. Maximization is also conceptually linked
to perfectionism and it has been demonstrated that perfectionists who engage with X-ray search and
object identification tasks perform these tasks more accurately and faster than other individuals [87].
Attention to detail, as assessed by a subscale of the Autism Quotient, predicts accuracy in X-ray
baggage search and has been the basis of a recent scale developed specifically to assess aptitude for
X-ray baggage screening, the XRIndex [88].
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One component of trait anxiety, Intolerance of Uncertainty (IU), may also lead to a tendency to
settle for poorer performance in a search. IU represents the extent to which individuals experience
(and can cope with) worry about uncertain future events [89,90] and can bias decision making towards
minimizing uncertainty. IU positively predict false alarm rates in a complex search task where
participants searched for low prevalence color targets. In this task the color targets appeared in
arrays of colored squares whose appearance changed dynamically over time through an ordered color
space [6]. The increased false alarms reflect a decision to prematurely classify as targets items that are
still distractors (and have yet to become targets).

Compared to simple laboratory search tasks, the complexities of X-ray search may increase the
likelihood of individuals who tend to be easily satisfied, or those with greater IU, to terminate searches
prematurely (i.e. lowering quitting thresholds). We suspect that there are some contingencies between
the thresholds for terminating fixations both to possible targets and in target verification, WMC,
maximisation and IU. At the very least, it is an area worthy of further research.

10. Searching through Three-Dimensional Volumes

Earlier in this review we discussed how baggage search is merely altered, and not fundamentally
changed, by advances in screening technology. One of the ways in which screening is altered by CT
scanning technology is that screeners are able to search through sequential 2D slices of a 3D volume.
Interacting with images in this way introduces a dynamic element into the search task, whereby the
image to be searched changes dynamically as screeners move through the slices. Each 2D slice is also
related to the slices either side of it in 3D space, such that moving through slices will cause objects to
emerge over time in a predictable way. This technology is relatively new in baggage screening and the
implications of it for the eye movements made during the search are unclear (though see reference [91]
for a discussion of related issues in medical imaging ).

A priori it seems to us that searching for prohibited items with a technology that allows search to
have a predictive aspect across ‘slices’ brings a risk that search can become unduly focussed on these
locations. From a different paradigm, there is evidence that individual differences in WMC and IU
influence the number of fixations made when monitoring dynamically changing color displays for the
onset of targets [6]. For individuals with low WMC, those with high IU made fewer eye movements
relative to those with low IU. This issue requires much further investigation. Nevertheless, this result
emphasizes the importance of measuring eye movements as a tool to help develop our understanding
some of the psychological challenges that new ways of the data visualizations bring.

11. General Discussion and Summary

We have known for a long time that security searches of baggage can be very difficult. Security
screeners start at a disadvantage when searching through X-ray images, because those images differ in
fundamental ways from real-world images. The objects do not appear in the colors that we associate
with them, and overlapping objects produce a very unnatural sort of transparency. After years
of research, we now have a better understanding of some of the other factors can make searches
especially difficult.

Some factors, such as the large numbers of objects in some bags and the degree to which those
objects overlap one another in the image, may be addressable by developing new technology that
can enhance images, perhaps by rotating them or presenting them in depth. Eye tracking has been a
useful tool in assessing technologies and measuring how searchers use them, and as both the display
technologies and the experimental methods advance, we can expect eye tracking studies to be even
more valuable in assessing future technological advances.

Other factors that complicate X-ray security searches include limitations on cognitive mechanisms
for attention and object recognition. Eye tracking data have allowed us to better understand some of
these limitations, such as the prevalence effect and the dual-target cost. It may be possible to partly or
fully overcome some of these limitations by developing new training methods. For instance, it may
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be possible to train subjects to search thoroughly even though targets rarely appear, or to guide their
search effectively using multiple target templates. Once those methods are developed, additional eye
tracking studies will allow us to measure their benefits.

If some of these limitations cannot be eliminated by training, it may still be possible to improve
security searches by devising ways to identify those individuals with the most effective perceptual
and attentional mechanisms for this type of search. The studies reviewed above suggest that testing
for WMC, maximization and tolerance to uncertainty may help to find better screeners. Research on
individual differences that are relevant to security search is just getting off the ground, so there is
probably lots to learn here.

The eye tracking studies reviewed here have given us a better understanding of the many factors
that make security searches difficult, and in some cases they are helping to find methods of improving
performance. These are, of course, important contributions to the safety and well-being of large
numbers of people, but there have been other benefits to emerge from this research as well. In addition
to the practical improvements in detecting threats, this research has contributed to our understanding
of visual search and the mental processes that control attention and object identification. For instance,
one set of studies shows that decisions to stop search are not driven solely by the stimuli but are
influenced by internal factors that have their origins outside of the attentional system. Another set
of studies shows that subjects do not effectively guide their attention when searching for two colors
if they can instead identify the target with a single shape discrimination, even though this method
makes the search much less efficient. These findings open up new questions about the basic nature of
attentional control that go beyond security search. We can expect that future research in this area will
lead to further advances in our theoretical understanding of visual cognition, while also enhancing our
abilities to detect threats.
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Abstract: We review all published eye-tracking studies to date that have used eye movements
to examine multiple object (MOT) or multiple identity tracking (MIT). In both tasks, observers
dynamically track multiple moving objects. In MOT the objects are identical, whereas in MIT they
have distinct identities. In MOT, observers prefer to fixate on blank space, which is often the center of
gravity formed by the moving targets (centroid). In contrast, in MIT observers have a strong preference
for the target-switching strategy, presumably to refresh and maintain identity-location bindings
for the targets. To account for the qualitative differences between MOT and MIT, two mechanisms
have been posited, a position tracking (MOT) and an identity tracking (MOT & MIT) mechanism.
Eye-tracking studies of MOT have also demonstrated that observers execute rescue saccades toward
targets in danger of becoming occluded or are about to change direction after a collision. Crowding
attracts the eyes close to it in order to increase visual acuity for the crowded objects to prevent
target loss. It is suggested that future studies should concentrate more on MIT, as MIT more closely
resembles tracking in the real world.

Keywords: eye movements; multiple object tracking; multiple identity tracking; dynamic attention

1. Introduction

In many real-life visual tasks, people are required to keep track of multiple moving objects. This is
true, for example, of car drivers maneuvering a vehicle across a busy intersection where the driver
has to keep track of other vehicles approaching the intersection and of pedestrians crossing the street.
This is also true of a football player making the decision of whom to pass the ball. When making
that decision under stringent time constraints, he or she needs to be aware of both where his/her
own teammates are as well as the players of the opponent team are located and moving toward.
In the human factors’ literature, such awareness is called situation awareness [1]. It is genuinely
dynamic in nature in that the visual environment (e.g., the intersection or the football field) is constantly
changing, so that situation awareness has to be updated accordingly in order to adequately represent
the moment-to-moment fluctuations in the relevant task environments.

The experimental research on the dynamic tracking performance has mimicked the real-life visual
environments using two types of laboratory tasks: multiple object tracking (MOT; for a review, see [2])
and multiple identity tracking (MIT; [3]). In both tasks, the moving objects are presented on a computer
screen. The pioneering study, [4] introduced the MOT task. In MOT, the objects to be tracked are
visually identical (e.g., black circles) so that they can be differentiated from each other only by their
spatiotemporal properties. In the beginning of the task, a subset of the objects is designated as the
targets, the remaining objects are distracters. The MOT task is depicted in Figure 1. The seminal
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work [4] demonstrated that people can track about four identical objects. Later it was shown [3] that
there are significant individual differences in the MOT performance.

 
Figure 1. In the multiple object tracking (MOT) task, the targets to be tracked are first designated,
for example, by drawing a red circle around the targets. After the target designation, the target and
distracter items (all identical to each other) move for a few seconds. For the test phase, all objects stop
moving and the participant is asked to click on the targets.

The multiple identity tracking task was developed by Oksama and Hyönä [3,5]. It resembles
more closely real-life visual environments in that the to-be-tracked objects all have distinct identities
(like in traffic or sports). The MIT task is depicted in Figure 2. It was originally designed to mimic the
visual environment air-traffic controllers or fighter pilots operate on. Air-traffic controllers monitor the
incoming and outgoing aircraft depicted on a big screen by call signals that identify each aircraft. In the
laboratory experiments the objects to be tracked have been, for example, line drawings of common
objects or faces [5], cartoon characters [6] or words [7]. Horowitz et al. [6] demonstrated that tracking of
multiple distinct identities is more difficult than tracking the whereabouts of identical objects. Perhaps
not more than two objects with distinct identities can be successfully tracked.

 
Figure 2. In the multiple identity tracking (MIT) task, all objects have distinct identities; in this example
they are line drawings of common objects. In the initial target designation stage, the targets to be
tracked are shown, for example, by drawing a red circle around them. Then all objects move for a few
seconds. In the test phase, all objects stop moving and the targets are probed, for example, one by
one by asking the participant to locate where each target was positioned at the time the movement
was terminated.

The majority of MOT and MIT studies have examined the tracking performance by using
performance accuracy as the dependent measure. However, there are some studies that have registered
observers’ eye movements during the tracking performance. The eye-tracking studies of MOT and
MIT are very useful, as they provide direct evidence regarding the allocation of overt attention
during tracking. Thus, it may be used, for example, to study the extent to which observers overtly
switch attention between the targets to perform the task. In this review paper, we go over all the
eye-tracking studies conducted on MOT and MIT. We first review the MOT studied followed by the
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MIT studies and direct comparisons of the two tasks. We conclude the review by suggesting directions
for future research.

2. Eye Behavior during MOT

2.1. Where Are Observers Looking at during MOT?

In this section, we review evidence on where observers look at during MOT. We first go over the
studies providing evidence for the view that the center-looking strategy is the predominant strategy in
MOT. Subsequently, we review evidence demonstrating that the target-looking strategy is in fact as
dominant as the center-looking strategy. A summary of the eye movement studies of MOT is provided
in Table 1.

Table 1. Observed scanning strategies in the eye-tracking studies of multiple object tracking (MOT).

Study
Stimulus
Size (◦) Set-Size Speed (◦/s) Analysis Method Scanning Strategy

Fehd & Seiffert [8] 2.1 1 15 Shortest distance rule Target: 96%

Follow-up

3 Centroid: 66%; Target: 9%
3 Centroid: 42%; Target: 11%
4 Centroid: 42%; Target 9%
5 Centroid: 42%; Target 8%

Fehd & Seiffert [9] AoI: 5◦ in diameter
Experiment 1 2.1 4 3, 6, 12, 18, 24 Centroid:~25%; Target: ~10%
Experiment 2 0.06–0.3 4 3, 6, 8, 12, 24 Centroid: 34%; Target: 8%
Experiment 3 1.8 3 12 Centroid: 43%; Target 13%

Zelinsky & Neider [10]

0.5–1.1 1 1.1 Shortest distance rule Target: 94%
2 Centroid: 47%; Target: 37%
3 Centroid: 39%; Target: 42%
4 Centroid: 24%; Target: 52%

Zelinsky & Todor [11] 0.5–1.1 2–4 Not reported
“Rescue saccade”:
landing 1◦ from a

target

Anticipatory rescue saccades were
initiated to occluded targets

Huff et al. [12] 1.3–2.2 3 AoI: same size as the
objects

Experiment 1
2 Centroid:~7%; Target: ~10%
4 Centroid:~7.5%; Target:~8.5%
6 Centroid:~10%; Target:~8%

Experiment 2 4 Centroid:~11%; Target:~8%
10 Centroid:~12.5%; Target:~5.5%

Vater et al. [13] 1 4 6, 9, 12 AoI: 5◦ in diameter Centroid: 30%; Target: 11%

Vater et al. [14] 1 4 6 Gaze-vector distances Gaze was closer to centroid than to
target regardless of target changes

Vater et al. [15] 1 4 6 Relative gaze distance
to the targets

Gaze was closer to crowded than
uncrowded targets. Anticipatory
saccades were initiated to targets

colliding with border.

Lukavský [16] 1 4 5

AoI: 1◦ for centroid, 2◦
for objects;

Normalized scanpath
saliency

Centroid: 7.7%; Target: 12.6%;
Anticrowding point: 12.2%; Target
eccentricity minimizing point: 9%

Dechterenko &
Lukavsky [17] 1 4 Adaptive Normalized scanpath

saliency

The model accounting for the
crowding effect yielded the best

performance.

Lukavský &
Děchtěrenko [18] 1 4 5 Local maximum of

similarity

Gaze position lagged by
approximately 110 ms behind the

scene content.

Děchtěrenko, Lukavský,
& Holmqvist [19] 1 4 5 Correlation distance

Scan patterns in flipped trials differed
only slightly from those of the

original trials.

Oksama & Hyönä [20]

Experiment 1 2.1 2–5 2.6, 6.3, 10.3 AoI: 3.4◦ Blank area: 48%; Target: 21%;
Centroid: 7%; Distracter: 4%

Experiment 3 2.1 2–5 2.6, 6.3, 10.3 AoI: 3.4◦ Blank area: 48%; Target: 24%;
Centroid: 7%; Distracter: 5%
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2.1.1. Center-Looking Strategy

The Central Areas between Targets are Frequently Gazed at during MOT

An intriguing question is where observers are looking at when tracking multiple targets moving
around in the visual field. In the seminal eye-tracking study of MOT, Fehd and Seiffert [8] provide
evidence for the view that observers predominately look at the central area between the targets,
presumably for grouping multiple targets into one single virtual object to track [21].

In the main experiment of the study, eye movements were registered when observers tracked 1 or
3 target dots out of 8 dots, which randomly moved about on the screen for 3 s with a speed of 15◦/s.
The trials in which the observers correctly tracked the targets were included in eye movement analyses.
The 8 dots and the center of the targets (i.e., the centroid of the triangle formed by the 3 targets, which
is the intersection of the medians) were defined for each frame as the competing areas of interest (AoIs).
A location competition analysis with the shortest-distance rule was used to determine the location
to which the gaze was closest. Each AoI was assigned a weight of zero at the beginning of the trial,
and after each frame the AoI closest to the gaze position received an increase in its weight while the
remaining AoIs received a decrease in weight. The AoI with the highest weight value on a given frame
was considered the winner for that frame. The time each AoI was the winner across all frames was
summed up, and then the average percentage of the time that the gaze was directed towards each AoI
was calculated.

Their results showed that in the 1-target trials, the vast majority of the gazes (96.0%) were closest
to the target dot. This is understandable as observers did not need to distribute their attention across
multiple targets. More importantly, when tracking 3 targets, 65.7% of the time the gaze was closest
to the center of the targets, while 8.5% of the gaze time was on each target dot, and only 1.0–2.2%
on each distracter. The researchers replicated the finding in a follow-up experiment, which showed
that participants looked significantly more at the center (41.6–42.4%) than at each of the targets when
tracking 3 (10.7%), 4 (9.3%), and 5 (8.1%) targets in an array of 10 dots. Fehd and Seiffert [8] conclude
that, “when multiple objects are tracked, more time is spent looking towards the center of the target
array than at each target individually” (p. 206).

Such a center-looking strategy was replicated or partially replicated by subsequent eye-tracking
MOT studies [9,10,13]. For example, Zelinsky and Neider [10] adopted an experimental setting
somewhat different from the basic MOT paradigm, as they mimicked real-life dynamic visual
environments by presenting on the screen moving sharks that moved underwater. Underwater scene
is free of contextual constraints, as sharks can freely select and change their movement trajectory. In
terms of features, sharks are more complex objects than dots, thus better approximating the kind
of objects tracked in real life. In the experiment, 9 identical sharks moved about for 20 s in a 3D
underwater scene (i.e., movement in depth was also rendered possible). Target set-size varied from
1 to 4. When the movement stopped, one of the sharks was probed by drawing a red circle around
it, and the participant had to decide whether or not it was a target. The results showed that when
tracking just one target, observers spent 94% of the time gazing at the single target; when tracking 2, 3,
or 4 targets, observers spent 47%, 39%, 24% of the gaze time at the center.

Center-Looking Includes Centroid-Looking, Anticrowding, and More

Whereas, there is a consensus that observers frequently look at the central areas between multiple
targets, it is more controversial which specific central locations observers are looking at during MOT
and what strategies their eye behavior represents.

Fehd and Seiffert [8] propose that center-looking represents centroid-looking. Observers look
at the centroid of the virtual polygon formed by the targets, which serves the function of mentally
grouping multiple targets into one virtual object to track. In their analyses, they compared two types of
central locations: the centroid of the virtual object for grouping, and the central points for minimizing
the eccentricities of the targets (either the maximum eccentricity of any one target, or the average
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eccentricity of all the targets). The authors note that the eccentricity minimizing points are very close
to the centroid, so it may be difficult to tell them apart, and hence they analyzed the frames where
eccentricity minimizing points differed from the centroid by more than one degree. The result showed
that the average distance to the gaze was larger from the eccentricity minimizing points than from the
centroid (4.8–5.4◦ vs. 4.1◦). Moreover, in the location competition analysis the eccentricity minimizing
points were winners less often than the centroid (28.4–28.6% vs. 65.7%). Fehd and Seiffert [8] also
compared the centroid with the central location calculated by averaging the coordinates of the targets.
It is the same location when there are 3 targets but not when there are 4 or 5 targets. They did not
describe explicitly how the centroid was defined when there were 4 or 5 targets. Presumably, it was
defined as the geometric center of the polygon formed by the targets. Their results showed that the
location of the average target coordinates did not correspond to the gaze position as closely as the
centroid. Overall, Fehd and Seiffert [8] considered the centroid-looking strategy to fit best to the data
and being a more parsimonious explanation, as it presumably reflects a grouping strategy whereby the
targets are grouped to form a single virtual object.

However, the dominant centroid-looking strategy may originate from the analysis methods
used for determining to which AoI each gaze position belongs. Only the seminal studies using the
shortest-distance rule found the majority of the gazes being closest to the centroid [8,10]. With this rule,
gaze was defined as either looking at the centroid or one of the objects depending on which the distance
was shorter. Thus, many gazes on central areas were categorized as looking at the centroid, even though
they were fairly distant from it. For instance, as mentioned above, in the Fehd and Seiffert’s [8] study,
the average distance between gaze and centroid was 4.1◦. Subsequent studies used AoIs of different size
to define whether gaze is at the centroid or on individual objects; they found that the centroid-looking
strategy accounted for about 4–30% of the total gaze time [9,12,13,16,20], in comparison to 40–66%
found in the seminal studies using the shortest-distance rule [8,10]. In particular, using AoIs of 3.4◦ in
size, Oksama and Hyönä [20] found 7% of gaze time on the centroid, in contrast to 21% on individual
targets, 4% on distracters, 4% on the screen center, and about half of the time (48%) on blank area
that was neither the centroid nor the screen center, implying that center-looking entails more than
merely centroid-looking.

Lukavský [16] compared five different types of central locations representing five types of
center-looking strategies during MOT. Three of them were the centroid, the eccentricity minimizing
point for the targets, and the screen center; the other two were the eccentricity minimizing point for
all objects, and the anticrowding point, which minimizes the ratio between each target’s distance
from the gaze point and the distance from every distracter. It is noteworthy that the computation of
the last two central locations takes into account both the locations of the targets and the distracters.
Lukavský [16] compared the adherence of the observed data to the five models of the center-looking
strategy, and found highest adherence for the anticrowding point, closely followed by the target
eccentricity minimizing point and the centroid, whereas the adherence of the all-object eccentricity
minimizing point was lower, and that of the screen center was lowest. Moreover, observers spent a
larger percentage of time gazing at the anticrowding point than the target eccentricity minimizing
point or the centroid (12.2% vs. 9.0% vs. 7.7%). Therefore, Lukavský [16] suggests that an important
function of the center-looking strategy is to mitigate the effect of crowding and thus reduce the danger
of confusing targets with surrounding distracters.

2.1.2. Target-Looking

Individual Targets are Frequently Gazed at during MOT

Besides the central areas, the individual targets are frequently looked at during MOT as well,
whereas the non-targets are seldom looked at. In fact, the total gaze time on all the targets is usually
comparable to or larger than the gaze time on central areas [8,10,12,16]. For instance, even though
Fehd and Seiffert [8] emphasized the center-looking strategy, the target-looking strategy also featured
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prominently in their data. While the center-looking strategy accounted for 41.6–42.4% of the gaze time,
each of the targets was gazed at for 10.7%, 9.3%, and 8.1% of the time when tracking 3, 4, and 5 targets.
It means that the target-looking accounted approximately for about 32.1%, 37.2%, and 40.5% (i.e., 10.7%
× 3, 9.3% × 4, and 8.1% × 5) of the gaze time in total, which is comparable to the center-looking time.
The Zelinsky and Neider [10] study also observed pronounced target-looking. When there were 2,
3, 4 targets, the time spent on targets accounted for 37%, 42%, 52%, which is comparable to or even
greater than that spent on the center (47%, 39%, and 24%, for 2, 3, and 4 targets, respectively).

The percentages of target-looking and center-looking both varied with the size of AoIs used in the
eye-tracking MOT studies, yet it seems that target-looking is always comparable in frequency or even
higher than centroid-looking. For instance, Huff, Papenmeier, Jahn and Hesse [12] used AoIs of 1.3◦ to
2.2◦ in size, which was of the same size as the objects. The results showed about 10% of the gaze time
on the centroid, and about 5–10% on each of the 3 targets on average, resulting in about 15–30% spent
on the targets in total. In Oksama and Hyönä’s [20] study, AoIs of 3.4◦ were used, while the size of the
objects was around 2◦. The results showed 7% of the gaze time on the centroid, and 21% on all the
targets in total. The number of targets varied from 2 to 5, so that the average time on each target was
around 4–10%. In Lukavský’s [16] study, the centroid was defined by an AoI of 1◦, equal to the size
of the moving objects, whereas the AoIs for objects were 2◦ (this is not explicitly stated in the paper
but implied by “AOIs defined by targets and distracters are four times larger”). The results showed
7.7% of the gaze time on the centroid, and 3.1% of the gaze time on each of the 4 targets on average,
resulting in about 12.6% on the targets in total. Fehd and Seiffert [9] used two different sizes of AoIs
in their Experiment 2. The size of the objects was 0.06–0.3◦. They first used AoIs of 0.6◦. The results
showed very small percentages of gaze overlap with the AoIs. Gaze overlapped with the centroid 4.0%
of the time, and 0.9% and 0.3% with each of the 4 targets and 6 distracters, resulting in 3.6% on targets
and 1.8% on distracters. They then increased the AoI size to 5◦. Gaze overlapped with the centroid
for 34.3%, and 7.8% and 3.1% for each of the targets and distracters, resulting in 31.2% and 18.6% of
gaze time on the targets and distracters, respectively. The percentages were similar to those in their
Experiment 1 with 5◦ AoIs, which were about 25% on the centroid, 40% on the targets, and 18% on the
distracters. In sum, across the different studies, as the AoI size varied between 0.6–5◦, the range of the
average percentage of gaze time on each target was about 1–10%, resulting in the total target-looking
time of 4–40%, while the centroid-looking was about 4–34%.

It has been demonstrated that observers frequently switch their gaze back and forth between the
center and the targets rather than switching from target to target. Fehd and Seiffert [9] showed that
in each trial, there were 5.9 center-to-target switches on average, which was significantly more than
target-to-target switches (1.9). The results were replicated by Vater, Kredel, and Hossner [13], who found
5.5 center–target switches per trial in comparison with 1.3 target–target switches. The Oksama and
Hyönä [20] study provided support for another possible strategy, namely the look-at-one-target-strategy.
The results showed that regardless the number of the targets that needed to be tracked (varied from 2 to
5), the number of targets gazed at during tracking remained constant, about 1 1

2 targets. It implies that
observers may choose one target to be overtly tracked by the eyes, while the other targets are tracked
peripherally in a covert fashion. “Such a strategy seems both psychologically and computationally
more plausible than the continuous computation of the centroid dynamically delineated by the moving
targets, which appears computationally quite demanding” [20]. It should be noted, however, that in
their study the look-at-one-target-strategy was less frequent than the look-at-blank-space strategy.

Gaze to Individual Targets Lags behind the Targets Rather Than Extrapolate Target Motion

Another interesting question about target-looking is that when observers look at targets, whether
the eyes extrapolate target motion and land on a position where the target is expected to go to.
Lukavský and Děchtěrenko [18] examined this question yet failed to find evidence in support of motion
extrapolation in MOT. Instead, they observed that in all the tested conditions the gaze lagged behind
the targets. In their study, the stimuli comprised 8 gray disks of 1◦ of visual angle in size that moved
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in a constant speed of 5◦/s. Four targets among 4 distracters were tracked for 10 s. Importantly, they
presented forward motion trajectories, repeated for 4 times, and backward motion trajectories that were
the forward trajectories played back in reverse order. The logic is that if there is no motion prediction,
gaze behavior would be highly similar between the forward and backward trajectories. In order to
make this comparison possible, the eye movement data were reversed for the backward trajectories.
The procedure also allowed determining the temporal lag or lead time of gaze behavior in relation to
object motion.

Using the logic described above, they [18] observed in Experiment 1 (20 participants) an average
lag of 114 ms in gaze behavior with respect to object motion, with all participants demonstrating a
lag (from 52 ms to 173 ms). In Experiment 2 (27 participants), they manipulated target set-size (2 or
4) to investigate whether track load affects motion extrapolation. It was found that the gaze lagged
behind object motion a bit less (a non-significant difference) with low (2 targets) than high (4 targets)
track load (93 ms vs. 108 ms). In other words, an easy tracking condition did not lead to a significantly
shorter lag. Yet, it should be noted that object motion was not very predictable. In Experiment 3, the
predictability of object motion was manipulated. In Experiment 3a (23 participants), the trajectories
used in Experiment 2 (baseline) were pitted against more predictable trajectories, while in Experiment
3b (28 participants) the baseline condition was compared against a less predictable (i.e., more chaotic)
condition. It was observed that more predictable trajectories did not reliably shorten the gaze lag
(although there was a tendency in that direction), but the more chaotic condition reliably delayed the
lag by 32 ms (102 ms vs. 134 ms). It is suggested that the 100-ms lag may reflect oculomotor limits.
Generally speaking, the study [18] failed to find evidence in support of motion extrapolation in MOT,
as in all tested conditions gaze lagged behind the targets.

2.1.3. Summary: Both Center-Looking and Target-Looking during MOT

In sum, during MOT, observers frequently look at the central areas between targets. The central
locations mainly include the centroid of the virtual polygon formed by the targets, the anticrowding
point, and the eccentricity minimizing point. The individual targets are frequently looked at as
well, while non-targets are seldom looked at. The total time of target-looking is comparable to
center-looking. Observers frequently switch the gaze back and forth between the center and the targets,
manifesting a center-target-switching strategy; yet they may also overtly follow one target by gazing
at it, while tracking the other targets peripherally in a covert fashion. When looking at the targets,
the gaze does not extrapolate their motion trajectories but instead lags behind.

It is noteworthy that the studies differ in the way eye movement data were analyzed. In most
studies (e.g., [8,10]) raw data (i.e., × and y coordinates) are assigned to AOIs (for an open-source
automated tool for conducting such analyses, see [22]), while in some studies (e.g., [20]) the raw data are
first parsed into fixations and saccades, after which fixations are assigned to the AOIs. The downside
of the former analysis procedure is that also saccades are signed to AOIs despite the fact that no visual
information processing is carried out during saccades due to saccadic suppression. This may not be
considered a serious problem, as saccades are rapid and thus consume relatively little time. On the
other hand, the downside of the latter analysis procedure is that it cannot differentiate smooth pursuit
movements from fixations. Yet, in our data, we seldom observe smooth pursuits when multiple objects
are to be tracked. The situation is dramatically different when only one target is tracked; observers are
likely to track the single target with smooth pursuit eye movements (see [8,10]).

2.2. What Influences Eye Behavior during MOT?

2.2.1. Number of Target Objects

To date, the results are inconsistent regarding how eye behavior during MOT varies as a function
of the number of targets. Clearly, when tracking one single target, observers spend almost all the gaze
time (about 95%) on the target [8,10]. When tracking more than one target, some studies show that as
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the number of targets increases, the total target-looking time increases while the average looking time
on each target decreases. For instance, Zelinsky and Neider [10] showed that as the number of targets
increased from 2, 3, to 4, the total target-looking time increased from 37%, 42%, to 52%, while the
average looking time on each target dropped from 18%, 14%, to 13%, respectively. Fehd and Seiffert [8]
found a similar trend; by showing that as the number of targets increased from 3, 4, to 5, the total
target-looking time increased from 32.1%, 37.2%, to 40.5%, while the average looking time on each
target dropped from 10.7%, 9.3%, to 8.1%, respectively. Zelinsky and Neider [10] suggest that the
increase in total target-looking time is due to observers shifting from the centroid-looking strategy to
the target-switching strategy when there are more targets to track. This argument was supported by the
finding that as the number of targets increased from 2, 3, to 4, the centroid-looking time decreased from
47%, 39%, to 24%. Moreover, Zelinsky and Todor [11] found that the gaze-target distance was generally
larger for tracking 2 rather than 3 or 4 targets, perhaps reflecting a more pronounced centroid-looking
strategy in set-size 2. In contrast, the Fehd and Seiffert [8] study suggests that the centroid-looking
strategy remains constant regardless of the number of targets; as the number of targets varied from 3
to 5, the centroid-looking time remained at 41.6–42.4%.

In contrast to the seminal eye-tracking studies of MOT, Oksama and Hyönä [20] found that as the
number of targets increased from 2 to 5, almost all the measures of eye behavior remained constant,
including the number of eye visits to targets, the number of visited targets, average fixation duration,
the number of fixations, pupil size, and the number of blinks. The results provide strong support
for parallel tracking models of MOT. The discrepancy between the studies may originate from the
variation in motion speed, as discussed below.

2.2.2. Motion Speed

Fehd and Seiffert [9] argue that regardless of target speed, the prevalence of the centroid-looking
strategy remains unchanged. They examined the possibility that observers adopt the centroid-looking
strategy only when individual targets are moving too fast to be followed with the eyes. The authors
varied the motion speed from slow to very fast (3, 6, 12, 18, or 24◦/s); yet, they found no effect of speed
in the percentage of gaze time on the centroid, targets, and distracters. Moreover, the gaze time on
the centroid was always longer than that on each target and distracter regardless of speed. On the
other hand, the dwell time decreased as the speed increased, showing that “At the slower speeds,
participants viewed the center for prolonged periods of time, while at higher speeds they made quick
glances to the center” (p. 5). Similarly, Vater et al. [13] found no effect of speed in the percentage of
gaze time on the centroid, target, and distracter, when motion speed was varied from 6◦/s, 9◦/s, to 12◦/s.

In contrast, Huff et al. [12] provided evidence for the view that the relative importance of
centroid-looking increases with object speed. They manipulated object speed to be 2, 4, or 6◦/s.
The results showed that when the speed was slow (2◦/s), the percentage of gaze time on the centroid was
even lower than that on a target (about 7% vs. 10%). As the object speed increased, the centroid-looking
strategy became more frequent while the target-looking preference decreased. Huff et al. [12] speculate
that the centroid-looking preference reflects its benefits over the target-switching strategy. The centroid’s
velocity and degree of movement is lower than those of targets, with the difference being particularly
pronounced at higher speed. This presumably explains why the centroid-looking preference is
increased with higher object speeds.

Oksama and Hyönä [20] suggests that as the motion speed increases from low to high, observers
switch from a more serial tracking to a more parallel tracking, manifested in decreased fixations on
individual targets and increased fixations on the central areas between targets. The authors varied
the speed from 2.6◦/s (slow), 6.3◦/s (medium), to 10.7◦/s (fast), while varying the number of targets
from 2 to 5. The results showed that as the object speed increased, the participants spent less time
looking at the targets and more on the center. Moreover, when the speed was slow, the number of
fixations and target visits increased while the fixation duration tended to decrease as the number of
targets increased. On the other hand, with a medium speed, the number of fixations and target visits
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as well as the fixation duration remained constant as the number of targets increased. Finally, with a
high speed, the trend was that the number of fixations and target visits decreased and the fixation
duration increased as a function of the number of targets. The results indicate that at slow speed
observers adopt a more serial tracking, switching the eyes from one target to another, while as the
speed increases they adopt a more parallel tracking strategy.

The discrepancy in the results reviewed above may originate from the differences in the tested
object speeds. Thus, perhaps Huff et al. [12] found increased centroid-looking associated with an
increase in motion speed, because the speed in their study varied from low to medium (2, 4, and 6◦/s),
whereas Fehd and Seiffert [9] and Vater et al. [13] found constant centroid-looking as a function of
motion speed, because the speed in these studies varied mostly from medium to high.

Research has also shown that as object speed increases, observers make fewer saccades, presumably
to reduce the risks of losing targets during saccadic eye movements. When objects are moving slowly,
even if some information is lost due to saccadic suppression, it can still be easily recovered after the
saccade, whereas recovery may be impossible at high motion speed, since the locations of the objects
may have significantly shifted position during a saccade [17].

In sum, observers frequently switch the gaze from target to target when the targets are moving
slowly, showing a pattern of tracking the targets in a serial fashion, whereas they exhibit more
center-looking at medium to high object speeds, demonstrating parallel tracking of targets.

2.2.3. Stimulus Size

In principal, the decrease in stimulus size leads to reduced peripheral resolution of the targets, so
that observers may fixate on the individual targets more often and hence the centroid-looking strategy
may be abandoned. Fehd and Seiffert [9] examined this possibility in their Experiment 2. Squares were
used as stimuli. They varied in size from 1 to 5 pixels on a side, subtending 0.06◦ to 0.3◦ of visual
angle, so that the largest stimulus was seven times smaller than the stimuli used in their Experiment 1.
When using AoIs of the same size as in Experiment 1 (5◦ in diameter), the results revealed the same
centroid-looking strategy as in Experiment 1, manifested in 34.3% of the gaze time on the centroid and
7.8% on each separate target. When using AoIs double the size of the stimuli, which were significantly
smaller than in Experiment 1, the centroid was still gazed at more than each individual target, although
the percentages were much smaller than in Experiment 1, 4.0% on the centroid and 0.9% on the targets.
Furthermore, as size decreased from 0.3◦ to 0.12◦, the percentage of gaze time on the centroid decreased
from 5.0% to 3.2%, while the gaze time on targets increased from 0.9% to 1.3%, suggesting a small trend
for decreased centroid-looking and increased target-looking with decreased stimulus size. Overall,
the study showed that target-looking increases and centroid-looking still prevails when stimulus size
is small, demonstrating that the centroid-looking strategy “provides some value to tracking objects
beyond the use of peripheral vision” (p. 7).

2.2.4. Crowding and Collision

During MOT, crowding and collision commonly co-occur and may influence the tracking
performance and eye behavior. Crowding is established when the objects move close to one another so
that it is more difficult to differentiate the targets from the distracters. At the same time, the probability
for object collisions is increased, which may also impact tracking. Vater, Kredel, and Hossner [15]
disentangled the effects of crowding and collision on eye movements during tracking. Collision was
manipulated by having the targets collide with the bordering frame in one condition during a critical
period of 0.5 s, which was compared to a no collision condition. Crowding was also manipulated by
two conditions. In the crowding condition, during the critical period three of the four targets formed
a group where each target was closely surrounded by a distracter (the fourth target was not); in the
no-crowding condition, the group of three targets was not closely surrounded by distracters.

The authors measured the distance between the gaze and the targets, as well as the number of
saccades initiated to the targets in different conditions. Saccades to the targets were initiated much
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more frequently prior to the collision (64%) than after the collision (9%). These anticipatory saccades are
assumed to be made to update changes in motion trajectories after the collision against the boundary.
On the other hand, crowding did not affect the probability of initiating a saccade; yet, the gaze was
located closer to the target group than to the isolated target in the crowding than in the no-crowding
condition. The result is consistent with the study of [11], who found that the gaze-target distance
decreased as the target-other-object distance became smaller. Similarly, the modelling studies of
Lukavský and colleagues [16,17] observed that the anticrowding model is the best model for explaining
the gaze locations during tracking. This is presumably due to attempts to increase visual acuity for
targets in order to be better able to keep them separate from the distracters. In sum, crowding draws
the eyes toward the crowded area, while collision induces anticipatory saccades to the target.

2.2.5. Occlusion

Zelinsky and Todor [11] examined eye movements in a MOT task where objects occlude each
other. The experiment was otherwise identical to their earlier study [10] except that in half of the trials
at least one target, usually more than one, was involved in an occlusion. Observers tracked 2, 3 or
4 targets out of 9 objects for a period of 20 s. The main goal of the study was to assess the premise
that observers “look at targets in order to prevent occlusion-related track losses” [11] (p. 4). In order
to do that the authors examined the number of saccades programmed to occluded targets during
the occlusion period (800 ms around the occlusion). These saccades were named as rescue saccades,
as they are presumably carried out to prevent from losing track of occluded targets.

The results showed that rescue saccades occurred in 45% of the occlusion periods, but only in 8%
of the time before an occlusion period of the same duration. The rescue saccades were anticipatory
in nature, as they frequently (33.7%) appeared within the time bin of 800 ms prior to occlusion.
Interestingly, the probability of rescue saccades was at the same level (42.3%) in near-occlusion events
where a target came close to another object (closer than 1◦ distance) and then moved away without
being occluded, suggesting that close distance may signal forthcoming occlusion and hence triggers
anticipatory saccades. In addition, the authors observed no difference in the frequency of rescue
saccades between the target-target occlusions (or near-occlusions) and the target-distracter occlusions.
This suggests that the process is driven by the possibility of confusion regardless of whether a target
would be confused with a distracter or another target. The finding that the incidence of rescue saccades
was no more likely with distracters than with targets makes sense by considering that in real-life
tracking tasks, unlike in MOT, it is equally detrimental to confuse a target with another target as with a
distracter. This is because in real-life tracking tasks the targets have distinct identities that have to
be kept separate from each other. Thus, the predisposition of the eye movement system may be to
automatically initiate saccades to targets in proximity to other objects. In sum, similarly to collisions,
target occlusion induces anticipatory saccades to the targets.

2.2.6. Abrupt Viewpoint Changes

Huff et al. [12] examined the effects of abrupt viewpoint changes in MOT on observers’ eye
movement patterns. Changing abruptly the viewpoint resembles a situation where a person watches a
football match on TV where the game is presented as sequential shots from different camera angles.
In Experiment 1, eight white spheres (a size of 1.3 to 2.2◦) moved on a floor plane resembling a
checkerboard. Three spheres were designated as the targets. Objects moved for 5 s in straight lines in
randomly chosen directions with a constant speed of 2, 4 or 6◦/s. In half of the trials, after 3 s the camera
viewpoint changed abruptly by 20◦ either to the left or right. At the end of the trial when the objects
stopped moving, the participant had to click on the targets with a computer mouse. In Experiment 2,
the authors [12] made three changes to the procedure. First, the timing of the abrupt viewpoint change
was varied in order to prevent anticipation. Second, object speed was increased to 10◦/s; this speed
was compared to the medium speed condition of Experiment 1 (4◦/s). Finally, participants were asked
to report after each trial whether or not they were able to track all the targets.
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The analyses showed that after the abrupt viewpoint change, there was a drop-in gaze time on
targets. The drop was temporary, as after 500 ms following the viewpoint change, gaze time on targets
returned to the level it was prior to the change. The drop-in gaze time was smaller and non-significant
for centroid looking. The first saccade after the change was executed faster to the centroid than to
a target. It suggests that a new centroid was readily recalculated. In the 500-ms time bin after the
viewpoint change, there were also more saccades to the centroid than to the target. Moreover, these
effects of viewpoint change on gaze behavior existed only when the motion speed was relatively
slow (2–6◦/s) but disappeared when the speed was fast (10◦/s). Huff et al. [12] speculate that the
centroid-looking preference reflects its benefits over the target-switching strategy. The viewpoint
change affects less the location of the centroid than the targets, which is assumed to explain why the
gaze on the centroid was less influenced by viewpoint change. Moreover, the centroid’s velocity and
degree of movement is lower than those of targets. This difference is particularly pronounced with
higher speeds. This presumably explains why the centroid-looking preference is increased with higher
objects speeds.

In sum, abrupt viewpoint changes do not substantially affect centroid-looking, as saccades are
quickly made to the centroid after the change; meanwhile, target-looking temporarily drops after the
viewpoint change.

2.2.7. Trajectory Repetition and Flipping

Lukavský [16] investigated whether the repetition of motion trajectory would increase similarity
in eye behavior. The repetition effects were studied by presenting the odd-numbered trials in the
MOT experiments as unique trials, while the even-numbered trials reappeared once in each of the
4 blocks. Similarity in scanpaths was analyzed with a measure of normalized scan path saliency [23].
It was found that repeated trials produced more similar scanpaths than unique trials. This finding was
replicated by using mean gaze distance between frames as the dependent measure. Observers were to
some extent aware of the fact that some trials were repeated. In a post-experiment recognition test they
were presented a subset of the trials and asked to judge whether or not they had seen them during the
experiment. Repeated trials were recognized somewhat better than unique trials (47% vs. 39%).

To prevent the contamination of observers noticing the repetition and consciously learning the
trials, Děchtěrenko, Lukavský, and Holmqvist [19] geometrically flipped the trajectories along the x-
or y-axes in the repeated trials. In addition, the trajectories shared common segments for 6 s while
differed for the rest (2 s) of the motion. Using the measure of the correlation distance metric, the authors
showed that even though the scan patterns in the flipped trials differed significantly from those in
the original trials, the difference was small (as little as a 13% increase of overall distance). In sum,
eye behavior generally remains constant when the trajectories of object motion are repeated or flipped.

2.3. What Are the Functions of Eye Behavior during MOT?

In this section, we outline possible functions of eye movements carried out during MOT.
The currently available research suggests that they may serve the function of grouping targets
together, counteracting detrimental effects of crowding, occlusion and collision, as well as detecting
changes in targets.

2.3.1. Centroid-Looking for Grouping

The idea put forth in the seminal eye movement studies of MOT was that the main function of
eye behavior during MOT is to help group multiple targets as a single virtual polygon by gazing at the
centroid of the polygon [9,10,21]. This idea was supported by the studies investigating the relationship
between eye behavior and tracking performance. Zelinsky and Neider [10] computed correlations
between the adopted eye movement strategy and tracking accuracy. The correlations demonstrated
that increased time looking at the centroid was associated with better performance, whereas increasing
time to look at the targets led to poorer performance.
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Fehd and Seiffert [9] instructed the participants of their Experiment 3 to track the targets with three
types of looking strategy: free-looking, center–looking, and target-looking. In the first experimental
block the participants were free to use any strategy they wished, after which they were instructed
to use the latter two strategies in different blocks. The center-looking instructions emphasized that
the participants should “keep their gaze near the center point of the target group or near a target”,
and “when they looked at one of the targets, to look back at the center before looking at another target.”
The target-looking instructions emphasized that the participants should “keep their gaze near a target”,
and “when they looked away from one target, to be sure to look at another target.” The results showed
that the free-looking strategy resulted in better tracking accuracy (83%) than the center–looking (77%)
or the target-looking (57%) strategy, while the center–looking strategy was reliably better than the
target-looking strategy. Moreover, most of the participants preferred the center–looking strategy to
the target-looking strategy, as during the free-looking block the center–looking strategy was used
more frequently than the target-looking strategy (40% vs. 13%). It is concluded that “instructed
center-looking is beneficial to tracking but not as helpful as allowing participants to move their eyes
naturally” [9] (p. 9).

2.3.2. Target-Looking and Center-Looking for Resolving Crowding

Target-looking is helpful for extracting high-resolution information of the targets in order to
enhance the distinction between the targets and the distracters in crowding situations. Zelinsky and
Todor [11] reported that people tend to look closer to the targets that are in the proximity of other
objects. In their analysis, the gaze-to-target distance was plotted as a function of target-to-other-object
(the other object could be a distracter or another target) distance. It was found that the gaze-target
distance decreased as the target-other-object distance became smaller. For target set-size 2 and 3 this
occurred primarily for short target-object distances, whereas for target set-size 4 the decline was linear.
Moreover, the gaze-target distance was generally larger for set-size 2 than set-size 3 or 4. The results
indicate that observers gaze closer to individual targets to resolve local crowding clusters. Similarly,
Vater et al. [15] showed that “gaze is located closer to targets when they are crowded, as would be
expected to reduce negative crowding effects by utilizing the higher spatial acuity of foveal vision”
(p. 1).

On the other hand, one important function of center-looking is to gaze at the anticrowding point
between the targets, which minimizes the ratio between each target’s distance from the gaze point
and distance from every distracter, so as to reduce crowding globally. Such an anticrowding model
shows highest adherence to the observed eye movement data, which even outperformed the model of
centroid-looking [16,17].

2.3.3. Detecting Changes in Object Form and Motion by Using Peripheral Vision

Vater et al. [13] investigated in Experiment 2 the detection of form and motion changes in peripheral
vision during MOT. Motion change was operationalized as a sudden stop of target movement for
0.5 s, while form change was operationalized as a target changing for 0.5 s from square to diamond
(square rotated by 45◦). Assuming that the participants looked at the centroid at the time of the change
(a specific manipulation was arranged to create a static centroid for the critical period), the change took
place 15◦ into the periphery from the fixation point. The participants were asked to press a button as
soon as they detected a change; at the end of the trial, a number was projected to each object, and the
participants were required to name the number of the changed target. If no change occurred, they
were to recall all four targets. Eye behavior was analyzed for trials where the target was correctly
detected and the gaze was farther than 5◦ away from the to-be-changed target at the time the change
was initiated. The results demonstrated significantly better detection of motion than form changes.
Participants were also faster to do so, as indicated by the higher percentage in the motion than form
change condition of button presses prior to fixating the changed target. On the other hand, a saccade
to the changed target was initiated faster in the form than motion change condition, indicating that
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observers are more inclined to use foveal vision to inspect form than motion change. The average
saccadic reaction times were above 0.5 s, which means that typically the saccade reached the target
after the termination of the momentary (0.5 s) change. In other words, the changes were detected
with the help of peripheral vision. The trials during which the critical saccade reached the target
before the change was terminated did not result in better change detection than the trials where the
saccade reached the target after the change had ended. This is taken as further proof that detection
was achieved by peripheral vision.

As a direct follow-up, Vater, Kredel and Hossner [14] manipulated the peripheral location of
the change so that it took place either relatively near (5–10◦) or farther away (15–20◦) from the
centroid. The results of Experiment 1 showed that eccentricity influenced the change detection success;
changes were detected more poorly in the far than near eccentricities. Eccentricity also affected the
detection speed for form changes but not for motion changes; form changes were slower to detect at
far eccentricities. In Experiment 2 [15], two types of temporary changes in target motion needed to be
detected: a temporary stop (similarly to Experiment 1) and a slowdown of motion. Motion changes
were detected better and faster at near than far eccentricities. Moreover, change detection was faster
in the stop than in the slowdown condition. In sum, it is concluded (see also [13]) that “peripheral
vision is more capable of detecting motion than form changes due to its high motion sensitivity and
low acuity” [14] (p. 912).

2.3.4. Saccades Induced by Changes and Forthcoming Occlusion and Collision

As mentioned earlier, Zelinsky and Todor [11] found that rescue saccades are made to targets that
are about to be occluded. Furthermore, these saccades are anticipatory in nature in that saccades are
made before the occlusion. The results demonstrate the instrumental nature of eye movements during
MOT in the form of rescue saccades that are a crucial tool in selectively processing “targets that are
in danger of being lost” due to occlusion [11] (p. 10). Yet, it is not known from this study whether
tracking accuracy was actually improved by the execution of rescue saccades.

Similarly, Vater et al. [15] showed that anticipatory saccades are made to targets that are about to
collide with the border frame. In their study, a target-stop-detection task was adopted as the secondary
task. The results showed that a change in target motion was detected poorer in the collision than
the no-collision condition. The novel finding relevant to the present section is that it was confined to
cases where an anticipatory saccade was executed toward the to-be-colliding targets. This suggests
that saccades disrupt the continuous flow of visual information and thus impair change detection.
Moreover, as mentioned in the previous section, a saccade could also be elicited by target changes.
Typically, the saccade reached the target after the termination of the momentary change, and the
saccade did not benefit change detection even in cases when it reached the target before the change
had ended [13].

In sum, the results reviewed in this section showed that during tracking saccades are initiated to
changed targets and targets that are about to be occluded or collided to each other. With good reasons,
these saccades can be assumed to be beneficial to tracking, as indicated by their name (rescue saccades).
Yet they may disrupt information processing due to saccadic suppression. Such eye behavior is likely
to be automatically induced by lower-level visual processing, despite not necessarily being useful or
being even detrimental to the tracking performance. Clearly, more research needs to be conducted on
this issue before firmer conclusions can be made on its role in MOT.

2.4. Summary of MOT Studies: A Processing Architecture for Modeling Eye Movements during MOT

In sum, during MOT eyes frequently gaze at the central area between targets for grouping and
anticrowding. Moreover, the eyes are located closer to crowded targets to extract high-resolution
location information. High motion speed and abrupt viewpoint change lead to more gazes performed
towards the center of the targets, presumably for anchoring the reference frame and tracking the
targets in parallel. Repeated or flipped trajectories result in more similar eye behavior than unique
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trajectories, whereas the eye gaze at the targets does not extrapolate the target trajectories but lags
behind the targets. Changes in target form and motion, as well as forthcoming occlusion and collision,
are perceived in the peripheral vision and induce saccadic eye movements towards the relevant targets.
Even though they may be assumed to benefit tracking, they may actually disrupt object tracking due
to saccadic suppression.

We suggest that eye movements during MOT should be understood in relation to the processes of
object tracking, which contain different levels of processing. We propose that for successful tracking,
the process at the most elementary level is to perceive the targets’ locations at each time point.
The second processing level is to perceive the target objects at different locations and time points as
a coherent group of moving targets, while the third level is to continuously allocate attention to the
targets while suppressing the non-targets. The various factors mentioned in the prior sections may
exert an impact on different levels of processing and thus influence the eye behavior in different ways.
Crowding and stimulus size may mainly affect the first level of processing. On the other hand, motion
speed, viewpoint change, trajectory repetition, occlusion, and collision may mainly affect the second
level. Finally, the number of targets may mainly affect the third level of processing. Thus, eye behavior
observed during tracking is likely to reflect a combination of processing at different levels.

The key for the success at the first level of processing is to enhance the resolution of the perceived
target locations, so as to maximize the distinction between the target and distracter locations. Small
stimulus size may make it difficult to perceive each target location. Thus, the eyes may land closer to
targets to perceive the target locations. Moreover, close distance between objects (i.e., crowding) may
lead to confusion between the target and distracter locations; in such cases the use of foveal vision is
beneficial for resolving the crowding effect. Thus, the eyes are likely to gaze at the areas where targets
are crowded by other objects.

The linking process at the second level can be influenced by various factors. High object
speed leads to increased distance between target locations perceived at different time points, while
viewpoint-change disrupts the reference frame of the whole scene. In such situations, moving the
eyes may further interrupt the processing of object locations, and hence the preferred eye behavior
is to maintain the gaze at a central location between the targets. If target trajectories are familiar via
repetition, they may facilitate the second-level processing. On the other hand, occlusions and collisions
increase the uncertainty of target locations before and after such events. In real-life visual environments,
occlusion and collision may hint at the possibility of occurrence of potentially threatening events,
so that saccades are automatically programmed toward such events for extracting detailed information
with the foveal vision. Whether such rescue saccades are helpful or disruptive to tracking requires
further research.

At the third level of processing, cognitive resources are severely limited, so that only a few objects
can be simultaneously attended and maintained. In addition, as the number of objects increases,
the cognitive resources distributed to each object decreases. Thus, the effect of the number of targets
mainly reflects the capacity limitation during MOT. One way to overcome the limitation is to group
multiple objects into one single virtual object. Thus, observers are inclined to look at the centroid of
multiple targets so as to facilitate the grouping process.

Eye behavior at the lower processing levels is likely to be bottom-up, automatically induced by the
computation of the visual scene, whereas eye behavior serving the high-level processes may be more
subject to top-down control. Thus, observers are more likely to become aware of their eye behavior
at this level. In sum, to achieve good tracking performance in MOT, the gaze should be optimally
anchored to the crowded targets, while monitoring the objects with peripheral vision. Saccades towards
targets should be initiated only when the risk of losing track of the targets is greater at the current gaze
position than the saccade-related cost [16].
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3. Eye Behavior during MIT

As described in the Introduction, MIT differs from MOT in that not only the target position but
also the target identity needs to be dynamically updated. Arguably, MIT more closely resembles
real-life tracking tasks than MOT in the sense that being aware of the target identity is typically relevant
to the task at hand. For example, a parent tracking the whereabouts of his/her children on a crowded
beach is highly motivated to discriminate his/her own children from the other bathers.

As MIT has generally been studied to a less extent than MOT, there is only a handful of eye-tracking
studies of MIT. They are reviewed next (for their summary, see Table 2). Similarly, to the section on
MOT, we first review studies examining where observers look at during MIT, followed by a review of
the factors influencing eye movements in MIT and the possible functions of eye movements in MIT.

Table 2. Observed scanning strategies in eye-tracking studies of multiple identity tracking (MIT).

Study Stimuli Set-Size Speed (deg/s)
Analysis
Method

Scanning Strategy

Doran, Hoffman & Scholl
[24]

lines that
varied in size 3 2 AoI: 1 deg Target: ~17%; Centroid: ~7%;

Distracter: ~5%

Oksama & Hyönä [20]

Experiment 2 line drawings
1.9 × 1.8 deg 2–5 2.6, 6.3, 10.3 AoI: 3.4 deg Target: 53%; Blank area: 25%;

Centroid: 2%; Distracter: 2%

Experiment 3 line drawings
1.9 × 1.8 deg 2–5 2.6, 6.3, 10.3 AoI: 3.4 deg Target: 52%; Blank area: 24%;

Centroid: 2%; Distracter: 2%

Li, Oksama & Hyönä [25] Landolt rings,
1.6 deg 3 8.6 AoI: 2 deg

Experiment 1 Target: 73%; Centroid: 6%
Experiment 2 Target: 66%; Centroid: 6%

Li, Oksama & Hyönä [26]

faces (1.7–2.3
deg), color

discs (2 deg),
line drawings

(2 × 2 deg)

3,4 4.5 AoI: 2.5 deg

All-Present Target: 82%; Distracter: 6%
None-Present Target: 76%

Wu & Wolfe [27] hidden animals
(3 × 3 deg) 3–5 6 AoI: 4 deg

Target: ~35%; Blank area:
~35%; Centroid: ~20%;

Distracter: ~8%

3.1. Where Are Observers Looking at during MIT?

The eye-tracking study of Doran, Hoffman and Scholl [24] is conceived by the authors as a MOT
study. However, as they registered observers’ eye movements when they tracked moving lines of
different length and orientation, we review it as an MIT study. The targets namely have unique
identities defined by their length and orientation. Yet, it isn’t a straightforward MIT study either,
because the lines constantly changed their length.

In Experiment 1 of Doran et al. [24], ten observers tracked three target lines out of six for 20 s
(Experiment 2 is not reviewed, as the observers were not allowed to move their eyes during tracking).
The lines constantly changed length, orientation and velocity with the maximum velocity of 2◦/s. After
the movement stopped, they were to click with the mouse on the targets. The targets were tracked
with 84% accuracy. For the eye movement analysis, four AoIs were determined: centroid, line center,
line end, and line location other than center or end. A fixation was assigned to the nearest AoI provided
that it was no further than 1◦ away from it. Line center and end were delineated as AoIs, as they were
the two possible probe locations.

Observers spent more time fixating on the targets (~17%) than the centroid (~7%) or the distracters
(~5%); the percentages are approximated on the basis of Figure 6 in Doran et al. [24]. Most target
fixations were on positions not occupied by the probes (~30%). Doran et al. [24] expected to find
evidence for a centroid-looking strategy. They suggest several possibilities for the failure to do so:
(a) the stimuli used by them do not have a single locus of attention, (b) the targets often appear in
close proximity to each other thus requiring good visual acuity to tell them apart, and/or (c) the probe
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detection task “may have biased observers’ gaze toward individual objects” [24] (p. 594). In sum,
although Doran et al. did not observe any prevalent scanning strategy, the target-switching strategy
was more often used than the centroid-looking strategy.

Oksama and Hyönä [20] examined eye behavior during MIT using stimuli that were more
comparable to MOT stimuli than the lines used by Doran et al. [24]. In Experiment 2 they registered
eye movements during MIT. Observers tracked 2–5 targets among 6 moving objects. The stimuli
were line-drawings of real-life objects (e.g., flower, coat). They subtended a maximum visual angle of
1.9 × 1.8◦. The same speed conditions (2.6, 6.3, and 10.3◦/s) were used as in their Experiment 1 in which
eye movements were recorded during MOT (see above). After the movement stopped, all objects were
masked, one of the targets was probed, after which the participants were to click on the probed target
on a new screen where all 6 objects were displayed.

For the eye fixation analyses, AoIs (3.4◦ in diameter) were determined for targets, distracters,
centroid, and screen center. Oksama and Hyönä [20] found that observers spent the majority of
trial time fixating on targets (53%), but very little time on the centroid (1.5%) or distracters (1.7%).
The reminder of the time was spent on blank area (25%) outside any AoI. Thus, the prevalent strategy
was the target-switching strategy, whereas the centroid-looking strategy frequently found in MOT
studies was completely absent.

Li, Oksama and Hyönä [25] used Landolt rings as stimuli in their MIT study. Landolt rings are
rings with a gap in some part of the ring. In the study, rings with different identity were created by
having the gap appear in different compass orientations. In both experiments of Li et al. [25], observers
tracked 3 rings among a total of 8 rings. Their diameter was 1.6◦. The rings moved in random directions
at the speed of 8.6◦/s. Object motion lasted for 3–6 s. After the movement stopped, all objects were
masked and one target was probed by presenting it on the screen center. Participants were to click
on the probed target or a “Not a target” response option, if (s)he thought it was not a target. Data of
22 participants were included in the analyses of Experiment 1 and those of 25 participants in the
analyses of Experiment 2. For the analysis of eye behavior, fixations were assigned to the closest object
using 1-degree bins (0–1◦, 1–2◦, 2–3◦, etc.).

Experiment 1 of Li et al. [25] showed that 73% of all fixations landed no farther than 2◦
from the closest target, whereas only 6% fixations landed close to the centroid. In other words,
the target-switching strategy was highly prevalent. Similarly, in Experiment 2, 66% of the fixations
were located no further than 2◦ from a target. The centroid was seldom (6%) looked at.

Li, Oksama and Hyönä [26] investigated how different identities that varied in their visual
resolution are tracked. They had participants track faces (high resolution), line drawings (medium
resolution) and color disks (low resolution). A pretest demonstrated that these stimuli are identified
in the parafovea and periphery with variable success. In the pretest, the stimuli were presented
individually 2.5, 5 and 7.5◦ away from the fixation point. With color discs the identification rate was
near ceiling for all these eccentricities, whereas a significant drop as a function of eccentricity was
observed for faces. Identification of line drawings was at ceiling for the two nearest eccentricities but
dropped in the 7.5◦ eccentricity.

In Experiment 1, Li et al. [26] examined the tracking of colored, ellipse-shaped facial images
(1.7◦ × 2.3◦). Set-size was varied between participants; 20 participants tracked 3 faces among 3 distracter
faces, while another 19 participants tracked 4 faces among 4 distracter faces. Faces moved randomly
with a speed of 4.5◦/s for a period of 4 to 8 s. After the movement stopped, all faces were masked
and each target was probed by presenting it on the screen center one by one. The participants were
required to click on the probed targets. In Experiment 2 [26], tracking of color discs (2◦ in diameter)
was examined. Each disc appeared in one of nine possible colors. Twenty-one observers tracked
3 target discs among 3 distracter discs; another 19 participants tracked 4 target discs among 4 distracter
discs. Experiment 2 was otherwise comparable to Experiment 1. Experiment 3 was comparable to
Experiments 1 and 2 apart from the stimuli, which were line drawings (2◦ × 2◦) of common objects.
Twenty participants tracked 3 targets among 3 distracters, while another 20 participants tracked
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4 targets among 4 distracters. In all three experiments, an AoI of 2.5◦ around the moving objects
was used.

The study of Li et al. [26] established a strong preference for the target-switching strategy; 82% of
fixations fell on targets and only 6% on distracters. The target-switching strategy prevailed for all
object identities, even though it was somewhat weaker for color discs (73%) than line drawings (85%)
or faces (89%). In other words, tracking during MIT appears to be inherently serial and not only limited
to high-resolution stimuli.

In sum, the available evidence strongly and consistently suggests that the default eye movement
strategy in MIT is the target-switching strategy. The prevalence of the target-switching strategy has
been established with different kinds of stimuli.

3.2. What Factors Influence Eye Behavior during MIT?

In this section, we review studies that have examined effects of target set-size, target speed and
target type on the eye behavior during MIT.

3.2.1. Effects of Set-Size and Speed

Oksama and Hyönä [20] showed that the number of target visits increased as a function of set-size
(2–5 targets), while the fixation time of each visit decreased as a function of set-size. An analogous
finding was observed by Li et al. [26] for fixation time when comparing the tracking of 3 versus
4 targets. Oksama and Hyönä [20] also observed a decrease of target visits as a function of speed as
well as an interaction between set-size and speed. The interaction suggested that the set-size effect was
observable for slow and medium speed but not so much for fast object speed. The number of updated
targets (i.e., targets visited with the eyes at least once) showed that target visits closely corresponded
with the set-size, indicating that all targets were visited with the eyes at least once. The only exception
was set-size 5 combined with fast speed; in this condition participants updated about 4 targets. This
finding suggests that with an increase in target speed, observers may not be able to track with their
eyes every target, particularly when there are several targets to be tracked. The decrease in target
fixation time as a function of set-size indicates that observers move faster their eyes between targets
when there are more targets to be tracked.

Oksama and Hyönä [20] also observed that pupil dilated as a function of set-size and speed.
Moreover, these effects interacted suggesting that the set-size effect was stronger in the fast than
slow speed condition. As pupil size presumably reflects, among other things, attentional effort, these
findings suggest that MIT becomes increasingly attentionally demanding with an increase in target
set-size and target speed. Finally, the number of blinks was also reduced as a function of set-size and
speed. The decrease in blink rate as a function of increase in set-size and speed indicates that observers
opt for maximal visual sampling when the task becomes demanding.

3.2.2. Effects of Target Type

Li et al. [25] conducted two experiments using Landolt rings as stimuli. In Experiment 1,
the difficulty of perceiving the identity was varied by manipulating the gap width. The width of the
narrow gap was 0.05◦ and that of the wide gap 0.2◦. In Experiment 2, the visibility of the gap was
kept constant (the wide gap condition of Experiment 1 was employed), but attentional demands were
varied by manipulating the similarity in gap orientation among the targets. The gaps in two rings with
a similar gap orientation differed by 20–40◦, while the third ring had a gap orientation that differed by
more than 80◦.

Experiment 1 of Li et al. [25] showed that the probability of fixating on a target at least once during
tracking was greater for narrow than wide gaps, which suggests that target fixations are particularly
needed for refreshing identity-location bindings for less perceivable identities. In Experiment 2
more fixations were found on attentionally more demanding targets (a similar gap orientation) than
less demanding targets (a dissimilar gap orientation). In contrast, fixation duration was shorter on
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attentionally more demanding than less demanding targets. This trade-off between fixation frequency
and duration “may reflect observers’ efforts in keeping the identity of the two similar targets distinct
from each other” (p. 620).

As already mentioned above, Li et al. [26] found that the target-switching strategy prevailed for
all tested object identities, color discs, line drawings and faces, although it was somewhat weaker for
color discs. Color discs differ from faces and line drawings in that they are more readily perceivable in
peripheral vision.

To sum up, the currently available evidence suggests that the target-switching strategy is the
dominant eye movement strategy in MIT regardless of target type. It is even more dominant when a
high-resolution representation needs to be constructed for the target identities to tell them apart.

3.3. What Functions Do Eye Movements Serve during MIT?

Above, we have reviewed evidence demonstrating the prevalence of the target-switching strategy
in MIT. In this section, we review the evidence on the functions of target fixations. The evidence
suggests that target fixations serve the purpose of establishing and refreshing identity-location bindings
(Section 3.3.1), enhancing the tracking performance (Section 3.3.3) and clustering targets in conflict
detection (Section 3.3.4). The present evidence for coupling of the fixation target and the attentional
target (Section 3.3.2) suggests that the tightness depends on the type of identity to be tracked.

3.3.1. Establishing and Refreshing Identity-Location Bindings

Li et al. [26] investigated the role of target fixations by employing the gaze-contingent display
change paradigm [28,29] to manipulate the availability of the moving objects. This paradigm makes
possible to manipulate what is presented in the visual field contingent on where the observer looks at
from moment to moment. Four presentation conditions were used: (a) all objects present, (b) only
the fixated object visually available (all other objects were replaced with placeholders), (c) all but
the fixated object present (once a fixation is initiated on a target, it is masked by a placeholder), and
(d) none of the objects present during tracking. In the All-Present condition, observers can utilize
both their foveal and peripheral vision for tracking; in the Fovea-Present condition, they can only
use foveal vision; in the Periphery-Present condition they can only use peripheral vision; finally, in
the None-Present condition tracking is carried out solely with the help of the visuospatial working
memory. If only the foveated target is tracked at each moment, the Fovea-Present and All-Present
conditions should result in equally good tracking accuracy, whereas the Periphery-Present condition
should impair the performance. On the other hand, if multiple identities are tracked simultaneously,
the All-Present condition should produce the best performance, followed by the Periphery-Present
conditions, as in these conditions multiple identities are simultaneously available.

In Experiment 1 of Li et al. [26], faces were used as stimuli. The results showed that tracking
accuracy was practically identical between the Fovea-Present and All-Present conditions (69.5% vs.
69.3%), which produced higher accuracy than the Periphery-Present and None-Present conditions that
produced identical accuracy (62.3%). The pattern of results is completely consistent with the view that
faces are tracked serially one at a time. Having all targets simultaneously available did not improve
the performance from the situation where only the fixated target was available. Moreover, making the
foveated target unavailable led to an equally poor performance as when no targets were available.

In Experiment 2 of Li et al. [26], color discs were used as stimuli. With set-size 3 tracking accuracy
was near ceiling and it did not differ between the display conditions. With set-size 4, the All-Present and
Periphery-Present conditions produced the best performance (86.3% vs. 84.5%) that was significantly
better than the accuracy in the Fovea-Present (77.6%) and None-Present (71.7%) conditions. The pattern
of results is consistent with the view that color discs are tracked in parallel. The tracking became
better with the increase in the number of visually available targets (0, 1, and 3 in the None-Present,
Fovea-Present and Periphery-Present conditions, respectively).
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In Experiment 3 of Li et al. [26], black-and-white line drawings of common objects were used
as stimuli. The All-Present condition produced the best tracking accuracy (89%), followed by the
Fovea-Present and Periphery-Present conditions that produced practically equal (86%) accuracy, which
was better than for the None-Present condition (82%). The pattern of results suggests that tracking was
not completely serial, as seeing targets in the periphery resulted in better performance than seeing no
targets. It was not completely parallel either, because seeing multiple targets in the periphery did not
result in better performance than seeing just one at fovea.

Taken together, Li et al. [26] conclude that “the performance accuracy results indicate that
the manner of tracking multiple objects varies in the serial-parallel continuum according to the
identifiability of the objects” (p. 270). When object identities are readily identifiable in peripheral
vision, as is the case with color discs, tracking is parallel, whereas poor peripheral identifiability of
object identities, as is the case with facial images, leads to serial tracking. In other words, target
fixations are necessary for refreshing identity-location bindings for high-resolution stimuli, but they
are not required for tracking low-resolution images.

Interestingly, observers frequently fixated target locations even when there was nothing to see.
This became apparent in the None-Present condition where only the placeholders were visible during
tracking and identity tracking needed to be performed by the help of visual-spatial short-term memory.
Li et al. [26] found that 75% of dwell time was spent fixating on the target placeholders. The frequency
of target visits was not affected by identity type (faces, color discs, line drawings). The frequent visits to
placeholders bears resemblance to the “looking-at-nothing phenomenon” [30–32]; looking at a location
previously occupied by an object may active its memory representation [33].

The Periphery-Present condition resembled the None-Present condition in that once a target area
was fixated, there was no identity information to be seen in the fovea. Nevertheless, similarly to the
None-Present condition, observers made frequent fixations on the placeholders. Moreover, they more
frequently visited the placeholders of faces and line drawings than those of color discs. In other words,
the above findings reflect observers’ intention of sampling visual information for target identities.

To sum up, the study of Li et al. [26] demonstrated that in MIT fixations on targets serve the
purpose of (a) establishing identity-location bindings for high-resolution stimuli and (b) refreshing
identity-location bindings in general. The former function has to do with the need of perceiving
the identity of high-resolution stimuli with the foveal vision, while the latter function reflects
memory updating.

3.3.2. Coupling of Attention and Fixation

Three studies have examined the degree to which the attentional target and the fixation target are
coupled during MIT. Doran et al. [24] studied tracking of moving lines that constantly changed length,
orientation and velocity. Tracking was combined with a secondary task of responding to probes (small
grey circles) presented for 213 ms at random intervals either on line center or end. Participants pressed
a button as soon as they detected a probe. They were instructed to prioritize tracking over probe
detection. Probes were more readily detected when appearing on the line center than end (the so-called
concentration effect). This concentration effect was not observed when the fixation happened to be
very close (less than 4◦) to the probe on the target, probably due to the benefits of high visual acuity for
all probes. On the other hand, it was established for farther fixation-probe distances. The concentration
effect suggests that attention is more readily concentrated on object centers. Yet, the eye movement
data showed that this concentration effect was not coupled with a corresponding concentration of
fixations on the object center. Thus, attention and fixation were not tightly coupled.

Li et al. [25] came to a different conclusion regarding the coupling of attention and fixation. They
showed that duration of fixations varied as a function of the distance from a target; it was longest when
it was no farther than 1◦ from a target and became shorter as the distance increased up to 4◦. The few
fixations landing on the centroid did not show such a relationship; instead fixation duration remained
stable regardless of its distance to the centroid. The preference for staying fixated on the targets is taken
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as evidence that these fixations reflect the process of establishing and refreshing the identity-location
binding for that target. In Experiment 1, they also found that the probability of fixating on a target at
least once during the tracking interval was greater for narrow than wide gaps (Landolt rings were
used as stimuli). In Experiment 2, more fixations were found to land on attentionally more demanding
targets (a similar gap orientation) than less demanding targets (a dissimilar gap orientation). These
results suggest that target fixations are particularly needed for refreshing identity-location bindings for
less perceivable and distinguishable identities. Moreover, they suggest a close coupling between the
fixation target and the attentional target.

Finally, the gaze-contingent display change study of Li et al. [26] provided evidence for the view
that the coupling of the fixation and attention target depends on the type of identity to be tracked.
As reviewed above in more detail, the overall pattern of their results showed that when tracking
high-resolution stimuli, the fixation and attention targets are tightly coupled in that observers appear
to strongly focus their attention to the fixated target. On the other hand, with low-resolution stimuli
tracking is more parallel, meaning that observers simultaneously attend to more than one target.
In other words, the attentional target and the fixation target are decoupled.

To sum up this section, the currently available evidence suggests that the tightness of coupling
between attention and fixation during MIT is modified by the type of identity to be tracked. When the
targets are readily perceivable in the visual periphery, as is the case with color discs and dot probes,
attention and fixation may be decoupled. On the other hand, with high-resolution stimuli requiring
foveal vision to be identified attention and fixation are tightly coupled.

3.3.3. Enhancing the Tracking Performance

Li et al. [25] examined the tracking accuracy as a function of the recency of target fixation.
They observed that the recency of target fixation was linearly related to tracking accuracy with most
recently fixated targets producing the best tracking accuracy and temporarily more distantly fixated
targets having poorer accuracy. This linear trend was slightly steeper for narrow than wide gaps
(Landolt rings were used as stimuli). Moreover, the farther away the last fixation was from the probed
target, the poorer its tracking accuracy was. This trend was established only for the narrow gap rings.
These results show that fixations on targets benefit tracking; on the other hand, when a target is not
recently fixated, its identity-location binding is outdated and thus in danger of becoming lost.

Li et al. [26] replicated the recency effect [25]; targets fixated just before they were probed were
associated with better tracking accuracy than previously fixated targets. This held true for faces in all
presentation conditions and for line drawings except for the None-Present condition. In other words,
the benefit of target fixation was particularly prominent when the targets required high-resolution
information to be identified. These findings suggest that eye visits to targets benefit the tracking of
high-resolution targets (e.g., faces) but not necessarily low-resolution targets (e.g., color discs).

3.3.4. Detecting Target Conflicts

Landry, Sheridan and Yufik [34] registered eye movements in a tracking task where observers’
task was also to detect possible conflicts between targets. The examined tracking task was designed to
resemble a task that air traffic controllers are exposed to. “The task was to identify targets predicted to
conflict (defined as targets at the same “altitude” that pass within a particular distance on the display
of one another)” (p. 93). When a conflict was identified, the participants (14 observers inexperienced
in air traffic control) were asked to click on the targets in conflict. As the secondary task, they were to
click on new targets appearing on the screen as well as on old targets just before they departed from
the screen. Two conflict conditions were created: a demanding (5–7 conflicts) and a less demanding
(1–3 conflicts) condition. The number of targets on the screen remained constant (14). Although
we review this study as an MIT study, it is not clear how the target identities were marked, as this
information is not provided. As the task was to resemble that of air traffic controllers, it is possible that
alphabetic call signals were used as target identities.
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Conflict detection among the untrained participants was low, yet the false alarm rate was also low.
The eye-tracking data showed that the number of fixations on targets detected as conflicts were not
significantly higher than on targets not selected as conflicts. Moreover, there were no more transitions
between target pairs detected as conflicts than those not detected. Thus, these results do not support
the view that eye fixations would be instrumental in detecting conflicting target trajectories. However,
Landry et al. [34] also studied possible clustering of aircraft based on gaze transitions between targets.
This was examined by the Virtual Associative Network (VAN) model developed by the authors.
VAN represents a unified network of moving objects encompassing the entire visual scene as well as a
“dynamic network partitioning into cohesive and externally weakly coupled clusters” (p. 93). Their
eye movement analysis revealed that the probability of being within the same cluster was highest
(50%) for target pairs correctly detected as being in conflict with each other, and it was lower (30%) for
missed conflicts. “This indicates that the ability to detect a conflict may be affected by the ability to
group the conflicting targets within a cluster” (p. 99).

In sum, there is suggestive evidence, based on a single study, that eye movements are used to
cluster conflicting targets together when detecting conflicting target trajectories.

3.4. Summary of the Eye-Tracking Studies of MIT

All eye movement studies of MIT demonstrated a preference for using a target-switching strategy.
In most studies, the preference was very strong so that up to 80% of the tracking time was spent on
fixating targets.

Constantly fixating targets is not an epiphenomenon in MIT, but target fixations benefit tracking.
Most recently fixated targets are associated with better tracking accuracy than more distantly fixated.
The target-switching strategy is particularly relevant for high-resolution targets whose identities cannot
be perceived peripherally. Target fixations not only serve the purpose of visual sampling and updating
of identity information, but they are also in the service of working memory. Even when objects move
hidden behind a placeholder, the majority of fixations fall on targets. Fixating the positions of hidden
identities boosts their activation in working memory (cf. the looking-at-nothing phenomenon).

4. Comparison Eye Behavior in MOT and MIT

Three recent studies [20,27,35] have directly compared eye behavior during MOT and MIT. In this
section, we review them one by one.

4.1. Oksama and Hyönä (2016)

In Experiment 3 of Oksama and Hyönä [20], performance differences in MOT and MIT were
examined by within-participant comparisons. The experimental procedure was identical to that of
their Experiment 1 and 2 (see above) with the following exceptions. The MOT stimuli were identical
line drawings of a lobster and only half of the trials of Experiment 1 and 2 were presented. MOT and
MIT were performed as separate blocks. Data from twelve observers were included in the analyses.

Tracking accuracy was 90% or better except for set-size 5 in MIT where it went down to
approximately 78%. When carrying out the MOT task, observers spent most of their time (48%)
looking at a blank space that was neither the centroid nor the screen center, but less time on targets
(24%). In contrast, during MIT observers spent most of the time fixating targets (52%) and less time
fixating blank space (26%). During MIT, the number of target visits and the number of updated targets
increased linearly as a function of set-size, whereas in MOT it remained constant. On average, targets
were visited in MIT at the rate of 1.1 Hz, while in MOT the rate was half of that (0.5 Hz). Pupil size
increased as a function of set-size, it did so more deeply during MIT than MOT. On the other hand,
blink rate decreased as a function of set-size. In sum, participants sampled the dynamic display much
more frequently in MIT than in MOT. Moreover, MIT was attentionally more demanding than MOT,
as indexed by the pupil size. This was despite the fact that MOT included 10 moving objects (including
distracters), whereas MIT included 6 objects. As a result, there was more crowding in MOT and also
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more direction changes than in MIT. These differences in motion trajectories thus favored MIT over
MOT. Nevertheless, MIT turned out to be more demanding than MOT.

Oksama and Hyönä interpret their results to point to two separate tracking systems: “position
tracking in the MOT task is achieved by a covert parallel system, whereas identity tracking in the MIT
task is achieved by an overt serial system” [20] (p. 407). The position tracking system yields only
spatiotemporal information, which is sufficient for MOT but insufficient for MIT. In MIT target identity
information needs to be bound with location information, which is a serial process requiring overt
attention shifts between targets.

4.2. Wu and Wolfe (2018)

Wu and Wolfe [27] were critical of the notion of two parallel tracking mechanisms posited by
Oksama and Hyönä [20]. They argue that since Oksama and Hyönä used different stimuli in MOT and
MIT, their different results for MOT and MIT may rather reflect stimulus than task differences. In their
study, Wu and Wolfe kept the stimuli the same between the two tasks. Both tasks were carried out for
hidden stimuli; during the movement phase only the placeholders of objects were visually available.
In MOT, participants were required to only keep track of target locations. After the movement stopped,
one of the placeholders was probed and the participants responded whether or not the probed circle
was a target. In MIT, participants were required to memorize the target identities prior to the movement
phase. After the movement stopped, one of the targets was probed, after which a target identity was
presented on the screen center and the participants were to respond whether it was the probed target.
The targets presented prior to the movement phase (8 s) were 10 cartoon animals (3 × 3◦ in size),
of which observers tracked 3, 4 or 5 that moved with a velocity of 6◦/s. MOT and MIT were presented
in different blocks. Twelve observers took part in the experiment.

Tracking accuracy was 90% for MOT and 86% for MIT. For the eye movement analyses, four AoIs
were delineated: target, distracter, centroid, and everywhere else. The AoI for target, distracter and
centroid was 4◦ in size. Overall, observers spent about 35% of trial time fixating targets, about 35% the
area outside targets, distracters and centroid, about 20% fixating the centroid, and about 8% fixating
distracters (approximated on the basis of Figure 8 of Wu and Wolfe). Significantly more time was spent
in MIT on target fixations and significantly less on centroid fixations than in MOT. Unlike Oksama and
Hyönä [20], Wu and Wolfe [27] found no increase in either task in the number of fixations and target
visits as a function of set-size (Oksama and Hyönä observed it for MIT but for MOT). The number of
updated targets increased in both tasks, but unlike in the Oksama and Hyönä study the increase was
not limited to MIT. Finally, a marginal increase was observed in pupil size as a function of set-size.
In sum, the qualitative difference in the eye fixation patterns between MOT and MIT observed by
Oksama and Hyönä was not replicated by Wu and Wolfe when tracking hidden targets. The main
conclusion is that “a serial tracking process is not necessary in MIT since it is still possible to keep track
of identities when those identities are hidden during tracking” [27] (p. 459).

4.3. Nummenmaa, Oksama, Glerean and Hyönä (2017)

Nummenmaa, Oksama, Glerean and Hyönä [35] studied the neural underpinnings of MOT
and MIT in an fMRI investigation. In Experiment 1, they also registered observers’ eye movements.
Participants carried out MOT and MIT for 2 and 4 targets among 8 objects that moved for 14–18 s with
a variable speed (average speed of 6.3◦/s). Tracking accuracy was at ceiling (an average accuracy of
94%) except for set-size 4 in MIT where the accuracy was about 75%. The number of fixations increased
as a function of set-size in MIT but in MOT. No AoI analyses were conducted so it is not known where
the fixations landed. Saccadic amplitudes were generally longer in MIT than MOT; in MIT they became
longer with an increase in set-size but remained constant in MOT. Finally, pupil size increased more
steeply during MIT and MOT, as the set-size increased from 2 to 4. In sum, the eye movement results
are consistent with those of Oksama and Hyönä [20].
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The results of brain activation pointed to a shared frontoparietal circuit between MOT and MIT
and a unique resource for MIT in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. The frontoparietal circuit is responsible
for the control of attention and eye movements. Although shared between MOT and MIT, it was found
to be more strongly activated during MIT than MOT. Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has an important
role in temporarily retaining information particularly in visuospatial working memory —in the case of
MIT temporarily storing identity-location bindings.

4.4. Summary of the Comparison of MOT and MIT

When MOT and MIT were compared within the same experiment, the target-switching strategy
was observed to prevalent in MIT, whereas in MOT participants stayed fixating a blank space or the
centroid for longer time than the targets. Thus, these comparisons confirm the results obtained when
MOT and MIT were studied separately. A linear increase in target visits was found in MIT as a function
of target set-size, but not in MOT. The qualitative changes in eye behavior between MOT and MIT led
Oksama and Hyönä [20] posit two distinct tracking mechanisms—a parallel mechanism for position
tracking and a serial mechanism for identity tracking. Results on brain activation are compatible with
the dual-mechanism view. Wu and Wolfe [27] challenge this view by demonstrating that MOT and
MIT produce highly similar eye behavior when tracking hidden objects.

Interestingly, the hidden target tracking employed by Wu and Wolfe [27] is comparable to the
None-Present presentation condition of Li et al. [26]. Yet, the results of the two studied differ markedly.
Li et al. found that observers looked at the hidden targets 65% of the time, whereas in the Wu and
Wolfe study the percentage was much smaller (~35%). A possible explanation for this is that in the Li
et al. study hidden target tracking was performed as part of a task where most trials entailed visible
objects. Thus, tracking of visibly moving targets may have carried over to hidden target tracking,
which was not the case in the Wu and Wolfe study, where only hidden targets were tracked. Li et al.
did not include MOT, so a direct comparison to Wu and Wolfe cannot be made. Yet, interestingly Li et
al. found no difference in the prevalence of target fixations as a function of identity type. All in all,
tracking by memory is an interesting visuospatial ability that deserves further study.

5. Future Directions

In the present review, we hope to have demonstrated that eye movements during MOT and
MIT are not a mere epiphenomenon, but they play a functional role in tracking of multiple moving
objects. This is especially the case in MIT, which more closely resembles tracking in real-life visual
environments. In MIT, the default eye behavior is the target-switching strategy (moving the eyes
between targets). Although MOT and MIT can be performed with reasonable success without eye
movements, keeping the eyes centered on the screen decreases tracking accuracy, particularly for MIT
(see e.g., [35]). In MIT, observers move their eyes between targets even when the target identities are
occluded, presumably to facilitate refreshing and maintaining identity-location bindings for targets.

As argued below, future research should focus on MIT, as a more ecologically valid tracking
task. Yet, we also think there are interesting issues to be solved with respect to MOT that can
ideally be approached using the eye-tracking method. As reviewed above, crowding, possibility for
target occlusion and abrupt form changes are likely to trigger a saccade toward “the problem area”.
A reasonable assumption is that such rescue saccades are executed so that foveal vision can be brought
to bear on keeping track of the targets. Yet, there is evidence suggesting that their execution may
actually hinder tracking accuracy. As crowding and occlusion are common phenomena in tracking
(be it MOT or MIT), more research should be devoted to examine what role eye behavior plays in
preventing disruption by crowding and occlusion. Such results will be relevant to both MOT and MIT.

It is curious that researchers of MOT or MIT motivate their eye-tracking studies by making
reference to real-world visual environments (team sports, traffic, crowded areas, etc.) where dynamic
tracking of moving objects is an integral part. Yet, practically all the reviewed studies do not make
any efforts in mimicking tracking in the real world with three exceptions [10,11,34]. Landry et al. [34]
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simulated a dynamic visual environment that air traffic controllers deal with. Zelinsky and his
group [10,11] mimicked an underwater scene with moving sharks. Thus, it is fair to say that most
studies lack ecological validity. Yet, MIT studies are ecologically more valid than MOT studies, as in
virtually all real-world situations the to-be-tracked objects have distinct identities. Thus, in the future
studies it is preferable to study MIT than MOT, which has not been the case to date.

The lack of ecological validity takes several forms. First, in real-world visual environments motion
is quite seldom random, as it has been in the eye movement studies of MOT and MIT reviewed here.
Consider, for example, a traffic scene where vehicle motion is heavily constrained by traffic rules.
An example of such an approach can be found in the study of Huff, Papermeier and Zacks [36] where
the motion of some football players was constrained by the ball motion. Second, in the conducted
experiments objects move in a blank space; this is seldom the case in real life. Consider, for example
football scene where players motion trajectories are constrained by their position on the field (e.g.,
near the goal vs. center field). Third, object identity heavily constrains the type of motion an object
is capable of performing. For example, human beings are heavily tied to the ground, whereas birds
are also equipped for vertical motion. Fourth, the studies have recruited observers inexperienced in
tracking of moving objects. As dynamic tracking is a skill likely to improve by practice, it is important
to also study expert behavior. Finally, and most importantly, in real-life dynamic environments tracking
is not done for its own sake, but object tracking is carried out for the service of the performed task.
For example, a football player tracks other players in order to make the decision of his/her next move.
Such situations are heavily time-constrained, which means that the player needs to choose what
players to track and what players to ignore. In other words, attentional priority is preferentially given
to moving objects that are relevant to the performed task. Hence, in future studies MIT should be
investigated in task environments where MIT is subsumed into the service of the primary task. This
means, among other things, that target designation is not externally given to the observer but is instead
determined by the observers themselves.

As reviewed above, eye movements play a functional role particularly in MIT; thus, future MIT
studies, preferably along the lines suggested above, should include eye-tracking in their methodological
arsenal. Why bother to do that? First, eye movements are closely coupled with overt attention shifts in
visually and attentionally demanding tasks such as MIT. Thus, eye-tracking provides useful information
about the allocation of attention as it fluctuates over time and space. It is then possible to reveal,
for example, what targets are given attentional priority among all targets in a situation when there are
multiple targets, of which some are more relevant to the performed task than others. Second, as eye
movements are an integral part of MIT, they can be registered without introducing any secondary
tasks to measure attentional allocation in MIT. Third, eye-tracking makes possible to study individual
differences in the task performance MIT is subsumed into. Taking again an example from football,
it would be possible to investigate how expert players track with overt attention other players when
preparing to make the decision whom to pass the ball. Their eye behavior may then be compared
to more novice players to determine the role of expertise in MIT. Here the role of MIT as a slave
mechanism to the primary task is again stressed.

Is it feasible to register eye movements during multiple object tracking in situations mimicking
real-world visual environments? Perhaps time is ripe to do so. With recent technological advancements,
it has now become possible to register eye movements in virtual reality. Virtual reality itself opens
possibilities to simulate and also manipulate visual scenes approximating real-life visual environments.
Mobile eye-trackers, on the other hand, make it possible for the researchers to step out “to the
wilderness”. A downside of that is that experimentally controlled studies would not be feasible.
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Abstract: Processing of both a word’s orthography (its printed form) and phonology (its associated
speech sounds) are critical for lexical identification during reading, both in beginning and skilled
readers. Theories of learning to read typically posit a developmental change, from early readers’
reliance on phonology to more skilled readers’ development of direct orthographic-semantic links.
Specifically, in becoming a skilled reader, the extent to which an individual processes phonology
during lexical identification is thought to decrease. Recent data from eye movement research suggests,
however, that the developmental change in phonological processing is somewhat more nuanced than
this. Such studies show that phonology influences lexical identification in beginning and skilled
readers in both typically and atypically developing populations. These data indicate, therefore,
that the developmental change might better be characterised as a transition from overt decoding
to abstract, covert recoding. We do not stop processing phonology as we become more skilled at
reading; rather, the nature of that processing changes.

Keywords: theories of learning to read; orthography; phonology; adults; children; eye-tracking

1. The Changing Role of Phonology in Reading Development

Learning to read is a vital process within modern societies given how much information is
conveyed by the written word, ultimately affecting academic success, employability, and social and
economic welfare. For example, it is estimated that the cost of illiteracy to the global economy is over
$1 trillion each year, costing a developed nation 2% of its gross domestic product (GDP), an emerging
economy 1.2% of its GDP, and a developing country 0.5% of its GDP [1]. Yet the acquisition of this skill,
so pivotal to successful functioning within society, is a long, complicated and effortful process that can
last for many years.

Reading is a process that requires the learning of associations between the visual forms of printed
words (orthography) and their associated speech sounds (phonology) and meanings (semantics).
The aim of reading is to construct meaning from text, i.e., for the reader to comprehend the written
language. It is well-recognised, though, that making these links from orthography to semantics also
involves phonological processing [2]. Oral language acquisition precedes written language acquisition,
and so, a child’s earliest cognitive representations of words include phonology and semantics; only
later, as they learn to read, do those phonological and semantic representations map onto orthographic
forms [3].

Within theoretical accounts of reading development, a broad consensus seems to be that as
a child’s reading skill increases, their lexical identification becomes increasingly based on direct
orthographic–semantic links, and the contribution of phonology to lexical identification decreases,
e.g., [4–10]. Consequently, skilled reading is often characterised as an individual’s ability to access
semantics directly from a word’s printed form. This view has been supported by data from
pen-and-paper tasks, such as hand-coding of a child’s reading, spelling or pronunciation errors [11–13].
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In recent years, though, eye movement research has indicated that children continue to process
phonology during lexical identification as their reading skills increase [14]. These data indicate that
developmental change in phonological processing is better characterised as a progression from early,
overt decoding (the conscious, effortful sounding out of printed letters to identify a word) to more
sophisticated, covert phonological recoding (the rapid, covert, pre-lexical processing of a printed
word’s phonology).

We begin by briefly reviewing the literature on theoretical models of children’s reading
development, which clearly documents a developmental change in phonological processing during
lexical identification. We then review the literature on skilled adult readers’ lexical identification which
has examined, in considerable detail, the role of phonological processing. Subsequently, research
within developmental populations, both typical and atypical, is discussed. Phonological processing
in languages other than English is also briefly considered (given how theories of learning to read
relate primarily to reading development within English, this paper’s focus will predominantly be on
research conducted in English). Finally, some models of word recognition are briefly outlined and then
evaluated within the context of this paper. Taken together, we consider how these recent contributions
to the experimental literature might contribute to both theoretical models of learning to read and
models of word recognition.

2. Theories of Learning to Read

One prominent theory of how visual word recognition skills develop is Share’s [15] self-teaching
hypothesis. This hypothesis posits that phonology plays a central role in how readers acquire
orthographic representations of words. Phonological decoding (to achieve a correct pronunciation)
is assumed to be critical for the acquisition of orthographic representations, as it draws the child’s
attention to the order and identity of a word’s constituent letters. As such, decoding provides children
with the opportunity to set up direct connections between the spelling of a letter string and the
phonology of the spoken word, which results in the growth and development of their lexicons. In this
way, phonology serves as a powerful self-teaching device: the explicit learning of a few sets of
grapheme to phoneme correspondences (GPCs) allows children to decode an increasing number of
words, which, in turn, supports the growth of their lexicons.

A number of theories have been proposed in order to try to characterise the process that children
go through as they progress from beginning to skilled reader, with many proposing that children
progress through a series of phases as they become more experienced in dealing with written text,
ultimately leading to fluent, skilled reading, e.g., [5–10,16,17]. It is assumed that whilst most children
pass through these phases, they are not biologically determined [18]. These phases are described
as representing the reader’s dominant (but not sole) process for identifying words during reading
at that point in the child’s development. There are, of course, differences between the theories of
reading development. For example, some theories suggest that there are three phases, e.g., [10],
while others suggest four phases, e.g., [5–9]. Here, we focus upon the common aspects that are
relevant to our interest in phonological processing. Broadly speaking, the earliest phase(s) of reading
development is characterised by a child’s attempts to learn associations between orthographic features
of written text (although not complete word forms) and words that already exist in their oral vocabulary
(e.g., recognising the word camel because it has two humps in the middle) [19]. Subsequently, children
learn the alphabet and, consequently, learn grapheme to phoneme correspondences (e.g., learning
that the word cat is pronounced /k/ /æ/ /t/ ), providing the capability to read words the child has not
encountered before. Then, finally, a child progresses to the point where they are able to identify the
majority of printed words that they encounter through whole word recognition, with the assumption
that this process relies on direct orthographic–semantic links. At this point, a child does not engage in
any observable, overt phonological decoding in order to identify words during reading (for a recent
review, see [4]).
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A major similarity between these theories of reading development is that they propose a
developmental shift from beginning readers, who rely more on phonology to identify words, to more
skilled readers, who form direct links between orthography and semantics, e.g., [5–10]. Inherent in this
proposed trajectory is the decreased reliance on phonology, to the point where it no longer contributes
to lexical identification for most words that a reader encounters. Such theories, though, were primarily
formulated on the basis of findings from offline tasks, e.g., [12,20,21]. Whilst it is true that offline tasks,
and isolated word recognition tasks (as discussed in the following section), have provided researchers
with insight (albeit indirect) into the role that phonological processing plays in both skilled adult and
beginning child readers and in the shift from effortful phonological decoding to fluent sight word
reading, e.g., [8], it is eye movement research (discussed in Section 4) with skilled adult readers, and
more recently with developmental populations, that has provided direct insight into how this proposed
theoretical developmental shift may be more nuanced than these current theories account for.

3. The Role of Phonology: Isolated Word Recognition Tasks

This section outlines four key areas of evidence: (1) delineation of how isolated word recognition
tasks have demonstrated the use of overt phonological decoding by beginner readers in order to
achieve lexical access; (2) how this subsequently decreases based on reading skill; (3) how adults
display covert phonological recoding; and (4) the display of this form of phonological processing
by children.

A substantial body of evidence has documented how readers engage in overt phonological
decoding in order to identify printed words, using a variety of experimental paradigms. For example,
lexical decision tasks (LDTs), where participants are required to decide, as quickly as possible, whether
a printed letter string is a real word or not; semantic categorisation tasks, which require the participant
to decide whether or not each presented word is an exemplar of a particular semantic category; and
naming tasks, which require participants to pronounce a written letter string, often at speed, have all
been used.

First, such methods have documented overt phonological decoding in beginning readers. For
example, Johnston and Thompson [22] found that 8-year-old English children were less accurate
at rejecting pseudohomophones (e.g., wotch-watch) than ordinary nonwords (e.g., cotch) in a LDT
(Experiment 1). It was noted that many of the children tended to sound the stimuli out loud prior
to making the lexical decision. Sounding out is a clear indication of phonological decoding being
undertaken by the children, and the children displayed reduced accuracy in rejecting the nonword
pseudohomophones, indicating that lexical entries were being activated for their respective “real word”
homophones. Phonological decoding was enabling the children to activate an existing lexical entry due
to shared phonology, regardless of the status of the pseudohomophone as a nonword (with no possible
lexical entry). This tendency for children to rely on phonological decoding seems to become particularly
apparent when they encounter unfamiliar words. For example, Adams and Huggins [11] selected
50 exception words, such as ocean, sword and yacht, which were ordered by frequency (how often a
word is typically encountered in text), so that easier words preceded harder words. The researchers
found that children in Grades 2–5 typically read words accurately and without any overt decoding
until they reached a point in the list where the words became unfamiliar (i.e., low frequency words).
At this point, readers began sounding out and blending the words, which caused them to hesitate and
often misread the words. Schmalz, Marinus, and Castles [23] found that children showed regularity
effects (whereby a benefit is found for regular words, that is, words with pronunciations that conform
to GPC rules, e.g., spade, over irregular words, with pronunciations that do not conform to GPC rules,
e.g., yacht) for low frequency words (e.g., desk vs. calm) but not high frequency words (e.g., mess vs.
ghost) in a LDT. The researchers argued that children were using phonological decoding for words that
they encountered less frequently because the output for irregular words from phonological decoding
conflicts with the correct entry in the mental lexicon. For high frequency words, however, the lack of
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regularity effects suggests that children as young as 8 years-old were relying predominantly on a direct
route from orthography to semantics for high frequency words.

Second, the literature shows children’s decreasing reliance on overt phonological decoding as
their reading skill increases. It is posited that readers increasingly identify words by sight, with
direct links from orthography to semantics, e.g., [8]. For example, Samuels, LaBerge, and Bremer [24]
used a semantic categorisation task with children from Grades 2, 4 and 6 as well as college students.
The words used in this task varied in length from three to six letters. Whilst second graders’ response
latencies increased as words grew longer, older students’ latencies did not change as a function of
word length. This suggests that the older participants were processing the words as wholes, whilst the
second graders were processing component letters in order to read the words (although it is worth
noting that this could be an orthographic effect rather than an effect of phonology). Nevertheless,
other research has also demonstrated how phonological decoding decreases as reading skill increases.
For example, Ehri and Wilce [20] measured the latencies of skilled and less skilled readers (from Grades
1–4) in a series of naming tasks using common words (e.g., book), number words (e.g., four), CVC
nonwords (e.g., jad), and single digits (e.g., 6). Skilled readers across the grades named words faster
than nonwords and named words as quickly as digits, indicating that they were processing the words
as wholes. In contrast, though, the less skilled readers only displayed this pattern of effects in Grade 4;
only the oldest less skilled readers were equally as fast at naming words as digits. Overall, these data
show that as children become increasingly skilled readers, decoding decreases. Researchers have often
inferred from this an increasingly dominant process of direct access from orthography to semantics.

Third, a large body of evidence has documented phonological recoding in skilled adult readers.
For example, Lesch and Pollatsek [25] had participants name target words (e.g., nut) after the
presentation of a prime, either a semantic associate word (e.g., beech), a homophone of that associate
(e.g., beach) or an orthographic control (e.g., bench). The researchers found that, at short prime durations,
the target words were named faster following both the semantic associates and the homophone primes,
in comparison to the orthographic controls. The researchers concluded, therefore, that phonological
recoding contributed to readers’ lexical access. Van Orden [26], in a semantic categorisation task, found
that frequent errors were made to homophones of particular categories; for example, for the category
‘flower’ the word rows is homophonic to the category instance of rose, and participants frequently
made false positive errors to rows relative to orthographic controls (e.g., robs). As such, phonology
appears to play an important role in allowing adults to achieve lexical access through phonological
recoding [25–29].

Fourth, children have also been shown to display phonological recoding, with this form of
processing seeming to be pivotal in the development of visual word recognition skills. For example,
Kyte and Johnson [30] had Grade 4 and 5 children make lexical decisions for monosyllabic words
(e.g., bean/meat) and pseudowords (e.g., meap/meep) under two matched experimental conditions: one
where items were named prior to lexical decision to promote phonological recoding (read aloud
condition), and a condition presumed to limit phonological recoding (concurrent articulation condition;
participants repeated a syllable (e.g., “LA”) whilst completing the LDTs). Later, approximately 24 h after
the LDTs, orthographic learning of the pseudowords was evaluated using orthographic choice, spelling
and naming tasks. Target words learned with phonological recoding produced greater orthographic
learning than those learned with concurrent articulation. This study provides some evidence for
the importance of phonological processing in the development of visual word recognition skills and
an orthographic lexicon, consistent with the self-teaching hypothesis [15]. However, it is important
to note that this task requires overt phonological processing in order to name each stimulus aloud;
such processing is not required in silent sentence reading. Error detection tasks have also been used
to examine phonological recoding in children, where participants are required to decide whether
an error is present in the context of a whole sentence. For example, Coltheart, Laxon, Rickard, and
Elton [31] asked adults (Experiment 1) and children (Experiment 2) to judge whether printed sentences
were correct or not. One of the unacceptable sentence conditions presented pseudohomophones
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(e.g., Her bloo dress was new.). The researchers argued that, in this condition, any observed effects of
phonology must be pre-lexical because there are no lexical entries for nonwords (i.e., it is not possible
for phonology to have a top-down influence, post-lexical access, as could be the case for known words).
Pseudohomophone sentences resulted in significantly higher false positive rates for both adult and
child readers, relative to control conditions. Thus, the authors argued that both the adults and the
children were pre-lexically processing phonology (recoding). One possible caveat is that response
times were not recorded, only accuracy. It is possible that readers were engaging in some form of
subvocal phonological decoding in order to process the pseudohomophones.

Taken together, these studies provide strong evidence for phonological recoding in skilled adult
readers, e.g., [25–29]. There is also clear evidence that beginning readers rely on phonological decoding
and that this reduces over time as reading skill increases [20,24]. Finally, there is some evidence that
once children are past the point in their reading development where they are engaging in effortful
phonological decoding, they have made a transition to phonological recoding, e.g., [30,31]. Whilst
these studies do suggest such a transition, they do not afford as direct insight into a reader’s cognitive
processing of text as eye movement research does, especially given the offline nature of some of the data,
e.g., [31]. Consequently, seeking converging evidence from different approaches could prove useful.

4. The Role of Phonology: Eye Movement Research

Eye movement research provides a highly sensitive index of cognitive processing during reading,
affording researchers an insight into the online, moment-to-moment operations involved in the reading
process [32–34]. As such, researchers can gain insight into the cognitive processing of text using more
naturalistic sentence reading, as opposed to isolated word recognition tasks or offline tasks. A body of
literature has used eye movement recordings to examine the contribution of phonological processing
to lexical identification during silent sentence reading.

Adults. Research has strongly indicated that adults continue to make use of phonology during
reading. From the literature on skilled adult reading, two roles have been proposed for phonology
during skilled reading: (1) phonology may play a pre-lexical role and aid the process of lexical access
and word identification; or (2) phonological codes may be activated as a function of lexical access or
after lexical access [2,3].

Rayner, Pollatsek, and Binder [35] provided evidence that phonological information is activated
during silent reading. Participants read short passages that contained a correct target word,
a homophone, or an orthographic control (e.g., Murderers who kill many people according to a pattern
are referred to as serial/cereal/verbal killers.). Both the orthographic controls and the homophones were
incongruent with the semantics of the sentence context, and, as such, longer reading times would be
expected in both these conditions relative to the correct target word. Importantly, the orthographic
controls and homophones were matched in terms of their orthographic overlap with the target
word. Shorter reading times on the homophone relative to the orthographic control would, therefore,
be attributable to the homophone’s shared phonology with the correct target word. Strikingly, reading
times on the homophone were not significantly different from reading times on the correct target word
when it was orthographically similar to the target word (e.g., heal-heel vs. right-write). This suggests
that readers’ early activation of congruent phonological codes resulted in the reader not even noticing
that the word they were fixating was an error word (that is, a word that was incorrect in the context of
the sentence). Critically, across both orthographically similar and dissimilar conditions, participants
displayed shorter reading times on homophones than on orthographic controls, and this effect was
observed in early measures of processing (i.e., in first fixation duration—the duration of the first fixation
on a word regardless of how many fixations it receives). It is worth noting that in the researchers’
first experiment, a pseudohomophone condition (e.g., brane-brain) was also used, and the pattern of
results was similar to that of the homophones. This provides further evidence for a pre-lexical role
for phonology: pseudowords do not have lexical entries, so any characteristics of such words that
facilitate lexical identification (i.e., shared phonology with real words) would have to be activated
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before lexical access is achieved [27]. Thus, phonological recoding was used by skilled adult readers in
their initial fixation on a word, seemingly pre-lexically, facilitating lexical identification.

With respect to the pre- versus lexical/post-lexical phonology question, though, the strongest
evidence comes from fast priming (Figure 1; [36]) and parafoveal pre-processing studies.

Figure 1. An example of the fast priming technique. The asterisk underneath each sentence indicates
the reader’s fixation location. An invisible boundary is placed in a sentence in the space before a target
word (the lines in the example above represent the location of the boundary, but this is not visible
to participants). Before fixation, a string of xs is present where the target word should be. When the
readers’ eyes cross the invisible boundary and first fixate the target word location, a prime is presented
for a very brief amount of time (e.g., 24 ms), before being replaced by the target word. This example
shows a homophone prime (e.g., beech) for a target word (e.g., beach).

Rayner, Sereno, Lesch, and Pollatsek [37] used the fast priming technique to compare identity
(e.g., beach), homophone (e.g., beech), orthographic control (e.g., bench), or dissimilar primes (e.g., noise).
The critical comparison here was that of reading times on the target word when it was primed by a
homophone relative to an orthographic control (i.e., looking for evidence of a phonological priming
effect). Participants had shorter gaze durations on a target word when it was preceded by a homophone
prime than when it was preceded by an orthographic control. Thus, it would appear that phonology
can be coded quickly enough to facilitate lexical access and identification of the target word. Further
evidence for this argument is provided by parafoveal pre-processing studies.

Parafoveal pre-processing refers to readers’ extraction of information from the next word in a
sentence (referred to as n + 1) before it is directly fixated (whilst processing is on-going for the currently
fixated word- referred to as n). It is typically investigated using the boundary paradigm (Figure 2; [38]).

Figure 2. An example of the boundary paradigm. The asterisk underneath each sentence indicates
the reader’s fixation location. An invisible boundary is placed in a sentence in the space immediately
before a target word (the lines in the example above represent the location of the boundary, but this
is not visible to participants). A preview letter string is available in the target word’s location prior
to the reader making a saccade that crosses this invisible boundary. After the reader’s eyes cross the
boundary, they move to directly fixate the target word. Then, a display change occurs wherein the
preview letter string changes to the correct target word. By manipulating certain characteristics of
the overlap (e.g., phonological similarity) between the preview string and the target word, parafoveal
pre-processing can be studied. For example, phonologically consistent (e.g., brake) and inconsistent
(e.g., bread) previews can be presented for a target (e.g., break) to examine the extent to which a reader is
undergoing phonological pre-processing prior to direct fixation. If a reader does extract phonological
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information during parafoveal pre-processing, then reading times on the target word should be
shorter following a consistent preview than an inconsistent preview. This decrease to reading times
is referred to as preview benefit. If preview benefit is found, i.e., shorter reading times, on a word
that was parafoveally available compared to when the parafoveal preview word was masked, this is
strongly indicative of parafoveal pre-processing having occurred, as lexical identification has been
facilitated. As such, parafoveal pre-processing and this paradigm enable researchers to investigate
pre-lexical effects, as manipulations are conducted outside of direct fixation (i.e., lexical processing): if
the manipulated characteristic of a given word in the parafovea confers preview benefit to the reader,
the word must have been pre-lexically processed to some extent prior to it receiving a direct fixation.

Indeed, evidence from the use of the boundary paradigm has found that phonological recoding
begins prior to direct fixation in skilled adult readers. For example, Pollatsek, Lesch, Morris, and
Rayner [39] found that readers can pre-process phonological cues from an upcoming word. Previews
were either homophones or orthographic controls for a target word that was presented after the reader’s
eyes had crossed the boundary. They found that reading times on the correct target word were shorter
when the preview was a homophone than when it was an orthographic control. Such effects, indicating
pre-lexical parafoveal processing of phonology, have now been shown in a number of studies looking
at parafoveal pre-processing in skilled adult readers, e.g., [39–42], and the fast priming technique has
provided similar findings [37]. This suggests that phonological recoding plays a key role in activating
lexical entries during skilled adult reading; that is, a word’s phonology plays a pre-lexical role rather
than a lexical/post-lexical role.

Children. Far less research has been done with children using research methods that are
sensitive to online cognitive processing during reading. To date, though, two studies have used eye
movements to examine phonological processing during children’s silent sentence reading, examining
foveal reading processes. Blythe et al. [14] presented sentences containing correct target words,
pseudohomophones, or orthographic controls, to both adults and children aged 7 to 9 years (e.g., Today
we had a huge water/worta/wecho fight in my back garden.). Pseudohomophones were used due to this age
group of children being limited in the number of homophone pairs known to them, especially with
Age-of-Acquisition limited to earlier than 6 years to maximise the likelihood that all participants would
be familiar with the target words. They found that children, similarly to adults, benefitted from the
valid phonology of a pseudohomophone compared to an orthographic control. These data were argued
to provide evidence for covert phonological recoding in children as young as 7 years old (contradictory
to some isolated word recognition research; e.g., [22]). Two further points support this conclusion.
First, all participants were reading silently, and no overt decoding was observed at any point. Clearly,
these children were beyond the phase of reading development where overt decoding was their primary
strategy for lexical identification. Second, and critically, when compared against reading times on
the correct target word within a sentence, the cost associated with pseudohomophones was less than
200 ms, and reading times on the pseudohomophones were less than 600 ms in total in the children’s
data. These reading times are too short to plausibly incorporate the sounding out and then blending
together of phonemes. These data are, therefore, most consistent with phonological recoding during
lexical identification, suggesting that both adults and children are able to access the correct lexical
representation on the basis of a letter string’s phonology.

Moreover, Jared, Ashby, Agauas, and Levy (Experiment 3; [43]) provided further evidence that
phonological representations are used in the initial activation of word meanings. The researchers
monitored children’s (10 to 11 year olds) eye movements as they read sentences silently, some of
which contained a correct target word (e.g., whether), some a homophone (e.g., weather), and some
an orthographic control (e.g., winter). Critically, the homophones were not as disruptive to the
children’s reading as the orthographic controls (i.e., the children displayed shorter reading times when
a homophone was present than when an orthographic control was present). This observed homophone
advantage reflects the contribution phonology made to activating the meanings of words for the child
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readers (regardless of word frequency). Phonology, therefore, seems to play a key role during children’s
lexical identification during silent sentence reading. Furthermore, similar to Blythe et al. [14], the mean
reading times suggest that children were undertaking phonological recoding (as opposed to overt
decoding).

This research [14,43] is consistent with the view that phonology continues to play a role in aiding
lexical access, but in an increasingly covert manner as age and reading skill increase [4,44]. This
argument is further supported by studies that have shown increased fixation times on long words
(e.g., medicine) compared to short words (e.g., salt) in both children and adults [45,46]. There are two
critical points to note with respect to these studies. First, Hyönä and Olson [45] used a reading aloud
task with 8–12 year old children, and no overt decoding was observed for either the long or the short
words. Second, the magnitude of the increase in reading times was between 22 ms per letter ([46]; silent
reading in 7–11 year old children) and 58 ms per letter [45]. The magnitude of these increases to reading
times are too small to conceivably argue that children were sounding out and blending phonemes
together, either vocally or subvocally, in order to achieve lexical access (phonological decoding). Both
of these points support the argument that children at this age have moved beyond overt phonological
decoding during lexical identification.

It is widely recognised that adults continue to make use of phonology to aid lexical access and
identification during reading, e.g., [2,3], but until recently, this issue has been somewhat neglected
within the empirical literature on children’s reading development. We contend that, while there
is developmental change in phonological processing during reading, this is best characterised as a
transition from phonological decoding to phonological recoding. Such a developmental transition is
not currently accounted for in theoretical models of learning to read, which simply posit decreasing
reliance on phonology as reading skill increases, e.g., [5–10].

It is worth noting that phonological processing in English, the focus of this paper, may differ
from that in other languages, due to differences in orthographic depth (the consistency of a language’s
GPCs). For example, English has an opaque orthography, wherein GPCs are not very consistent
(i.e., ough in cough, through, though, etc.), whilst other alphabetic languages, like Finnish and German,
benefit from more transparent orthographies. One piece of research has investigated phonological
pre-processing in German. Tiffin-Richards and Schroeder [47] found that German adults benefitted
more from orthographic than phonological information in the parafovea. Whilst children also gained
some preview benefit from orthographic information in the parafovea, this was only under certain
conditions: when the target words only received a single fixation and when capitalisation of the word
was present. In contrast, the children did show a clear preview benefit from pseudohomophones.
This would suggest that, in German, for children, phonology plays a more important role in word
identification than orthography, whilst, for adults, the opposite pattern seems to occur: orthography
seems to play a more dominant role in facilitating lexical access than phonology. In Chinese, a
morphosyllabic language [48], phonological information has been shown to be activated pre-lexically
by children, whilst adults seem to use more direct access from orthography to semantics [49]. Within
Chinese, the researchers argued, early, pre-lexical activation of phonology diminishes as readers
become more skilled. It is worth noting though that this research focuses on parafoveal processing of
orthographic and phonological information and so does not make claims that, for instance, children
do not process orthographic information foveally in German. Overall though, this research on both
adults’ and children’s parafoveal pre-processing in German and Chinese seems to be in contrast to the
research looking at pre-processing of phonology in English adults, e.g., [39]. Indeed, concerns have
been raised as to whether research conducted in English may have overestimated the importance of
phonology, e.g., [50,51]. Consequently, the developmental transition from overt, effortful phonological
decoding to covert, rapid phonological recoding that appears to occur in English, as outlined in
this paper, may not be applicable to other languages. Whilst phonology does seem to play a role in
reading development in other alphabetic languages besides English, it does seem to be modulated
by orthographic depth [51]. Evidence suggests that readers of more transparent orthographies might
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make the transition from phonological decoding to phonological recoding at a faster rate than readers
of English, with it suggested that the difficulty associated with progressing to phonological recoding is
specific to English and its complex GPCs, e.g., [52]. Thus, the extent to which reading development
within different languages is determined by phonological processing may differ.

Atypical development. Most recently, studies have begun to show evidence for pre-lexical
phonological processing in populations with atypical reading development, specifically in individuals
with permanent childhood hearing loss (PCHL; [53]) and individuals with developmental dyslexia [54].
Both of these participant populations are known to commonly experience substantial difficulties in
learning to read, and one component of these difficulties is thought to be poor phonological processing
skills, e.g., [55–57].

In the case of individuals with PCHL, their auditory perception since birth has been substantially
impoverished, and it is likely that this results in underspecified cognitive representations of phonology.
Indeed, on tasks that require overt awareness of, or conscious manipulation of, speech sounds,
Blythe et al. [53] found that teenagers with PCHL scored significantly lower than both chronologically
age-matched and reading-matched hearing peers. Despite their difficulties in overt phonological
decoding and phonological awareness, these teenagers displayed a pseudohomophone advantage both
during direct fixation and from parafoveal preview. In particular, the pseudohomophone advantage
shown by teenagers with PCHL was very similar in terms of both time course and magnitude to the
effect observed in their younger, reading-matched hearing peers. This strongly indicates that, despite
their overall difficulties in learning to read, one particular aspect of lexical processing was maturing in
a typical manner (albeit with a slight developmental delay)—the transition to phonological recoding.

In the case of developmental dyslexia, both overall reading difficulties and specific difficulties
in phonological awareness and processing have been well-documented; indeed, poor phonological
processing skills are largely accepted as the predominant cause of developmental dyslexia, e.g., [56,57].
Again, though, recent research has shown that teenagers with dyslexia still exhibit a pseudohomophone
advantage during reading during both direct fixation and parafoveal preview [54]. Similar to the data
from teenagers with PCHL, this pseudohomophone advantage during silent sentence reading was
observed, in contrast to significantly poorer performance on overt tasks of phonological processing
compared to their typically developing peers.

In sum, eye movement research in recent years has provided strong evidence for pre-lexical
phonological recoding by adults, typically developing children, and even individuals with PCHL
or dyslexia during silent sentence reading, e.g., [14,37,39–43,53,54]. These data challenge theoretical
accounts of reading development which posit that phonological processing during lexical identification
reduces with time and reading skill, e.g., [5–10]. Rather, these data are more consistent with the
view that, as reading skill increases, there is a transition from phonological decoding to phonological
recoding. This transition seems to occur relatively early and is remarkably robust across both typical
and atypical reading development.

5. The Role of Phonology: Models of Word Recognition

A number of different models have been put forward by researchers in attempts to explain how
printed word recognition occurs (e.g., the dual-route cascaded model—DRC; [58]; the multiple-route
model; [59]; connectionist dual-process model—CDP+; [60]). It is noncontroversial that all of these
models posit some role for phonology in visual word recognition, but they vary in terms of the
importance that is ascribed to phonology (for a recent and comprehensive review, see [43]). Here,
we briefly outline these models and how each of them incorporates phonological processing into
printed word identification. Critically, we consider the degree to which these models can account for
developmental change in this respect.

The DRC model. According to this model, processing is accomplished via two distinct but
interactive routes: lexical and non-lexical, see [58] (Figure 7, p. 214). The lexical (direct) route relies on
the activation of word-specific orthographic representations: the features of a word’s letters activate
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the word’s letter units (in parallel), and these letters then activate the word’s entry in the orthographic
lexicon. The non-lexical (indirect) route is based on the use of GPCs (operating serially from left to
right); visual features and letter units are activated just as with the lexical route (as they are common
to both routes). Processing along the direct lexical route gets faster each time a word is encountered,
so the lexical representations of more common words are activated by the direct route before the
slower, indirect, non-lexical route has finished processing the word, e.g., [11,23]. When tested, the
DRC was 99% accurate in generating a pronunciation for the 7981 words in its orthographic lexicon.
It can account for many phenomena that are observed in skilled adult reading, including frequency
effects, regularity effects, the pseudohomophone advantage, and orthographic neighborhood effects.
With respect to developmental change, however, the model has no learning mechanism, and “ . . . has
nothing to say about the actual process of learning to read” (p. 246). The authors argue that it does
work well to characterise what a typically developing child reader has learned so far at any point
during the process of learning to read, and that young readers (7 year olds) have reading systems
similar to adults, albeit scaled-down versions. It is not clear, however, how the two routes would
develop in a beginning reader or how the model would account for a developmental transition from
decoding to recoding.

The multiple-route model. The multiple-route model, see [59] (Figure 2, p. 282) makes a
distinction between the effortful phonological coding of beginning readers and the faster, more
automatic use of phonology that develops with a reader’s exposure to print. (Note that what
Grainger et al. [59] refer to as "phonological recoding" is referred to within this paper as phonological
decoding). The initial, overt coding process enables the development of parallel letter processing,
involving an array of letter detectors that are location-specific (i.e., that encode the locations of letters
within a printed word). Two orthographic codes are generated from this: a coarse-grained route that
allows direct access to semantics and a fine-grained route that codes the precise ordering of letters
within a string and then activates the corresponding phonemes as well as whole-word orthography.
The model clearly predicts strong, phonologically-based effects (e.g., pseudohomophone effects) in
younger children that reduce but do not disappear with increasing age as the reader transitions to
phonological recoding. This model, therefore, seems to be entirely consistent with the experimental
observations from the body of published literature reviewed within this paper.

The CDP+ model. The CDP+ model [60], similar to the DRC model, has two processes:
a non-lexical one (sublexical route) that links orthography to phonology and learns GPCs very quickly
and a direct lexical one that links orthography to phonology, where orthographic entries are linked
to their phonological counterparts (an implementation of the DRC’s lexical route). With respect to
developmental change, Ziegler, Perry, and Zorzi [61] provided a computational simulation of the
self-teaching hypothesis [15] within the framework of the CDP+model. They examined the extent to
which the model could learn to identify unknown words based on initial, explicit teaching of key GPC
rules and its existing phonological lexicon, similar to what a child might experience. Ziegler et al. [61]
argue that children receive phonics instruction early in their formal education, but they are not explicitly
taught the correct pronunciation of every word that they encounter during reading. Rather, as they
come across new printed word forms, they use their knowledge of phonics rules to generate a possible
pronunciation and determine whether or not this matches a word that is already represented in their
lexicon (through spoken language exposure). This learning loop is referred to as the phonological
decoding self-teaching (PDST) hypothesis, and, indeed, the implementation of the PDST hypothesis
worked in the context of a real computational model of learning to read (CDP+). Even starting
with a small number of GPCs (as beginner child readers would do), the model was able to acquire
word-specific orthographic representations for over 25,000 words and read novel words aloud. On the
basis of these rudimentary GPCs (and decoding skills), the model could produce pronunciations for
unfamiliar words. Despite the opaque orthography of English, the phonological decoding network
was still able to learn up to 80% of the words. Overall, phonological decoding seems to serve as a
powerful internal teaching device, as implemented in this model, allowing a basic set of GPCs to open
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up children’s (and the model’s) abilities to read novel words and gain orthographic knowledge. It is
conceivable within the PDST hypothesis that there is a transition from beginner children’s phonological
decoding to skilled adult readers’ phonological recoding, but this has not yet been operationalised.

In sum, all of these models propose that phonology plays a role in visual word recognition.
To date, Grainger et al.’s [59] multiple-route model provides the clearest implementation that might
account for the developmental transition from beginner child readers’ effortful phonological decoding
to skilled adult readers’ unconscious, rapid phonological recoding.

6. Conclusions

Whilst it is widely recognised that children rely on phonological decoding in the early stages
of learning to read, current theories do not fully account for skilled readers’ pre-lexical processing
of phonology, that is, phonological recoding [5–10], with only one recent model of word recognition
seeming to account for this developmental transition (the multiple-route model; [59]). Eye movement
research has shown pre-lexical processing of phonology in typically developing readers from the age of
7 years through to skilled adult readers, as well as in atypical developmental groups, despite the tasks
used not requiring any overt phonological processing [14,35,39,43,53,54]. Thus, eye movement research
provides compelling evidence for phonology having a continued and pervasive role in facilitating
lexical identification during reading (consistent with the multiple-route model; [59]). As such, recent
empirical findings from online research methods, such as eye movement recordings, need to be
incorporated into theories of learning to read, and more consideration needs to be given to these
findings in developmental models of word recognition. In order to accomplish this, further research
is needed to understand the nature and time course of the transition from phonological decoding to
recoding, by examining moment-to-moment cognitive processing during reading in beginning readers.
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Abstract: Substantial progress has been made in understanding the mostly detrimental effects of
normative aging on eye movements during reading. This article provides a review of research on
aging effects on eye movements during reading for different writing systems (i.e., alphabetic systems
like English compared to non-alphabetic systems like Chinese), focused on appraising the importance
of visual and cognitive factors, considering key methodological issues, and identifying vital questions
that need to be addressed and topics for further investigation.
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1. Introduction

When people read, their eyes make rapid movements (called saccades), separated by brief
fixational pauses during which visual information is obtained from text (for reviews, [1–3]). These eye
movements are closely coordinated with processes of perception, attention, language processing, and
memory. This enables skilled readers to recognize words very rapidly as their eyes move across a text,
at a rate of about 3 to 5 words per second, and for the meaning of these words to be integrated with the
reader’s evolving interpretation of the text. A substantial body of research over the past 40 years has
focused on understanding how this feat is accomplished by skilled adult readers [2,3]. More recent
research has also begun to investigate how this capability develops in beginner readers [4,5], as well as
how it changes across the lifespan.

With the present review, we focus on the effects of normative, healthy aging. Being able to read
well is important for individuals to function effectively in most modern societies, and to accomplish
everyday tasks that enable them to live independently. However, changes in the visual and cognitive
systems that occur naturally in healthy aging are likely to affect the ability of older adults to read
effectively. Such changes begin in middle age but are especially marked in later adulthood (from about
65 years of age onwards; for reviews, see [6–10]). At the level of the eye, these include narrowing of
the pupil (pupillary miosis) and increased opacity of the lens, reducing the passage of light through
the eye, while a loss of elasticity of the lens limits the ability to focus on near objects (presbyopia). As a
result, less light falls on the retina and the image it creates is blurred. These optical changes combine
with retinal and neural changes, including loss of retinal photoreceptive cells (rods and cones), which
limit visual sensitivity, and reductions in axons in the optic nerve and neurons in the visual cortex,
which affect the transmission and processing of visual information.
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Together, these changes decrease the efficiency of visual processing. Functionally, they are
associated with lower acuity and reduced ability to perceive fine visual detail, especially in low
light or when contrast is reduced [11–14]. This can contribute to the experience of visual blur [15],
as well as problems reading fine-print [16] or in dim lighting conditions [17]. Reductions in visual
sensitivity are also greater outside central vision [18] so that older adults see detail more poorly in
peripheral vision, which may help explain why they appear to have a narrower field of effective
vision [19,20]. Reductions in visual sensitivity are experienced even when vision is corrected optically.
Consequently, even older adults who wear their habituation optical correction (glasses, contact lenses)
will experience degradation in visual input and process visual information more slowly and with
greater error. Age-related declines in attentional and motor control may also affect the efficiency of eye
movement control. Non-reading studies consistently show that aging is associated with an increase in
the time to initiate a saccade in response to a visual target [21–27], and the velocity of the resulting
movement [28,29]. However, accuracy in saccade-targeting [23,25,30,31] and fixation stability [32]
appear to be spared.

Finally, declines in memory capabilities may affect the retrieval of information from memory and
short-term storage and manipulation of linguistic information in working memory [33–36]. It seems
likely that effects on retrieval will impair processes of word recognition, while working memory deficits
may impair comprehension [37,38]. However, while aging produces deterioration in elements of what
often is described as fluid intelligence (e.g., memory, reasoning, problem-solving [9,39]), crystalized
intelligence, which includes knowledge gained from a lifetime of experience of reading and exposure
to language, appears stable across adulthood and only shows declines in very old age [8]. Crucially,
crystalized knowledge may offset deficits in fluid intelligence and have a preservative effect on reading.
For instance, even though older people can have difficulty bringing words to mind, they tend to
outperform younger adults on vocabulary tests, due to superior knowledge of words gained from
their greater reading experience [40,41]. Note, however, that an alternative account postulates that
the slowdown in lexical access in older age is because of difficulty discriminating individual words
in the mental lexicon as a result of a lifetime of accumulation of lexical items rather than cognitive
decline [42,43]. Consequently, while research inevitably focuses on loss in abilities, it is important
to remember that some losses may be offset by superior skills elsewhere, while other abilities may
be highly resilient. Older adults may also use adaptive strategies to compensate for loss of abilities,
including changing how they allocate processing resources [44–46].

With the present review, we focus on effects of normative aging on eye movements in reading.
This is because measures of eye movements provide a highly naturalistic means of studying the process
of reading, as participants read text presented normally at their own pace. A further advantage comes
from the close yoking between eye movements and cognition, such that where a reader is looking
is informative about what they currently are processing, while the length of time they look in this
location is sensitive to any processing difficulty they are experiencing [2,3]. However, it is important to
acknowledge valuable research that has used other methods to gain insight into aging effects on word
recognition [47–51], sentence and discourse comprehension [52], and the neural correlates of these
processes [53–58].

2. Aging Effects on the Perceptual Span

A first issue concerns whether aging limits the amount of linguistic information acquired on each
fixational pause. Readers make eye movements because they cannot process an entire line of text on
a single glance and so make multiple glances to obtain this information in discrete chunks. This is
a consequence of limitations in retinal acuity, which is greatest within a narrow region of central vision
(extending about 1◦ each side of fixation, corresponding roughly to the fovea) and declines sharply
outside this region [59]. At a normal reading distance, about three or four letters will subtend about 1◦
of visual angle, so at most about six to eight letters can be seen clearly on each fixation. Saccadic eye
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movements, therefore, serve to shift the reader’s gaze along each line of text so that successive chunks
of linguistic information (i.e., words) are processed in high acuity.

Given that skilled reading essentially involves integrating these snapshots of linguistic information,
it is important to understand how much text can be processed on a single fixation. The area of text
from which useful information can be acquired on each fixation is called the perceptual span. This has
been widely investigated using gaze-contingent moving window paradigms ([60,61]; for a review,
see [62]). In these, text is shown normally within a narrow region (window) around gaze and text
outside the window is masked (e.g., by replacing letters in words with ‘x’s). This window moves
in synchrony with the reader’s eye movements so that when the reader fixates a new location, text
within the window at this new location is shown normally, and text at the previous fixation location is
masked. This ensures only a small amount of text is seen normally on each fixation. These paradigms
are implemented using high-speed computer programming and display screens with a fast refresh rate
so that a participant’s phenomenological experience is that the windows move in perfect synchrony
with their eyes. Moreover, by systematically varying the size of the window across an experiment,
it is possible to investigate which size produces normal reading rates, following the logic that this
window must encompass the perceptual span. Studies taking this approach show that skilled young
adult readers (of English) primarily obtain useful information from an asymmetrical region extending
about 14–15 letters to the right of fixation and 3–4 letters to the left ([60,61,63], but see [64,65]). Roughly
speaking, this means they acquire information about the word they are fixating and about two words
to its right (including information about the boundaries between words). The perceptual span can
vary, however, as a function of reading expertise and the script that is being read [66–76]. For instance,
span size is smaller for beginning and dyslexic readers compared to skilled adult readers, and for
readers of dense scripts like Chinese compared to English.

Surprisingly little aging research has been conducted on the perceptual span, however, although
non-reading studies show older adults process information outside of central vision less effectively
than young adults [19,20]. Consistent with this more limited visual processing, several studies by
Keith Rayner and his colleagues suggest that older adults acquire less information on each fixation
compared to young adults. The first study to examine these effects, by Rayner, Castelhano, and Yang
(2009) [77], used a standard gaze-contingent paradigm in which letters in words outside a moving
window were masked by replacing them with ‘x’s. As is typical for studies using this paradigm,
young adults read fastest when the fixated word and two words to the right were visible within the
moving window. By comparison, older adults showed no difference in performance when the fixated
word and either one or two words to the right were visible, suggesting they obtained less information
about upcoming words. Moreover, unlike the young adults, the older adults were disrupted when
the word immediately to the left of the fixated word was masked. Rayner et al. took this to show
that the perceptual span is smaller and more symmetrical for older compared to younger adults, the
implication being that older readers make less use of information about upcoming words.

Support for this came from a subsequent study by Rayner, Castelhano, and Yang (2010) [78],
using the boundary paradigm. In this paradigm, an invisible boundary is placed immediately in front
of a specific target word in each sentence. This word is masked prior to the reader’s gaze crossing
the boundary, after which it is changed to normal. As with the moving window paradigm, these
changes are made very fast, using high-speed computing and displays with fast refresh rates, and
usually completed within the time it takes the reader to make a saccade. As a result, readers are
generally unaware that a change has been made. Rayner et al. found that restricting the visibility of
an upcoming word disrupted reading less for older than younger adults, again suggesting that older
readers make less use of parafoveal (i.e., upcoming) information. Finally, Rayner, Yang Schuett, and
Slattery (2014) [79] showed that older adults were significantly more impaired than younger adults
when a moving window masked each fixated word. That is, as a reader moved their gaze along a line
of the text, each word they looked at was masked while other text was shown normally. The greater
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difficulty this caused older adults was taken as further evidence that they use parafoveal information
less effectively.

The overall picture from these studies is that the perceptual span is smaller for older than younger
adult readers, quite possibly because of reduced parafoveal visual abilities or because higher attention
demands associated with the processing of fixated words limit resources available for parafoveal
processing. However, while these findings fit well with the notion that older readers process less
information on each fixation, other studies are less supportive. First, Whitford and Titone (2016) [80]
found no perceptual span differences for young and older adult bilinguals when both letters in words
and the spaces between words were replaced by a dash (-). Second, Risse and Kliegl (2011) [81]
provided evidence that older adults’ parafoveal processing may actually be relatively well-preserved.
They used an adaptation of the boundary paradigm, in which the availability of the second word
following a target word (i.e., word N+2) was manipulated. This was shown normally or masked
so that it was not identifiable until the reader made a saccade that crossed an invisible boundary
immediately following the target word. The key consideration was whether masking this word would
disrupt reading. Risse and Kliegl found that it did, but to the same extent for young and older adults.
This suggested both age groups could use parafoveal information from up to two words ahead of
a fixated word equally effectively, inconsistent with the view that older readers acquire less parafoveal
information on each fixation.

Paterson, McGowan, and Jordan (2013) [82,83] took a different approach to this problem and
speculated that older readers might obtain different qualities of visual information from outside central
vision, based on evidence that their sensitivity to fine visual detail is reduced, especially in peripheral
vision [11–14]. They used a moving window paradigm in which the spatial frequency content of text
outside each window was filtered. This ensured only either low, medium, or high spatial frequency
content was available. Low spatial frequencies convey coarse-grain blurry information that lacks
detail but provides visual cues to the overall shape and location of words. By comparison, high spatial
frequencies provide sharp edge-like features for letters without their normal density, while the quality
of visual information provided by medium spatial frequencies is somewhere in-between. The findings
showed that reading times were closer to normal for young adults for text containing only high rather
than low spatial frequencies, but closer to normal for older adults when spatial frequencies were
low rather than high. The indication, therefore, was that older readers require primarily coarse-scale
information about the shape and location of words from outside central vision. A subsequent study by
Jordan, McGowan and Paterson (2014) [84] used a version of this paradigm in which spatial frequencies
were filtered within the moving window and text outside was shown normally. This produced a similar
pattern of effects, suggesting that older readers have reduced sensitivity to visual detail even within
central (i.e., foveal) vision.

Such findings raise broader questions concerning sensitivity to different types of parafoveal (and
perhaps even foveal) information by different groups of readers. One issue relates to the use of regular
patterned masks in many moving window experiments, where letters in words are replaced by ‘x’s
or dashes. The regular pattern created by these masks is usually apparent to participants. This may,
therefore, serve as a distraction that disrupts normal reading performance rather than a baseline
condition in which access to parafoveal information is restricted. As considerable evidence suggests
older adults suffer more from distraction than young adults [85–87], they may be more affected by
these masks. Consequently, while research on adult age differences in perceptual span effects currently
is inconclusive, a way ahead may be to consider more carefully potential age differences in the effects
of different types of foveal and parafoveal masks.

3. Aging and Mechanisms of Eye Movement Control

The basic characteristics of eye movements during reading are relatively well understood, certainly
for skilled young adult readers of alphabetic scripts like English (for reviews, see [2,3]). Most saccades
are forward-directed and traverse a distance of about 7 to 9 character spaces, while a small proportion
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(typically 10%–15%) are backward eye movements (called regressions) made to re-read text in response
to some difficulty. Forward eye movements tend to be shorter and regressions more frequent when text
is more difficult. Skilled readers also fixate most words at least once, with each fixation lasting between
100 and 500 ms and averaging about 250 ms. Readers sometimes skip words, however, on about
10%–20% of saccades, by moving their gaze past a word without fixating it.

Research also shows that skilled readers target their saccades towards upcoming words extremely
accurately and that the landing positions of these saccades (i.e., the location of the resulting fixation) is
systematically related to the physical length of a word. In particular, saccades tend to land at a so-called
preferred viewing location (PVL) between the beginning and middle letters of a word [88,89]. This has
been interpreted as evidence that readers target their saccades towards the word center but often
undershoot this location due to oculomotor error [90]. Such measures have generally been taken from
only one eye in experimental studies (typically the right eye or dominant eye). However, studies that
have examined the coordination of the movements of the two eyes show that the two eyes fixate the
same letter in a word on about 50% of fixations ([91–93], for a review see [94]). On other fixations,
the eyes are crossed (so that the left eye fixates to the right of the right eye) or uncrossed (so that right
and left eye fixations are divergent), although the relative preponderance of crossed and uncrossed
fixations varies across studies and may depend on lighting conditions. Moreover, while the fixations
made by the two eyes on average are only about 2 characters apart, this disparity has a high variance
so that sometimes the fixations can be much further apart and even on different words.

Studies comparing the eye movements of older adult readers (typically 60+ years) and young
adult controls (18–30 years) show that older adults make more and, on average, longer fixations and
more regressions [64,80,82–84,95–100]. These findings suggest the older adults read more slowly and
experience greater reading difficulty. More controversially, findings from numerous studies suggest
older readers make longer forward saccades (on average) and skip words more frequently compared
to young adults. This has been attributed to older adults adopting a qualitatively different reading
strategy to compensate for greater reading difficulty [97]. In particular, according to this account, older
adults employ a “risky” reading strategy in which they are more likely, compared to young adults,
to infer the identities of upcoming words based on contextual knowledge and only partial parafoveal
word information, with the result that they also skip these words more frequently. It also is argued
that this risky reading strategy results in the more frequent misidentification of words and so may
contribute to an increased rate of regressions by older readers.

Increased skipping and longer forward saccades are not always observed in aging studies, however,
leading some researchers to question the evidential support for risky reading [100,101]. For instance,
both Choi et al. (2007) [101] and Whitford and Titone (2017) [100] found that older participants in their
experiments did not skip words more frequently than young adults. However, one possibility, also
considered by these critics, is that the reading strategy used by the older adults may be sensitive to task
demands and so vary as a function of text difficulty. Wotschack and Kliegl (2013) [102] found that age
differences in word-skipping can be modulated by the frequency and difficulty of the comprehension
questions that follow sentence displays on at least a proportion of trials in most eye movement studies.
In particular, whereas older adults showed higher skipping compared to young adults when questions
were easy and asked infrequently, this difference was reduced when questions were harder and asked
more often. This may explain the absence of an age difference in word-skipping effects in the Choi
et al. study [101], as it included comprehension questions after every trial. Moreover, the paradigm
employed by Choi et al. involved making surreptitious changes to upcoming words and used stimuli
containing deliberate misspellings, which also may have encouraged participants to read carefully.
The Whitford and Titone (2017) study [100] examined paragraph reading, and, having read each
paradigm, participants had to answer multiple open-ended comprehension questions. As the authors
note, this may have imposed attentional and working memory demands that also encouraged the
older adults to read very carefully.
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These studies are valuable in highlighting the potential that older readers may adopt different
strategies depending on task demands. It will, therefore, be important to establish what factors cause
older readers to employ a particular reading strategy (and for discussion of effects of reading strategy
and goals on eye movements see [44,103–107]). It will also be important to establish whether risky
reading is used to compensate for slower processing in older age as Rayner et al. (2006) [97] proposed.
This should include considering the consequences of risky reading for processes of word recognition
during reading. According to the original account, older readers are more likely to misidentify words
based on their contextual expectations, lexical knowledge and parafoveal cues to the identity of the
next word. As parafoveal visual cues are likely to be degraded [18], it seems likely that older readers
might misidentify a word due to its visual similarity to another word that better fits the context.
However, only one study to date, by Warrington et al. (2008) [108], has examined this possibility.
This used stimuli from an earlier study [109] in which target words (e.g., “brunch”) in sentences
often had a lexical neighbor (i.e., a word sharing all but one of the same letters as the target, e.g.,
“branch” [110], that provided a similar or better fit to the sentence context. This neighbor word was
also more commonly used in written language and so of higher lexical frequency. The original study
showed that participants were more likely to make a regression to re-read the target word when it had
a such a neighbor than when it did not, suggesting that readers often misidentify a word by temporarily
mistaking it for its higher frequency neighbor (even though that neighbor does not appear in the text).
The follow-up study by Warrington et al. [108] found young and older adults were both likely to
misidentify a target word as its neighbor when this better fit the context, and so made more regressions
to re-read the target. However, post hoc analyses (not reported in the paper) suggested this effect was
greater for the older adults when the target and its neighbor were visually similar (e.g., “brunch” and
“branch”) rather than visually dissimilar (e.g., “story” and “stork”). Accordingly, a potentially fruitful
approach to exploring the consequences of risky reading might involve investigating misreading errors
by older adults.

Finally, in this section, we consider whether eye movement control and saccade-targeting are
poorer for older readers and whether this might contribute to the difficulty they experience. In the
Introduction, we reviewed evidence that eye movements might be slower in older age due to impaired
motor and attentional control, but that accuracy in saccade-targeting was unlikely to be affected by age.
Studies to date have not examined aging effects on eye movement dynamics in reading. Moreover,
only a couple of studies have examined saccade-targeting. Consistent with evidence from non-reading
tasks [23,25,30], this appears to be preserved. For instance, Rayner et al. (2006) [97] examined
the location of initial fixations on words during reading and observed a very similar distribution
for young and older adults, consistent with both age groups preferentially fixating near the PVL.
A subsequent study by Paterson et al. (2013) [96] found that the pattern of landing positions for short
(5-letter) and long (10-letter) words did not differ appreciably for young and older adults. This study
additionally examined the coordination of binocular eye movements. This was motivated by evidence
that reading difficulty is likely to produce larger fixation disparities [91,111], and other non-reading
studies, suggesting older adults naturally produce larger disparities [112,113]. However, the results
showed no age differences. Moreover, the magnitude of the disparity was similar to previous research,
averaging about two letter spaces apart [93], with a similar predominance of crossed over uncrossed
fixations. Consequently, while older adults are slower and experience greater reading difficulty, basic
mechanisms of oculomotor control for reading appear to be preserved in older age.

In addition to these studies, two experiments have investigated the effects of removing or filling
the spaces between words in sentences. Text in most alphabetic languages customarily includes spaces
between words. By helping to demarcate word boundaries, these can aid the processing of words by
reducing visual crowding and lateral masking (interference from flanking letters) of exterior letters
in words [114]. Moreover, interword spaces provide useful coarse-scale (i.e., low spatial frequency)
information about the location and physical extent of words and so can aid eye-guidance [115].
Removing or replacing these spaces disrupts normal reading (for languages that customarily include
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spaces [116–120]). Moreover, several studies show that this impairs word identification by producing
larger than normal word frequency effects. An important question, therefore, is whether older readers
suffer more when inter-word spaces are removed.

Rayner, Yang, Schuett, and Slattery (2013) [120] showed this is the case. Compared to young adults,
the older adults in their study had much larger increases in sentence reading times when spaces were
removed. They assessed effects on the lexical processing of words by examining the influence of this
manipulation on the word frequency effect (i.e., the processing advantage for words that have a high
frequency of written usage). The rationale for this approach was that if removing spacing disrupted
word identification processes, this should impact more on low compared to high frequency words and
so produce a larger word frequency effect. This is what was observed. However, the increased size of
the word frequency effect was comparable for young and older adults, suggesting no age difference in
the effects of spacing on word identification. A subsequent study by McGowan, Jordan and Paterson
(2014) [64] confirmed these findings but also examined conditions in which spaces between words
were filled using a closed square (�) or an open square (�). Disruption to normal reading was greater
for older adults when an open rather than a closed square was used. McGowan et al. explained this in
terms of the salience of these squares as cues to word boundaries. The closed squares provide a low
spatial-frequency cue to word boundaries. By comparison, the open squares were composed of high
spatial-frequency visual components (i.e., horizontal and vertical lines) similar to letter features. Older
adults appeared, therefore, to have particular difficulty when word boundaries were delineated by
a high-spatial frequency cue, and less difficulty when these were demarcated by low spatial-frequency
cues, quite possibly due to reductions in sensitivity to higher spatial frequencies. Indeed, it seems
likely that older readers had difficulty discriminating between the visual features of the open circles
and those of adjacent letters in words, impairing their ability to delineate words in the text.

4. Aging and Eye Movements in Alphabetic Reading

A key research finding is that eye movements are under cognitive control, meaning that decisions
about when and where the eyes move are governed by factors influencing how easily words can
be identified. Research with alphabetic languages suggests that chief amongst these factors are the
length of words, their familiarity to the reader (generally operationalized as the frequency of lexical
usage), and their predictability from prior context (for reviews, see [2,3]). Consistent with this account,
numerous studies show that words which are shorter, higher in lexical frequency, or more predictable
have lower fixation probabilities (and so are more likely to be skipped) and shorter reading times
compared to words that are longer, of lower frequency, or less predictable [88,95–97,101,121–130].
Such findings have been important in furthering our understanding of mechanisms of eye movement
control in reading and led to the development of sophisticated computational models, such as E-Z
Reader [131,132] and SWIFT [133].

Despite substantial evidence that older adults experience greater reading difficulty (see the
previous section), few studies have investigated aging effects on the cognitive control of eye movements
during reading. Both a corpus-based analysis [95] and an experimental study [96] suggest that aging
and word length effects are additive so that longer words are not especially difficult for older readers
to process. Other studies have examined age differences in the word frequency effect when other
factors, including word length and predictability, are controlled. As noted above, higher frequency
words receive shorter reading times and are more likely to be skipped. However, older adults typically
produce larger word frequency effects than young adults by fixating for longer on words that are
of lower rather than higher frequency [64,95,97,100,120]. This is consistent with older adults having
greater difficulty identifying words due to slower lexical processing (due either to cognitive decline or
as a consequence of increased lexical items in the mental lexical [42,43]).

These effects have been simulated computationally (in E-Z Reader and SWIFT) for alphabetic
languages by limiting the area of text that is sampled on each fixation and slowing lexical
processing [97,134]. These simulations capture the greater difficulty older readers experience when
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identifying lower frequency words. Simulations based on the E-Reader model additionally are in
line with the “risky reading hypothesis” proposed by Rayner et al. (2006) [97]. This predicts that
older readers skip words more often and make generally longer forward eye movements. Within
the model, this is achieved by changing parameters associated with the role of contextual prediction
in helping a reader to anticipate the next word in a sentence. This makes sense theoretically as it
would be plausible for older readers to make greater use of context to compensate for slower lexical
processing [97,135]. Such effects are also consistent with findings from research on spoken and written
word recognition, suggesting differential use of context by adult age groups and, in particular, that
older readers benefit more from supportive contexts when input is degraded [50,52,53,136–139].

The simulations predict that older readers are more likely than young adults to skip words
that can be predicted from the prior context and also that reading times for these words will be
shorter. However, evidence for an adult age difference in word predictability effects has proven elusive.
A corpus study [95] showed that high word predictability resulted in faster reading by both young and
older adults. However, this was realized differently for the two age groups, by increasing word-skipping
by the young adults and decreasing the older adults’ probability of making multiple fixations on
words without affecting their word-skipping rates. Crucially, however, even the experiment that
Rayner et al. (2006) [97] reported alongside their simulations provided little evidence of a larger word
predictability effect for older readers. This study experimentally manipulated the cloze predictability
of target words in sentences. This involved creating contexts in containing a target word that was
either highly predictable or one that was less predictable, but where both words were plausible
continuations. For instance, in a sentence like “Harriet sang while my brother played piano /flute for
my birthday”, “piano” is a more likely continuation than “flute”, although both words make sense in
the context. Rayner et al. established the greater predictability of one word over another using a task
in which participants (who do not also take part in the experiment) provide a written continuation
for the beginning fragment of a sentence (e.g., “Harriet sang while my brother played . . . ”) and
how frequently different words are used as completions is assessed. Sentences containing words that
were highly predictable or less predictable continuations were then used as stimuli in the experiment.
The results showed that higher word predictability increased skipping rates only marginally more for
older compared to younger adults, and shortened reading times similarly for both age groups. There
was therefore little evidence that older readers made greater use of predictability to skip words or
speed the processing of words they fixated. However, as this study included a manipulation of font
difficulty, participants may have had difficulty encoding text on some trials and so read more carefully
than normal, which may explain why larger benefits of word predictability were not observed.

More propitiously, a recent experiment by Steen-Baker et al. (2017) [140] found a positive
relationship between age and effects of the cloze predictability of a sentence-final word on reading
times, such that the decrease in reading times produced by higher predictability was larger for older
adults. However, this study was not informative about predictability effects on word-skipping as
the target word was always the final word in a sentence (and so could not be skipped). Moreover,
the reading time measure they used included time spent re-reading the sentence after encountering the
target word and so will have captured sentence-wrap up effects as well as effects of predictability on
the processing of the target word. Only one eye movement study to date, by Choi et al. (2017) [101],
provides clear evidence for an adult age difference in predictability effects during the initial processing
of words, although this was observed only in reading times for words without affecting word-skipping.
The study showed that predictability speeded the recognition of words when these were fixated,
with no evidence that it facilitated word-skipping. However, several other features of the study may
have mitigated against observing such effects. In particular, the task used by Choi et al. included
surreptitious changes to target words, deliberate misspellings, and included a comprehension question
after each trial (see the previous section), which may have encouraged the older adults to read more
carefully and skip words less often than normal.
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The research reviewed above addressed key questions about aging effects on mechanisms of eye
movement control during reading. This has developed our understanding of some influences of aging,
especially in relation to effects of word length and word frequency, although even here relatively few
studies have been conducted. Of greater concern is the paucity of studies focused on the claim that
older readers make greater use of context to compensate for slower lexical processing. Only a few
studies have addressed this question by investigating effects of word predictability and, while there
is some indication of such an effect, further work is required to understand it more fully. It will be
especially important to establish if, compared to younger adults, older adult readers make greater use
of predictability to infer the identities of upcoming words and so skip them. However, more generally,
it will be valuable to understand how older adults make use of contextual information and the extent to
which their greater knowledge of words and experience of reading might lead them to use prediction
or anticipation to a greater extent.

5. Aging and Eye Movement Control in Chinese Reading

Research on aging effects in reading have been conducted predominately in alphabetic languages
in which words are created from letters, and words in sentences are clearly delineated using spaces.
With this section, we review a relatively small number of studies conducted in Chinese, a non-alphabetic
language with visual and linguistic characteristics very different to those of alphabetic languages like
English and German. Investigating effects in this language is important for many reasons, including
that Chinese is the most widely used writing system worldwide, and that China has the most rapidly
aging population. Moreover, such investigations allow us to assess whether aging effects are similar
cross-linguistically or reflect the specific visual and cognitive demands of the writing system.

Text in Chinese is composed of box-like logograms, called characters, which can differ considerably
in their number of component strokes (lines, dashes), while always occupying the same square area of
space [141,142]. For instance, simple characters may be created from a single stroke (e.g.,一 [“yi”],
meaning “one”) while more complex characters contain upwards of 20 strokes (such as罐 [“guan”],
meaning “pot”). Chinese characters can, therefore, vary substantially in visual complexity, and
evidence from non-reading studies suggests such effects may be an important source of perceptual
difficulty. For instance, assessments of character legibility show that higher acuity is required to
recognize characters with more strokes [143,144]. Moreover, research investigating the visual span for
Chinese characters (i.e., how many characters can be recognized on a single glance without moving
the eyes) shows span size is smaller for more complex characters [145]. This effect appears to be
even greater for older adults [146], suggesting they may recognize fewer characters on each fixational
pause during reading, although published research to date has not investigated aging effects on the
perceptual span in Chinese reading. Finally, while some characters can function as a word, most
Chinese comprise two or more characters. Indeed, according to the Lexicon of Common Words in
Contemporary Chinese (2008) [147], only 6% are one-character words, 72% two characters, 12% three
characters, and the remainder mostly four characters. However, written Chinese does not include
spaces or other cues to word boundaries. An important task when reading Chinese, therefore, is to
segment this naturally unspaced text into words (for further discussion of the specific visual and
cognitive demands of the Chinese writing system see [148,149]).

Despite these differences, research suggests the same fundamental variables are important in
determining when and where the eyes move in Chinese reading. In particular, research with young
adults shows that, as with alphabetic languages, reading times are faster and skipping rates higher for
words that are shorter (and so composed of fewer characters), of higher frequency, or more predictable
from context [150–158]. This suggests cross-linguistic similarity in basic mechanisms of eye movement
control. These similarities have also enabled researchers to develop computational models of eye
movement control in Chinese reading following the same principles used to develop models for
alphabetic languages [159]. It has also led researchers to consider whether older readers produce
patterns of age-related reading difficulty in Chinese reading similar to those observed with alphabetic
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languages. Relatively few such studies have been conducted to date. However, the effects show clearly
that older readers experience considerably greater reading difficulty. Compared to young adults,
they read much more slowly (often almost twice as slow) and make more and longer fixations and
regressions [154,155,158,160,161]. However, by contrast with evidence from alphabetic languages,
there is no indication that older Chinese readers use a more risky reading strategy to compensate
for this slower reading. Compared to young adults, they appear to skip words infrequently, and
their forward saccades are either shorter or of similar length, consistent with more careful reading.
Therefore, while age-related reading difficulty is observed cross-linguistically, its consequences appear
to differ depending on the writing system.

Studies that have examined aging effects on eye movements in Chinese reading also show that
word frequency effects are larger for older than younger adults, suggesting that, as with alphabetic
languages, older readers are slower to recognize words [154,155]. Others show that the visual
complexity of Chinese characters has a larger effect on reading times by older adults than younger
adults [159,162], indicating that this may be an important source of age-related reading difficulty. Only
one study to date has examined adult age differences in word length effects [152], although this may
be especially important in helping to understand the nature of the difficulties experienced by older
Chinese readers. This study examined eye movements for two- and four-character words matched for
frequency and embedded in identical sentence contexts. By contrast with additive effects of aging
and word length in research with alphabetic languages [96], the effects of these variables produced an
interaction in reading times, due to older adults having greater difficulty for long compared to short
words. Why this interaction effect is observed became clearer once the landing positions of fixations
was examined. Previous research on saccade landing positions in Chinese reading presents a complex
picture in which the pattern differs for words receiving either only one fixation or multiple fixations
during their initial reading [151,162]. Landing positions on words receiving only one fixation tended
to be close to the center of short and long words. By comparison, landing positions on words receiving
multiple fixations tended to land on the first character of words regardless of word length. This pattern
has been interpreted in different ways. Yan et al. (2010) [162] proposed that readers select either the
beginning or center of words as a saccade target depending on whether they can obtain parafoveal
cues to word length. That is, if information about the length of the upcoming word is available,
the reader will target their next saccade towards the center of that word. However, if this information
is unavailable, the reader will employ a more cautious strategy that targets their next saccade towards
the first character of the next word. By contrast with this account, X. Li et al. (2011) [151] argued that
the effects are not due to use of parafoveal word length cues. They argued instead that the effects
reflect the fact that words can be recognized more quickly, and so are less likely to be re-fixated, when
a saccade just happens to land at an optimal intra-word location (i.e., word center). That is, readers
are more likely to make only one fixation on a word when the initial saccade lands fortuitously at
its center, and more likely to make multiple fixations on words when their initial saccade lands at
a less optimal location. X. Li et al. proposed that parafoveal processing is character- rather than
word-based in Chinese reading and that readers achieve processing efficiency by estimating how many
upcoming characters they can identify on each fixation and targeting their next saccade to the right of
these characters (see also [163,164]). Crucially, however, while the underlying mechanisms differ, both
accounts highlight the importance of parafoveal processing for eye guidance in Chinese reading.

The young adults in the study by S. Li et al. (2018) [152] produced the same pattern of landing
position effects as these previous studies. The older adults, however, made fewer single fixations
on words, especially longer words, and their saccades were much more likely to land towards the
beginning of the words. An exploratory analysis of subsequent fixations additionally showed that
older adults were more likely to make a sequence of fixations that landed successively on each character
in a word. This was taken as evidence that older readers employ a cautious strategy in which they
inspect words character by character. This may explain why older Chinese readers exhibit a pattern
of age-related reading difficulty different from that of older readers of alphabetic languages. It may
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also result from specific difficulties experienced by older Chinese readers when processing upcoming
characters or segmenting unspaced text. However, research has yet to address these questions and so
an important way forward will be to investigate age differences in parafoveal processing and word
segmentation in Chinese reading. A final consideration that also has received little attention to date
concerns whether older Chinese readers make greater use of word predictability to offset the difficulties
they experience. Only one study has been reported to date [161]. This showed word predictability
has a larger facilitatory influence on reading times for older adults but no corresponding effect on
word-skipping. Strikingly, such effects may provide the strongest evidence to date (in alphabetic or
non-alphabetic languages) for the greater use of contextual knowledge by older readers.

In sum, studies reviewed in this section show very clearly that investigations of aging effects
in Chinese are important in demonstrating that age-related reading difficulty is experienced
cross-linguistically but may reflect the specific visual and cognitive demands of the writing system.
The review highlights that further work is necessary to fully understand the nature of these difficulties.
In particular, the evidence that older readers have greater difficulty processing words due to the
visual complexity of characters, and make greater use of context, requires more detailed investigation.
Moreover, the indication that older readers have specific difficulties parafoveal processing and
segmenting words in unspaced text has yet to be explored but likely to be central to our understanding
of aging effects on Chinese reading.

6. Conclusions

It should be clear from this review that normative aging has pervasive effects on eye movements
in reading. These are a consequence of changes in visual, attentional, and cognitive abilities that
occur naturally in older adulthood. They also appear to depend on the characteristics of the writing
system and differ subtly for readers of alphabetic languages compared to non-alphabetic languages
like Chinese. For the most part, the age-related changes we observe are not catastrophic although
clearly likely to affect the efficiency and ease of reading by older people, which will have practical
implications and impact on their quality of life. However, it is notable that most research has been
conducted with healthy, active, and well-educated older people, and it will be important to more fully
understand effects of aging across a spectrum of older people, as well in relation to age-related visual
impairment (e.g., macular degeneration) and neurodegenerative disease (e.g., Alzheimer’s disease).
Indeed, what is clearest from the review is that current understanding of aging effects is limited, and
more work is required to fully understand the difficulties that older readers experience.
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Abstract: Currently there are several computational models of eye movement control that provide
a good account of oculomotor behavior during reading of English and other alphabetic languages.
I will provide an overview of two dominant models: E-Z Reader and SWIFT, as well as a recently
proposed model: OB1-Reader. I will evaluate a critical issue of controversy among models, namely,
whether words are lexically processed serially or in parallel. I will then consider reading in Chinese,
a character-based, unspaced language with ambiguous word boundaries. Finally, I will evaluate the
concepts of serialism and parallelism of process central to these models, and how these models might
function in relation to lexical processing that is operationalized over parafoveal multi-constituent units.

Keywords: serialism; parallelism; oculomotor control; reading

1. Introduction

Reading is a visually mediated psychological process. Humans process visual information via
the eyes, and during reading, text is visually encoded and an abstract orthographic representation is
formed. This abstract orthographic representation is then used to undertake lexical processing whereby
a word’s syntactic category and meaning are accessed. The physiological basis of the human retina
is important in relation to reading. At (approximately) the middle of the retina, the fovea, a small
circular region (roughly two degrees across) where visual acuity is the highest, delivers detailed visual
information about the environment [1]. Thus, readers visually perceive a small detailed region of text
immediately around the point at which they are directly fixating, while beyond this, in the parafovea
(extending to five degrees on each side of fixation), the text is visually degraded. In order to obtain
clear information for comprehension, readers have to make a series of saccades and move their eyes
frequently to place the point of fixation on the upcoming text. When a reader fixates a word, they not
only process that word itself, but also the upcoming words from parafovea [2,3]. Readers spend less
time fixating a word when it is parafoveally available compared to when it is masked or removed [4].
This advantage is referred to as the preview benefit [2] and indicates that partial information about
parafoveal words is available prior to their direct fixation. It is well known that during reading the
oculomotor control system makes two moment-to-moment decisions: one temporal—when to move
the eyes, and one spatial—where to move next. The “when” decision refers to how long it takes to
fixate a word, captured by fixation duration measures. The “where” decision (in relation to progressive
saccades) refers to which word is selected as the upcoming saccadic target, and the specific position
where the eyes actually land on a target word, captured by fixation probability and fixation location
measures. A number of researchers have endeavored to explain how the two decisions occur by
developing various types of computational models of eye movement control during reading.
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It is widely accepted that eye movements are under cognitive control during reading [5–8], and
are both central to the process of reading, and constrain the rate at which orthographic information is
encoded and processed by the written comprehension system [9]. Currently, there are several cognitive
computational models of eye movement control that provide a good account of oculomotor behavior
during reading of English and other alphabetic languages. I will begin by briefly providing an overview
of two dominant cognitive models that are currently used to guide reading research: E-Z Reader [10–12]
and SWIFT [13–15], as well as a model that has been recently proposed: OB1-Reader [16]. I will then
evaluate a critical issue of controversy among these models regarding whether words are lexically
processed serially or in parallel, and consider reading in Chinese, a character-based, unspaced language
with ambiguous word boundaries. Finally, a hypothesis concerning processing of multi-constituent
units will be proposed as a potential solution to the current serialism/parallelism impasse.

2. An Overview of Models of Oculomotor Control during Reading: Serial or Parallel?

2.1. E-Z Reader Model

E-Z Reader [10–12] is the most elaborate of sequential attention shift (SAS) models during reading
which share the two basic assumptions: (1) attention acts like a spotlight and focuses on only one
word at a time; (2) attentional shifts occur sequentially from one word to the next, in order to keep
serial word order for comprehension. In this model lexical identification is the engine moving the eyes
forward during reading. Specifically, lexical identification is a two-stage process: the early stage of
processing, L1, corresponds to a familiarity check, an assessment of the familiarity of the upcoming word
based on its frequency of occurrence and predictability from the preceding context in a sentence. L1 is
modulated by visual acuity (determined by the mean absolute distance between the current fixation
location and each letter in the word being processed [17]) such that long words and/or words located
further away from the center of the fovea are processed less efficiently and are thus fixated for longer
than short words and/or words located closer to the center of the fovea. E-Z Reader posits that the
completion of L1 causes the oculomotor system to start programming a saccade to the next word. The
later stage of processing, L2, corresponds to lexical access. The completion of L2 causes attention to shift
from the currently fixated word (the word that has been lexically identified) to the next parafoveal
word, after which parafoveal processing of that word can occur (though note that the eyes remain on
the currently fixated, foveal word, as the attentional shift is fast and usually happens before the eyes
actually move to directly fixate the parafoveal word [18]). To reiterate, lexical processing of the next
parafoveal word only starts after lexical processing of the currently fixated word has been completed.

With respect to saccade targeting, E-Z Reader presumes that the oculomotor system uses low-spatial
frequency information such as word boundaries (indicated by interword spaces in English and most
other alphabetic languages) to select the next, unidentified, parafoveal word (by default) as a saccadic
target. Furthermore, saccades are often targeted towards the center of a word—the best place to fixate
a word in order to recognize it most efficiently ([19,20], though see also references [21,22]). Due to
several factors including systematic bias and random motor errors, saccades do not land precisely at the
word center but actually at a position slightly to the left of the center of a word, the preferred viewing
location (PVL, [23]). If an upcoming word is not selected as a target, then it is skipped. E-Z Reader
assumes that if the L1 stage of lexical processing of the parafoveal word is completed very rapidly, then
prior to the completion of programming of the saccade from the foveal word to the parafoveal word, a
new saccade to the word beyond the adjacent parafoveal word will be generated and the parafoveal
word will be skipped.

According to E-Z Reader, lexical processing drives the eyes to move from one word to the next
and saccade targeting is made on a word by word basis, with upcoming words being selected as the
next saccadic target. E-Z Reader provides an account for a wide range of findings including effects
of word length, frequency, predictability, parafoveal preview, foveal load with parafoveal preview,
spillover, skipping cost (fixations are longer prior to skipping words than fixating words), post lexical
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processing and so on [10]. However, critically, in the framework of E-Z Reader, both foveal and
parafoveal processing occur in a serial manner mediated by a process of sequential attention allocation,
and they do not take place simultaneously. In other words, more than one word cannot be processed
lexically at a time. On the basis of these assumptions, according to this view, lexical or sub-lexical
properties of the parafoveal word do not have a direct influence on processing of the currently fixated,
foveal word. Thus no so-called lexical parafoveal-on-foveal effects are expected (e.g., reference [24]).

2.2. SWIFT Model

The SWIFT model [13–15] is the most developed of the parallel processing gradient (PG) models
during reading. It assumes that attention is spatially distributed across an attentional gradient
spreading over multiple words to support parallel lexical processing. PG models are based on the
dynamic field theory of movement planning such that a field of activation is spatially distributed over
several potential movement targets and the spatially-distributed pattern of activation determines the
probability of selecting a saccade target in the activation field. In the SWIFT model, each word of a
sentence indicated by spaces is the unit of the activation field that changes over time due to word
identification. As soon as words fall within the activation field, they start to accumulate activation.
Activation is built up in the first stage of preprocessing, decreases in a second stage of lexical completion,
and tends to zero after a word is completely identified. The relative activation associated with lexical
identification determines the probability of which word is selected as a saccade target, therefore saccade
target selection is a competitive process among all of the activated words within the attention gradient
(the span of effective vision), and the one with highest activation is most likely to be selected as the
next target.

Note, in a recent version of the SWIFT model [25], a dynamically modulated processing span
was incorporated such that attentional deployment might vary in size from a sharp, narrow focus
to a widely broad area (i.e., a zoom lens of attention) and this is modulated by processing difficulty
of the fixated word. If the foveal word is difficult (e.g., a low frequency word) and its activation is
increased, this causes the processing span to be narrow and probably only the fixated word to be
processed during a fixation. However, if the foveal word is easy (e.g., a high frequency word) and its
activation is reduced, this causes the processing span to be dynamically increased and extend over a
number of words. In terms of when to move the eyes, SWIFT assumes that the decision to program
a new saccade is generated by a random timer, but an inhibitory control process, foveal inhibition,
modulates the progress of the random timer and the processing time, via the difficulty of the currently
fixated word. Lexical processing rate is constrained by visual acuity, with increased processing speed
for words closer to the point of foveal region. Therefore, it is likely that foveal words are identified
more rapidly than parafoveal words. However, the lexical activation level of a word is related to its
processing difficulty constrained by its frequency. Thus, when the eyes are fixating the foveal word n,
if word n + 1 is a high frequency word but word n + 2 is a low frequency word, then word n + 2 might
likely have a higher level of lexical activation compared to word n + 1. As a consequence, word n + 2
will become the next saccade target. Similarly, if word n − 1 has been previously fixated or skipped but
has not yet been fully recognized, then it might have a higher level of lexical activation, resulting in a
regression to word n − 1.

SWIFT captures many patterns of eye movements and provides accounts for reading related
phenomena including effects of word length, frequency, predictability, skipping cost and benefit
(fixations are shorter prior to skipping short and/or high frequency words) and regressions. Critically,
SWIFT assumes that multiple words within the perceptual span [26] can be lexically identified in
parallel. This claim of parallel processing is supported by observations of (1) parafoveal-on-foveal
effects mentioned earlier whereby processing of the parafoveal word n + 1 influences fixation durations
on the currently fixated foveal word n; and (2) word n + 2 effects whereby there is an observable
influence of the lexical properties of words two to the right of the currently fixated word n. However,
there have been questions as to whether both types of effect are reliable. Parafoveal-on-foveal effects
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are relatively weak and the observation of them is mainly restricted to corpus studies as opposed
to carefully controlled experiments that require reading for comprehension [24,27,28]. And word
n + 2 effects are subtle and most often reported when word n + 1 is a short or high frequency
word [17,29,30]. Furthermore, the SWIFT model has received criticism in relation to how the attention
gradient mechanism might account for effects associated with comprehension difficulty should words
be identified out of order, and how readers might maintain word order to support incremental
interpretation when this occurs [31].

2.3. OB1- Reader

Recently, Snell et al. [16] sought to integrate ideas associated with models of visual word recognition
and those with eye movement control in reading. They proposed a computational model of reading
called the OB1-Reader. In line with the SWIFT model, OB1 adopts the approach of parallel graded
attention (PG) supporting the position that multiple words can be identified in parallel within an
attentional visual input window (comprising five words—the fixated word n, along with words n − 2,
n − 1, n + 1, n + 2). Furthermore, OB1 adopts the approach of relative letter position coding for word
recognition to support parallel processing at the letter level. OB1 assumes that visual input activates
nodes that represent the relative position of letter pairs of a word (open bigram nodes). For example,
the visual input word can activate nodes for wo, wr, wd, or, od, or rd, these nodes (e.g., wo) in turn activate
all related lexical representations (e.g., word, work, world, wonder, etc.). The activation of letters in the
visual input is constrained by visual acuity, attention, and crowding, with stronger activation of letters
that are closer to the fixation and spatial attention, and weaker activation of letters that are crowded
by other letters (central letters receiving more benefit from acuity, but outer letters receiving more
benefit from reduced crowding, [32]). The open-bigram nodes subsequently activate word nodes via
bigram-to-word excitation (activating bigram nodes that are part of the word node) and word-to-word
inhibition (inhibiting word nodes that share the same bigrams). The activation of a word node is
determined by its length, frequency, and predictability from the preceding context in a sentence. When
its activation reaches a recognition threshold, it is identified. Also, if there is orthographic overlap
between parafoveal and foveal words, then parafoveal information has a facilitatory influence on the
word representation associated with the foveal word, resulting in an orthographic parafoveal-on-foveal
effect [33].

Recall earlier, in the context of the parallel processing framework such as SWIFT, if words are
identified out of order, the question has been raised as to how readers are able to keep track of the
correct sequential order of the words, arguably, necessary for a veridical interpretation of sentential
meaning [31]. In order to handle this issue, OB1 posits that all activated words are mapped onto a
spatial location in a spatiotopic sentence-level representation, based on expectations about the number
of to-be-recognized words, as well as the approximate length of each word indicated by interword
spaces in the visual input. If the activation of a word reaches its recognition threshold, the length of
the activated lexical representation must match with the length of an expected word at a location in the
sentence-level representation in order for identification to occur. Note that these expectations can only
be generated when spaces between words demarcate word boundaries (and therefore word lengths).
The sentence-level representation is also constrained by syntactic structure. If word n is an article, then
there may be an increased expectation for word n + 1 to be a noun or an adjective [33]. When a word
is identified, attention moves forward to the next most salient location. The visual salience of each
word in the visual input is modulated by visual acuity with which its constituent letters are processed
relative to the point of fixation. Words that are closer to the point of fixation are more salient, and more
likely to be selected as saccade targets. Therefore, in terms of the saccade targeting, OB1 operates
similarly to the SWIFT model.

OB1 can account for a range of effects such as word length, frequency, predictability,
neighborhood size and orthographic parafoveal-on-foveal effects. However, it cannot explain lexical
parafoveal-on-foveal effects even though it adopts the framework of parallel processing in reading.
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According to OB1, a high frequency parafoveal word n + 1 increases rather than decreases fixation
durations on word n, as the activation of nodes associated with a high frequency word n + 1 exerts
increased inhibition of nodes associated with word n. This is a prediction opposite to that of the SWIFT
model. Furthermore, one of the theoretical advances of OB1 is considered to be the use of spatiotopic
representations guided by word length. However, it is not clear how readers might generate differential
expectations for words based on length if, for example, a sentence is comprised of words of equal
length (e.g., That tall girl must want some food, see references [21,22]). Though, recently, Mirault, Snell
and Grainger examined reading without word spaces, and argued that readers might need to identify
the currently fixated word and use its word length information to estimate the left boundary of the
next word, then make a saccade beyond that boundary. In this case, readers might engage in a more
serial word-by-word identification strategy rather than the parallel process that occurs during spaced
text reading. The question arises regarding how such word identification processes might operate in
the absence of word boundaries in reading unspaced text [34]. Finally, when word length information
is not immediately obvious in reading unspaced languages such as Chinese, a language in which it has
been shown that the length of a word influences word identification and saccadic targeting [35], it is an
interesting challenge for OB1 to explain how readers segment the text into words in order to use word
length information to keep track of word order and maintain a sentence-level representation.

3. The Current Challenge: The Concept of a Word and Its Role in Chinese Reading

A critical issue of controversy and conflict among the three models concerns whether words are
lexically processed serially or in parallel during sentence reading. According to E-Z Reader, lexical
processing occurs in a serial manner whereby words are lexically processed sequentially one at a time.
In contrast, SWIFT proposes that multiple words around the point of fixation (within the perceptual
span) are lexically processed in parallel, and therefore, potentially out of sequential order. OB1 adopts
the approach of the SWIFT model stipulating parallel processing of multiple words, and also integrates
the approach of relative letter position coding to support parallel letter identification in multiple
letter strings. In order for the parallel processing system to identify multiple words at a time without
misperceiving word order in reading, OB1 constructs a spatiotopic sentence-level representation
and uses visual word length information to generate expectations regarding which activated word
representation belongs to which spatial location in working memory. In these accounts fixations and
saccades are considered to fundamentally constrain the delivery of visual information to the brain for
linguistic processing, and therefore, are formative with respect to the nature of such processing. Thus,
in the context of these competing models, these theoretical issues (serialism vs. parallelism; sequential
vs. non-sequential lexical processing; formation of spatial mappings etc.) are extremely important in
relation to eye movement control during reading, because it is widely accepted that word identification
is a primary determinant of when a reader makes the decision to move their eyes from the current
word to the next point of fixation.

It should be clear that the current debate among these competing models has been mainly limited
to the reading of alphabetic languages like English, German, and French. Written word identification
in these languages seems relatively straightforward, as it involves words that are comprised of
adjacent letters, have pronunciation and meaning, and are visually separated from other words in a
sentence by spaces [31]. However, this is not the case in a number of alphabetic scripts. For example,
there are no spaces to define words in Thai [36], and there is often ambiguity as word segmentation
in Thai relies heavily on sentential context [37]. Even in a spaced language like Finnish, a highly
agglutinative language, a word might be comprised of multiple constituent sub-words that appear
together without spacing. For example, “lumi” is the basic form of “snow”, “lumipallo” means
“snowball”, “lumipallosota” means “snowball fight”, and “lumipallosotatantere” means “snow ball
fight field” [9,38]. It is likely that Finnish readers segment and encode the orthography of such words
in chunks or units smaller than the entire word, though it remains unclear as to exactly how they
determine the units of orthography to encode during a fixation [38–40]. Also in English, the same
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compound can be written as a single word such as “lifestyle”, a hyphenated word that may be processed
as a single word or two words such as “life-style”, or two separate words such as “life style” [41].
It should be clear that it is challenging to consider what actual form a lexical unit takes in reading
of alphabetic languages, and whether the concept of a word in the process of word identification is
constant across different language scripts.

The issue becomes more complex when taking into account a non-alphabetic language with
completely different orthography. Chinese is logographic and character based, being formed of closely
packed box like characters that comprise sentences. Characters are formed from strokes with different
visual complexity but occupying the same area of space. Words are comprised of one or more characters.
However, word units in Chinese are not clearly demarcated by spaces at their beginning and end.
There are no visual cues or inflectional indicators (e.g., lexical categories, number demarcations, tense
demarcations, etc.) to mark words’ syntactic properties. In fact, the Chinese did not have a term
for “word” until the concept was imported from the West at the beginning of the 20th century [42].
It is, perhaps, not so surprising therefore, that Chinese readers sometimes do not have a clear concept
of what a word is in Chinese, and often do not discriminate words from other linguistic units like
phrases [43–47]. In word segmentation tasks where participants are required to put a “/” between the
words of a sentence, different native Chinese readers often segment the same sentence into different
word units, and they frequently demarcate strings of characters comprising several words as a single
word [46,48]. Despite the ambiguity regarding word boundaries in Chinese, there is considerable
evidence suggesting that the word has psychological reality during Chinese reading (note, in this line
of research the word unit is most often defined according to the dictionary definition, also any strings
with ambiguous word status are precluded from experiments following prescreening procedures, see
reference [45] for a review). For example, characters that belong to a word are processed efficiently
as a whole unit (e.g., reference [49]). If spaces are inserted between the constituent characters of a
word, reading is slowed [43]. By contrast, if spaces are artificially introduced between words, reading
is facilitated for children [50,51] and learners of Chinese as a second language [52]. Furthermore,
it has been demonstrated that Chinese readers use statistical lexicality cues (i.e., some characters are
more likely to be a single character word—single character word likelihood [53]; and some characters
are more likely to appear at the beginning or end of a word—within word character positional
frequency [54–56]) to facilitate word segmentation processes during reading.

To this extent, word segmentation and the nature of lexical processing are tightly intertwined in
Chinese reading. In order to lexically identify a written word in a Chinese sentence, it is necessary
to make decisions about which characters are constituents of the word, and which are not. That is,
it is essential to segment the characters that comprise the word in relation to those in the sentence
around it. Note again, there are no spaces to demarcate words in Chinese text. Currently, not only do
the E-Z Reader, SWIFT, and OB1 models offer conflicting accounts of the nature of lexical processing
that occurs across fixations during reading, but they also have no mechanism for word segmentation
within them. This represents a significant limitation with respect to the generality of these models to
unspaced languages.

There has been some effort to explore how words may be segmented during Chinese reading.
Li, Rayner, and Cave [57] proposed an account of word segmentation on the basis of the interactive
activation framework [58]. They assumed that Chinese characters within the perceptual span are
processed in parallel, with processing of each character being constrained by visual acuity and attention.
Activation of representations at the character-level passes to corresponding word unit representations
at the word-level. Subsequently, activation from the word units passes back to the constituent character
representations, and then forward once more through the system. Characters that are part of a
word are activated faster and to a greater degree compared to the other characters. The word-level
representations compete with each other until the most activated word unit wins the competition,
at which point the word is recognized and it is automatically segmented from the character string within
which it is embedded. Thus, in Li et al.’s account, word segmentation and lexical identification are
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part of a single unified process. However, this model currently only accounts for lexical identification
of four-character units, and offers no account of lexical identification in relation to saccadic targeting
during normal sentence reading. Until now, no model that specifically focuses on eye movement control
during Chinese reading has been put forward, though Rayner, Li, and Pollatsek [59] examined whether
E-Z Reader could be extended to Chinese reading. Their work did suggest that the model may offer a
potential account, though the centrality of the word unit and its identification to oculomotor decisions
in this framework meant that the issue of word segmentation remained a critical (unexplained) aspect
of processing. It seems fair to suggest that at present it is far from clear how a sequence of characters
are segmented into words and how attention is allocated and processing operationalized across those
characters, or words, or phrases, in unspaced languages like Chinese.

4. Beyond Serialism and Parallelism: A Multi-Constituent Unit Hypothesis

The characteristics of the Chinese writing system provide challenges for the debate over serialism
versus parallelism in oculomotor control during reading. As mentioned earlier, whilst a significant
amount of eye movement research has suggested that words are processed serially [31], it is also the
case that an increasing number of studies have shown effects that indicate, under certain circumstances,
words may be processed in parallel [28]. For example, when word n + 1 is a short or very high
frequency word, or when word n + 1 is grouped with its spatially adjacent word(s) to form a single
unit (as will be discussed below), readers are able to obtain useful linguistic information from word
n + 2 while fixating word n and parafoveal processing can extend across more than two spatially
adjacent words. Also semantic information about the parafoveal word n + 1, under some circumstances
(e.g., for synonyms), can be acquired sometimes while fixating the foveal word [17]. Such effects occur
particularly in Chinese reading [60,61]. If one adopts a traditional word-based processing approach,
then such evidence would be favorable for parallel models and problematic for serial models. Note
though, as mentioned earlier, there has been some effort with SWIFT to show that the attentional
window can be dynamically modulated by the properties of the fixated word (the zoom lens model of
attention), and on this basis the model can be made to behave in a more serial-like manner if foveal
load is high, but a more parallel-like manner if foveal load is low. This seems to be a comparatively
flexible position with regards to a stipulation of serialism or parallelism of lexical processing. However,
further research is needed to investigate the extent that foveal load has an influence on the depth
and/or spatial extent of parafoveal processing [62]. Currently, it is reasonable to say that we have
reached something of an impasse in the serial/parallel debate, and this situation necessitates some
rethinking in relation to the central concepts of the debate (i.e., serialism and parallelism) and how
models based on these ideas might function. Specifically, I will consider how lexical processing may be
operationalized over a more flexible unit of text than the word.

In an attempt to move the issue forward, a theoretical hypothesis, the Multi- Constituent Unit
(MCU) Hypothesis has been developed that may, at least in certain circumstances, offer a way of
reconciling parallel processing of words during reading with serial accounts. The account was put
forward in a keynote address to the European Conference on Eye Movements by Liversedge [63] and
has been outlined briefly in published work [64,65]. The idea behind the MCU Hypothesis is that some
linguistic units that occur in the language, are comprised of multiple words, such as spaced compound
words, binomial word pairs, idioms, and other common phrases, and these may be represented
lexically as single representations. To be clear, parallel processing of multiple individual words (that
are not MCUs) remains entirely consistent with a parallel account (e.g., SWIFT), and fundamentally
problematic for advocates of the serial processing account (e.g., E-Z Reader). However, if words that
are processed in parallel comprise a MCU, and MCUs are represented and stored in the lexicon as
a single lexical entry, then in fact any demonstration of parallelism over the constituent elements of
a MCU need not violate serial processing assumptions. This is the central theoretical claim of the
MCU Hypothesis.
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Some empirical evidence has shown that spaced compounds operate as MCUs in English [64], and
that foveal processing can occur across MCUs in Chinese [65]. Cutter et al. [64] constructed sentences
containing spaced compounds, that is, MCUs comprised of two frequently co-occurring words that
refer to a single concept (e.g., teddy bear). They employed the boundary paradigm [2] and positioned
the invisible boundary before the first constituent of a spaced compound (e.g., teddy in the sentence
“The small child gently cuddled his fluffy teddy bear while trying to get to sleep”). In this paradigm, prior to
the eyes crossing the boundary and directly fixating the target word, a parafoveal preview is presented
to the reader. When readers’ eyes cross the boundary, the preview is changed to the target word and
reading times on the target provide an index of the degree to which the preview is processed before it
is actually fixated. In Cutter et al.’s experiment, they orthogonally manipulated the preview of each
constituent to be either an identity preview, or a nonword, to examine whether preview benefit could
be observed for each constituent (e.g., word n + 1 ‘teddy’ and n + 2 ‘bear’) while readers were currently
fixating the preceding word n (e.g., ‘fluffy’). The whole of the spaced compound was displayed correctly
when a saccade crossed the boundary. They found an interaction between the previews of each word,
such that there was an n + 2 preview benefit only when there was an identical preview of word n + 1.
In other words, processing of the second constituent of the spaced compound occurred only if this was
“licensed” by the presence of the first constituent (note, as mentioned earlier, that n + 2 preview effect
has only been reported when word n + 1 is short and highly frequent, and that E-Z Reader normally is
not ready to explain n + 2 effects when word n + 1 is relatively long and of relatively low frequency
making it unlikely to be skipped as per the Cutter et al. experiment). Cutter et al. argued that these
results are due to the two constituent words being represented as a single unified lexical entry, a MCU,
and that lexical identification of the whole MCU occurred directly. They also argued that the results
are consistent with the view that MCUs are psychologically real and are represented lexically.

The Cutter et al. study has important implications for computational models of eye movement
control in reading. As per E-Z Reader, processing operates serially with lexical processing being
operationalized sequentially over each adjacent lexical unit within a sentence. Most often such units are
individual words, but of course, some lexical units are MCUs that have a single lexical representation
(corresponding to the entire MCU). Note also that lexical identification operates in the standard way
according to E-Z Reader based on the parafoveal familiarity of the MCU. Thus, within the E-Z Reader
framework, it is possible to maintain the central tenet of seriality that this model relies upon, whilst
also readily explaining how “parallel” processing of some words (MCUs) might occur. In this way,
the MCU Hypothesis offers a step change in theoretical thinking, moving us beyond the current
serialism/parallelism impasse.

Next, let us consider Chinese reading. To date, there has been some preliminary research
investigating whether the lexical status of multi-character strings (i.e., whether they are processed as a
single word or two separate words) exerted an influence on how they were processed. For example,
Cui et al. [66] used the boundary paradigm and manipulated the preview of the second constituent
(an identity character, or a nonsense character) of a monomorphemic word, a compound word, or a
phrase. They found increased fixation durations on the first constituent when the preview of the
second constituent was a nonsense character rather than when it was the character itself—a reliable
parafoveal-on-foveal effect, and this effect only occurred when the first constituent was part of a
monomorphemic word, but not when it was part of a compound word or a phrase (for similar findings
in English reading, see [67]). Also, preview benefit on the second constituent was numerically larger
for monomorphemic words than compound words and phrases, but comparable between the latter
two. Apparently, the linguistic category of the character string modulates parafoveal processing in
Chinese reading. Presumably, due to morphological or probabilistic characteristics of monomorphemic
words, the first constituent licenses preprocessing of the second constituent since the two together
form a meaningful unit, and thus, they were processed in parallel. In contrast, when the characters
formed a compound word or a phrase, no such licensing occurred and the two constituents were
processed serially. This argument was confirmed in an off-line assessment of judgements regarding
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the lexical status of the target character strings for phrases and compounds in the sentential contexts.
74% of compounds were rated as words (MCUs), whereas only 45% of phrases were rated as words
(MCUs). The ambiguity with regards to the concept of a word or a phrase and the very low frequency
of the compound word (3 per million) in this experiment might result in the two constituents of the
compound word being processed serially.

In a follow-up study, Drieghe et al. [68] examined parafoveal processing of the second constituent
of an adjective-noun or a noun-noun Chinese compound to investigate whether the morphological
structure of Chinese character strings affected how they were processed. They observed a larger
preview effect for the adjective-noun compound than for the noun-noun compound (for similar findings
in English reading, see reference [69]). They argued that for the noun-noun compound, each constituent
contributes similarly to lexical identification, whereas for the adjective-noun compound, the adjective
modifies the noun, and the noun plays a greater role in lexical identification. It is clear that the lexical
characteristics of compounds influenced parafoveal processing in Chinese reading. That is to say,
how the compound was represented lexically directly influenced how processing associated with
the identification of the compound was operationalized over its constituents when they were in the
parafovea. This is a significant point in relation to the MCU Hypothesis.

Beyond the investigation of two-character compounds and phrases, Yu et al. [65] examined
whether there are linguistically meaningful lexical representations associated with idioms that are
comprised of three characters (a single-character verb and a two-character noun). Yu et al. obtained
evidence to suggest that the idioms were processed foveally as a single lexical unit. More recently, with
more careful and systematic stimulus generation, we obtained strong evidence that some idioms with
a modifier-noun structure are processed both parafoveally and foveally as MCUs [70]. Overall, these
studies provide evidence that the unit over which parafoveal and foveal processing is operationalized
in reading should be considered more flexibly. Indeed, the fact that Chinese is dense, character based,
unspaced and extensively ambiguous in relation to word boundaries, provides an optimal written
language situation in which to study how real time word identification and oculomotor processing
occur over stimuli with indefinite lexical status during natural reading.

It is important to note that an existing body of work on theories of alphabetic language use and
processing is directly relevant to the MCU hypothesis, and the current proposal grows from this research.
Earlier studies have provided explanations of why our mental lexicon might store multiple word units.
For example, the usage-based theory [71] posits that the representations associated with a language are
based on experiences with it. When a particular word sequence is encountered frequently, it gradually
comes to be processed as a single unit, since frequent exposure strengthens its representation in
memory, making it easier to be accessed as a whole. Similarly, the exemplar-based theory, often
referred to as data-oriented parsing [72], contends that there is “universal representation” (rather than
universal grammar) in language cognition, and assignment of the representation during language
acquisition and processing relies solely on statistics. That is, the probability of a word sequence
being represented as a certain constituent is computed entirely from linguistic experience. Therefore,
both theories presume that linguistic units including words, as well as phrases, are represented and
processed similarly, and thus are comparably affected by the frequency of occurrence. To be clear,
frequently occurring multiple word units can be lexicalized alongside individual words as individual
units in the lexicon. Even in the Words-and-Rules theory wherein there is a distinction between the
lexicon and the grammar [73], it has been proposed that some memorized chunks (sometimes called
listemes) that are larger than a word such as idioms and collocations, and that cannot be generated
according to rules but should be lexicalized and processed as wholes. In line with these models,
an increasing amount of evidence has indicated that our mental lexicon not only contains representations
of individual words, but also frequently occurring multi-word units (so-called formulaic sequences, see
references [74–76]) including collocations, idioms, binomials and lexical bundles, because formulaic
sequences are processed more quickly and easily than matched non-formulaic phrases [74–78]. Some
analyses show that at least 30%-50% of the written and spoken discourse is comprised of formulaic
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sequences [79,80]. The widespread existence of MCUs in language provides an excellent opportunity to
establish what units can, and are, lexicalized, and what the criteria are for lexicalization during reading.
The lack of distinct boundaries within multi-word sequences suggests that a flexible (perhaps more
probabilistic rather than categorical) view of the processing unit should be incorporated in models of
eye movement control during reading (for more discussions regarding the existing probabilistic models
of morphological processing and sentence comprehension that may indirectly implicate multiword
sequences, see reference [77]). Of course, much more empirical work is necessary to evaluate the
MCU Hypothesis in natural reading of alphabetic languages like English, as well as non-alphabetic
languages like Chinese.

5. Conclusions

In summary, the current models of eye movement control have provided a substantial
understanding of the cognitive and oculomotor processes involved in reading of most alphabetic
languages such as English, German, and French, and they have motivated a large amount of
experimental research on eye movements and reading. These models have different assumptions with
respect to the nature of attention allocation, lexical processing and saccade targeting. Regardless of
their differing stipulations as to whether words are processed serially or in parallel, they state that
word identification fundamentally determines when to move the eyes and can also affect where to
move next. In other words, both these decisions in relation to oculomotor commitments in reading are
considered to be word based, and the concept of a word has been considered to be rather constant,
static and fixed across scripts. However, as suggested here, this may not always be the case, particularly
when we consider reading of non-alphabetic, unspaced languages.
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Abstract: The majority of eye tracking studies in reading are on issues dealing with word level or
sentence level comprehension. By comparison, relatively few eye tracking studies of reading examine
questions related to higher level comprehension in processing of longer texts. We present data
from an eye tracking study of anaphor resolution in order to examine specific issues related to this
discourse phenomenon and to raise more general methodological and theoretical issues in eye tracking
studies of discourse processing. This includes matters related to the design of materials as well as
the interpretation of measures with regard to underlying comprehension processes. In addition,
we provide several examples from eye tracking studies of discourse to demonstrate the kinds of
questions that may be addressed with this methodology, particularly with respect to the temporality
of processing in higher level comprehension and how such questions correspond to recent theoretical
arguments in the field.

Keywords: eye tracking; reading; anaphor; discourse comprehension

1. Introduction

The use of eye tracking technology to study reading has roots in early work on physical movements
of the eyes during reading, e.g., [1–5], as well as on the properties of the perceptual span, which refers to
the area of visual acuity within a single fixation, e.g., [6,7]. Subsequent work focused on how studying
individuals’ eye movements during reading can provide information about underlying processes,
such as those involved in word recognition, semantic access, syntactic parsing, and higher level
comprehension. Although there have been a large number of studies that have used eye movements
to examine word level and sentence level processing during reading (for reviews of that work, see,
e.g., [8–10]), there have been far fewer studies that have applied eye tracking technology to the study
of higher level comprehension. This latter issue is the topic of this article.

One primary reason that higher level comprehension has received less attention in eye tracking
research on reading is that the texts necessary to study processing at this level are longer and, thus,
more complex to construct than the sentence-level texts typically used for studies on word- and
sentence-level processing. Most eye tracking studies of reading examine eye movement measures for a
targeted word or short phrase that is embedded within a sentence; processing time on these regions is
dependent upon properties of the word/phrase itself and/or properties of the immediately preceding
information; see [11]. This is not meant to imply that the word and sentence level studies are limited to
single-sentence stimuli; several studies have employed paragraph-level texts to study these processes,
e.g., [12–14]. However, the great majority of stimuli used to study word- and sentence-level processes
are composed of one to a few sentences.

Since higher level comprehension entails integrating and validating information across multiple
sentences, paragraphs, or even texts, the materials that are used to study processes that contribute to
higher level comprehension are necessarily different in nature. In addition to being longer, the nature
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of what is being studied is different; researchers may be interested in issues such as whether paragraph
contexts support activation of particular inferences, or how and when readers process inconsistencies
in information from various points of a text. Thus, it is a more complex task to design paragraph-level
stimuli such that the evidence for the type of higher level processing under investigation can be
isolated to a particular word or phrase. For example, in self-paced reading studies that employ
the inconsistency paradigm to investigate reactivation of information from memory during reading,
materials are constructed so that a target sentence is either consistent or inconsistent with respect to
previous information presented in the passage [15]. For example, in [15], the target sentence “Mary
ordered a cheeseburger and fries” can be consistent with the prior context about her being a junk
food lover, but inconsistent with the context about her being a strict vegetarian. Participants in these
studies advance through each passage line by line, and reading time for the entire target sentence is the
dependent measure, which is predicted to vary as a function of the preceding context. In eye tracking
studies, however, it is important to be able to isolate the critical region of text to a single word or short
phrase. With longer target regions of text, the researcher runs the risk that processing difficulty will be
distributed across multiple words, thus diluting the ability to determine where processing difficulty
begins and ends and how those effects play out over time. Eye tracking researchers interested in
discourse processing must be careful to select and design their materials carefully; it is not advisable to
just assume that materials created for line-by-line studies can be readily used in eye tracking studies.
We will argue that careful construction of stimulus materials is essential to the investigation of critical
issues that are at the crux of theoretical debates in discourse processing.

Another pragmatic issue in using eye tracking to study higher level comprehension concerns the
use and interpretation of the specific measures that are derived from the eye movement record. For
example, studies of word-level processing are often focused on issues that impact processing very early
on during reading, thus the measures that provide the most information are often those that reflect
the earliest stages of processing a word (e.g., probability of skipping, single fixation duration, first
fixation duration). The probability of skipping a word refers to the probability that the reader does not
fixate on a word/region when moving from left to right across a text. Single fixation duration is the
duration of a fixation if only one fixation is made on a word before the reader moves past it, and first
fixation duration is the duration of the first fixation made on a word. Single fixation duration and first
fixation duration are highly correlated; they only differ when a reader makes multiple fixations on a
word before moving past it in the text. Researchers may also report other measures that reflect ongoing
processing of the word and subsequent integration of it with the surrounding sentence/passage context
(i.e., first-pass duration, go-past duration). First-pass duration is defined as the amount of time from
when a reader first fixates on a region to when they first leave that region, whereas go-past duration
(also sometimes referred to as regression path duration) is the amount of time from when a reader first
fixates on a region to when they first leave that region to the right. First pass and go-past duration
differ when readers leave a region to regress back to and reread previous content; go-past includes the
time spent rereading whereas first-pass duration does not. For a more detailed discussion of these
measures, see the overview provided by Cook and Wei [11]. Higher level comprehension reflects
processes that occur somewhat downstream in the time course from word recognition and lexical
access, so the most useful measures for studies in this area also tend to reflect processing that occurs
later in the time course of reading (i.e., first-pass duration, go-past duration) as well as attempts to
review/reread previous material in an attempt to resolve processing difficulty.

Across all levels of processing, it is also important to examine the extent to which readers reread
previously presented portions of text in attempts to resolve comprehension difficulty. Researchers often
report information about regressions, or eye movements made to previously encountered material;
regressions are typically reported in terms of the probability of regressing into a region of text or the
probability of regressing out of a region of text. Another commonly reported measure is rereading,
or second-pass duration, which includes all refixations on a region of text after the eye has already
moved past that region in the text. Many researchers hesitate to report second-pass duration, though,
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because not every reader rereads every item in every experimental condition, so there are many empty
cells in the resulting data matrix. Instead, there is a recent trend in the literature to report total duration,
which is the sum of initial processing of a target region (i.e., first-pass duration) and any subsequent
rereading of that region (i.e., second-pass duration). The problem with reporting and interpreting total
duration as a measure of delayed processing is that it includes initial processing time as well. We feel
a better alternative is to report second pass reading time, but then include convergent measures of
rereading behavior, such as probability of regressions into and/or out of the target region [8].

How individual eye tracking measures are interpreted is also influenced by the type of texts that
are used. In single sentence stimuli, the entirety of the text is available on a single line on the screen,
and likely, in the reader’s working memory when the target region is encountered. In these cases,
readers often regress out of problematic content to reread preceding information. Thus, measures of
rereading reflect not only probability of regressing out of the target region, but also regressions to
earlier content, and rereading of both earlier content and the target region. In contrast, in studies of
discourse comprehension where stimuli consist of multiple lines/sentences of text, the information
needed to resolve processing difficulty may be several sentences back and, thus, no longer available
in working memory and well outside the range of the reader’s perceptual span. This may make
planning regressions several lines back to specific content presented earlier in the text much more
difficult (and much less likely) than if the entire text were available on a single line. However, just
how far back in a text readers will regress to reread content in attempts to resolve difficulty when
processing extended paragraph level texts has not been studied extensively in the discourse processing
literature. The distance that readers will regress, and the amount of previous content that they will
reread, is likely to differ from sentence-level to paragraph-level studies, meaning that the interpretation
of measures that involve rereading should also differ between these types of studies. For example, eye
tracking researchers focused on discourse-level phenomena tend to focus their analyses on probability
of regressions out of a target region and back to the target region, as well as rereading of the target
region, rather than on regressions to or rereading of specific information presented earlier in a text.

We have just established that the use of longer passages of text in research on reading is important for
the understanding of eye movements during higher level comprehension, especially when texts require
readers to establish connections between incoming content and previously encountered information
that may no longer be available in the reader’s working memory. One particular phenomenon in which
such connections are essential to comprehension is the case of anaphoric references. An anaphor is a
word or phrase that refers to previously encountered content (i.e., an antecedent). Much of the research
on anaphoric references has focused on the processes through which the antecedent is reactivated after
the reader encodes the anaphoric reference. Studies on this topic have primarily utilized self-paced
line-by-line reading paradigms, paired with probe response methodologies (e.g., [16–18]). Although
early work in this area focused on questions concerning the processes governing reactivation of the
antecedent, more recent work has focused on questions about what happens after the reactivation
process. That is, what happens in anaphor processing after an antecedent has been reactivated? How
are the two concepts integrated with and validated against one another, and how does this play out
over time?

Since anaphoric references are typically single words or short phrases, the study of anaphoric
processing is ideally suited to eye tracking. However, relatively few eye tracking studies in this area
have been conducted. O’Brien and colleagues [19,20] used eye tracking to demonstrate that ease of
processing anaphoric references depends on the strength of the connection between the anaphor and
its referent, as well as on the nature of the anaphoric phrase itself. However, the goal of those studies
was to explore the antecedent reactivation process, not necessarily the time course of processing the
anaphor. However, Duffy and Rayner [21] and Ehrlich and Rayner [22] found that processing difficulty
on the text immediately following the anaphor was a function of the relation between the anaphor
and its antecedent. This means that processing of the anaphor was not complete even when readers’
eyes had moved past it in the text. Thus, although researchers have long assumed that establishing
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antecedents for anaphors is “necessary” for comprehension [23], it may be that anaphoric processing is
not as straightforward as originally assumed. This raises a critical question for anaphoric processing:
is full reactivation of an antecedent required for successful comprehension of an anaphor, or is initial
processing of the anaphor based on the goodness of fit of reactivated content with the anaphor?

Although there has been research on incomplete processing, or shallow, or “good enough”
processing in other domains [24,25], there has been little done in the realm of anaphoric processing,
and to our knowledge, none with eye tracking. Most work in the area of shallow processing has been
conducted with materials in which anomalous information replaced correct content in sentences or
short paragraphs, and participants were explicitly asked to detect the anomalies. Researchers have
consistently found that participants are less likely to detect anomalies when they are highly-related
to the correct content than when they are low-related [24,25]. Putting this in the context of anaphor
processing, Cook [26] argued that if processing of anaphors is not complete before readers move on
in the text [21,22], then highly-related, but incorrect anaphors may be less likely to cause processing
difficulty than low-related incorrect anaphors. If, on the other hand, full activation and resolution of
anaphors is required for comprehension, the semantic relation between the anaphor and the antecedent
should not matter if an anaphor is an incorrect referent for the antecedent. Cook [26] tested these
arguments with a self-paced line-by-line reading paradigm in which she asked participants to read
passages in which an anaphor (e.g., cello) was either correct with respect to an antecedent presented
several sentences earlier in the passage (e.g., cello), incorrect but highly-related to the antecedent
(e.g., violin), or incorrect and lowly-related to the antecedent (e.g., oboe). Across multiple experiments,
Cook found that reading times on the target line containing the anaphor were a function of the
semantic overlap between the anaphor and the antecedent, and that this processing difficulty played
out across multiple sentences. Participants’ reading times on the target sentence were faster in the
correct condition than in the incorrect conditions, and they were faster in the incorrect-high overlap
condition than in the incorrect-low overlap condition. By the time participants reached the next
sentence, the difference between the two incorrect conditions was no longer significant, although
reading times in both conditions were still slower than in the correct condition. Cook suggested that
initial reading times on the anaphor may have been based on their goodness of fit with reactivated
information about the antecedent, thereby supporting an incomplete processing account of anaphor
resolution. Additionally, consistent with the argument that processing of anaphors continues even
after the eyes move past it in the text [21,22], incorrect anaphors influenced processing of information
in the text after readers had moved past the line containing the anaphor. However, as discussed earlier,
in the line-by-line reading paradigm, the unit of analysis is time to read an entire line; thus, it is not
clear whether the processing difficulty on the target line in the incorrect conditions occurred on the
anaphor itself, or after a delay. In addition, when reading line-by-line, readers are not able to regress
back to previously encountered content to resolve comprehension difficulties.

In a follow-up to Cook [26], Rayner and colleagues [27] varied whether anaphors were consistent
or inconsistent with respect to their antecedents, as well as the distance between the anaphor and
the antecedent. They used eye tracking to measure processing on the anaphor and found that when
the anaphor was near the antecedent in the text (i.e., in adjacent sentences), readers spent more time
processing incorrect anaphors and were more likely to regress back to the antecedent. When the
anaphor was more distant (i.e., several sentences after the antecedent), however, there was no reliable
effect of inconsistency on either time spent processing the anaphor or probability of regressing back to
the antecedent. This suggests that comprehension of anaphors depends more on what information
may be available in memory when the anaphor is encountered than on what the reader physically
has access to in the text. The goal of the present study was to provide an additional test of the
incomplete processing account in anaphor resolution by conducting an extension of Cook’s [26]
and Rayner et al.’s [27] work. We used eye tracking to examine incomplete processing of anaphors,
the timing of anaphoric processing (i.e., immediate or delayed), and the nature of information used to
resolve difficulties in anaphoric processing.
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With respect to the first question about whether anaphoric processing is incomplete, fixation times
should replicate the pattern of times observed by Cook [26] and Rayner et al. [27]; reading times should
be faster in the correct condition than in the incorrect conditions, and they should be faster in the
incorrect-high overlap condition than in the incorrect-low overlap condition. This would also mean
that processing difficulty due to incorrect anaphors may be most likely to occur after the reader moved
past the anaphor [21,22]; differences as a function of condition would be observed only in measures
that reflect delayed processing of the anaphor, such as rereading (i.e., second pass) of the anaphor and
probability of regressing into the anaphor.

With respect to the question about what information readers utilize in resolving comprehension
difficulty due to incorrect anaphors, we examined regressions back to previous content from the target
line. Although Rayner and colleagues [27] did measure the probability of regressing out of the anaphor
and back to the antecedent, they only found significant effects of anaphor inconsistency in the near
condition. It may be that readers regressed out of the anaphor when it was more distant from the
antecedent, but their regressions never reached the antecedent itself. This suggests that anaphor
resolution depends on reactivated information about the antecedent in working memory. Providing a
more detailed analysis of readers’ regression behaviors during comprehension of passage-level texts
will provide information about whether readers actually revisit the explicit mention of the antecedent
in order to resolve comprehension difficulty, or whether they mostly utilize content that has been
reactivated in working memory in response to the anaphor. There is considerable evidence in the
research literature that readers do consult previously read information when processing difficult text.
However, much of this comes from work on expository texts, or in looking at individual differences
and/or reader strategies [28–30]. The present study examines the extent to which readers reread
previously encountered content under “normal” reading demands during narrative comprehension,
when there is no specific task or strategy imposed on them other than reading for understanding.

2. Materials and Methods

Participants. Twenty-four members of a large University community in the Northeastern United
States participated in exchange for either money or course credit.

Apparatus. Eye movements were recorded by a Fourward Technologies Inc. (San Marcos, TX,
USA) Dual Purkinje Eye tracker that has a resolution of 10 min of arc. The eye tracker was interfaced
with a computer that ran the experiment. Viewing was binocular, with eye location recorded from the
right eye. The position of the participant’s eye was sampled every millisecond by the computer and
averaged over four consecutive samples. The averaged horizontal and vertical positions of the eye
were compared with those of the previous sample to determine whether the eye was fixated or moving.

Passages were presented in their entirety on an NEC (Minato, Tokyo, Japan) 4FG monitor with
up to 60 character spaces per line. During the experiment, the participant was seated 62 cm from the
monitor, where four characters of text equaled 1◦ of visual angle. Luminance on the monitor was
adjusted to a comfortable brightness for the participant, then held constant. The room was dark except
for an indirect light source that enabled the experimenter to keep notes.

Materials. The materials used were modified versions of the 24 passages from Cook [26].
An example appears in Table 1. Passages consisted of a brief introductory section, a context section
that described an antecedent with one explicit and two implicit mentions, a transition sentence,
and then a target sentence that contained an anaphoric reference to the antecedent. This anaphor
was either a correct referent for the antecedent, incorrect but had high semantic overlap with the
antecedent, or incorrect and had low semantic overlap with the antecedent. Note that the target
sentence was exactly the same across all three conditions; the information about the antecedent was
the only content that varied across conditions. Target sentences were positioned within the text such
that the anaphor appeared in the middle of the sentence and did not appear at the beginning of a line
of text, and several words followed the anaphor prior to the end of the sentence/line. The target region
consisted of the anaphor; target regions ranged from five to nine characters, and were, on average, 6.58
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characters in length (SD = 1.18). Passages ended with a brief closing sentence. Mean lengths of the
passages for the correct, incorrect-high, and incorrect-low antecedent conditions were 96.88, 97.5, and
97.54 words, respectively.

Table 1. Sample passage from Cook [26], modified for the eye tracking study.

Correct Antecedent Condition

Terry and her friend Jill drove to a music shop. As they entered the store, Terry saw a beautifulcello. The large
instrument was almost bigger than she was. Terry decided she would teach herself how to play it. She
imagined herself sitting down to play the heavy instrument. After thinking for a few minutes, she decided to
buy it. Just then, Jill walked over to where Terry was standing. Terry showed Jill the cello she had bought at
the store that day. She even tried to play a few notes.

Incorrect-High Overlap Condition

Terry and her friend Jill drove to a music shop. As they entered the store, Terry saw a beautiful violin. The
small instrument fit perfectly between her chin and shoulder. Terry decided she would teach herself how to
play it. She imagined herself dancing as she playedthe lightweight instrument. After thinking for a few
minutes, she decided to buy it. Just then, Jill walked over to where Terry was standing. Terry showed Jill the
cello she had bought at the store that day. She even tried to play a few notes.

Incorrect-Low Overlap Condition

Terry and her friend Jill drove to a music shop. As they entered the store, Terry saw a beautifuloboe. The keys
were bright and shiny, and the case was lined in black velvet. Terry decided she would teach herself how to
play it. She imagined herself fingering the keys tocreate perfect notes. After thinking for a few minutes, she
decided to buy it. Just then, Jill walked over to where Terry was standing. Terry showed Jill the cello she had
bought at the store that day. She even tried to play a few notes.

Three materials sets were constructed, such that each set contained eight passages that appeared
in each of the three conditions. Across the three materials sets, each passage appeared once in each
of the three conditions. Each set of 24 experimental passages always appeared intermixed with a
set of 48 additional filler passages that were designed to mask the purpose of the experiment; of the
48 filler passages, 12 contained incorrect information (although not in anaphoric references), while the
remaining 36 did not contain any incorrect content. Thus, across all experimental and filler passages,
28 items contained incorrect information, and 54 items did not contain any incorrect content.

Procedure. All participants gave their informed consent for inclusion before they participated in
the study. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol
was approved by the University’s Internal Review Board Committee (Protocol 13440). Each individual
participated in a session that lasted approximately 60 min. For each participant, a clay bite bar was
prepared to eliminate head movements, and the eye tracker was calibrated. The initial calibration
procedure took approximately five minutes. Prior to reading each passage, calibration of the eye
tracking system was checked to ensure that accurate records were obtained. Each participant read
three practice passages followed by the set of 24 experimental and 48 filler passages. Participants
were told that they would be reading a series of paragraphs displayed on a computer monitor. They
were told to read for comprehension so that they would be able to answer an occasional “yes/no” oral
comprehension question; comprehension questions focused on content from the passage other than the
anaphor and appeared after one fourth of the passages. The comprehension question for the sample
passage in Table 1 was “Was Terry with her friend Jill?” At the beginning of each trial, five boxes
appeared across the top of the screen, one box appeared in the middle, and five boxes appeared at the
bottom of the screen. Each participant was instructed to look at the middle box until the experimenter
said, “Ready,” and then to look at the left-most box. Once the experimenter had determined that the
participant was fixating on the left-most box, the entire passage was presented on the screen. When
the participant was finished reading the passage, he or she was instructed to press a button that would
end the trial. Participants were given a brief break approximately halfway through the experiment.
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3. Results

Across all analyses, F1 and t1 indicate analyses based on participants variability and F2 and t2

indicate analyses based on items variability. All contrasts were significant at the p < 0.05 level, unless
otherwise indicated.

Overall, comprehension question accuracy was high, with a mean of 85%; there was no difference
in accuracy across the three experimental conditions, Fs < 1. In addition, there was no change in the
size of the effect of antecedent condition from the beginning to the end of the experiment, Fs < 1. This
was also true for all additional analyses reported below, Fs < 1; the size of the effect did not change
over the course of the experiment, suggesting that readers’ reactions to or strategies for processing
incorrect content did not change with multiple exposures.

Mean first-pass reading time, go-past reading time, and second-pass reading times for the anaphor
are reported in Table 2, as well as the mean probability of regressions into the anaphor from subsequent
text. Consistent with the argument that individual fixations below 100 ms and above 1000 ms are
uncommon and more likely to reflect measurement error [8], any fixations outside this range were
excluded from the analysis. Any other outliers more than three standard deviations beyond the cell
mean were excluded from analysis; this resulted in the elimination of less than 2% of the data.

Table 2. Mean (and standard deviations) for first-pass duration, go-past duration, and second-pass
duration (in milliseconds), with probability of regressions into and out of the anaphor, as a function of
antecedent condition.

Antecedent Condition

Measure Correct Incorrect-High Overlap Incorrect-Low Overlap

First-pass duration 274 (48.98) 279 (52.91) 283 (46.53)
Go-past Duration 367 (201.79) 341 (68.75) 378 (111.45)

Second-pass duration 15.75 (35.42) 45.58 (50.45) 69.42 (78.75)
Probability of Regression out of the Anaphor 0.17 (0.19) 0.17 (0.2) 0.20 (0.18)

Probability of Regression into Anaphor 0.02 (0.05) 0.11 (0.13) 0.11 (0.15)

Antecedent condition had no impact on measures that reflect initial processing on the anaphor
(i.e., first pass), or before the eyes moved past it (i.e., go-past), all Fs < 1. In addition, there was no effect
of the antecedent condition on the probability of regression out of the antecedent, all Fs< 1. Thus, it must
be the case that Cook’s [26] results were due to processing that took place after readers had moved
past the anaphor in the target sentence. Consistent with this, the main effect of antecedent condition
on second pass reading times was significant for the anaphor, F1(2, 46) = 5.43, MSe = 3193, p = 0.008,
partial η2 = 0.19; F2(2, 46) = 6.67, MSe = 2325, p = 0.003, partial η2 = 0.23. Second-pass reading times
on the anaphor were faster in the correct condition than in both the incorrect-high overlap condition,
F1(1, 23) = 5.95, MSe = 3589, d = 0.68; F2(1, 23) = 7.71, MSe = 2381, d = 0.83, and the incorrect-low
overlap condition, F1(1, 23) = 8.12, MSe = 8517, d = 0.88; F2(1, 23) = 16.3, MSe = 3799, d = 1.08, but the
difference between the two incorrect-overlap conditions was not significant, F1(1, 23) = 1.93, p = 0.18,
MSe = 7056; F2(1, 23)= 1.65, p = 0.21, MSe = 7772.

In addition, the main effect of antecedent condition was significant for probability of regressions
to the anaphor, F1(2, 46) = 4.82, MSe = 124, p = 0.01, partial η2 = 0.17; F2(2, 46) = 3.68, MSE = 145.98,
p = 0.03, partial η2 = 0.14. Readers regressed to the anaphor less often in the correct antecedent
condition than in either the incorrect-high overlap condition, F1(1, 23) = 9.91, MSe = 178, d = 0.86;
F2(1, 23) = 6.86, MSe = 221, d = 0.79 or the incorrect-low overlap condition, F1(1, 23) = 6.81, MSe = 267,
d = 0.78; F2(1, 23) = 7.22, MSe = 235, d = 0.74. The difference between the two incorrect-overlap
conditions was not significant, both Fs < 1.

Recall that Cook [26] found that initial reading times on the target sentence containing an anaphor
were a function of the semantic overlap between the anaphor and the antecedent, and that this
supported an account in which readers do not fully resolve anaphors before they move on in the text.
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She argued that it took additional time for information about the antecedent to be reactivated, integrated,
and validated against incoming information about the anaphor, such that readers did not experience
comparable difficulty in both incorrect conditions until downstream in the time course of processing,
when readers had moved on to a subsequent sentence. Since her target sentences were not designed
for the kind of fine-grained analyses used in eye tracking studies, it is possible that her effects were
distributed across the entire sentence instead of isolated to a single word or short phrase. The results
presented here indicate that processing difficulty did not occur on the anaphor itself, but downstream,
after readers had already moved on to subsequent text. Effects of the antecedent condition were
observed only in measures that reflected delayed processing (i.e., second-pass, probability of regressions
into the anaphor). This highlights the importance for inclusion of measures that reflect different points
in the time course of processing. Moreover, the usage of a self-paced line by line paradigm did not allow
participants to regress to previously encountered content from the passage. The question remains,
though, whether they would have done so if the entire text had been available. That is, if participants
do regress back to earlier information in a text to resolve encountered inconsistencies, how far back in
the text do they go?

In order to answer that question, we next turned to an exploratory analysis of the overall patterns
of regressions in the text out of the target region. As mentioned previously, there have been several
studies examining overall reading patterns in extended discourse [28–30], but those studies either
investigated general reading strategies and/or used expository texts. The present experimental context
is different in that narrative texts were used to measure processing in a normal comprehension task,
and each text contained a one-word anaphoric reference in the target line that was specifically designed
to evoke processing difficulty. Thus, we can use the anaphor as a starting point to gain information
about how far back in the text readers will go to reread. To our knowledge, this exploratory analysis of
general regression patterns has not been presented in the research literature.

When considering regressions made from the target line across all participants and items, readers
made more regressions between words than across lines; on average, participants regressed 1.88 words
(SD = 3.86), and 0.08 lines (SD = 0.42) back in the text. A frequency analysis of participants’ regression
behaviors revealed that readers made regressions from content in the target line approximately 84.4%
of the time. However, 78.3% of all regressions were between only one and four words back in the text.
Consistent with this, when examining regressions within versus across lines, 94.1% of regressions were
to material within the same line rather than to text on preceding lines. The mean number of words
and lines regressed as a function of passage condition appear in Table 3. Note that these exploratory
analyses are based only on regressions launched from the target line. Since not all participants made
regressions from the target line in each item or condition, our analyses are tested only against error
terms based on participants’ variability.

Table 3. Mean number of words and lines regressed (and standard deviations) from the target region
as a function of antecedent condition.

Antecedent Condition

Measure Correct Incorrect-High Overlap Incorrect-Low Overlap

Number of Words Regressed from Target 1.21 (0.68) 1.48 (1.11) 2.57 (2.56)
Number of Lines Regressed from Target 0.01 (0.04) 0.04 (0.09) 0.13 (0.24)

Number of Words Regressed from Target. There was a significant main effect of condition on the
number of words regressed from the target region, F(2,52) = 5.15, MSE = 2.73, p = 0.01, partial η2 = 0.17.
Planned comparisons demonstrated that the difference between the correct and incorrect-high overlap
conditions was not significant, t(26) = −1.28, p = 0.21. However, participants regressed back fewer
words from the target in the correct condition than in the incorrect-low overlap condition, t(26) = −2.57,
p = 0.02, d = 0.73, and they regressed back fewer words in the incorrect-high overlap condition than in
the incorrect-low overlap condition, t(26) = −2.07, p = 0.049, d = 0.55.
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Number of Lines Regressed from Target. The same pattern appeared when the number of lines
regressed from the target was analyzed, F(2, 52) = 4.29, MSE = 0.02, p = 0.02, partial η2 = 0.14.
The difference between the correct and incorrect-high overlap conditions, although in the right
direction, was not significant, p > 0.1. However, the contrast for the correct and incorrect-low overlap
conditions was significant, t(26) = −2.48, p = 0.02, d = 0.7, but the difference in number of lines regressed
from the target in the incorrect-high and incorrect-low overlap conditions did not reach criteria for
significance, t(26) = 1.73, p = 0.096, d = 0.5.

This experiment demonstrated that, at least in some discourse processing studies, effects of interest
may not appear immediately upon encoding a target region; instead, effects may be observed across a
wider time course of processing. In the case of anaphoric processing, effects did not appear until after
the reader had already moved past the anaphor in the target sentence, supporting the argument that
processing of anaphors may be incomplete, even when readers move on in the text [21,22]. Effects
of antecedent condition appeared on regressions into and rereading of the anaphor, as well as in
regressions back to previously read content. The purpose of the more exploratory analysis was to
examine, when readers do have the opportunity to regress back to previously encountered content in
the text, just how far back will they go? The answer is: not very far. When the entire text was available
for rereading, readers rarely regressed back more than a line or two–meaning they rarely regressed back
to the antecedent itself in order to resolve difficulty caused by an incorrect anaphor. Thus, resolution
of difficulty due to incorrect anaphors had to be based on information reactivated from memory either
when the anaphor was encountered, or soon thereafter. These eye tracking results, in combination with
previous work on anaphor processing [16–18], and the previous findings of Cook [25] and Rayner and
colleagues [27], support a view in which higher level comprehension of text results from a continuous
process of integrating incoming information with and validating it against information that has been
reactivated from memory [31–33].

4. Discussion

Given our observation that readers resolve processing difficulty during discourse comprehension
without extensive rereading of earlier portions of the text, it must be that reading times on the target
sentence reflect difficulty in integrating incoming information and evaluating it against information
that has been reactivated from memory. This is the same argument made by researchers who use
line-by-line self-paced reading paradigms in which it is not possible for readers to regress back to
previous portions of the text (e.g., [15,31]). In anaphor resolution in particular, this allows readers to
connect anaphors with distant antecedents without engaging in extensive rereading or experiencing
large coherence breaks. The downside of this, however, is that comprehension relies on algorithmic
processes that are not perfect in nature. In the present case and in earlier work by Cook [26] and by
Rayner and colleagues [27], time to process incorrect anaphors was a function of their overlap with the
antecedent, instead of based on whether the anaphor was a correct referent or not. Indeed, Klin and
colleagues [34–36] argued that in some cases, readers may never fully activate the specific lexical item for
an antecedent and instead rely on a partially activated set of conceptual features about the antecedent
during the initial stages of anaphor resolution. If the reactivated content is “good enough” [24,25,37],
comprehension proceeds. However, as demonstrated here and in Cook’s [26] original study, additional
information may become available and lead to processing difficulty downstream of the anaphor. Since
Klin and colleagues’ [34–36] studies used a single response probe paradigm, they were not able to
observe the continuum of processing that the use of eye tracking allowed for here and in Rayner’s [27]
study. In general, the results reported here add to a growing body of literature that supports a view in
which information is continually being reactivated from memory, integrated with incoming content,
and validated with respect to the information in active memory [31–33].

The benefit of eye tracking studies beyond line-by-line self-paced reading paradigms, then, is not
in the kinds of phenomena that can be studied but in the level of analysis that can be obtained. Eye
tracking allows for a more fine-grained measure of where in the time course of reading processing
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difficulty occurs and what information readers may utilize to resolve that difficulty. This is particularly
important when examining processing of particular words or phrases that play out over time. The study
reported here focused on the time course of anaphor resolution, demonstrating that resolution is
based on the “goodness of fit” between the anaphor and reactivated information, that it continues
after readers have moved past the anaphor in the text, and that resolution depends on reactivated
information rather than direct access in the text to the previously encountered content.

This ability to examine processing over time in higher level of comprehension is important,
because reliance on measures that fail to examine the full time course of processing may paint a
misleading picture of the comprehension process. In another study, Cook and colleagues [38] used
eye tracking with Moses Illusion items in which highly related, but incorrect target concepts were
embedded in general knowledge statements (e.g., “It was Moses who took two animals of each kind
on the Ark). Consistent with previous eye tracking studies on semantic anomalies [39–41], Cook and
colleagues [38] demonstrated that readers incorrectly responded “true” to illusion statements and did
not have any differences in initial reading times (i.e., first fixation duration, first-pass duration) between
correct and incorrect content. However, different from previous studies, Cook and colleagues [38] also
found that relatively late measures of reading on the target (i.e., regressions and second-pass duration)
showed that readers spent more time reprocessing incorrect targets than correct ones, even if they had
initially failed to detect the incorrect information and responded “true” to the item. This suggests that
participants’ explicit responses to incorrect content in text may not be reflective of the extent to which
that information is actually processed.

The previous paragraphs presented examples of how eye tracking can be used to examine critical
issues in higher level comprehension—particularly processing of inconsistent or difficult content in
text. In the course of this discussion, we want to revisit our earlier discussion of the importance of
careful stimulus design in eye tracking studies of discourse processing. As illustrated in the analysis
presented in this article, it is useful to construct text-level stimuli such that comprehension of a very
specific region of text (i.e., a target word or phrase) is dependent upon previous portions of text.
This allows researchers to understand how comprehension of information may change as a function
of the preceding content, even if that content appeared several sentences or lines back in the text.
For example, even though studies of lexically ambiguous words (e.g., “bank”) may be focused on lexical
access, which is a lower, word-level process, researchers have studied how access of word meaning is
influenced by discourse level variables. Wiley and Rayner [42] investigated how processing time on
ambiguous words embedded in paragraph length passages was influenced by passage titles as well as
passage context. Similarly, Colbert-Getz and Cook [13] examined: (1) whether elaboration of passage
context that supported the subordinate meaning of a lexically ambiguous word would influence word
processing time; and (2) whether a prior encounter of an ambiguous word in its subordinate sense
would influence subsequent processing of the same word in its dominant sense. In both studies just
described, the target regions consisted of a lexically ambiguous word and a disambiguating word or
phrase; processing of these regions depended upon the preceding passage context. Although there
have been fewer studies in which researchers studied the influence of discourse context on sentence
processing, researchers use the same general stimulus design strategy. Processing of a particular
word or phrase depends on how it is parsed, and parsing may be influenced by the global passage
content [43]. Across these studies, though, measures are typically limited to data taken from the target
line itself. The results from the present study illustrate why: readers do not appear to reread distant
portions of the text to resolve comprehension difficulty, even when those earlier portions of the text are
still present on the screen and, thus, available to the reader. For a more detailed discussion of stimulus
design issues for eye tracking studies in reading research, see Cook and Wei [11].

Of greatest relevance to the present discussion, though, are studies in which processing of
information in a target sentence is dependent upon readers making connections between the target
information and previously encountered information. Although the general design of the target region
may be the same, the types of questions that are asked may be different. Researchers interested in
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discourse processing are generally focused on how a developing representation of a text in memory
influences processing over time. For example, do readers activate inferences based on preceding
contextual information, and do they instantiate those inferences into the evolving discourse model in
long-term memory? O’Brien and colleagues [19,20] found that processing times on words that were
only implied in a text were just as fast as when those same words had been explicitly mentioned,
indicating that the implied concepts had been inferred during reading (i.e., activated; see [23,44,45])
and instantiated into the representation of the text in memory.

As illustrated in the study in this article, eye tracking studies of discourse can also reveal how
processing plays out over time. Although researchers interested in word- and sentence-level processing
also examine the time course of processing, what researchers mean by “early” and “later” processing
differs across levels of processing. For example, word-level researchers may examine early recognition
processes related to orthography and phonology, followed by later processes of semantic access or
integration with sentence context. In contrast, discourse processing researchers are generally focused
on the time course of encoding new information, linking it with the current contents of active memory,
and verifying it against information in long-term memory, e.g., [31–33]. Since passage-level texts
contain more information that can be held in the reader’s working memory, readers must rely on
information that is reactivated from long-term memory. Although this may include information
previously presented within the text, as in the examples described in the preceding paragraph, it may
also include information that is reactivated from the reader’s general world knowledge, or semantic
memory. Thus, in eye tracking studies of higher level comprehension, “early” processing may reflect
influences of content that is active when a target word is encoded, whereas “later” processing may
reflect influences of information that is not activated and incorporated into the ongoing discourse
representation until the reader has already moved past the target in the text.

This interpretation of “early” and “late” influences in comprehension has been applied to studies
of the time course of influences of previously encountered contextual content versus information from
general world knowledge on processing of incoming information. Using eye tracking technology,
Garrod and Terras [46] examined whether readers’ processing of role fillers was initially influenced
by either information from general world knowledge or the previous discourse context. They had
participants read short texts in which the target region indicated either an appropriate or inappropriate
role filler (based on general world knowledge) for an action presented in a previous sentence.
For example, the target phrase “the pen dropped” is an appropriate role filler for the preceding sentence
“The teacher was busy writing a letter of complaint to a parent” but is inappropriate if the preceding
sentence was “The teacher was busy writing an exercise on the blackboard.” Eye tracking measures
revealed no initial effect of appropriateness on processing the noun, “pen.” However, times in the
region of the verb, “dropped,” and regressions from it back to the noun “pen” indicated delayed
processing difficulty when the pen was an inappropriate role filler for the preceding action. Garrod and
Terras argued that early processing of the role filler represented low-level associative bonding of the
role filler (pen) to the preceding action (writing), but this link was subsequently resolved against the
broader discourse context (writing a letter vs. writing on the chalkboard). Thus, processing difficulty
due to a mismatch between the role filler and the context was not observed until relatively late in the
time course.

Cook and Myers [47] extended this work by creating scripted narrative texts (e.g., a rock band
context) in which the initial encounter with a role filler was either appropriate (a song was played
by a guitarist) or inappropriate (a song was played by the manager) with respect to general world
knowledge. Consistent with Garrod and Terras’ [46] findings, processing times were a function of
the appropriateness of the role filler for the action described. The passage continued, however, and
a second encounter with the role filler was also either appropriate or inappropriate with respect to
general script-based knowledge. More important, though, the second encounter either matched or
mismatched the first encounter. Cook and Myers found that when the second encounter matched the
first encounter, regardless of whether it was appropriate or not, initial processing of this encounter
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was facilitated. Subsequent processing on the second encounter, though, showed a delayed effect of
appropriateness of the role filler; readers had increased regressions and longer second pass reading
times for the inappropriate role fillers. Cook and Myers argued that the early effects of appropriateness
on the first encounter, but the delayed effects of appropriateness on the second encounter, suggested
that either general world knowledge or context has the potential to be reactivated and influence initial
processing of incoming information. However, as additional information continues to be reactivated, it
has the potential to influence processing downstream in the time course, even if the reader has moved
on in the text. Although one source of knowledge may dominate early processing of target content,
the fine-grained nature of eye tracking measures allow researchers to examine the extent to which the
other sources of knowledge come into play downstream.

The argument that initial processing is influenced by the winner of a “race” for activation
between contextual information and general world knowledge is consistent with assumptions of the
RI-Val model of discourse comprehension proposed by Cook and O’Brien [31–33]. They argued that
comprehension can be explained in terms of three parallel asynchronous stages of processing that each
operate on the output of the preceding stage. In the first stage (R), information is reactivated from
long-term memory in response to incoming content via a passive retrieval mechanism, e.g., [48,49],
and this includes both previously read content as well as information from general world knowledge.
As soon as information becomes available, it is linked to, or integrated (I), with the contents of working
memory on the basis of goodness of fit in the second stage. The third stage involves validating (Val)
linkages against the contents of active memory via a feature-based partial matching mechanism [50–52].
These stages are assumed to be passive in nature and, thus, run to completion; they are also continuously
operating. Thus, new information may be reactivated even as the validation stage is starting. This
is true regardless of whether readers have reached their coherence threshold, the point in time at
which attention shifts to new information in the text. This means that new information may still be
coming available in working memory even after the reader has moved on in the text. Since processing
operates on either side of the coherence threshold, it is possible to observe processing difficulty either
immediately upon encountering the problematic content, or after a delay.

Cook [26] used the RI-Val model to explain her finding that early processing of anaphors was
based on goodness of fit; as contextual information about the antecedent continued to become available
in memory, however, that content influenced processing downstream from the anaphor. Although
Cook’s results were based on line-by-line self-paced reading data, the same general pattern of results
was found with the eye tracking data reported here; incorrect anaphors resulted in processing difficulty,
but only in measures that reflected processing relatively late in the time course (i.e., regressions,
second-pass duration). The present findings also show, though, that readers did not utilize the entirety
of the text to resolve that processing difficulty; most regressions were within the same line, and there
were relatively few regressions more than one or two lines back in the text—not far enough to reread
the portion of the text containing the explicit mention of the antecedent. As suggested previously, this
means that processing difficulty was resolved based on the information that had been reactivated in
memory. Given the continuous nature of processing assumed by the RI-Val model, information about
the antecedent becomes available in working memory over time, meaning that early processing of an
anaphor may be based on incomplete content. Resolution continues as more information becomes
available, and this may continue occur even after the reader has moved on in the text.

In another discourse processing study, Creer, Cook, and O’Brien [53] examined how narrator
perspective (i.e., first-person, third-person) influenced processing of spatial inconsistencies embedded
in texts. Across multiple self-paced line-by-line experiments, they found that under normal reading
conditions, readers were disrupted by spatial inconsistencies involving the protagonist when texts
were written in the first-person perspective, but not when they were written in the third-person
perspective. Creer et al. argued that the disruption was due to readers having difficulty validating
incoming content against information reactivated from the discourse representation in long-term
memory. Consistent with the view that validation occurs relatively late in the time course of processing,
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an eye tracking experiment isolated the inconsistency effects to measures that reflected processing that
occurred after participants had initially encountered the inconsistent content (e.g., go-past duration,
second-pass duration).

Although the present study demonstrated that readers do not typically regress very far in the
text to reread information that may help in resolving inconsistencies, it may be possible to push them
to do so by increasing their coherence threshold, within the assumptions of the RI-Val model [32,33].
Recent studies have demonstrated that subtle changes to the study procedure can result in large shifts
in the reader’s coherence threshold. For example, Williams and colleagues [54] argued that changing
the number of comprehension questions asked at the end of each passage may shift the coherence
threshold, such that readers will either wait more or less time for validation processes to complete before
they move on in the text. When comprehension questions were increased, the coherence threshold
was high, meaning that the validation process had more time to complete before readers moved on
to subsequent text (see also [53]). When comprehension questions were decreased, the coherence
threshold was low, and readers waited very little time for validation to complete before moving on to
subsequent information. Within the present study context, it is possible that shifting the coherence
threshold with similar manipulations would alter the extent to which readers experience difficulty
validating the incorrect anaphor. By this logic, within the present study context, a higher coherence
threshold would result in more efforts to validate the incorrect anaphor before readers move on to
subsequent information, possibly leading to more regressions back to previous text, including the
antecedent. Additionally, a lower coherence threshold may reduce the extent to which readers attempt
to validate the anaphor before moving on in the text, possibly reducing difficulty due to incorrect
anaphors altogether.

The distribution of processing effects over time is a growing area of interest in discourse
comprehension research. This area of research is uniquely suited to paradigms and measures that allow
for observation of the time course of processing effects—such as eye tracking. Even before the positing
of theoretical models of discourse comprehension in which the timing of effects is critical (e.g., RI-Val),
we have long argued for the importance of using measures that allow more than a single window into
processing. This is now more important than ever. As tests of theoretical assumptions in discourse
comprehension research hinge on which sources of information influence processing and when, it is
essential that researchers utilize measures that provide a wider view of the time course of processing.
Although several studies have accomplished this with careful development and presentation of stimuli
in line-by-line self-paced reading paradigms, the use of eye tracking technology can complement that
work by providing finer-grained analyses that allow researchers to isolate effects to critical words or
phrases and to determine how they are processed over time. However, we want to end with a note of
caution–researchers should be careful not to equate specific measures with specific processes. As Cook
and Wei [11] argued, the considerable overlap among measures makes mapping specific measures
onto specific cognitive processes a complex and unwise task. Instead, we recommend the approach
long recommended by Rayner [8], in which researchers use a variety of convergent measures that
cover a range of points on the temporal continuum of processing.
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Abstract: Readers occasionally move their eyes to prior text. We distinguish two types of these
movements (regressions). One type consists of relatively large regressions that seek to re-process prior
text and to revise represented linguistic content to improve comprehension. The other consists of
relatively small regressions that seek to correct inaccurate or premature oculomotor programming to
improve visual word recognition. Large regressions are guided by spatial and linguistic knowledge,
while small regressions appear to be exclusively guided by knowledge of spatial location. There are
substantial individual differences in the use of regressions, and college-level readers often do not
regress even when this would improve sentence comprehension.

Keywords: reading; eye movements; regressions; individual differences

1. Introduction

Visual text consists of symbols that are spatially ordered along horizontal rows or vertical columns.
Typically, a large number of symbols is visible concurrently, and they are visible for an extended
period until a screen is changed or a page is turned. Speech, by contrast, consists of a temporally
ordered sequence of acoustic symbols, and only a very limited amount of linguistic information is
available at each point in time. The extraction of linguistic information during reading thus requires
modality-specific skills. With reading, these skills include the programming of eye movements that
position the eyes at—or near—individual words, as high acuity vision is confined to a relatively small
retinal area: The fovea and adjoining parafovea. The spatial targeting of eye movement programming
needs to be coordinated with linguistic processing, so that high acuity vision is moved to words when
their identification becomes relevant for text comprehension. Most eye movements (saccades) progress
with word order, from left-to-right for Roman and modern Chinese script, right-to-left for Hebrew and
Arabic script, and also from top to bottom with traditional Chinese script.

A distinct subset of saccades, 5–20%, however, moves the eyes in a direction that is opposite to
word order [1–4]. Kolers [5] noted that these reversals of saccade direction do not interfere with reading
comprehension, and Rayner [4] suggested that they are responses to reading difficulties. The current
review extends prior overviews in several aspects: We argue that there are two distinct types of
regressions, that they serve distinct functions, and that their targeting is controlled by somewhat
different types of representations. We also review individual differences in the use of regressions and
consider potential implications for the teaching of reading.

2. The Spatial Targeting of Regressions

Corpus analyses show that regressions differ substantially in size [2,3]. They can reposition the
eyes closer to the beginning of the fixated word, move the eyes to an adjacent prior word, or move
across several prior words. When multi-line text is read, regressions can even cross one or more lines.
The implications of these substantial differences in the size of regressions have remained unexplored.
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2.1. Large Regressions

The literature has primarily focused on “large” regressions that traverse across more than one
prior word [4]. Though words that are the target of a large regression are viewed out of order, Kolers [5]
suggested that their viewing does not interfere with text comprehension because grammatical word
order is determined by words’ spatial location. Kennedy [6] (see also [7,8]) elaborated on this view.
In his conception, identified words are represented in conjunction with a spatial tag that indexes their
location on a line, or their relation to a spatial reference frame. This spatial indexing is assumed to be
part and parcel of visual word recognition and to occur automatically. When processing difficulties
can be linked to a prior word or a prior text segment, the indexes of corresponding text are retrieved
and used for regression targeting.

In this scheme, spatial indexes assume two useful functions: They guide a regression to a
previously read text segment, the hypothesized source of a processing difficulty, and they correct the
ensuing mismatch between the temporal order with which words are viewed and grammatical word
order. If, for instance, a reader executes a regression from word location seven to word location three
on a line of text, then the spatial index of the regressed-to word informs the reader that word three will
be re-inspected.

Kennedy’s experimental work [8,9] appeared to provide compelling support for this hypothesis.
Since the occurrence and targeting of large regressions cannot be controlled under normal reading
conditions, a probe classification task was devised that resulted in the likely execution of a regression
with controlled starting and ending points. Specifically, sentences were constructed that contained a
target word at a specific location. Participants were asked to read the sentence, and then to view a
probe word that was shown to the right of the sentence. The task was to determine whether the probe
had appeared in the sentence (see sample sentences 1a and 1b). In the original study [9], the probe was
either identical to the target word in the sentence (1a) or a semantically related word (1b).

1a. The man was looking for a spade in the shed next to the barn. Spade
1b. The man was looking for a spade in the shed next to the barn. Shovel

Under these conditions, regressions toward the target occurred on approximately a quarter of trials.
These regressions were remarkably accurate, as they positioned the eyes consistently near the center
of the target word, spade in the example, irrespective of probe-target distance. Consistent with the
spatial coding hypothesis, readers were assumed to use the probe to find the related spatial index in
the sentence, and to use it for the targeting of the regression.

Shortcomings of the Spatial Coding Hypothesis

By design, the spatial location of words on a line of text is confounded with their grammatical
order. When this relationship is removed, by presenting the words of a sentence at arbitrary screen
locations, knowledge of a word’s spatial location is poor and short-lived [10]. This finding is difficult
to reconcile with the spatial coding hypothesis. The hypothesis was also challenged by additional
experiments that examined the accuracy of regressions whose start and end points are experimentally
controlled. Although the size of these regressions increased with the distance of the regression target,
the reaching of these targets was error prone, in particular, when the target was far. In this case,
regressions often missed a designated word location by several words [11–13].

In Weger and Inhoff [11], the regression error for text that extended across two lines increased not
only with spatial (horizontal and vertical) distance but also with the number of words that intervened
between the starting and end points of a regression. Furthermore, readers executed additional,
search-like saccades that moved the eyes onto the target, when the initial regression to the designated
word location was inaccurate. Linguistic information thus influenced the accuracy of regression
targeting. Related work by Guerard and collaborators showed larger regression errors, in particular for
far targets, when the reading task was accompanied by an articulatory suppression task that involved
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the repeated articulation of the consonant sequence “ABCD” at a pace of two second per letter [14,15].
These results suggest that phonological working memory may be involved in the specification of far
locations, as articulatory suppression was likely to interfere with the representation of phonological
forms in working memory.

Rather than retrieving the spatial index of a designated regression target, readers may use the
working memory representation of previously recognized words (and linguistic knowledge) to estimate
how far back a prior word had been read, and this could be used to be used to estimate a target’s
spatial coordinates [15]. The difficulty of this estimate may increase with the number of words that
intervene between the fixated word and with the target’s spatial distance.

2.2. Small Regressions

The vast majority of regressions reposition the eyes within a word or moves the eyes to the spatially
adjacent prior word. Several findings indicate that the programming of these small regressions differs
from the programming of large regressions. They often follow an oculomotor targeting error [2,3], and
regressions up to 10 letter spaces move the eyes with a remarkable degree of accuracy to the center of
the preceding word [16], that is, they differ from similar size forward-directed saccades in that they are
not subject to systematic targeting errors. Presumably, this occurs because the spatial properties of the
regression target are still represented in working memory [17]. The results of a recently completed
study [18] are consistent with this view. Readers with upper quartile spatial working memory scores
executed more accurate regressions than readers with lower quartile scores when the regression target
was near but not when it was far.

3. The Function of Regressions

Text remains generally available after it has been read, and it can thus be used like an external
storage device. If a processing impasse can be related to a previously read text segment, a reader can
re-view it with a flick of the eyes and re-read the segment. Re-processing may reveal whether and why
represented linguistic content differed from the actual text. This can be used to validate or update the
representation of corresponding linguistic content. In the case of small regressions, two reasons for
making movements against the direction of reading can be specified. First, there are cases when the
eyes land on a word that was not the intended recipient of a saccade, especially when a word was
accidentally “skipped”. Second, there can be a need to return to a preceding word when it was not
fully processed during fixation [19]. These possibilities will be explored later, but for now the focus is
on long range regression in the service of comprehension.

3.1. Regressions for Text Comprehension

The “re-viewing for reprocessing” hypothesis [5,20] is the prevailing account for the execution of
large regressions. It maintains that a previously read word or sentence segment become the target of a
regression when their represented meaning (or grammatical role) disagrees with subsequently read
linguistic content. For instance, the heterophonic homograph “bass” in the sentence “The fisherman
was looking for the bass” should become the target of a regression when the representation of “bass”
as a type of fish disagrees with the remainder of the sentence, “that the guitarist had dropped in the
lake” [21], which implies that “bass” refers to a type of musical instrument. Similarly, syntactic parsing
may go wrong in sentences with garden path constructions. In the sentence, “Because Ed drinks
vodka is everywhere in the house”, comprehension is likely to be break down when the words “is
everywhere” are identified. This occurs because “vodka” is preferentially parsed as the object of “Ed
drinks” rather than as the subject of “is everywhere”. Readers may regress to reprocess prior text in
order to correct the parsing error.

One alternative to the reprocessing hypothesis is that large regressions are not aimed at a particular
text location [22]. Instead, they benefit processing primarily because they provide additional processing
time. Consistent with this view, detailed analyses of the starting and end locations of regressions in
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response to syntactic garden pathing showed that regressions did not consistently move the eyes to the
source of the processing difficulty (the misparsed sentence segment). In other experiments, readers
occasionally regressed toward a previously read sentence segment even when it was no longer visible
on a screen for reviewing and reprocessing [8,23].

These eye movements to blank screen locations are also consistent with another alternative,
according to which the primary function of regressions is to enhance retrieval from working memory.
Laeng and Teodorescu [24] showed that the sequence of saccades during the generation of a mental
image of a previously viewed visual pattern was similar to the sequence of saccades when the visual
pattern was originally viewed, as if moving the eyes to previously viewed locations supported
content-specific imagery. Moreover, memory for a previously viewed visual pattern was more accurate
when participants could move their eyes during the memory task than when their eyes had to remain
fixated. Presumably, this occurred because saccades to the location of previously depicted objects
supported the retrieval of objects that were viewed at those locations.

To distinguish between these accounts, Booth and Weger [25] constructed sentences with endings
that required knowledge of a critical target word that had occurred earlier in the sentence, the
assumption being that readers would regress to the target to validate it or revise its representation.
In Experiment 3, the target was either unchanged or it was replaced with another word when the
eyes regressed to the target location (e.g., the word “driver” was replaced with the word “dancer”).
Sentence reading was followed by a multiple choice task with three alternatives, one that referred to
the meaning of the originally presented target word, another that referred to the regression-contingent
substitute, and yet another to a word that did not appear in the sentence (the target and replacement
word were not presented in the multiple choice task). In the absence of regressions, or when regressions
did not land on the target word location, the target-related meaning was selected on 70% of the
trials. Conversely, a meaning related to the substituted word was selected on 68% of the trials when
a regression to the target location had resulted in the “re-viewing” of the replacement word at that
location. This indicates that regressions were used to re-process the word. and that the meaning of the
original word was replaced with the meaning of the re-processed substitute.

Similar results emerged from the key condition of a follow-up study [26] in which a target word,
e.g., “house” was inconsistent with the meaning of a subsequent verb, e.g., “ridden”. A regression
to the target either left it unchanged or replaced it with a congruent word, “horse” in the example.
Substantially less re-viewing time was spent on the target when it was changed to a congruent word,
presumably because the replaced target offered a better contextual fit. Consistent with the reprocessing
hypothesis, these findings demonstrate that readers re-processed the word that was reached with a
regression, and that the outcome of re-processing was used to update represented sentence content.

Other studies also show that large regressions can improve comprehension. Using
eye-movement-contingent display changes to manipulate the visibility of text to the left of a fixation,
so that it was either masked or re-readable after a regression, Schotter et al. [27] showed that sentences
with garden path constructions were understood more successfully when readers re-read text after a
regression. Readers also appear to use regressions to correct word identification errors [28], and to
fill in “missed” sentence and story parts that were viewed during episodes of mind wandering and
attentional lapses [29].

3.1.1. The Frequency of Regression Usage

Processing difficulties increase the frequency of regressions. When readers read sentences with
contextually incongruent and congruent words [26], regressions out of the end of the sentence occurred
on 60% of the trials in which a previously read target word was incongruent with a subsequently read
verb, and on 20% of the trials in which the two words were congruent. Surprisingly, the frequencies of
outgoing regressions differed little when the mismatching verb itself, “ridden” in the prior example,
was fixated, which had an outgoing regression rate of 25%, when it was incongruent with the target
[house -> ridden], and 18%, when it was congruent [horse -> ridden].
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Using a similar approach, we examined the rate of regressions that moved the eyes onto the
source of a presumed processing difficulty [28]. The materials were constructed so that controlled
target words would be the source of a processing difficulty in an incongruent condition but not in a
congruent condition. For instance, in the sentence “The midwife thought that the birch was successful
despite the mother’s concerns”, the target “birch” is incongruent with the subsequent sentence context.
A visually similar word, “birth”, was the target for the same sentence frame in the congruent condition
(with a different sentence frame “birch” was congruent and “birth” incongruent). With this approach,
regressions to incongruent targets were approximately twice as common as regressions to congruent
targets. However, regressions to incongruent targets were not routinely executed. Across experiments,
the highest rate of regressions onto incongruent targets was 32%.

Similarly, a detailed examination of regression usage during the reading of sentences with
garden-path constructions [22] (see also [30]) showed that parsing difficulties were not routinely
responded to with a regression. In the study, readers regressed out of the breakdown region of garden
path sentences on approximately 25% of trials, when the region was on the same line as the misparsed
phrase, and on approximately 17% of trials, when the breakdown region and the misparsed phrase were
on different lines. Moreover, regressions out of the breakdown region were not preferentially directed
at the misparsed phrase, and, as noted earlier, regressions out of verbs (“ridden”) were approximately
as common when they were congruent with a prior target as when they were incongruent.

Why were comprehension difficulties not routinely and/or not immediately responded to with a
regression? According to Folk and Morris [31] (see also [32]) this may occur because readers prefer
to use the represented forms of previously read words (in phonological working memory) for the
resolution of processing difficulties.

In these experiments, prior context did not constrain the meaning of lexically ambiguous target
words with biased meanings. Subsequent text was, however, constructed so that it implied the
subordinate meaning of a target, that is, it disagreed with the likely selection of the preferred target
meaning. In two pertinent conditions, targets were either homographic homophones (e.g., “bank”) or
homographic heterophones (“tear”). Homophones and their controls differed in that readers spent
more time viewing post-homophone context. With heterophones, by contrast, readers increased the
rate of regressions from post-target context to targets (see also [21]). According to Folk and Morris [31],
homophone representations could be corrected with a retrieval of working memory (WM) forms,
as represented phonological target forms could be used to retrieve a context-consistent subordinate
meaning. Regressions were executed when the retrieval of phonological forms did not provide access to
an alternative meaning for the resolution of the integration difficulty. To obtain a different phonological
form, homographic heterophones had to be reviewed with a regression.

3.1.2. The Timeline of Regression Programming

The timeline of eye movement programming appears to be similar when large regressions are
executed for the re-viewing and reprocessing of text and when forward-directed saccades are executed
for the identification of upcoming words. A comparison of regressive and progressive saccades out of
the ‘breakdown region’ of sentences with garden path constructions [30] showed that the mean fixation
duration prior to the execution of a saccade was approximately 235 ms, irrespective of whether the
outgoing saccade regressed or progressed in the sentence when several words were visible to the right
and left of the fixated breakdown region. Regressions and progressions differed, however, in size, with
a mean of 18 character spaces for regressions and of eight character spaces for progressions.

The programming of large regressions and of forward-directed saccades could have similar
timelines because their programming occurs in response to information that is extracted from the
fixated segment of text. If the extracted information is incongruent with represented content (and
when use of working memory did not resolve the processing difficulty), readers may decide to regress
to reprocess prior text. If the extracted information is congruent, readers may move their eyes forward
to identify upcoming words.
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3.2. Small Regressions

Corpus analyses show that regressions are, on average, smaller than forward-directed
saccades [2,11,33], extending typically across one to three letter spaces. The viewing duration
preceding these regressions is typically short [34], as if these regressions corrected a poor viewing
location [34,35] that was not well suited for word recognition [36].

Small regressions often move the eyes from the ending of a word toward the center or the
beginning to improve its recognition. Other small regressions move the eyes from a fixated word to
the immediately preceding word, and these inter-word regressions are particularly common when
the prior word has not been fixated (i.e., when it was skipped) [32]. Similar to regressions within a
word, post-skip regressions could be used to obtain a better viewing location for the identification of
skipped word.

Although word skipping can occur when an upcoming word is recognized before a saccade to
it is committed to execution [33,37], corpus analyses not only indicate that readers generally direct
the eyes at the center of an upcoming word [34,37,38], but also that this location is often missed.
These presumed targeting errors are attributed to a range error that biases the size of executed saccades
toward a default (mean) saccade size, and an additional random error. These findings imply that some
word skipping is due to oculomotor targeting errors, and computational simulations (e.g., [39]) are
consistent with that. An erroneous skipping of a word is likely to impair its recognition, and this could
be corrected with a small regression to the skipped word.

Readers may also execute small regressions to correct oculomotor timing errors. That is, the
eyes may leave a fixated word before its processing has been completed. Akin to a spatial targeting
error, premature saccades will position the eyes off a to-be-processed word, and this divergence can be
corrected with a small regression [35,40].

3.2.1. Frequency of Small Corrective Regressions

It appears plausible to assume that oculomotor targeting errors would be corrected routinely when
they impair word recognition, and this appears to be the default assumption in current conceptions
of eye movement control during reading [35,41]. However, corpus analyses cannot examine the link
between word skipping, recognition failures, and corrective regressions, as the success of visual word
recognition is not self-evident. Even when the recognition of a skipped word failed, a reader could
move the eyes forward after skipping and perhaps use upcoming text to infer the identity of the
skipped word. To illuminate the link between skipping, word recognition failure, and corrective
regressions, we examined the occurrence of regressions after the skipping of words that could not be
recognized prior to skipping.

In the experiment (Experiment 1) [42], the display of three-letter target words (e.g., “tax”) was
manipulated so that they were either visible (pre-viewable) throughout sentence reading or masked
with a length-matched string of visually dissimilar random letters (“gfj”). The mask occupied the
target location until the eyes reached a display-change boundary, the blank space preceding the target
location. A saccade to the right of the boundary replaced the random letter mask with the target
word, and the intact target was always shown when the eyes landed on the target location or to the
right of it. Since targets were relatively short words, they were liable to skipping, either because
pre-viewable targets were recognized before a target-reaching saccade was committed to execution,
or due to erroneous oculomotor overshoot (irrespective of whether the target had been previewed
or masked).
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Examination of boundary-crossing saccades showed that the skipping of the target area was
relatively common (31%; 687 of 2167 trials). This rate is similar to the skipping rate of three-letter words
in other studies (e.g., [43]). Slightly more than half of the target skips (58%; 395 of 687) occurred in the
target visible condition; on the remaining skipping trials, a random letter mask, such as “gfj”, was
skipped, presumably due to oculomotor targeting error. When this occurred, the erroneous fixation of
the post-target word should have impeded target word recognition, and regressions from post-target
words to target words should have occurred routinely.

The relative frequency of saccades from the post-target word to the target after the skipping of
previously masked and visible target is shown as a function of the direction of the outgoing saccade in
Figure 1. It is evident that the skipping of a masked target was not routinely corrected with a regression.
To the contrary, forward-directed saccades out of the post-target word were approximately three times
as common as regressions back to the target after masked target skipping. Moreover, regressions to
skipped masked targets were as common as regressions to skipped visible targets. These findings
imply that erroneous oculomotor targeting is not routinely corrected with a regression.

Figure 1. The relative frequencies of saccades out of post-target words after the preceding three-letter
target area had been skipped. Relative frequencies are shown as a function of the visibility of the target
word prior to the skipping of the target area and as a function of the direction of the outgoing saccade
(relative frequencies add up to 1).

An analysis of the viewing time (gaze) for post-target words after target skipping (Figure 2) showed
that the skipping of a target resulted in relatively long post-target viewing durations (approximately
half a second) when readers moved out of the post-target word with a forward-directed saccade, and
this occurred, in particular, when a masked target had been skipped. The relatively long post-target
viewing duration when readers exited with a forward-directed saccade suggests that readers sought
to identify the skipped target while the post-target word was fixated. This was particularly difficult
when the skipped target word had been masked.

Together, these analyses indicate that oculomotor targeting errors are relatively common, and that
they increase the difficulty of word recognition. Critically, they also show that the increase in word
recognition difficulty is not routinely responded to with a regression.
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Figure 2. Mean gaze durations and their standard errors for post-target words when the preceding
target word had been skipped. Means are shown as a function of the visibility of the target word prior
to skipping and of the direction of the saccade out of the fixated post-target word.

3.2.2. The Time Course for the Programming of Corrective Regressions

Figure 2 also shows relatively short post-target viewing durations (less than a quarter of a second)
when a regression to the skipped target was executed. The large size of the saccade direction effect
suggests that the extraction of post-target information was short-circuited prior to the execution of a
corrective regression to a skipped target. To determine whether useful information was extracted from
a post-target word prior the execution of a regression to a skipped target, we analyzed post-target
viewing durations as a function of a skipped target’s visibility prior to boundary crossing and of
the information that could be extracted at the onset of post-target viewing (Experiment 2) [42]. As
in Experiment 1, the visibility of a target prior to boundary crossing was manipulated so that the
three-letter target was either visible or masked before the eyes crossed the boundary. Again, the intact
target was shown when the eyes landed on it or skipped it. In addition, Experiment 2 manipulated the
visibility of the post-target word after target skipping. The post-target word was now either visible (in
upper case) at the onset of the post-skip fixation or its presentation was delayed by 50 ms (a string of
random letters occupied the post-target position for 50 ms in this case). In both viewing conditions,
the post-target word was visible in lower case 50 ms after the onset of its fixation. If readers sought
to obtain linguistic information from the fixated post-target word prior to regression programming,
then fixation durations preceding the regression should be longer when a post-target word’s onset
was delayed.

Examination of eye movements showed that target skipping was once more relatively common
(951 skips on 2657 trials). Again, only slightly more than half of the target skipping (n = 518) occurred
when the target had been visible prior to skipping; the remaining skipping occurred when the target
was masked. After skipping, there were 248 regressions where the eyes moved back to the target.
Figure 3 shows the post-target viewing durations for these cases, that is, when target skipping was
followed by a regression back to the target. These post-target viewing durations were examined as a
function of the visibility of the target prior to skipping (visible vs. masked) and also as a function of
post-target onset, that is, whether the fixated post-target word was visible immediately or whether the
onset of useful information was briefly delayed.
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Figure 3. Fixation durations on post-target words prior to a regression to a skipped target word.
Fixation durations and standard errors are shown as a function of the visibility of the skipped target
and the timeline of post-target onset.

A linear mixed model yielded a relatively small estimated effect of post-target onset on
pre-regression fixation duration, less than 4 ms (b = 3.41, SE = 14.20, t = 0.24, p > 0.7) and no
effect to target visibility (p > 0.5). Although Figure 3 appears to suggest a moderating influence of
the visibility of the skipped target in the immediate post-target onset condition, the corresponding
interaction did not approach significance (p = 0.36). The main finding, a null effect for post-target onset
effect, suggests that readers did not seek to extract linguistic information from the post-target word
prior to the programming of a regression to a skipped target. Since the data set was small and null
effects are difficult to interpret, this account needs to be considered tentative.

4. Individual Differences

A recent examination of basic oculomotor indexes (fixation duration and saccade size) in
four perceptual tasks revealed stable individual differences across tasks and over time [44]. Since
eye movements are part and parcel of fluent reading, individuals may also develop characteristic
regression strategies.

Cluster analyses applied to indexes of eye movements during the reading of structurally different
story segments [45] are consistent with this view. Clustering of readers yielded three approximately
equal-size groups of fluent readers with distinct eye movement preferences. The hallmark of one group
was the frequent use of regressions. These readers were assumed to resolve comprehension difficulties
through the re-reading of structurally important parts of the story. Members of the two other groups
preferred to move the eyes forward in the text, and they may have attempted to resolve difficulties
through the reading of upcoming text.

Similarly, path analyses, that examine the directionality of associated effects [46], yielded a
relatively weak link between oculomotor variables that control the encoding of text (skipping rates,
the size of forward directed saccades, and fixation duration) and successful reading comprehension.
Reprocessing (use of regressions and re-reading time), by contrast, was strongly associated with
successful comprehension. In the most effective model, encoding and reprocessing were also strongly
linked, suggesting that regressions are an oculomotor tool that can be used to achieve a more accurate
representation of linguistic content when the initial encoding of text was poor (i.e., when skipping
was common and when viewing durations were short). Cluster analysis (with a three group solution)
yielded one group with low comprehension scores. This group consisted of slow readers who regressed
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rarely. The two other groups achieved a relatively high reading comprehension score: One group
consisted of fast readers who regressed rarely, and the other of slower readers who regressed relatively
often. With slower readers, it was thus the use of regressions that distinguished readers with good and
poor text comprehension.

These analyses suggest that some readers learned to use regressions to improve their text
comprehension. Other readers may “under-use” regressions because they have not learned to regress
or because the benefit of rereading is not transparent. To gain some insight into the “under-use” of
regressions, we examined whether readers’ would regress more often after the benefits of re-reading
have become transparent.

For this, we re-analyzed the results of two experiments [28] in which the identity of a target
word was manipulated in one of the experimental conditions so that the execution of a regression
to it resolved a processing difficulty when a target was incongruent with prior context. As noted
earlier, targets were followed by different sentence context: One in which the target and its subsequent
context were congruent, one in which they were incongruent, and one in which their relationship
was “neutral”. For instance, the target word birch in “The midwife thought that the birch . . . ” was
followed by “was the most beautiful tree in the yard” (congruent), or “was successful despite the
mother’s concerns” (incongruent), or “was a strange sight first thing in the morning” (neutral). By
design, all targets had an orthographic neighbor, “birth” in the example, that agreed with incongruent
context. In the incongruent condition, regression-contingent display changes were implemented that
replaced the target with a much better fitting neighbor when readers regressed to the target location.
The execution of a regression to an incongruent target was thus rewarded with the viewing of a word,
a congruent orthographic neighbor, that resolved the processing difficulty.

Regressions to targets during the first half of the trials were compared with regressions to targets
during the second half, the assumption being that the usefulness of regressions in the incongruent
condition would increase their occurrence over the course of the experiment. No change in regression
frequency, or a lesser change, was expected for the congruent and the neutral conditions. Figure 4
shows regression rates to targets as a function of trial sequence (beginning vs. ending half) and sentence
context (74 participants who participated in Experiments 1 and 2 [28]). As can be seen, regression rates
did not increase over the course of the experiment in the incongruent condition, and the interaction of
trial sequence with context was negligible (p > 0.3).

Figure 4. Mean regression rate to target words and standard errors as a function of targets’ consistency
with subsequent sentence content. Incongruent target words were replaced with congruent targets
when readers regressed back to the target.
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These results indicate that readers under-use regressions even when the benefits of rereading are
relatively transparent.

5. Regressions and the Teaching of Reading

Why did readers’ use of regressions not increase over the course of the experiments in the
incongruent condition? Some readers may have under-used large regressions because they were
content with a somewhat odd—but “good-enough”—representation of sentence meaning [28]. Other
readers may not have learned to use regressions strategically. In a large scale (n = 632) study of
children’s eye movements during reading [47], increases in reading skill from grades one to five were
associated with the execution of fewer and larger saccades and the use of shorter fixation durations.
However, the proportion of inter-word regressions increased only after grade four. From then on, more
skillful readers “may go back to words that might have caused processing difficulty” [47] (p. 477).
Even older readers may not acquire this strategic skill without explicit instruction.

Many readers may also prefer to resolve difficulties through a reprocessing of working memory
content [31]. For instance, they could “normalize” the representation of sentence meaning by assuming
that a represented word form was misperceived, or, as mentioned before, they could be content with a
somewhat odd sentence meaning [48–50]. Current reading instruction emphasizes forward-directed
reading, as this is necessary for successful text comprehension. Regressions could even be discouraged,
as they interrupt the speech-like forward-directed flow of information uptake. This is particularly likely
in the case of reading aloud, which is the predominant form of reading in lower grades, as regressions
for meaning will likely compromise eye-voice-coordination [48]. Oculomotor studies of reading
development indicate that there is a transition from a more sequential and sub-lexical beginning stage
towards lexical reading, which appears common at about grade four [44]. More generally, large-scale
psychometric analyses of individual differences in reading development indicate a systematic increase
in the variance accounted for by higher order comprehension at the expense of decoding [49]. As this
development progresses, it may be beneficial to systematically teach the use of re-inspection strategies
when comprehension is suboptimal. Indeed, successful developing readers routinely engage in the
monitoring of comprehension and use regressions to resolve inconsistencies [50]. As we have argued
above, this skill may not develop automatically and should therefore become a more explicit focus of
reading instruction.

6. Conclusions

Reading differs from spoken language processing in that linguistic symbols have spatial properties
that are relatively stable. The forms of depicted words thus remain accessible after they have been
identified, and some readers discover that regressions to prior text can help resolve word recognition and
text comprehension difficulties during silent reading. Somewhat surprisingly, supplementary analyses
of pertinent data suggest that even skilled readers do not take full advantage of this opportunity.
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Abstract: The present review is addressed to researchers in the field of reading and psycholinguistics
who are both familiar with and new to co-registration research of eye movements (EMs) and fixation
related-potentials (FRPs) in reading. At the outset, we consider a conundrum relating to timing
discrepancies between EM and event related potential (ERP) effects. We then consider the extent
to which the co-registration approach might allow us to overcome this and thereby discriminate
between formal theoretical and computational accounts of reading. We then describe three phases
of co-registration research before evaluating the existing body of such research in reading. The
current, ongoing phase of co-registration research is presented in comprehensive tables which
provide a detailed summary of the existing findings. The thorough appraisal of the published
studies allows us to engage with issues such as the reliability of FRP components as correlates of
cognitive processing in reading and the advantages of analysing both data streams (i.e., EMs and
FRPs) simultaneously relative to each alone, as well as the current, and limited, understanding of the
relationship between EM and FRP measures. Finally, we consider future directions and in particular
the potential of analytical methods involving deconvolution and the potential of measurement of
brain oscillatory activity.

Keywords: reading; eye movements; event-related potentials; fixation-related potentials

1. The Timing Conundrum of Eye Movements and Event-Related Potentials

Decades of research recording eye movements (EMs) have revealed much about the processes that
underlie written language comprehension and their temporal course [1,2]. One of the most important
findings in the EM literature is that reading processing is fast and highly incremental [3]. Readers
construct an incremental interpretation of the sentence, roughly on a word-by-word basis, as successive
fixations are made along a sentence (e.g., [4,5]). Fixations are short periods of time, which on average
last approximately 250 ms, during which information associated with the currently fixated word in the
fovea, and to some extent with the upcoming word in the parafovea, is extracted and processed [1,2,6].
It is widely accepted that fixations reflect online cognitive processing [7,8], as the duration, and to a
certain degree the location, of each fixation is determined by a number of cognitive factors (e.g., word
frequency [9,10]; word predictability [11,12]). By implication, a sequence of processes occurs during
each eye fixation. The sequence must include, as a minimum, transmission of the signal associated with
the written word from the retina to the visual cortex, visual encoding, initiation of word identification,
and programming of the next eye movement [13].

The large amount of robust evidence reflecting the rapid time course of reading from the EM
literature however is in contrast with the likewise robust and compelling evidence of effects with a
later time course reported in the ERP literature [3]. ERPs are EEG signals recorded at the scalp (with
no measurable conduction delay between scalp potential and underlying source activity [14]) and
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time-locked to specific events [15]. They reflect postsynaptic potentials generated by populations of
neurons active in synchrony, spatially aligned, and with the same direction of current flow [16,17].
A great number of studies recording ERPs during written language comprehension have consistently
shown electrical signatures of linguistic processing in late time windows, associated with the N400
(between 300–500 ms after stimulus onset [18,19], although onsets are observed also from 200–250 ms
after stimulus onset, e.g., [20]) and P600 (between 500–800 ms [21]) components.

ERP measures have been traditionally recorded using the rapid serial visual presentation paradigm
(RSVP; e.g., [22]) in experiments focusing on the identification of individual words within or without a
sentence context. In these traditional ERP experiments, one word at a time is displayed in the center of
the screen, and blank screens are presented in between words. Each word is typically displayed for
between 400–1000 ms, that is, for a period much longer than the average fixation duration in natural
reading. Under these circumstances, ERP waveforms can be considered as a single stream of data
corresponding to the cognitive processing associated with a single word during the entirety of the
exposure period. Thus, finding that linguistic manipulations modulate late ERP components, and
therefore, that observable effects associated with higher levels of cognitive processing occur at time
points beyond the duration of an eye fixation, might seem unremarkable. However, we know from
the EM literature that during natural reading, late time windows associated with these components
are periods of time when the eyes have already moved to the next word, and identification of that
word may remain underway, or indeed, may have been completed. Processing of a printed word in
context, as reflected in EM measures, is determined by processing of both the individual word and
integration of that word with the syntactic structure and the semantic representation of the sentence
context constructed up to that point. Thus, observing modulation of ERP components that occur in
relatively late time windows might reflect processing associated with fixations on words downstream
in the sentence from the word in relation to which it was initiated. The important point to note here
is that making a single long fixation on a word, or multiple refixations on a word, or even making
multiple fixations after having left that word, might reasonably reflect qualitatively different aspects of
cognitive processing [23].

Combining the on-line recording of EMs under natural reading conditions, and the real-time
ms-by-ms recording of ERPs has great potential to unravel the nature and time course of the processes
underlying reading [24,25]. Investigating neural correlates of foveal processing when both foveal
and parafoveal information are available to the reader could lead to at least three potential scenarios.
If effects associated with a linguistic manipulation are observed in late time windows, this would
support the more traditional results that exist in the ERP literature and provide some evidence that
a certain amount of time needs to pass for a linguistic manipulation to show a measurable effect in
electrical brain activity. That is, cortical processing associated with word processing might outlast
the fixational pause and behavioural response [26,27]. In contrast, if effects are observed exclusively
in early time windows, this would bring into question the validity of the traditional ERP effects and
raise the possibility that the nature of the paradigm used might affect the nature of the differences.
For example, it might be possible that the foveal effects observed in previous traditional ERP studies
are the result of a delay in processing due to the unavailability of parafoveal information, or due to
differences in the deployment of attention under these experimental conditions relative to natural
reading. Finally, if effects are observed in both early and late time windows, this would provide
evidence that modulation of early ERP components might reflect cognitive processing associated with
the identification of a fixated word, while later ERP components might also reflect similar processes
as well as cognitive processing related to the integration of that word with its sentence context (e.g.,
semantic and syntactic processing).

2. A Tool to Discriminate between Theoretical Accounts

A large body of evidence from EM studies has demonstrated that readers not only process the
word they are fixating, but also the upcoming word in the parafovea, that is to the right of fixation in
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alphabetic languages such as English (see [1,2] for reviews). Pre-processing of parafoveal information
facilitates subsequent foveal processing of that word, and this contributes significantly to the rapid rate
at which we read [6]. While in the EM literature parafoveal processing has been investigated for over 40
years (e.g., using gaze contingent paradigms [28,29]), parafoveal processing could not be investigated
with ERPs until very recently, due to the nature of the paradigms being used. To reduce contamination
of the EEG signal by EM artefacts and component overlap, words were presented one-by-one in the
middle of the screen (e.g., [30–32]), or in the periphery away from central vision (e.g., [33–35]), such
that normal parafoveal processing in reading could not occur. Recently, new paradigms such as the
RSVP-with-flanker-word presentation method have been developed to address this issue (e.g., [36–39]).
According to this paradigm, sentences or lists of words are presented word-by-word in the centre of the
screen, with the preceding and following word(s) of the sentence, or of the word list, displayed laterally.
The lateral presentation of the preceding and following words allows for parafoveal processing of the
upcoming word, as in natural reading. However, in this situation, participants are required to keep
their gaze on the centrally presented word, and not to make any eye movements. It is well documented
that the allocation of attention and saccadic eye movements are most often tightly yoked (e.g., [7]), and
for this reason, when participants are not required to plan and execute a saccade to the right, there are
strong a priori grounds to anticipate that attentional allocation will not proceed in the same way as
during natural reading. Thus, although ERPs have the potential to offer insights into the fine-grained
timeline of parafoveal processing, and of foveal processing when parafoveal information is available,
the experimental paradigms being used might not permit ready investigation of these issues. In this
regard, co-registration of eye movements and brain potentials offers a methodological advance, and
the possibility of investigating important theoretical questions that could not be addressed through the
use of one of the two techniques alone.

Parafoveal processing is at the heart of the historical debate between serial versus parallel models
of saccadic control in reading. The extent to which lexical processing of a parafoveal word is carried
out during processing of the currently fixated word, and the temporal course of the lexical processing
of the parafoveal word, are important issues in the reading literature. According to the serial accounts
(e.g., E-Z Reader model [40–42]), words are fully lexically identified one word at a time. Extraction of
information from the word in the parafovea initially occurs when attention is shifted to the parafoveal
word but whilst the eyes remain fixating the word in the fovea. From a serial perspective, parafoveal
pre-processing is largely limited to visual, orthographic and phonological properties of the word in the
parafovea. Lexical processing of the upcoming word is initiated whilst it still lies in the parafovea. The
initiation of parafoveal lexical processing occurs only after the reader is assured of the familiarity of
the currently fixated word [43,44]. In contrast, advocates of parallel models of reading (e.g., SWIFT
model [45,46]; see also OB1-reader, [47]) argue that more than one word is lexically processed at a time,
with the degree to which parafoveal words are processed being determined by a number of factors
including the word’s frequency and where it lies within the graded attentional window. According to
parallel models, extensive (lexical) pre-processing of the word in the parafovea is expected during
processing of the currently fixated word (e.g., [45,46]).

Co-registration of eye movements and brain potentials might allow for discrimination between
theoretical accounts, as manipulation of characteristics of the word in the parafovea should have a
different temporal influence according to the different models. Indeed, by time-locking the ERPs to the
fixation onset of the word in foveal vision, it is possible to examine whether and which characteristics
of the parafoveal word might be extracted and processed during processing of the foveal word. If
processing of the parafoveal word is initiated only after the foveal word is identified, then we should
observe an effect in time windows that follow latencies associated with foveal lexical processing.
Alternatively, if visuospatial attention is distributed across multiple words but lexical access proceeds
serially, manipulation of visual, orthographic and phonological properties of the word in the parafovea
might elicit an effect in the time windows associated with foveal lexical processing, while manipulation
of higher level linguistic properties of the parafoveal word might produce an effect in later time
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windows. Both scenarios would provide evidence in support of serial models of saccadic control in
reading. In contrast, if lexical processing proceeds in parallel across multiple words, manipulation
of the higher-level linguistic characteristics of the parafoveal word might show an effect in the same
time windows associated with lexical processing of the currently fixated (foveal) word. Furthermore,
whether word position coding is flexible and expectation driven (as in the OB1-reader model; Snell et al.,
2018 [47]) might also be tested with co-registration.

It is possible that serial and parallel models are two extreme accounts, and new theoretical
frameworks might be able to better explain the existing empirical data (e.g., see the Multi-Constituent
Unit account advocated by Zang [48] in the current Special Issue). Despite this, however, given the
more fine-grained nature of the FRPs, as recorded with experimental paradigms that allow participants
to freely read and make saccadic eye movements, and time-locked to specific oculomotor events,
co-registration can be adopted to potentially shed light on this debate.

3. Phases of Co-Registration Research

3.1. Pioneering Co-Registration Studies

The idea of using a single technique to record eye movements and brain potentials has been
developed over years of pioneering research. As early as in the 1950s, researchers investigated the
existence of brain responses associated with EMs (see [49]). These studies revealed the existence of
a sequence of components associated with saccadic EMs [50,51]. First, a presaccadic slow negative
waveform has been reported, starting up to 1s before onset of a voluntary saccade over posterior frontal
areas, and then extending over parietal areas, being maximal over the vertex [52–55], which some
hypothesised to be similar to the ‘readiness potential’ [55]. Following this, a presaccadic slow positivity,
also known as the antecedent potential, was observed between approximately 30–300 ms prior to
saccade onset. This effect occurred primarily over occipito-parietal areas, but also over frontal areas
of the scalp (e.g., [53,54,56,57]). This slow positive wave was found to be associated with processes
that precede saccade execution, such as saccade planning and shifting of attention towards the next
saccade target (e.g., [54,56,58,59]). Next, a biphasic wave shape (first negative and then positive), also
called the presaccadic spike potential, was observed at saccade onset (with a sharp positive potential
approximately 10–40 ms prior to saccade onset [54,55]) caused by the contraction of extra-ocular
muscles associated with saccade execution. This potential, positive over centro-parietal areas of the
scalp contralateral to the direction of the next saccade, and negative ipsilateral to the direction of the
next saccadic EM, was present regardless of light or dark visual conditions [60,61], and modulated by
saccade size and direction [62–64]. In addition, a positive response was also observed, originating in the
visual cortex of awake individuals about 80–100 ms after fixation onset [51,65,66] in response to changes
in the retinal image that accompanied the saccadic EMs [52,67]. This visually evoked response, labelled
‘lambda wave’, was observed when saccadic EMs were required [49,65], appeared to be modulated by
physical properties of the stimulus (e.g., luminance and spatial frequency [68–70]), was not detected in
darkness [49], and was considered to be associated with uptake of visual information [61].

However, it was in the 1980s that the first attempts to concurrently record EMs and ERPs
were made in order to understand the cognitive processes that occur during reading. Marton and
colleagues [33–35,71] conducted a series of ground-breaking experiments time-locking ERPs to fixation
onsets (labelled ‘saccade-related potentials’, SRPs, due to the focus being on saccade offsets). In their
experiments, participants were asked to move their eyes to a word presented in the periphery of
the visual field, which was located about 20 degrees to the left or to the right of either the midline
point of the screen [33], or the margin of a new row of text [34,35]. This approach was adopted to
study reading under conditions that approximated natural reading, while keeping saccade amplitude
constant and while controlling for the direction of the saccades, with the assumption being that ocular
artifacts associated with left and right saccades cancel out EOG contamination of the waveform during
averaging [54,72]. Marton and Szirtes found that execution of EMs produced an advantage both in
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the peak latencies of the SRPs (compared to the visual evoked potentials, VEPs) and in the mean
reaction times [33], suggesting that differences can be observed depending on the naturalness of the
task. Furthermore, for the first time they presented entire sentences on the screen (over multiple
rows of text) and manipulated the final word of the sentence such that it could be congruous or
incongruous with the previous context [34,35]. In addition to the presence of a more pronounced
negative deflection for incongruous final words relative to congruous words (the established N400
component [30,31,73]), their findings also revealed significant differences between the two conditions
at approximately 110–160 ms from fixation onsets, with SRPs being more negative for incongruous
compared to congruous final words over frontal and central regions of the scalp [35]. These differences
were observed simultaneously with the appearance of the lambda wave (peaking at approximately 130
ms after saccade offset over the occipital region of the scalp). Because the lambda wave was thought
to reflect analysis of the physical features of the word, and the N400 component was thought to be
associated with lexical access, the authors concluded that their findings represented evidence for an
effect of sentence context before lexical access.

The theoretical questions investigated and the paradigm used (i.e., free reading of natural
sentences) make these studies of relevance to the present discussion. However, a severe limitation was
the very low spatial accuracy in determining eye fixations. EMs were measured via electro-oculogram
(EOG) channels placed around the eyes, which is not an optimal method for measuring eye gaze.
Thus, although subsequent efforts were made to improve this initial approach (e.g., [74]), research
moved towards experimentation recording EMs with high-precision eye tracking devices which were
being developed in the meantime (although see [75,76] for recent examples of reading studies using
EOG channels).

3.2. Separate Recording of Eye Movements and Event-Related Potentials

In the 1990s, the scientific community became increasingly aware that comparing results from
studies conducted with EMs and ERPs investigating the same theoretical question could provide
a more complete understanding of the processes underlying reading [77]. However, the idea of
concurrently recording EMs and ERPs was still considered to be out of reach. Two main issues were
considered problematic: the disruption of the EEG signal caused by the ocular artifacts (saccades,
blinks, etc.), and the component overlap across successive fixations [77,78]. Thus, a second phase of
co-registration research was characterised by the comparison of EM and ERP data obtained from two
separate experimental sessions [77–80]. Typically (except for [79]), in an EM experiment, sentences
were presented normally while EMs of one group of participants were recorded. In a separate ERP
experiment, testing different participants, target words, either within a contextual frame, or presented
in isolation, were presented word-by-word according to the RSVP paradigm while the EEG signal was
recorded. Although this approach was limited in a number of respects, the work raised a number of
important theoretical questions.

Raney and Rayner [77] first compared converging results from two different existing studies ([81]
for the EM data; [82] for the ERP data) that investigated the nature of changes in processing associated
with rereading (i.e., when text was read for the second time). In these experiments, participants were
required to read and remember as much text as possible for later recall. The EM data showed that
multiple aspects of reading behaviour were facilitated during rereading (e.g., duration and number of
forward fixations was reduced, amplitude of forward saccades increased, number of regressive fixations
fell), and that the facilitation associated with the second reading affected high and low frequency target
words similarly. The ERP data showed that changes in rereading behaviour were likely due, on one
side, to decreased perceptual and comprehension demands (denoted by increased N1-P2 amplitudes),
and on the other side, to increased memory demands (as suggested by decreased P300 amplitudes).
Thus, converging evidence from EM and ERP data supported the theoretical view of the existence of
different stages of processing during reading. However, Raney and Rayner did also report instances of
diverging EM and ERP results. Different findings were observed in two experiments investigating
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processing of a target word that was related or unrelated to the preceding sentence context ([83] for
the EM data; [84] for the ERP data). The EM data showed that facilitation occurred only when both
the subject noun and verb were related to the target word. In contrast, ERP data showed facilitation
when both or only one of either the subject noun or the verb were related to the target word. Although
Raney and Rayner did not discuss in detail the diverging results, the paper raised an important issue
concerning the relationship between EM and ERP measures. This relationship was later investigated
by Dambacher and Kliegl [78]. These authors compared EM and ERP results from two separate
experiments in which two different groups of participants were required to read the same sentences for
comprehension ([85] for the EM data; [86] for the ERP data). The aim of the study was to investigate
whether both EM and ERP measures (i.e., fixation durations and N400 amplitudes respectively) were
modulated by the same word properties, and by implication, by common mechanisms associated with
word recognition. They found that longer single fixation durations were correlated with more negative
N400 amplitudes on the corresponding word, a relationship accounted for by both word frequency and
word predictability, as well as by the predictability of the upcoming word. In addition, more negative
N400 amplitudes were associated with longer single fixation durations on the following word, and this
relationship was accounted for by word frequency. Thus, their findings confirmed that both EM and
ERP measures were similarly modulated by word frequency (considered a bottom-up variable) and
word predictability (considered a top-down variable), and, as a consequence, by at least one common
stage of processing.

Taking advantage of these complementary methods, Ashby and Martin [79] also compared EM
and ERP results. Aiming to investigate the nature of prelexical phonological processing, they used
a boundary-change lexical decision task for the EM experiment, and a masked priming semantic
judgment task for the ERP study. In both experiments, isolated target words were presented, preceded
by a partial word parafoveal preview (in the EM experiment) or prime (in the ERP experiment). Both
were comprised of a syllable congruent or incongruent with the initial syllable of the target word.
Shorter fixation times and more positive ERP amplitudes between 250–350 ms were observed for the
syllable congruent condition compared to the syllable incongruent condition. These converging results
provided support for the view that activation of prelexical phonological representations includes
activation of prosodic (i.e., suprasegmental) information, such as syllable information, that is not
encoded in the writing system. In addition, they suggested a role for memory in the activation of
suprasegmental information, since preserving congruent syllable information in memory during a
saccade, or during a backward mask, facilitated word recognition.

Although the nature of the relationship between EM and ERP measures remains unclear and it
has not yet been determined whether different results might be explained by differences in the specific
paradigm used, the three studies [77–79] showed that considering converging, as well as diverging,
EM and ERP results offers potential benefit for our understanding of reading, and of human cognitive
processing more generally.

In this second phase of co-registration research, another important issue was investigated, namely,
sensitivity of early ERP components to lexical manipulations. Sereno, Rayner, and Posner [80]
investigated timing discrepancies for effects thought to index lexical access (e.g., word frequency [87])
between methodologies, that is, as reported in independent EM and ERP studies. They argued that
it was not self-evident why experimenters should investigate relatively late ERP components, such
as the N400, by default when investigating aspects of lexical processing. An alternative, arguably
more plausible, approach might be to attempt to account for lexical effects within a more typical EM
time-line (i.e., considering lexical processing effects within 250 ms from fixation onset). By recording
EM and ERP measures in response to the same target words (within a sentence in the EM experiment
and in isolation in the ERP experiment) their study showed effects of lexicality as early as 100 ms from
stimulus onset (on the P1 component), effects of word frequency starting at 132 ms from stimulus onset
(on the N1 component), and effects of word regularity (in terms of spelling sound correspondence) as
early as 164 ms from stimulus onset (on the P2 component). Thus, as they argued, their study did
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show lexical effects on early ERP components, although the two groups of participants were engaged
in quite different tasks in the two experimental sessions: silent reading for comprehension in the EM
experiment, and lexical decision task in the ERP experiment. This study emphasised the need for more
research on the early ERP components when investigating the cognitive processes underlying reading,
which had been largely ignored up to that point.

It was during this period that the idea of a single technique that would simultaneously combine
EMs and ERPs was formalized [24,25], thereby initiating the modern conception of co-registration
research. It was evident that the existence of electrophysiological signatures associated with specific
cognitive processes within an eye fixation had the potential to reveal a more precise timing of the
sequence of processing and to offer insight into the nature of pre-lexical, lexical, or post-lexical processes
underlying reading.

3.3. Simultaneous Recording of Eye Movements and Fixation-Related Potentials

Despite the existing challenges associated with simultaneously recording EMs and ERPs (see [26,
88–91] for a discussion), joint efforts from the international research community, alongside technological
advances (see [92–95] for a discussion) and advances in computational algorithms used for the correction
of ocular artifacts [26,96–99], have allowed for a third, ongoing, phase of co-registration research to
become possible. These studies have involved simultaneously recording EM and ERP data from the
same group of participants, reading the same stimuli, and performing the same task. This has ensured
an exact correspondence between EM and ERP data under identical experimental testing conditions
in the same individual. In this approach ERPs are referred to as fixation-related potentials (FRPs;
or EFRPs, e.g., [100]), as the time-locked events of interest are fixation onsets on particular words in
a trial. Note, though, that ERPs can also be time-locked to saccade onsets, in which case we speak
about saccade-related potentials (SRPs; see for example [91] for a discussion). A variety of different
paradigms have been used under such testing circumstances, for example, free reading of pairs of
words, lists of words, sentences or even paragraphs, during which participants make saccadic EMs.
Via these paradigms, it is possible to shed light on the neural correlates of not only foveal processing,
but also parafoveal processing, an important aspect of reading that was not possible to investigate in
experiments conducted in the first two phases of co-registration research.

A complete list of studies involving simultaneous recording of EMs and FRPs is presented in
Table 1. Note that we include in Table 1 only co-registration experiments that have investigated reading
through the analysis of EMs and FRP components, in which participants were allowed to make at least
forward eye movements in each trial, and in which eye movements were recorded with an eye tracking
system. Studies using co-registration but analysing oscillatory brain activity time-locked to fixation
onsets on particular target words [101–105] will be discussed only in relation to future directions.

Below we present three tables (Tables 2–4) in which we summarize every experiment that has been
conducted to investigate parafoveal and foveal processing, presenting, and in some cases manipulating,
information in the parafovea under co-registration conditions (see Figure 1 for a visualization of the
investigated effects).
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Figure 1. Illustration of example stimuli and investigated effects. The image shows example sentences
presented according to the boundary paradigm [28]. An invisible boundary is placed at the end of
the pretarget word (i.e., ‘small’). When the eyes fixate the pretarget word, a preview is displayed in
the parafovea (i.e., ‘bcvzc’, ‘house’, ‘nsrcm’, ‘manor’). When the eyes cross the invisible boundary, the
target word is displayed (i.e., ‘house’, ‘house’, ‘manor’, ‘manor’). Panels A and B differ from panels C
and B in the frequency with which the target words ‘house’ and ‘manor’ occur in the English language,
such that ‘house’ is a high frequency (HF) word, ‘manor’ is a low frequency (LF) word. In addition,
panels A and C differ from panels B and D as the preview stimulus is an invalid preview in the first
two panels, but a valid preview for the other two panels. That is, in panels A and C, a string of random
letters is presented in the parafovea, and this string does not share many features with the target
word (i.e., bcvzc’–‘house’, ‘nsrcm’–‘manor’). Instead, in panels B and D, preview and target words are
identical (i.e., ‘house’–‘house’, ‘manor’–‘manor’). Parafoveal-on-Foveal (PoF) effects are examined by
time-locking EM and FRP data to the onset of the first fixation on the pretarget word. Thus, researchers
examining PoF effects, compare the effect that the different parafoveal previews (i.e., ‘bcvzc’, ‘house’,
‘nsrcm’, ‘manor’) have on the processing of the pretarget word (i.e., ‘small’) that is currently being
fixated. Preview effects are studied by time-locking EM and FRP data to the onset of the first fixation
on the target word. Here, researchers compare the effect that the different parafoveal previews (i.e.,
‘bcvzc’, ‘house’, ‘nsrcm’, ‘manor’) have on the processing of the target word (i.e., ‘house’ or ‘manor’)
when it is subsequently fixated. Foveal effects are investigated by time-locking EM and FRP data to the
onset of the first fixation on the target word and comparing how the characteristics of the stimulus in
fovea (i.e., a HF word ‘house’ vs. A LF word ‘manor’) affect processing of that word.

Table 2 provides a summary of the results associated with effects derived from parafoveal
manipulations measured during fixation of the pretarget word. In these studies, the parafoveal word
was manipulated, and the EM and FRP data were time-locked to the fixation onset of the pretarget
word, thus allowing for investigation of parafoveal-on-foveal (PoF) effects. As discussed in Section 2
of this review, the time course of PoF effects is crucial in the context of the debate between serial and
parallel models. Whether lexical characteristics of the parafoveal word are extracted after or during
lexical processing of the foveal word pertains directly to serial or parallel accounts, and whether
visuospatial attention and processing operates in a focused or a distributed manner. Note, though, that
whilst early effects might be clearly associated with processing of the parafoveal word during fixation
on the pretarget word, FRPs associated with later time windows might be contaminated by activation
associated with foveal information processed during subsequent fixations on the following (target)
word, or refixations on the same (pretarget) word, implying that effects in these later time windows
require very careful analysis and consideration.

Table 3 provides a summary of experiments demonstrating effects at the target word when it
was manipulated in some way whilst presented in the parafovea. The effects associated with this
manipulation were measured when both EMs and FRPs were time-locked to the initial fixation onset on
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the target word. These studies aimed to examine the influence that the pre-processing of an upcoming
word in the parafovea exerts on the processing of that word when currently fixated. In the EM and
reading literature this effect is generally called the preview benefit effect and it is usually investigated
using the boundary paradigm [28]. In the boundary paradigm, the target word is replaced by a preview
string and an invisible boundary is placed immediately prior to the target word. In this way, when the
eyes are fixating the pretarget word, parafoveal processing of the preview occurs. However, when the
eyes cross the boundary, the preview is replaced by the target. If efficient parafoveal processing of the
preview occurs, and the preview is related in some way to the target, then if the characteristic that is
shared between the target and the preview is processed parafoveally, there will be a processing benefit
at the target (though see [124–126] for discussion of parafoveal preview cost relative to parafoveal
preview benefit). Thus, by systematically manipulating the characteristics of the preview in relation
to the target word, it is possible to make inferences regarding which properties of the preview were
parafoveally pre-processed prior to direct fixation. For example, if a parafoveal preview and target
word are semantically associated, then if the preview is lexically processed, semantic facilitation of the
target word should be observed upon fixation. Alternatively, if parafoveal pre-processing is limited
to visual and orthographic (but not lexical) properties of a preview, then no facilitation at the target
should occur. Again, investigations of this kind seek to discriminate between serial or parallel models
of reading.

Table 4 provides a summary of the existing findings observed for foveally triggered effects as
measured during fixation of the target word. That is, in these studies variables that affect processing
of a word from (at least) its initial fixation onward and their time course are examined. Thus, the
effects observed in these co-registration experiments should closely match with the results observed
in traditional ERP studies. However, knowing that the time course of word processing is affected by
the availability of parafoveal information, this research might investigate fairly directly the timing
conundrum that exists in relation to EM and ERP effects (see Section 1).

The information that is provided in the tables is comprehensive. Space limitations preclude
an extended discussion of all the aspects of the studies that are reviewed in these tables, however,
evaluating all the information together leads us to form two conclusions.

First, studies have consistently observed two neural correlates of identity preview benefit. The
first neural correlate is such that between 200–280 [110,114], between 140–200 and 200–300 [117], and
between 120–300 [120,121], N1 amplitudes are more positive for identical previews compared to invalid
previews, largely over occipito-parietal and temporal areas of the scalp. The only study which failed to
find such an effect [115] involved a methodological difference such that linked mastoids were used as
an offline reference (see [39] for discussion). The second neural correlate of identity preview benefit
is observed between 360–400 ms, when valid previews elicit more positive amplitudes than invalid
previews over central sites of the scalp [102,110,115], and between 300–500 ms, when valid previews
elicit more negative amplitudes than invalid previews over occipital areas of the scalp [121]. This
late preview effect on the N400 component was not observed in Degno et al. [120], indicating that
this might be related to naturalness of the reading task or to baseline choices. The eye movement
results also mapped onto the FRP data. Overall, and to date, this identity preview effect represents
the most robust and well documented effect in the co-registration literature, having been investigated
and demonstrated in word list reading experiments, prime-target pair experiments, as well as in
natural reading experiments. Current understanding of the neural correlates of the identity preview
benefit suggests that the latency range associated with the N1 component might reflect the period
of time when efficient orthographic and/or phonological processing occurs, because orthographic
and/or phonological characteristics of a word are correctly activated based on parafoveal information
(see [110,121]). The effect observed on the N400 component might likely be a consequence of the effect
shown on the N1 component, suggesting that when orthographic and/or phonological processing
is disrupted, later cognitive processing (likely lexical or semantic processing) is also slowed down
and disrupted.
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The second conclusion is that the literature is limited, the findings are mixed and sometimes
inconsistent. This leads us to the view that much more experimental work using these techniques is
necessary to allow us to identify those effects that occur with reliability and that are robust across
studies. Fairly consistent results have been observed between EM and FRP measures for PoF effects of
parafoveal preview [106,109,120], preview effects of predictability [26,108,113], frequency [113,117,120],
and type of preview [110,114,117,120], foveal effects of text type [111], inter-letter spacing [118],
repetition [107,110,112], word predictability [26,104,108,113], syntactic and semantic violations [116,119]
and foveal load [114]. However, inconsistencies in EM and FRP results have been observed for PoF
effects of semantic relatedness [106,108–110,115], preview effects of semantic relatedness [110,115],
foveal effects of semantic relatedness [108,110,115] and word frequency [113,120]. It remains the case,
though, that co-registration investigations of aspects of reading are in their formative stages (with
some effects being investigated in single studies only) and a greater body of experimental data is a
necessity before firm conclusions may be formed as to the kinds of experimental manipulations that
regularly and consistently produce FRP effects of specific kinds. Given the current limitations with
respect to the restricted empirical investigations employing the co-registration method alongside the
relatively small number of data sets, to us, it feels appropriate to place emphasis on only those effects
that appear strongest across studies at this point.

4. Are FRP Components Reliable Correlates of Cognitive Processes in Reading?

As discussed in the previous section, existing co-registration studies demonstrate a series of
prominent FRP components (e.g., P1, N1, N400, etc.) that are elicited during reading tasks (see Figure 2).
Understanding of what these FRP components might represent in relation to cognitive processing, at
this stage, is currently developing. In this section, we briefly describe each component and consider
the aspects of processing associated with reading with which each may be associated.

The earliest effect that we observe is a positive visually evoked response that originates from the
occipital regions of the scalp with a peak at approximately 100 ms after fixation onset on a written
word. This visually evoked response, once labelled ‘lambda wave’, is now considered the equivalent
of the P1 component [26,110]. Indeed, both responses appear to be associated with the uptake of visual
information [61], and to have a common neural generator in the visual cortex [127]. The P1 component
seems to be modulated by the nature of parafoveal preview [120,121], as well as the visual form of the
text [111].

The P1 component is followed by the N1 component, a negative potential which is largest over
left occipital, parietal and temporal areas of the scalp, with a peak approximately 200 ms after fixation
onset. Existing co-registration studies support the view that the N1 component is a time-window
during which orthographic and/or phonological representations of a written word become activated
(see effects of parafoveal preview on the N1 component [110,114,117,120,121]), and that the negativity
in this latency range is increased when less effective orthographic and/or phonological pre-processing
of parafoveal information occurs [114,120,121]. In addition, there is some evidence that effects of
word frequency [117] and foveal load [114] also modulate the N1 latency. At a first glance, these
timing effects might fit well with previous ERP studies that have shown word frequency effects on
early components (e.g., [80,128,129]), and with the time-line constraints derived from EM effects [25].
However, currently, given the sparse evidence for such effects, and the failure to find these effects in
sentence reading experiments [113,120], further investigation is needed.
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Figure 2. Here we offer a stylized characterisation of deconcolved waveforms that might (ideally) be
revealed if deconvolution processes were applied successfully to an average FRP data stream recorded
across two successive fixations made on the word “carrot” and then on the word “juice” as the sentence
“John made a very tasty carrot juice with fresh carrots yesterday” was read. The solid black line
represents the waveform and components (i.e., P1, N1, P2, N2, P300, N400, P600) that result from
processes associated with the fixation on the pretarget word, and these have been separated from the
waveform and components (dashed line) associated with the fixation on the target word. Note that the
actual waveform that would be recorded during the experimental trial would be a convolved signal
comprised of multiple waveforms deriving from fixations on the word(s) prior to the pretarget word,
the target word (and potentially) the posttarget word (‘with’ in the current example). For simplicity,
we have not included the convolved waveform in this figure, but the overlapping portion of the two
panels (time-locked to fixation onset on pretarget and target words) shows where that convolved signal
would occur (for only pretarget and target words) if it had been illustrated. See Ehinger and Dimigen
(2019) [130]) for a discussion of deconvolution and its mathematical properties.

Following the N1 component, a P2 component has also been observed in several co-registration
studies [106,109,113]. This positive potential was observed first over anterior and central areas of the
scalp between approximately 140–280 ms after fixation onset, being modulated by parafoveal semantic
relatedness [106] and word predictability [113], and then later between approximately 200–280 ms over
occipital scalp sites being modulated by parafoveal word form [109]. However, again, given the small
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number of studies to have found modulation of this component, the functional description of the P2
component currently remains unclear.

Another prominent FRP component is the well-established N400, a negativity observed over
centro-parietal areas of the scalp. This FRP component appears to be modulated by both parafoveal and
foveal manipulations. The parafoveal N400 component time-locked to the fixation onset on pretarget
words is modulated by parafoveal preview type [120] and parafoveal semantic relatedness [108,115]. The
N400 component time-locked to fixation onset on the target word seems to be modulated by parafoveal
preview type [110,114,115,121], semantic relatedness [110,115], word predictability [26,104,108,113], as
well as syntactic and semantic violations [116,119]. Observing modulation of this component during
natural reading is noteworthy. In one respect, it suggests that there is a stage of processing in this time
latency that is affected by linguistic manipulations regardless of the paradigm used, and therefore that
the component might reflect aspects of processing that continue beyond a single eye fixation [27]. In
another respect, it raises the interesting possibility that the same cognitive mechanism might underlie
effects observed in both early and late components (e.g., the parafoveal preview effect observed on
both the N1 and N400 components).

The N400 component is followed by the P600 component, a positive response with a widespread
distribution (largest over centro-parietal sites), with a peak at approximately 600 ms from fixation
onset. The P600 component time-locked to the fixation onset on target words appears to be modulated
by parafoveal preview type [115], semantic relatedness [108,115], word predictability [104], as well as
syntactic and semantic violations [116,119].

The existing findings suggest that FRP components that are observed in existing co-registration
studies are quite comparable to components observed in more standard ERP investigations, and
these appear to be elicited by similar experimental manipulations. Given this, it seems appropriate
to argue that FRP components are as reliable electrophysiological correlates of cognitive processing
underlying reading as those observed in more traditional (non-co-registration) ERP data sets. In
addition, the ecological validity advantage of the FRPs over the traditional ERP methods allows for a
more comprehensive investigation of the neural correlates of reading.

5. Do Co-Registration Studies add Value to Our Understanding of Reading?

In answering this question, we consider that there are at least two relevant perspectives, in that
co-registration adds value (and here we mean in the sense of providing increased scientific insight) both
to studies in which EMs alone are recorded, as well as to studies in which ERPs are solely recorded.

Let us first consider whether co-registration studies, potentially at least, offer greater insight than
studies in which only EM data are recorded. In relation to this issue, note that EM studies investigating
reading very often produce patterns of effects that are statistically robust with clear and predicted
numerical effects. Furthermore, as our discussion of the existing co-registration literature above should
elucidate, such clear EM effects are in stark contrast to patterns of effects in FRP studies that can
frequently be mixed and much more difficult to interpret. Despite this, based on our assessment of this
body of work, it is our view that co-registration studies do offer added value. The study by Degno et
al. (2019) [120] might serve as an example to substantiate our claim. In their experiment, Degno et
al. (2019) [120] obtained no significant difference in the EM data between X-string and letter string
parafoveal preview conditions at the target word. The early first-pass reading EM results associated
with both X-string and letter string parafoveal previews showed similar disruption to reading compared
to the identity preview conditions (X-string vs. identity preview condition: difference of 41 ms in
first fixation duration, 63 ms in single fixation duration; letter string vs. identity preview condition:
difference of 41ms in first fixation duration, 57 ms in single fixation duration). Thus, on the basis
of these data, there was no observable processing difference between the X-string and letter-string
preview conditions. However, significant differences between these conditions were observed in the
FRP data. Our interpretation of this result is that during the fixations (of numerically very similar
duration), the nature of the processing that occurred in the brain produced an amount of disruption
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under each condition that was comparable, therefore increasing reading behaviour similarly. Yet, even
though this was the case, it seems entirely reasonable to us to suggest that the disruption that did occur
during these fixations may well have been qualitatively different in nature. If this suggestion is correct,
then these results exemplify one way in which FRP data may add value by way of scientific insight, in
that they offer the potential to discern between qualitatively different types of processing that each
cause quantitatively comparable disruption to fixation durations.

Next, let us consider how co-registration as an empirical method may offer increased potential
insight relative to studies recording EEG data alone. From an ERP perspective, it might initially be
difficult to appreciate the potential of co-registration under free reading conditions, in that experiments
of this kind add disruption to the EEG signal via ocular artifacts that arise due to saccadic EMs intrinsic
to reading. However, let us briefly consider the studies that have directly compared results obtained
under active (i.e., saccadic reading) and passive (i.e., RSVP or RSVP-with-flankers paradigm) reading
conditions ([107,112,114,116,117]). These studies have shown several effects that have similar scalp
distributions in both the passive ERP and active FRP settings (although see Niefind and Dimigen
(2016) [117], where the parafoveal preview effect and preview frequency effect were observed only in
the FRPs, and Metzner et al. (2016) [116], where sentence-final semantic violations elicited different
voltages in the N400 latency range for the RSVP condition, and in both the N400 and P600 latency
ranges in the FRP reading condition). However, and critically in relation to our argument here, in
all these studies those effects were larger in size, were longer lasting and had an earlier onset in
the FRP active reading conditions compared to the passive ERP reading conditions. For example,
Kornrumpf and colleagues (2016)[114] observed a parafoveal preview effect between 230–250 ms for
passive reading ERPs, but between 160–300 ms in FRPs under active reading conditions. We consider
that although this difference in the onset of the effect is small, it is likely very important in that it
might reflect a more advanced timeline associated with natural reading due to the rapid dynamics
of attentional deployment in such circumstances. Clearly, it is the case that the time of processing
has been an issue of central investigation in reading research, and given this, to us at least, any such
differences are potentially informative regarding the precise nature of processing.

In addition, with co-registration it is possible to investigate neural correlates of specific and different
aspects of oculomotor behaviour that might occur under different experimental conditions during
reading ([116,122]). For example, Metzner et al. (2016) [116] separated trials in which participants did,
or did not, make a regressive saccade in order to re-read previous parts of the sentence, and revealed
different FRP effects associated with re-reading of syntactic and semantic violations. That is, whilst
trials with regressions elicited effects on the N400 (for sentence-final syntactic and semantic violations)
and P600 component (for sentence-medial and sentence-final syntactic and semantic violations), in
trials without regressions effects associated with sentence-final syntactic and semantic violations
elicited a sustained negativity only. In this way, again, FRP data offer potential for added value.

Finally, an area of reading research that has received little attention, but which may be fruitful
for co-registration research, concerns the investigation of oculomotor planning per se. For example,
we question whether there may be differential FRP signatures associated with alternative patterns
of oculomotor activity. For instance, whether there is a different FRP ”signature” associated with a
fixation prior to a progressive saccade relative to that for a fixation prior to a regressive saccade.

6. What is the Nature of the Relationship between Eye Movements and Fixation-Related
Potentials?

Let us state at the outset that the currently limited number of studies mean that a completely
clear perspective is not, at present, possible. Moreover, this is an extremely difficult question to tackle.
Nonetheless, we do feel that it is at least necessary to consider aspects of those results that do currently
exist that might inform an answer. For example, we consider it important, as we have already noted,
that there are relationships and consistencies in EM and FRP data sets that are suggestive of common
(potentially causative) links at the level of neural and cognitive processing. If the suggestion that such
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commonality across data streams is reflective of common aspects of psychological function, then such
results are extremely encouraging in respect of the future value of the co-registration approach as a
tool to further future understanding. At this stage, from our perspective, we see enough such effects in
existing data sets to persuade us that this venture is worthwhile. All of this said, it remains the case that
there are a number of situations when there are inconsistencies in effects across the two data streams.
Furthermore, such inconsistencies may take the form of a particular effect in one data stream seemingly
corresponding to multiple different effects in the other data stream. Alternatively, inconsistencies
might even occur such that whilst an effect occurs in one data stream, there is no evidence of any
corresponding effect in the other stream. If both EM and FRP data streams do reflect common causative
neural and cognitive aspects of processing, then it is quite unclear why such inconsistency should arise.
Again, at this stage, we feel it is prudent not to speculate to any great degree as to potential explanations
for such data patterns. Instead, it seems likely that over time as results from co-registration studies
proliferate, the patterns of consistency, as well as the patterns of inconsistency will develop and become
substantiated, and at such a point downstream, we should then be better equipped to provide an
answer to the question that we have posed.

Even though we are cautious in our interpretation of existing co-registration data set, based
on our assessment of current data patterns, it appears that during natural reading, when a clear
expectation is not met, as for example with predictability and semantic and syntactic violation effects,
both behavioural and neural systems exhibit pronounced disruption. The disruption can be observed
clearly and comparably in both the EM and FRP data streams, with counterpart “signatures” in both.
In contrast, when subtler, less disruptive manipulations are adopted, such as word frequency and
semantic relatedness manipulations, where processing may proceed relatively unhindered (i.e., without
pronounced disruption), then it appears that less consistent counterpart effects appear in the two
data streams. Thus, potentially, the degree of disruption (that is, both the magnitude of cognitive
disruption, as well as the extent to which effects are statistically robust) that a manipulation causes
to ongoing cognitive processing in reading may be the mediator of the degree to which comparable
counterpart EM and FRP effects are observed. It is for future research to refine explanations of why
EM and FRP recordings sometimes offer consistency in effects, and on other occasions inconsistency.
The application of linked mixed models [131] to co-registration data might be a useful analytical tool
to further our understanding of the relationship between EM and FRP measures.

A final point that we will consider concerns the contrasting manner in which measures of EM
and FRP are used in the literature. Within the EM research community, different EM measures (e.g.,
first fixation duration, single fixation duration, gaze duration, etc.) are used to show the temporal
course of an effect, and it is well documented that different EM measures can be influenced by the
same experimental variable (e.g., [132]), and that the same EM measure can provide insights into
different aspects of processing associated with reading [23,77]. Thus, the reason why different, and
often numerous, EM measures are analysed and reported is because the entire time course of an effect
is being considered such that claims can be made as to the point in time at which an experimental
manipulation first exerted an observable influence on processing, as well as the duration (and arguably,
nature) of its influence. There is a crucial and fundamental difference between the approach to
measures in the EM and ERP literatures. Broadly speaking, EEG researchers favour an approach in
which effects are directly investigated through the examination of specific components known to be
modulated by a particular experimental variable (although see for example [128,133] for a ‘time course
processing’ approach). Of course, current understanding has moved on from the idea that individual
components within an EEG data set index particular cognitive functions, almost on a “one-to-one”
basis (e.g., N400 as a language measure of semantic processing). Instead, it is now widely considered
that the EEG data stream provides an electrophysiological index of activity in the cortical mechanisms
underlying a mental operation (e.g., N400 as an index of processing in semantic memory of a range of
meaningful stimuli across different modalities; [18]). However, despite this, it remains the case that
many ERP studies focus on particular ERP components, and seek to demonstrate an influence of one
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or more experimental variables on that component. In contrast to the approach in EM studies where
the continuity of processing over time is investigated, in ERP studies, often, “snapshots” in time are
offered, and in this way, insight into the entire time course of the influence of an experimental variable
may be missed. In our view, co-registration research offers an opportunity to bring the “time course
of processing” approach to analysis that is often utilised in EM research to the analysis of EEG data
sets. For example, existing co-registration studies have analysed a series of FRP components that are
initiated and developed from fixation onset, and such studies do adopt more of a time course approach
to their analyses. In addition, the adoption of raster plots that illustrate data acquired from all scalp
sites within relatively extended time windows of analysis, also seems to offer insight into the nature of
change in FRP data over time.

7. Future Directions

An important issue that faces co-registration researchers concerns how we might most effectively
separate components that overlap temporally (i.e., from one fixation to the next) within the EEG data
(e.g., [26,77,78,88,111]). Figure 2 presents a visual example of the issue. As can be seen, each fixation
has associated with it a waveform containing a series of components that overlap with the waveform
and components associated with the preceding and following fixations. In the figure, the composite
waveform has been separated (on the assumption of the successful application of deconvolution) to
illustrate how components associated with each successive fixation might be isolated and identified. It
should be clear that without deconvolution, the composite waveform would have a form represented
by a combination of the underlying waveforms (and this is not represented in Figure 2).

Progress has been made in developing approaches to deal with this issue (e.g., [130,134–139]),
but the majority of the existing, published, co-registration experiments investigating reading do not
report analyses that separate temporally overlapping components deriving from different fixations,
and therefore, have not yet directly addressed this challenge (although see [119] for an assessment of
spatial overlap of components and [122] for temporal overlap). Limiting the analysis to time windows
in which the next fixation does not yet overlap (e.g., selecting only fixations with a minimum fixation
duration and analysing the FRP components within those intervals; see Nikolaev et al., 2016 [91]
for a discussion) does directly address this issue. However, this approach leads to a series of other
important considerations (e.g., fixations that could reflect meaningful cognitive processes might likely
be systematically excluded from the analyses), which make the deconvolution approach a much better
solution to date.

New advances in techniques to deconvolve the EEG signal whilst at the same time controlling
for covariation due to other effects have been developed (e.g., [130]). Loberg et al. [122] have taken
the first step to try to adopt this approach to investigate school-aged children with slow or typical
reading speed as they performed a natural reading task where a target word in each sentence was
manipulated for length. Deconvolved FRPs were analysed, and saccade amplitudes were used as
covariates. Loberg et al. did not provide comparative analyses of convolved vs. deconcolved data sets,
however, Ehinger and Dimigen [130] did undertake such analyses (though their task involved face
processing, not reading). These analyses indicated that whilst the main components and effects are
observable in both types of analysis, the analyses of the deconvolved data appeared more tightly and
definitively indicative of specific processes associated with experimental manipulations. We anticipate
that researchers adopting co-registration to investigate reading will increasingly engage with these
techniques into the future.

A second area that we see as offering future promise is the investigation of brain oscillatory activity.
Increases and decreases in power in specific frequency bands are considered to reflect synchronization
and desynchronization, respectively, of the underlying neural networks. To date, a very limited
number of co-registration studies has investigated brain responses in the time-frequency domain
during reading [102–105]. Based on published studies to date, two considerations emerge that may be
of particular importance. First, Kornrumpf, Dimigen, and Sommer [102] have shown that analysis
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of these data might best suit investigation of more covert aspects of cognitive processing in reading,
such as distribution/deployment of attention in relation to foveal and parafoveal processing. In this
sense, analysis of brain oscillation might become a crucial tool to use in the context of distinguishing
between different models of reading that specify how and when attention is allocated across words
over fixations. At a more general level though, brain oscillations might also offer an opportunity to
investigate induced (rather than evoked) meta-cognitive aspects of reading, such as task engagement,
attentivity, dual-task costs, distraction effects, discourse coherence and text comprehension, as well
as tasks demands (see e.g., [103]). Again, we must reiterate that the investigation of brain oscillatory
activity is currently limited in silent reading research (see [140]), and to an even greater extent in
co-registration research. It is for future research to demonstrate the true value of the approach.

8. Conclusions

The present review has provided an overview of the history and literature on co-registration
of EMs and FRPs in reading, and discussed the potential of this methodology for providing novel
scientific insight into the nature of processes underlying reading. The appraisal of the existing
literature has allowed us to raise questions for consideration that we hope will challenge current
understanding and stimulate debate concerning the neural correlates of cognitive processing in reading.
We consider the theoretical assumptions that underlie the co-registration approach to be plausible, and
that consideration of both data streams simultaneously provides additional, complementary value to
the insights we can obtain by considering either data stream alone. However, current understanding
of the relationship between oculomotor events and neural correlates of those events remains unclear.
It appears crucial to conduct a significantly larger number of experiments with this methodology to
develop our understanding of how neural and cognitive processes associated with oculomotor events
relate to their FRP correlates in reading. The timing and nature of these correlates time-locked to
specific words will be instrumental in the development of better specified and more comprehensive
models of reading.
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